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Abstract
This thesis examines the social and cultural context of new genetic knowledge
associated with breast cancer, namely two inherited ‘susceptibility genes’
BRCAl and BRCA2 which were identified in the mid 1990s. It looks at how
this knowledge is used, received and acted upon in two key social arenas; (a)
Cancer Genetic Clinics and (b) a Breast Cancer Research Charity. In relation to
other recent developments in the field of human and plant genetics, BRCA
genetics has generated comparatively less public or media criticism, concern or
controversy. Nevertheless it is at the forefront of an expanding field of clinical
genetics. By looking at how this knowledge is transmitted at key sites of social
interaction, this thesis contextualises the comparative ‘silence’ that has
accompanied these developments. It explores how the knowledge and
technologies associated with breast cancer genetics are sustained through
collective practices and identifications, which necessarily involves the
participation of those involved. However, the circuits of connection which link
people and practices operate in complex non-linear ways that involve
entanglements of agency, practice and power. These fractured channels of
action and interaction are revealed in examining the ways that the ‘expert’ and
‘ethical’ dimensions of this new knowledge, are being negotiated. This analysis
raises questions about recourse to a normative model of ‘médicalisation or
‘geneticisation’ in understanding the development of new genetic knowledge. In
these contexts, the passivity and subjugation of patients or lay persons cannot be
assumed and the ambivalent subjectivities of medical professionals or scientists
must be understood. This field of genetic knowledge is also accompanied by a
particular framing of the ‘social’. This emergent space of ‘ethics’ intersects with
but also challenges the collective practices that sustain BRCA genes as a
legitimate field of research and clinical practice.
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Figure one: Frida Kahlo ’s My Nurse and I

Introduction
‘Genes R us in ways that have nothing whatsoever to do with the narrow meaning of
genetic determinism and everything to do with entire worlds of social practice’
(Haraway 1997: 231)
‘Where the process o f purification takes place relatively smoothly- where silence
resounds about any given innovation- this too is fertile ground for social scientists. In
this instance, the initial task is o f course to name the hybrid, for it will usually be
camouflaged as though it is a natural entity. (Lock et al 2000: 236)

Although many aetiological agents have been linked to breast cancer, in more
than 90% of cases the cause is essentially unknown. However in the field of
oncology, there has long been a suspected connection between family history
and some cancers, including breast cancer. In the mid 1990’s, this suspected link
was confirmed when two ‘inherited susceptibility’ genes were identified,
BRCAl and BRCA2. These have came to be known as the ‘breast cancer
genes’\ These genes are inherited in a dominant way so that a person with a
parent who carries a mutation on one of these genes has a 50% chance of
inheriting the same gene mutation. Inherited genes are thought to be involved in
about 5-10% of the population who develop breast cancer. According to current
estimates BRCAl mutations ‘account’ for about 40-50% of these genetically
linked cases of breast cancer and BRCA2 for about 20 -30%.^ Other genes,
mostly unknown, are thought to be involved in the remaining 20- 40% of cases.
Although the exact function of these genes in the development of breast cancer is
not certain, it is ‘estimated’ that those who carry an inherited mutation in one of
these two genes have an approximately 80% chance of developing breast cancer
by the age of 70 ( the normal risk is 9%). The genes are in this sense thought to
be ‘highly penetrant’^, although population based studies suggest these risks are
lower and in fact these figures are subject to constant re vision.Genetic testing
for these genes has now became available through specialist clinics in the NHS
for those at ‘high risk’ of developing the disease and genetic risk assessment for

’ In fact these genes have also been linked to a number o f other common cancers such as ovarian and
prostate cancer as well as some rarer types o f cancer such as thyroid and pancreatic cancers.
All these figures are derived from the Public Health Genetics Unit 25/07/02
http ://w ww .medschl .cam, ac.uk/pheu
^ TTiis is the likelihood that a person carrying a mutation will develop the characteristics caused by that
mutation.
For instance population studies suggest that the risk is between 60-80% for those carrying a BRCAl
mutation and 40% for those carrying a BRCA2 mutation. Source as ref 2

breast cancer is at the vanguard of an expanding field of clinical genetics
(Wonderling et al 2001).

The social practices and technologies which enabled genes to dominate cancer
research in the late 1970’s and 80’s have been well documented (Fujimura 1996).
As Batchelor says ‘we know too little about the process of transmission of
innovative knowledge from the benches of the laboratory to the bedsides of
patients and the consulting rooms of medical practitioners’ (1996:226). The
historical narrative of ‘discovery’ and ‘application’ outlined above, suggests that
in the case of BRCA genes this is something of a linear process. These
developments appear to be ‘forging ahead under the twin banners of probability
theory and molecular genetics offering the prospect of certainty and control’
(Lock 1998: 8). This thesis begins to contextualise the knowledge and
technologies associated with breast cancer and their apparently smooth passage
from the lab to the wider world by looking at the work involved in the
transmission of this new knowledge. It draws attention to the ‘traffic’ (Heath
1998) that constitute this process and the ‘hybrids’ (Latour 1993), (Lock et al.
2000) that dot this mobile and shifting landscape.

1.1 Social science and the *impact' of the ‘new genetics.’
Questions of ‘impact’ have been central to the ways in which social science has
begun to address developments in genetic knowledge and technology, which
have now come to be seen in terms of the ‘new genetics’. Kaufert notes that this
work has been somewhat narrowly defined (2000). On the one hand it has been
dominated by research looking at the consequences of technologies such as
genetic testing for the small numbers of individual patients undergoing these
procedures. There is, for instance, a significant amount of psychological
literature on the consequences for individuals undergoing genetic testing for the
BRCA genes. On the other hand, there is a large body of bio-ethical literature
looking somewhat speculatively at the ‘social, legal or ethical’ consequences of
developments in genetic knowledge.^ Even when there are attempts to broaden
the field of analysis, the consequences of genetic knowledge and technology for
^She also notes that another body o f literature mainly in the field o f pre-natal testing which looks at these
developments from an epidemiological or public health perspective (2000)
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patients are often separated from health policy issues or medical practices (see
Marteau & Richards 1996).

One of the consequences of this demarcation is the theoretical emphasis given to
a notion of ‘geneticisation’, by those who seek to critique these developments
(Lippman 1992). This is used to posit that the application of new genetic
knowledge and technology is leading in a direct and linear way to a new
determinism about the health, disease and the body (Rothmanl998),( Nelkin &
Lindeel995), (Lippman 1992). Yet there are other consequences of defining the
parameters of social science research in this way. Focusing only on the
downstream effects of developments in genetics, and predominantly on the
consequences for specific individuals ensures, as Irwin and Wynne point out,
that this knowledge is itself taken to be ‘unified’ and ‘stable’ (1996:7). Clearly it
is important to document the ‘effects’ that new articulations of risk, associated
with the emergence of predictive medicine, have for patients. However a
narrowly defined impact approach masks the involvement of multiple individuals
and groups, the heterogeneous practices undertaken in the work of translation
and how these developments have consequences for those other than patients.
As Kaufert says we need to broaden the ‘cast of characters’ that constitute social
science studies of the new genetics (2000). Others have suggested that questions
of social ‘impact’ need to be more reflexively considered, in order to examine
how these issues of impact are themselves being ‘built into’ genetic knowledge
and technologies (Franklin 2001a), (Rose 2001).

This thesis responds to such a task by looking at how a range of people and
practices in key social arenas are involved in the work of communication,
translation and dissemination of new knowledge associated with BRCA genes.
Recent work in anthropology, which maps points of convergence (while
recognising on going divergences) with Science and Technology Studies (STS),
provides a theoretical background for this approach

11

1.2 STS and Anthropology; between the black box’ and the ‘broader
context’
The problem of the ‘black box’ and the ‘broader context’ have been used to
characterize the different ways that STS and Anthropology have traditionally
addressed knowledge or technology in science and medicine (Lock et al. 2000).
That is, from the perspective of STS, anthropology ‘ignores the production of
clinical and laboratory objects and procedures thus treating them as black boxes.
The counter argument is that focusing only on the ‘opening of the black boxes
leads to a neglect of the ‘broader context” in which the objects of science are
used and ‘translates into little interest in their fate once they leave the scientific
laboratory’ (Lock et al. 2000:3). Despite these differences fruitful lines of cross
and multi-disciplinary inquiry, which reflect upon these separate approaches but
also trace points of connection and interconnection , have recently begun to
emerge (Franklin 1995), (Franklin 1996),(Hess 1997), (Martin 1998) and (Lock
et al. 2000).

The notion that ‘knowledge and artifacts are culturally shaped and socially
constructed’ (Hess 1997: 148 ) has been central to science and technology studies.
Here the idea of ‘actor networks’ (Gallon 1980), (Gallon 1986) and (Latour 1987)
in one branch of STS, has provided a tool for examining the ways in which
circuits of action and practice inform the construction of scientific knowledge.
This type of analysis has recently shifted from examining the networks that
operate inside the laboratory to examining the movement of people, practices,
knowledge or technologies beyond it. This has brought an anthropological
concern with the ‘wider world’ into focus particularly, as Martin points out, in
terms of addressing ‘lay’ understanding or response to new developments in
medical or scientific knowledge (1998). Since then there has been a general
movement both in STS and anthropology to look at science and technology at the
‘intersection’ of different worlds and practices, that might include the space or
work practices of the laboratory, but which are not confined or defined by it
(Heath 1998), (Martin 1994), (Singleton & Michael 1993). This has drawn
attention to more fractured circuits of action and practice. As Harvey points out.
Anthropology does not just offer simply an extension of possible field sites but
an understanding of technology in terms of ‘contextualised action’(1997).
12

At the same time that anthropology has informed an analysis of science,
technology and medicine that moves beyond the laboratory, the centrality of the
‘science question’ continues to challenge this discipline (Lock et al. 2000).
Nonetheless after some neglect, there has been a renewed focus in medical
anthropology to link a concern with the cultural context of ‘illness’ with an effort
to address ‘disease’ or scientific/medical knowledge itself (Wright and Treacher
1982), (Lock and Gordon 1988) (Lock and Lindenbaum 1993).^ More recently
particular attention has been given to the way questions of meaning and
materiality are embedded in the technologies of health care practice (Casper and
Koenig 1996). Studies of the new reproductive and genetic technologies have
also brought the question of science, technology and biological substance to the
centre of anthropology, where the shifting relationship between kinship, nature
and gender has been examined (Strathem 1992a & 1992b),( Franklin 1997),
(Franklin and Ragonel998),(Edwards et al.1993) (Edwards 2001). In fact these
developments have led some commentators to conclude that there are seismic
cultural changes underfoot, such that we are now ‘after’ nature (Strathem 1992a)
or that in the wake of initiatives such as the Human Genome Project nature will
now be ‘known and re-made as technique’ (Rabinow 1996). This raises
interesting and demanding questions about how issues of materiality and
substance will be addressed by social scientists in the context of the new genetics,
particularly in relation to the emergence of predictive medicine. In placing
objects and technologies centre stage, STS offers a starting point for thinking
about such issues.

The theoretical and methodological approach used and developed in this thesis
draws from these disciplinary intersections in an attempt to address two key
themes. First, the way that power and agency are linked in the relationship
between ‘lay’ and ‘professional’ persons or groups implicated in the spaces
where genetic knowledge is being used and received. Second, the ways in which
a concern with the social or ‘ethical’ is becoming ‘built into’ the knowledge and
technologies associated with BRCA genes.

^ Although within sociology and medical sociology the social dimensions o f bio-medical knowledge and
practice have been part o f the disciplinary boundaries o f inquiry for some time.
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1.3 Lay/professional entanglements
A lay/professional distinction has been used in a variety of domains relating to
medical practice or the use of scientific knowledge in order to highlight the
differing ways that those subject to technologies or forms of knowledge
experience or make sense of them. This has been most usefully demonstrated in
relation to risk information and figures (Douglas 1992), (Lupton 1995),(Beck
1992). For example a notion of a ‘doubled discourse’ (Rapp 2000) has been used
to show the ways that a so called scientific or medical discourse characterized by
‘rationality’ is never neutral for those patients who make use of these
technologies. Such differences have also been identified in relation to
developments in genetic knowledge (Hallowed and Richards 1997), (Richards
1996),(Parsons and Atkinson 1992) and (Sachs 1999).

Clearly this is a feature of the social arenas examined in this thesis. However, in
examining the transmission of genetic knowledge and technologies between
different lay publics and professionals, this discussion raises questions about
constant recourse to such a distinction. For example Stockdale points out that
sociological discussion of the new genetics is in ‘danger of remaining trapped in
its original binary framing’. He suggests that it might be ‘ usefully exploded into
a more complex mapping of the cultural constructions and social relationships
that span numerous intersecting contexts in which genetics is an important
feature’ (1999: 80). In exploring how difference as well as similarity is
reproduced at the interface between ‘sciences’ and ‘publics’ this thesis attempts
to write ‘against culture’ (Abu- Lughod 1991). For example, it is important to
see the ways that practitioners often require the experience of illness to reach a
diagnosis or the way that patients can sometimes ‘live’ their illness in part
through notions of ‘disease’, using risk classification in understanding and
making sense of suffering or danger (Moll 2000).

1.3.1 ‘Lay’ agency, action and power.
In championing a ‘lay perspective’, anthropological studies and others have
revealed a great deal about the way that patients and other lay persons respond
to new technologies and knowledge as they are applied and/or disseminated into
the “wider world’. Work examining new reproductive technologies has
14

highlighted the diverse and often creative reactions of different audiences to
these health practices, whilst also retaining an awareness that such responses are
informed by a stratified diversity (Rapp 1999), (Ginsburg and Rapp
1995). Although studies examining how those who are not ‘patients’ perceive
and make sense of developments in reproductive or genetic technologies has only
just begun (Edwards 2000), (Kerr et al. 1998), others exploring how ‘publics’
respond to science in a broader sense have shown how this is constituted by
action, rather than just a simple process of passive reception (Irwin and Wynne
1996). For example, Martin’s work (1994) illustrates how ideas about the
immune system ‘travel’ and change between different publics (and sciences).
Others addressing questions of identity have drawn attention to the way that the
materialities of knowledge or medical practice, for instance risk figures, can
become tools for identity formation, in the service of particular kinds of selves
(Dumit 1997), (Cussins 1996). As Silverman points out the distinction between
the ‘lifeworld’ [of patients] and medicine itself is problematic’ precisely because
of the way medical discourse has entered into ‘our own accounts of ourselves’
(1978:198). This is also echoed in Rabinow’s discussion of the way identity
might begin to be inscribed in the context of the new genetics, a process he terms
‘bio-sociality’. He suggests that this is just one of the ways that genetic
knowledge will be ‘embedded through the social fabric at the micro level’
(Rabinow 1996; 103). Like others, Rabinow points out that agency cannot be
abstracted from power in the domain of health, particularly when it pertains to
genetic knowledge. In this sense ‘resistance’ can be seen in terms of the
‘resistance of a copper wire to an electric current flowing through it
[...] sometimes higher and sometimes lower but always enabling the current to
flow through it’(Martin 1992:417),(see also Lock and Kaufert 1998).

There is a growing body of work, following Foucault, examining how individual
control over health and the notion of risk is increasingly internalised as part of a
subj ective sense of self. This includes the increasing phenomena of ‘healthism’
(Becker 1997) in a Euro-American context and the importance placed on
individual health awareness as part of a public health agenda (Lupton 1995). For
example Rose explores the dense interconnections between active patienthood,
the project of the ‘self, the growth of a ‘psy’ discourse and neo-liberal
15

govemmentality (1996). At the same time Kohn and McKechnie draw attention
to the contradictory power of a public health model; that is giving people the
ability to take care of their health also makes them also more able to question it
(1999). They point out that this is a paradox which might be strongly felt where
the ‘boundaries’ of health are expanding. This is particularly a feature of the
new genetics, where a preventative health care ethos meets the emergence
predictive medicine.

Breast cancer provides a particularly important context for examining the
juncture between lay agency, identity and power. As Kaufert says, commenting
on the feminist critique of health care practice as subjugating women, ‘the model
of nature as beneficent and science as malign is attractive and powerful but
difficult to sustain once the subject becomes breast cancer rather than birth’
(1996:167). She and others have suggested that this may in part be why
reproductive technologies have been the topic of extensive examination by social
scientists while breast cancer, or even the routine preventative technologies that
many women are now subject to, have been given far less attention.^ It is not
only that breast cancer is something that affects and kills thousands of women,
that makes it an important topic for inquiry, but also because the heightened
profile of the disease in the last 15 years in a Euro-American context can be
partly tied to female health care activism (Anglin 1997),(Montini 1996) and
(Kaufert 1998). This activism has helped highlight the scale of the breast cancer
‘epidemic’ and inform a discourse about the ‘risk’ of breast cancer and the need
for ‘awareness’ (Lantz 1998). Anglin explores how in the US this has
precipitated more ‘patient centred’ decision making and an increase in the
funding allocated to breast cancer research (1997). A similar alliance of breast
cancer charities and support groups has also begun to make its presence felt in
this way in the UK. As such these developments could be seen as examples of
the way ‘ choice and control’ have shifted away from the medical profession to
women themselves and in many ways there have been significant changes. ^

’ Although cancer has been examined by some anthropologists for instance see for instance Balshem (1991).
®A personal communication with a leading epidemiologists also suggested that changes in the way cancer
services are offered to patients in UK outlined in policy documents such as the Caiman Hine Report (1995)
are also a direct result o f the way the ‘breast cancer lobby’ has organised itself in this country.
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However Potts cautions against such a straightforwardly optimistic or superficial
reading of these changes (2000).

In this way breast cancer provides a space in which to ‘explore patterns of
resistance that are not contingent upon the withdrawal outside of medical
control’ but are located in complex ways within it (Kaufert 1996:174). As
Kaufert points out women had to be ‘ convinced to become collaborators in the
search for breast cancer’ in the development of public health mammography
screening(1996 :172). The emergence of predictive medicine in breast cancer
genetics, as well as benefiting from the legacy of this public health programme,
also expands a discourse about ‘risk’ and ‘awareness’ into new territory. It is
likely that collusion and collaboration are going to be key features of these
developments also. The practices explored in this thesis bear witness to the
circuits of agency and power that are so much a part of the way breast cancer has
become an increasingly high profile disease.

Clearly, breast cancer also raises questions about gender identity and the body.
The female body has been and continues to be subject to range of historically
diverse and contradictory meanings (Lacquer 1986),(Martin 1989) and (Bordo
1993). Yalom notes that this is particularly so of the breast, which is a
‘timeless’ signifier of ‘sex, life and nurturance’ and more recently, through the
prominence given to breast cancer, ‘death’(1998), (see also Lupton 1994). These
contradictory meanings and the kind of ambivalence and anxieties this generates
are powerfully reflected in a painting by the Mexican artist, Frida Kahlo, at the
start of this thesis (see Figure One). Yalom suggests that we are increasingly
seeing the breast ‘first and foremost as a medical problem’ (1998), in the same
way that Martin’s work (1989)shows how medical discourses about
reproduction inform a particular powerfully normative narrative about the
female body. The meaning of breast cancer therefore intersects with other
narratives about female gender identity in diverse ways. For example, in her
study of breast cancer narratives in the media Saywell examines the ways in
which breast cancer is a ‘sexualised illness’ (1999). She looks at how it is made
newsworthy precisely by focusing on maternal or sexualised bodies; elements of
a female gender identity it also seems to threaten .
17

If the meaning of breast cancer reflects and informs particular representations of
women it is highly likely that gender will be enmeshed in diverse and
contradictory ways with developments in BRCA genetics. Rabinow points out
how it is possible that developments in genetic knowledge will not mean the
disappearance of older forms of cultural classification but may ‘in complicated
and insidious ways take on renewed force’ (1996; 103). This thesis looks at how
particular representations of female gender identity are part of the knowledge and
technologies associated with BRCA genetics, examining as other anthropologists
have the ‘ricochet’ effect between nature, culture and gender(Collier and
Yanagisako 1987), (Yanagisako and Delaney 1995), (MacCormack and Strathem
1980).

1.3.2 Predictive expertise and hidden subjectivities
The power of medical knowledge and practice to define has been well
documented by a broad body of work in Anthropology and the Sociology of
medicine. In the context of reproductive technologies such as amniocentesis,
Rayna Rapp explores how the ‘authoritative’ language of the Clinic can subvert
commonly held ideas such as a ‘positive family history’(1995a). Others have
examined how a narrative of scientific progress (Franklin 1997) or an idiom of
naturalisation (Finkler 2001),(Rapp 1999), or the use of visual imaging
technologies such as ultrasound pictures (Hartouni 1995), (Cartwright 1995) can
all enable clinical or scientific authority. Some or all of these practices are
evident in the social settings where new genetic knowledge associated with
breast cancer is being used and received. Moreover developments in genetic
knowledge bring new criteria for knowledge and authority to the fore, embedded
in the prospect of being able to predict and control the future. In some ways this
could be seen as part of the rise of probability mathematics and a ‘lust’ for
measurement which Hacking suggests has led to the gradual erosion of
determinism, since the industrial revolution (1990). Predictive genetics bring
this ‘obsession’ with the ‘taming of chance’ into the domain of medical practice
in new ways, facilitating an ability to ‘divine our past and make that heritage in
the form of genes in to omens for the future’ (Lock 1998: 8). Exploring how
prediction is practiced in the context of developments in breast cancer genetics
enables some of this authority to be contextualised , suggesting that attempts to
18

make this real or meaningful cannot be abstracted from other processes. This
includes the expectations of patients or lay publics and the ontological
uncertainty that is so much a part of an emerging field of predictive medicine.

The new avenues these developments in genetic knowledge generate for the
articulation of ‘power’ are also not without consequences for the professionals.
Nevertheless the same illuminating focus that has been directed to those who are
subject to these technologies has not been applied to those who work in these
settings. This has led to a reification of professionals and their practices, whose
experiences and identifications are either neglected or often subsumed within a
representation of scientific knowledge as rational, statistical and normative. In
particular little attention has been paid to the way these individuals experience
working with new genetic knowledge (Kaufert 2000) and the extent to which this
might also be characterised by a degree of diversity or dissent. There has been
some attempt to understand the way that practitioners in the context of breast
cancer more generally negotiate the gap between uncertain epidemiological
findings and the provision of care in relation to benign breast disease (Gifford
1986) and mammography screening (Kaufert 1998). The emergence of
predictive medicine in clinical cancer genetics is likely to be populated by
similar disjunctures. 1 explore how those that work in these arenas must traverse
a significant distance between knowledge and care and how this brings new
requirements for expertise and caring practices.

Although those who work at the ‘coal face’ of scientific knowledge have not
been neglected in the same way, the ‘culture’ or identity of scientists has
nonetheless been represented somewhat one dimensionally. Actor network
theory, while taking account of scientific practice, provides little sense of how
scientists experience or identify with the worlds in which they work. As Martin
says, the ‘Latourian’ scientist ‘bursts upon the scene [...Jforming his networks
and gathering his allies, resembling all too closely a western business man’ (1998:
27). Traweek’s analysis of the way the ‘beamtimes’ that a certain group of
physicists study are co-constructed alongside their ‘lifetimes’ is an attempt to
redress this balance 1988), as in a different vein is Rabinow (1999)and Marcus’s
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use of extended interviews with scientists in their examination of emergent
technologies and knowledge (1995a).

This thesis takes such a task seriously and within the parameters of the process of
transmission adopts a ‘symmetrical analysis’ (Latour 1987). That is, it considers
how a range of health care practitioners and basic science researchers practice
and experience the dissemination of genetic knowledge at different public
interfaces. I explore how this group of people are caught up with these
processes in ways that are not always comfortable or easy. Attending to the
working practice of professionals, their interactions with patients or lay publics
and their reflections on this process, brings to light the ‘fault lines’ that subsume
the transmission of new genetic knowledge for these individuals.

1.4 Re-situating the ‘social’; locating ethics
There is another dimension which must be addressed in considering how genetic
knowledge of breast cancer is being used and translated beyond the laboratory
arena. This relates to the way an ‘ethical’ and a ‘social agenda’ is not only being
made explicit in this context, but is in fact becoming instrumental to the
dissemination of such knowledge. In this sense, issues of impact are already
folded into and part of the practices of transmission.
The idea that the ‘social’ is being sidelined and undermined by the ‘new
genetics’ is embedded in a particular critique of these developments. The claim
by many is that we are witnessing a process of renewed médicalisation and
‘geneticisation’ across a range of areas where new genetic knowledge and
particularly technologies are becoming more widespread (Lippman 1992),
(Finkler 2000), (Hubbard and Wald 1997). Others have pointed out that this is a
somewhat misplaced critique of the new genetics (Rose 2001) and that what
needs attending to is the way the social and particularly an ‘ethical agenda’ is
being put to work in new and novel ways. (Rabinow 1992), (Rabinow and
Palsson 1999) (Heoyer 2001). This is something that Franklin suggests will
require ‘imaginative’ and reflexive approaches from social scientists (2001a).
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There has been some attempt to examine the changing and shifting nature of the
‘social’ or ‘ethical’ in relation to the new genetics. Kerr has looked at the way
health care professionals make use of a particular ‘flexible’ model of the social
which enables them to influence the dissemination of genetic knowledge but also
retain their impartiality (1997). Franklin has examined the way that social
concerns are literally being ‘built into’ the cell line in the way stem cell research
is being carried out, as the bio-tech industry attempts to address certain ethical
concerns associated with using embryonic stem cells (2001a). While Rose links
the emergence of the ‘ethics machine’ in the context of new genetic knowledge,
exemplified in the practice of genetic counselling, with the expansion of new
forms of govemmentality (2001). In a broader sense Nowotny links this form of
governance to the emergence of what she calls the ‘Agora’. She sees this as
growing public space where ‘science must increasingly meet the public and the
public speaks back to science’, such that good science no longer has to be only
reliable but also ‘socially robust’ (2001: 168). In fact Rabinow’s study of a
specific juncture in the development of genetic knowledge and research in
France offers a particular study of the expanded realm of the ‘Agora’. He
explores how ethics becomes part of an ‘assemblage’ and a form of social
capital that may, for a time, help to bring new alliances and ‘forms’ into being
(1999).

I contribute to this growing body of diverse work, examining ethics as social
practice, by examining how a notion of ‘care’ and a concern with the ‘social’ are
part of the work of transmission in the Cancer Genetic Clinic and a Research
Charity. I explore how these feed into and inform different notions of the
‘ethical’. A discourse about ‘care’ is clearly a euphemism in medical settings,
something which is normally ‘naturalised’ and thus tends to fall outside
questions of ethical codes (Kohn & McKechnie1999). Sevenhuijsen points out
that it is important to see discourses about ‘care’ as forms of social practice
where people from diverse positions and perspectives exchange values (1998).
However new predictive genetic knowledge involves making ‘care’ a more
explicit dimension of medical practice, such that concerns with the social
become meshed with care and ethics in ways that are instrumental to knowledge.
This makes the need to ‘ unpack’ the moral and ethical issues raised by caring
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practice and discourse (Kohn and Mckenchie 1999), in the context of genetic
knowledge, even more important. Nevertheless ‘ethics’ is not always enabling,
as Rabinow’s work illustrates (1999). That is, the social and ethical agendas
which may seek to suppress the ‘hybrids’ that arise in the process of ‘translation’
can actually facilitate their coming into being; a process that Rabinow aptly
terms ‘purgatorial’.

In exploring the changing nature of the social in the communication, use and
reception of knowledge and technologies of BRCA genes I draw on
anthropological studies of the new reproductive technologies (Strathem 1992a &
1992b), (Edwards et al. 1993), (Franklin 1997), (Edwards 2001). This body of
work has explored how Euro-American notions of kinship as a hybrid between
nature and culture are used as a context for knowledge. Strathem (and others)
have explored how this enables individuals to ‘narrow the relevance of what they
wish to consider so as to contain its implications’... [such that] their exclusions
work to render certain views ‘invisible’.(1993:173-174). I use this perspective to
explore how ‘ethical’ or ‘social’ concems, agendas and questions ‘domain’
knowledge in different social arenas associated with developments in breast
cancer genetics.

1.5 Sites and Methods
Just as the cross-cutting approaches of work in STS and Anthropology inform the
theoretical background of this thesis, a methodological design is used which
draws from both these disciplines in order to work across ‘texts, practices and
contexts’ (Franklin & Ragonel998: 5). This type of approach is perhaps best
exemplified in Martin’s study of the notion of ‘immunity’ in America that links
seemingly disparate field sites and research tools (1994). My research, although
not quite so broad in its scope, also maps a process of knowledge communication
and dissemination and hence works at the juncture between different sites,
persons and practices. Heath locates herself at these boundary zones in her
research; her work testifying to the way ‘new meanings’ appear at the
‘intersections of trans-local displacements’(1998: 520) and (1997).
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My initial plan had been to ‘follow the thing’ (Marcus 1995b), in this case
‘BRCA genes’, at a number of spaces and places where I anticipated the
translation of genetic knowledge was being undertaken or having an ‘impact’.
This was intended to include field research with patients in their homes, a GP
and a ‘hereditary’ breast cancer support group. On beginning field research it
became apparent that my focus on genetic testing was to a certain extent
misplaced, but also that the Clinic was a more dense place for inquiry than I had
first imagined. Moreover, at least two of the other intended places of research
were not feasible. GPs seemed reluctant to have a researcher waiting for a
patient to come in who might request or was recommended a referral to a Cancer
Genetic Clinic when they might have only ‘30’ such patients a year.^ Equally,
there were at the time no organised hereditary breast cancer support groups.
Nevertheless, as is a common occurrence in the context of carrying out research,
I came across another space of ‘transmission’. The work of the Breast Cancer
Research Charity in obvious ways precedes the point of clinical application but,
as I explore in the thesis, it is also in other less obvious ways ‘disconnected’ from
this process. Consequently a somewhat subtle element of comparison was
unexpectedly part of my research design.

Two main sites therefore informed my research, although the process by which I
became involved in each was somewhat different and meant using a range of
methods and approaches.

1.5.1 Cancer Genetic clinics
I carried out field research at two Cancer Genetic Clinics in separate hospitals in
the UK; Hospital X a specialist cancer unit and a much smaller piece of research
at a large general hospital named here Y.

Having ‘contacts’ in one of the hospitals made my entry into the Clinic at
Hospital X, somewhat easier. I was in fact a patient at this hospital 7 years ago
prior to starting research and had maintained personal contacts with a few
individuals. Nonetheless, this was by no means a smooth process and I spent

^ This was based on personal information from a GP who I contacted in the early stages o f my research.
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many months honing a research design that would satisfy the demands of the
hospital ethics committee, the clinical staff and other researchers already
working in this area. At the time I carried out my research, ethics committee
approval was only necessary in order to talk to p a t i e n t s . T h e deliberations over
the research ‘protocol’, as it was termed, related therefore to the type of patient I
would formally meet. Despite my original intention to talk to a range of persons
attending the Clinic, including those who had had or were about to undergo
genetic testing, it soon became clear that this was not a widespread clinical
procedure.*’ In fact, these patients were somewhat in demand by others carrying
out psycho-social studies and both clinical staff and psychosocial researchers
expressed concern that this might be a somewhat ‘over-researched’ group of
people. It was finally decided that my work would focus on a very specific and
delimited group of individuals attending the Clinic; ‘unaffected’ women ( they
did not have and had not had breast cancer) who on the basis of initial
assessment of their family history were thought to be at ‘moderate risk’.*^
Demographically this was a much larger proportion of the population, but which
had also been somewhat neglected by psycho-social research in this area. Half
way through my period of field work I also made contact with a number of
clinicians working in a Cancer Genetics Clinic, in a general hospital that was part
of a larger regional genetics unit and negotiated carrying out a similar piece of
research with them. This enabled me to not only expand the number of patients
I met but also include a range of other practitioners whose perspective on these
developments was very different.

Field research at Hospitals X and Y was therefore undertaken in a number of
ways and in a range of different places. This included meeting with up to 15
women attending the Clinic for the first time, both some weeks prior to their
appointment and then once again in the weeks following their visit. This
relatively small sample of patients reflected my attempt to understand how
genetic knowledge was being used and acted upon by a range of people and not
to focus only on the ‘experience’ of patients. A larger sample would of course
I was told that observing clinical encounters, talking formally and informally to practitioners would not
require formal ethical approval, although informal consent was always obtained and confidentiality assured.
' ' At the time o f starting my research only 50 or so mutation carriers had been identified by Hospital X.
See page 36 for a definition o f this ‘risk’
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have enabled me to examine more systematically how variables such as age and
ethnicity influenced the experience of patients, but this was outside the scope of
my research design and was not its primary aim.

Possible interviewees were identified, based on lists of those attending
forthcoming appointments. A clinician would confirm that they fitted the criteria
and I would send a letter to that person asking if they would be willing to take
part in the r e s e a r c h . I f they sent a reply I would then phone them to arrange a
time to meet before their appointment. Nearly all the interviews took place in the
homes of the women I met.'"^ Formal written consent to participate in my
research was obtained during these first meetings. I taped all of these interviews,
following a very rough interview guide and transcribed them at a later date.

However, I felt considerably constrained in my contact with patients. Meeting
individuals twice seemed to me a far cry from the kind of participatory research
I had envisioned at the start of my research and experienced as an undergraduate
anthropologist doing fieldwork in a small village in Hungary. I was conscious
that this was only a snapshot of their lives. Moreover, it was felt to be
‘inappropriate’ to observe their clinical appointments as well as interview them
and I had been told not to discuss certain issues, such as genetic testing, unless
they were raised by the patient themselves (which many did). Nevertheless,
talking to people in their homes was often enlightening and sometimes
interviews spilled out into more general discussions which informed and shed
light on the issues being addressed. Most of those I met were more than willing
to talk about their expectations or experiences and seemed to perceive me as part
of the care they hoped or anticipated they would receive, as a result of their visit
to the Clinic. I also sensed that for some this may have been part of the reason
why they had agreed to participate in my research.

I combined this very defined piece of fieldwork with regular attendance at the
both Cancer Genetic Clinics where I tried to ‘sit in’ on as many appointments as
I sent out approximately 40 letters and received 17 replies (2 people did not subsequently take part
because o f the logistical reasons of arranging interviews)
A few patients (4) did not want to meet up in their homes or were to busy to arrange visits, so we met
either at their place o f work or one occasion at the clinic itself.
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possible, with a range of staff/^ This included those undertaken by oncologists
who had become genetic specialists, geneticists, genetic nurse specialists and a
part time GP’s who saw some newly referred patients in Hospital X. Specialist
nurses who worked in an adjacent Family history clinic in Hospital X saw follow
up patients. The same work was undertaken, as part of the Cancer Genetic Clinic,
by a part time GP at hospital

The appointments I observed ranged from

first time to follow up visits. Some individuals were not considered to be at
greatly increased genetic risk, on the basis of their family history, while others
were offered predictive genetic testing, or were waiting for or had been given a
test result. The patients I encountered in the clinics constituted, therefore, a
much broader spectrum of people than those that I interviewed in their own
homes.

The practice of having ‘observers’ in the Clinic was something that was not
uncommon to either of the hospitals, although I was perhaps a more persistent
and regular ‘observer’ than others (mostly medical personnel from other
specialties or who were in training to practice in the Clinic). I would try not to
take notes during appointments, but in the lull between them I would record as
much as possible in a notebook before writing it up at a later date. Yet the notion
of being a ‘passive’ observer does not convey how I felt my presence subtly
affected how practitioners conducted their appointments or the way patients
‘responded’, to having an ‘observer’ sit in on their visit to the clinic.

As well as talking and chatting informally with a range of people who worked at
both the Clinics I also undertook formal taped interviews with a number of key

Because 1 began research at Hospital Y half way through my field research I sat in on comparatively less
clinics, up to 10 (compared with over 30 at Hospital X). I also spent less time with the practitioners at
Hospital V
There were no designated 'genetic counsellors’ in either o f the Cancer Genetic Clinics. Nearly all staff
had moved into the field o f Cancer Genetics from a background o f clinical training. Although there were
genetic counsellors at hospital Y, they saw patients and families with other genetic conditions and not
those with an increased cancer genetic risk.
For instance I felt that on some occasions consultants paid more attention to the ‘social’ dimensions o f
their practice when I sat in with them. At the same time some patients would sometimes ‘use’ the
‘observer’(through eye contact or direct conversation)if they weren’t getting the kind o f response or ‘care’
they wanted from practitioners. Only one patient in all the clinical consultations I sat in on objected to my
presence during their appointment.
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personnel in the later stages of my research/^ If my contact with patients was
defined in very particular ways, my contact with clinicians was much more wide
ranging. I was able to combine an approach which included observation of
health care encounters, practitioners’ narrative reflections on such appointments,
as well as their response to a range of other issues. In addition I attended a
number of large events, such as meetings and conferences of those working in
the field of cancer genetics, where the same clinical staff were also in attendance.
I also had a more participatory role, particularly in Hospital X. Here I was
perceived as part of an expanding group of ‘psycho-social’ researchers
examining the ‘impact’ of genetic knowledge on the ‘family’; a designated role
which, as I examine in chapter 3, shed light on the ‘pastoral’ dimensions of
clinical practice.

I therefore generated a range of data as a result of research in the two Cancer
Genetic Clinics. This included transcribed interviews with patients and
practitioners, noted observations of clinical encounters, formal meetings between
clinicians, as well as informal discussions with them.

1.5.2 A Breast Cancer Research Charity
During the first few months of my research in the middle of my initial
investigations to try and locate a hereditary breast cancer support group, I
became aware of large numbers of exclusively breast cancer charities.
Collectively these organisations provide information or advice mainly for those
with breast cancer and their family and friends. Support for those at risk of
breast cancer because of their family history or for those who found to be carry a
BRCA gene mutation appeared to be subsumed within the broad remit of these
charities.

Many also seemed reluctant to allow a researcher to make contact

with these individuals. There was however another organisation, named here
Charity H, where there was a more direct concern with ‘genetics’. This became
the second ‘site’ for my research; a context for fieldwork which I had not quite
Time pressures meant that I was not able to carry out formal interviews with those in Hospital Y.
However I spent a significant amount o f time chatting informally with this group o f practitioners between
observed appointments or after.
There are however such groups in the US. Such as FORCE (Facing Our Risk o f Cancer Empowered)
which has its own web site and support network for those with a family history o f breast/ovarian cancer for
individuals who are known to be carriers of one o f the BRCA genes.
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planned and which shed light on the transmission of genetic knowledge in a
way that I had not anticipated.

Charity H is a ‘grass roots’ Breast Cancer Research ‘Charity’. The official
history of the organisation documents how it was originally set up in 1991 by the
husband and family of a woman who had died of breast cancer. Their aim was to
establish the first dedicated breast cancer research centre; something that has
recently been achieved. But the history of the organisation also links it to a
bigger more general cancer research establishment as well as a number of large
corporate sponsors. Nevertheless the ‘grass roots’ image is a strong feature of
the Charity’s identity. This is reflected in the way that it is in part maintained by
the relatives and friends of those who have had or died from breast cancer and
those with or those who have survived breast cancer. Importantly, the Charity’s
research work is not just dedicated to breast cancer in a general sense, but more
specifically to finding out more about the ‘biology of the breast’ through basic
science genetic research. The long term goal is the development of treatments
for those ‘with breast cancer’.

As the major funders of cancer research in the UK, cancer research charities,
provide an important but neglected social domain for examining developments in
genetic research and the relationship between lay publics and sciences . Although
there has been some social science work done on ‘patient groups’ who may
sponsor or support genetic research (Raberharisoa and Gallon 1998), it is
certainly not extensive. Charity H straddled both these worlds in bringing into
contact those carrying out genetic research and a group of lay publics. As such
it provided a unique and interesting domain outside the Clinic for my research

With an intuitive sense that this would be an interesting organisation, to at least,
talk to about these developments, I met the volunteer co-ordinator who
suggested initially that I undertake some voluntary work helping out in the busy
publicity section, just prior to the launch of Breast Cancer Awareness Month in
September 1999. After meeting others in the organisation, particularly a few
members of the research services team it became apparent that there was
something of a shared interest in understanding how a wide range of groups and
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persons were ‘responding’ to developments in breast cancer genetics.
Fortuitously my voluntary work with the organisation had coincided with a
project to investigate how those who raised money for the Charity perceived the
organisation and the research it did. This was directly linked to an attempt to
increase the role of fundraisers in terms of lay advocacy. I volunteered to
undertake the research that would form the basis for implementing (or rejecting)
this agenda. It was agreed by key individuals that the research I generated could
also be used as data for my Ph.D. research. If work with the Clinic did not
always feel like ‘participatory’ research, fieldwork with the Charity meant
‘intervening’ (Downey and Dumit 1997) much more directly in the workings of
the organisation.

The formal components of the ‘advocacy’ research project, as it became known,
included interviews with staff, volunteers and over 10 key fundraisers across the
country. In addition I undertook (along with another staff member) three focus
groups with fundraisers in different locations across the South East and the
Midlands. All of these interviews and focus groups were taped and transcribed.
I also attended an annual Fundraiser’s Rally in the midlands where over 30
fundraisers from across the country met and was a regular ‘participant’ on the
monthly ‘laboratory tours’ for fundraisers where scientists would present their
work, introduce the centre and guide visitors around some of the laboratories.

In addition, an enlightened member of the research services team also felt it was
important, in exploring the context for implementing the advocacy initiative, to
understand how the scientists working at the Charity’s Research Centre
perceived the work of the organisation, their and the fundraisers role in it. As
such I was able to carry out in depth interviews with nine scientists working at
the centre, which were also taped and transcribed. This included both technicians
or scientific officers and more senior members of scientific research teams. The
scope of my research with these individuals was however fairly narrowly defined
by the terms of the advocacy project. Consequently the findings presented here
are not intended to provide a comprehensive examination of their ‘identity’ but a
perspective on their experiences of working with breast cancer genes and
communicating with a particular public about the research they undertake.
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I also spent a significant amount of time in the headquarters of the Charity. This
enabled me to talk informally with different staff about a range of issues relating
to the research project, read the C harity’s publicity material and document how
breast cancer and genetic research were being represented in the press. I began
my field research here six months prior to the announcement of the first draft of
the Human Genome. Consequently I was witness to how the Charity negotiated
this development as well as the more difficult public controversies over patenting
and the use of genetic tests for insurance purposes which followed in its wake.
A broad span of data was then generated from my work with the Charity. This
included interviews with a range of individuals, such as fundraisers, staff and
scientists (as well as more informal discussions with staff), observations of key
events such as the rally or the laboratory tours and the analysis of publicity
material produced by the organisation such as newsletters and fact sheets.

The two sites for my fieldwork are diagrammatically represented below, showing
the main groups that were located in each site:

CANCER GENETIC CLINICS
H O SP IT A L X

H O S P IT A L Y

PATIENTS
PATIENTS
O NCOLIGISTS
GENETICISTS
NURSE
SPECIALISTS

GPs

GPs

BREAST CANCER RESEARCH CHARITY

RESEARCH CENTRE
SCIENTISTS

ADMIN TEAM

FUNDRAISERS
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Figure two: Research
Sites: people and places

1.5.3

The ‘ethics’ of field work

Questions of ‘ethics’ are not just the subject of analysis in this thesis but are also
raised in considering how the analysis of this subject has been undertaken. As
many anthropologists have noted field research which draws on participant
observation as its central method inevitably raises a number of different ethical
questions about informed consent and confidentiality.^® These issues have
increasingly come under the spot light in anthropology in the wake of a more
reflexive approach towards theory and methods within the discipline (Marcus
and Fischer 1986). Undertaking multi-sited research in a ‘western’ context at the
intersection between different groups and individuals in a variety of health care
and research settings, working with patients and professionals, brings these
issues to the fore in particular ways.

At the time of my research formal ethical approval from local hospital ethics
committees was only necessary for my interviews with patients. Here the
procedures for recruiting, contacting and obtaining informed consent, of patients,
were clarified and discussed. The informal permission that had been given by
practitioners in both hospital settings to observe clinical appointments, talk with
and/or interview practitioners as part of my research was not subject to this kind
of formal ‘ethical’ review.^* Field research with Charity H was also undertaken
without having to submit my proposals to ethics committees as, at the time of my
research, there was no mechanism within my university or the charity for doing
so.^^ However I attempted to be as open as possible about my research goals in
asking for the consent of those who were willing to be part of my research. I also
re-assured them that I would preserve, as far as possible, confidentiality and
anonymity in writing and disseminating my research. To this end the names of
the people, places and organisations I worked with have been changed and
information which might identify individuals removed from the text.
See for instance Metcalfe (2002)
This situation changed in 2001 when the Central Office For Research Ethics Committees
(COREC) at the Department o f Health stipulated that all research involving NHS staff ‘recruited
as research participants by virtue of their professional role’ must be subject to review by an NHS
Research Ethics Committee (COREC 2001: 7).
^ This has also changed since the time o f my field work. In January 2003 University College
London stipulated that research involving human participants, where a UCL person is the
principal researcher, must be submitted to a newly established UCL Ethics Committee.
www.ucl.ac.uk/sradschool/ethics (accessed December 2002)
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Nevertheless, anthropological method entails being open to the issues and themes
that arise during the course of field work itself or which emerge from the issues
and concerns of those encountered. As such it is not always possible to
anticipate the questions and topics that will become central or arise out of a
period of fieldwork or through more in-depth analysis over a longer term.
Consequently the goals of research, articulated at the start of a project, may have
substantially shifted and changed by the time it has reached its conclusion.
Where possible I attempted to monitor any new ethical issues or problems that
arose during the course of fieldwork itself. However, in this case, a form of
‘retrospective’ ethics may also be useful. This would involve returning to the
groups and individuals who participated in research to discuss any changes in
research aims or goals and whether this raises new issues for consent and
confidentiality. This is something that I intend to undertake on completion of my
PhD.^^ Nonetheless responding to the need for a more explicit attention to the
problematic ethics of anthropological fieldwork, as well as understanding the
consequences of adhering to such ethical standards, presents an on-going
challenge for the discipline.

1.6 Chapter Outlines.
The thesis is divided into two parts. Part one focuses on the Cancer Genetic
Clinics. I first explore the ways in which a specific group of women attending
the Clinic talk about their forthcoming appointment to the clinics. How does a
broader discourse about prevention in relation to breast cancer inform these
narratives and what are the consequences of this for patients’ expectations ? The
clinical arena is addressed more directly in Chapter Two looking at the tools and
tests of medical practice and examining how they are used in translating and
communicating knowledge about BRCA genes. How do they secure the
authority of health practices and do they only or always achieve this ? Chapter
Three looks at the ways in which ‘care’ is part of clinical practice. What might
‘care’ mean in this context and what does it do? The second half of this chapter
explores the consequences of care for patients. What kind of patient do the
To this end, on completion o f my thesis, communication and correspondence with the charity
that I worked with has been undertaken. This has helped to clarify and confirm that the data
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caring modes of ‘predictive’ medicine require? The final chapter in Part One
looks at practitioners’ experiences of working in breast cancer genetics and what
the implications are for them. Are there differences in the way medical
specialists identify with and experience the delivery of this genetic knowledge?

The second part of the thesis explores transmission of the knowledge and
technology associated with BRCA genetics in relation to a Cancer Research
Charity. Chapter Five examines the particular identity and ethos of the
organisation by looking at how and why a particular group of ‘fundraisers’
became involved in it. How does the genetic research the Charity funds inform
this involvement? Taking one event in the work of the Charity, the laboratory
tours of the organisation’s research centre, Chapter Six examines how the
research work it funds is represented and ‘performed’. The second half of this
chapter explores how those who carry out basic science research for the Charity
experience working in this environment and the necessary communication of
their research. How are they implicated in the work of transmission? The final
chapter of the thesis explores the ways in which the organisation represents the
research work that it does to its supporters and the wider public. How has this
changed in relation to broader developments and discoveries in genetic
knowledge and how do those who work there negotiate and experience this
shifting ground? The latter part of this chapter looks at how ethical concerns are
increasingly becoming part of the representational and social practices of the
Charity. How do ethical or social concerns inform, help or hinder the work of
transmission in this context?

obtained as part of research work with them, for the possible implementation o f supporter
advocacy, can also be used as part o f my PhD thesis.
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Part One: Cancer Genetic clinics
The evolution of a new health service
In April 2001, a few months before the last UK General Election the Secretary of
State for Health gave a speech setting out the government’s commitment to
support an expanding genetics service in the NHS, announcing a £30 million
package of new investment in the NHS genetic services (Milbum 2001). Ten
months before that in the government’s National Cancer Plan, cancer genetics
was highlighted as key site for future research and investment, as the following
extract indicated ;

Over the coming y ears our expanding know ledge of ca n ce r gen etics will have a
major impact on our ability to predict an individual’s level of risk of developing
cancer; our ability to detect and d iag n o se c a n c e r early and our ability to select
treatm ents which are m ost likely to b e effective. Ultimately th e genetic revolution
may lead to w ays of preventing ca n ce r (2000:89)

The situation was somewhat different a few years before these announcements, at
the time when the BRCA genes were identified in the mid 1990’s. Although
most regional genetics services now have designated Cancer Genetic Clinics this
has only really happened relatively recently (Harper 1996). Up to 1996 genetics
services in the NHS were mostly focused on rare and single gene disorders. As
such the system for the provision for Cancer Genetics was somewhat ad hoc and
the boundaries blurred between what constituted research and what might be
seen as health service provision (Wonderling et al. 2001). For example, there
were a number of family history clinics dealing mostly with breast cancer in
Cancer Departments in large hospitals which were often funded by research work
or which had been set up by breast surgeons responding to patient inquiries.
Regional genetics services did see patients as well, but were only funded in a few
cases to specifically cover Cancer Genetics. Even at this time however a report
published in 1996, a year and a half after the ‘high profile’ discovery of two
breast cancer susceptibility genes, suggested that cancer related referrals to
regional genetics units constituted over 20% of all referrals in a third of genetics
centres (Royal College of Physicians 1996).
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Partly in response to the uneven funding and provision for, as well as the
significant increase in demand for these services, an expert working group was
set up which made some of the first recommendations for a core service in
cancer genetics in England and Wales (Harper 1996). Following a pattern
outlined in the Calman-Hine report for organising and commissioning cancer
services (1995), the group recommended a model that would provide a co
ordinated service at three different levels, linking primary care with cancer
screening units in district and general hospitals and specialist Cancer Genetic
Clinics. It recommended that primary care would be the focus for clinical cancer
genetics services, especially in reassuring those at ‘low risk’. Cancer units in
district and general hospitals would respond to the needs of those at ‘moderate
risk’ and those at ‘high risk’ would be seen by specialist Cancer Genetic Clinics.
It recommended that purchasers should ensure such clinics were supported by
contract funding rather than the insecure research funds that currently many
depended upon. It also suggested that although the service should be seen as a
‘partnership’ between clinical genetics and oncology services, there should also
be a movement to increase the numbers of dedicated cancer geneticists.

A study of referrals to regional cancer genetics services (Wonderling et al. 1999)
suggested that the ad hoc system had begun to change, when it was noted that
nearly all regional genetics centres now had dedicated Cancer Genetic Clinics.
Nevertheless, this study also suggested that maintaining the tertiary system
recommended in the Harper Report was not necessarily easy, particularly given
the way breast cancer dominated these referrals . In a survey of 22 regional
genetics in the UK, over a 4 week period, it was found that over 63% of all
referrals were concerned with breast cancer (only 7% of all referral were for
men). Of these large numbers were at moderate risk, and only 17.4% of new
patients had cancer.^"^

These findings in part reflect the fact that defining the guidelines for referral for
women with an increased risk of breast cancer has been a subject of much

Over half o f all referrals came from GP’s (Wonderling et al. 2001)
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confusion. This was explicitly articulated in a Breast Cancer Consensus Report
(Pharoah 1998), produced by a group of health practitioners and researchers
working in this field seeking to reach an agreement on this issue. The report
noted that ‘there is widespread professional and public misunderstanding of the
likely impact of these recent advances, particularly in breast cancer[...] this has
resulted in large numbers of anxious individuals who have a relative with breast
cancer approaching the primary care team’ (1998:45). One indication of this is
that best practice in this area has been under consideration by NICE (National
Institute of Clinical Excellence) since 2001 and they are not expected to report
their findings until December 2003. The following definitions for those at ‘high’
and ‘moderate’ risk and respective guidelines for referral are derived both from
Eccles et al.(2000), the Consensus report of 1998 and the Public Health Genetics
Unit in Cambridge(July 2002).

Those at ‘high risk’ are thought to have more than 4 times the average
‘age related risk’. It is estimated that they constitute 20- 50 families per
million of the population in the UK. For example this would include
those with 3 or more affected relatives with breast cancer only, with an
average age of less than 40 or breast/ovarian cancer families with 3
affected relatives with an average age of diagnosis of less than 60. It is
suggested that these persons be referred to specialist genetic units where
a range of services including genetic testing may be appropriate.
Those at ‘moderate risk’ are thought to have between 3- 4 times the
average ‘age related risk’ and make up a far larger group 47,000
women per million of the population. Those fitting this category would
include 3 first or second degree relatives with breast or ovarian cancer at
any age on the same side of the family or 2 first or second degree
relatives with breast cancer diagnosed under 60. The management of
this group is somewhat unclear. There seems to be support for offering
these individuals routine mammography screening but it is less clear
whether they should be offered genetic testing or referred to a regional
genetics unit
It is recommended that those at low risk should be reassured by their GP
and encouraged to seek screening as part of the National Breast
Screening program when they reach the appropriate age.
The diverse and uneven development of Cancer Genetic Clinics in the UK is
reflected in the 2 clinics with whom I carried out research with. By way of
introduction to this part of the thesis, I describe the different historical
trajectories that led to their separate development and the kind of institutional
and social milieu that they were each part of.
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Two Cancer Genetic Clinics
The cancer hospital where I began my fieldwork is one of the largest cancer
centres in Europe seeing over 30,000 patients a year who are referred from all
over the UK. It is recognized world wide as a centre for excellence in terms of
treatment of rare and common cancers, in research and the education and training
of health care professionals.

The main entrance to the hospital reflects the impression of a place of historically
grounded expertise and tradition with its imposing stone façade and steps
sweeping up the main entrance, where most attending the Cancer Genetic Clinic
would arrive. There is an air of quiet competence with mainly health
professionals and administrative staff moving around the building. By contrast
the out-patient department around the comer of the hospital in a new set of
buildings is an altogether more busy and somewhat predictable chaotic hospital
setting, where mostly those newly diagnosed cancer patients or those returning
for routine check ups following their treatment arrive for their appointments.

For those attending the Cancer Genetic Clinic only a short trip on the lift is
necessary to the ‘Breast Diagnostic Unit’ or BDU. The lift opens out into newly
refurbished corridors and pale pink thick carpets which sign post the short walk
to the reception and waiting rooms. The atmosphere is reassuringly comfortable
and relaxed with newish pink toned furniture and décor. The one or two staff at
the reception are rarely too busy not to be friendly and welcoming, often offering
patients tea or coffee and directing them to the waiting area where there are
magazines and a full range of information leaflets on a range of issues relating to
breast cancer. The half a dozen consulting rooms lie off to the side along a
carpeted corridor, not really in view of those sitting in the waiting rooms. The
tall ash coloured doors swing back and forth when a patient leaves or when the
nurse or consultant comes in or out, but the corridor is mostly fairly quiet. Inside
the consulting rooms themselves, the atmosphere of comfort is continued with
colour co-ordinated carpets, curtains and a number of softly furnished chairs
arranged normally at right angles to a smallish table, helping to convey and
reinforce the sense that these are private spaces.
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The current rather luxurious location of the Cancer Genetic Clinic which runs
alongside the Family History Clinic within the BDU, is a result of recent hospital
and other research investment in the unit, which is the setting and co-ordinating
centre for a number of key clinical trials. The Family History Clinic grew out of
a ‘Well Woman’ unit catering mainly for the local women to whom it provided
advice as well as routine mammography screening and cervical smears.
Threatened with closure 15 years ago the unit was saved, if somewhat
transformed, by undertaking clinical trials and providing services only to those
with a family history of breast cancer. This is still one of the main focuses of the
Family History Clinic which is run mainly by specialist nurses and provides
regular examination, monitoring and mammography screening(the screening unit
is adjacent to the BDU) for those with a number of affected relatives in their
family, who may or may not be taking part in trials. The more specialist Cancer
Genetic Clinic which has in part emerged from the Family History Clinic,
monitors those at ‘higher’ genetic risk as well as seeing new referrals. These
have increased several fold in the last few years and seem to come from a fairly
wide catchment area, a recognition of the esteem and expertise associated with
Hospital X. A range of personnel work in this unit, including consultant
oncologists trained in genetics, nurse specialists and part time GPs.

By contrast, the Cancer Genetic Clinic at the large general teaching hospital,
called here Hospital Y, had a different history. The Clinic was a relatively recent
but growing addition, part of a larger regional genetics unit, where clinical
management, laboratory research and diagnostic testing had long been linked in
addressing a wide range of genetic conditions.

Arrival at the hospital is no different from the entrance to many other general
hospitals. It is busy with buses and ambulances arriving, dropping off and
leaving patients and has both an array of clinical staff and patients milling around.
A sprawl of corridors leads to the fairly non-descript clinical space from which
the Cancer Genetic Clinic runs 2 days a week. These clinics are slotted in
around other genetic clinics or different medical specialisms that use the adjacent
waiting area or the consulting rooms on different days of the week. Although not
uncomfortable, the space lacks the more dedicated comforts and privacy of the
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Clinic at Hospital X. There is nothing on the greyish walls to identify this as a
Cancer Genetic Clinic and no patient leaflets about cancer genetics/^ The
impersonal atmosphere is compounded by the fact that there is no dedicated
receptionist. Consequently there is often a wait, for new patients seeking to
confirm that they are in the right place, as the staff juggle reception duties while
attending to the patients that they are already seeing. Normally one or two
geneticists plus a nurse specialist would be working here seeing mostly new
patients. A visiting GP would see follow up patients who might be returning for
their annual checkups. As there was no Family History Clinic, the kind of
special ‘cancer’ nurses that worked in Hospital X were not part of this cancer
genetic service. Moreover, organizing a mammogram or ultrasound for follow
up or new patients was much more difficult and generally had to be coordinated
often months in advance, after liaising with the screening unit in the hospital.

Later I discovered that there were leaflets given to patients by practitioners in Hospital Y during their
appointment. It was thought that having information freely available would cause ‘more anxiety’,
particularly if it was picked up by those who were not at greatly increased genetic risk.
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Chapter Two
Patients’ expectations; awareness and visibility
The thesis starts by considering those who have generally been at the centre of
analysis in medical anthropology; ‘patients’ and their ‘experiences’ of ‘illness’.
I examine how a particular group of people attending the clinics for the first time
talk about how their referral had come about, their perceptions of risk and what
their expectations were regarding their forthcoming appointments. All who took
part were ‘unaffected’ women. Although the age range of participants spanned
those in their mid 20’s to late 60’s, most were between 30 and 45 years old.
They had been invited to take part in my research because they were presumed to
be at ‘moderate risk’ (see page 35), on the basis of their referral letter. Although
not always easy to define, on the basis of their employment many, but not all,
could be classified as ‘middle class’.

In this first chapter I examine how prominent features of a public health
discourse about prevention and breast cancer (Kaufert 1998), particularly notions
of ‘awareness’ and ‘visibility’, are part of the way those I met talked about
going to the Cancer Genetic Clinic. I explore the consequences of this for how
these individuals perceive the danger posed by genes and the scope of genetic
knowledge or technologies associated with its use.

2.1 The morality of being aware
Most of those I met talked about how their appointments had been set up after
discussions with their GP; something which many seemed to have instigated
them selves.R egardless of how exactly their referral had come about, nearly all
those I met saw their visit in terms of being ‘healthier’. One woman talked about
how this was linked to a broader health awareness strategy

A number o f women were or had been employed within the public sector as teachers or working for
government while others worked in the media or commercial business.
There were a few exceptions to this, one woman was already part o f the Family History Clinic at Hospital
X and had been referred on to the Cancer Genetic Clinic. Another woman seemed to have been encouraged
to visit the Clinic as a result o f the actions o f her GP. I explore these women’s experiences in chapter 3
looking at how their ‘inactivity’ in seeking a referral (or in being a patient) had particular consequences for
them.
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Rose/ I’ve just sort o f said to m yself well I need to start looking at me. It’s all
very well looking after everybody else and seeing what they’re having with
breast cancer and their statistics. I’m actually about a stone and a half
overweight, so I think about that a lot. I don’t know whether it’s age or
lifestyle or whatever, but I just want to get back to being a bit fitter. It’s all tied
in together, it’s all come at once, and breast cancer is a part of it.

For Emily going to the Clinic, following her mother’s treatment for breast cancer,
was also part of being more aware of her health. From what she said she clearly
saw this as a ‘good’ thing.
I've become far more aware o f checking myself and looking for signs and
talking to other people about it, like friends in my peer group, they talk about it.
It surprises me how little they know about it, it shocks me. It’s important to
discuss it and it’s important to go and get checked.

Both these comments imply that there was an awareness of a high profile media
and public health discourse about breast cancer risk and possible preventative
strategies, particularly the need for vigilance or awareness and the role of
lifestyle factors such as diet.^^ For some, their appointments were also linked to
other health care concerns such as decisions about taking HRT or Tamoxifen.
More importantly, as Emily’s remarks suggest, this desire for awareness carries
with it a high moral value. This was illustrated in the way several women I met,
who had been required to be more pro-active than many in seeking a referral,
talked about how they had had to assert their moral ‘right’ to be seen and hence
were angered by what they saw as the inappropriate response of some
practitioners. One woman recounted the struggle she had undergone with
different ‘male’ health professionals to have her concerns taken seriously, which
having now obtained an appointment at the Clinic, appeared to have been
vindicated
Donna/1 mean it’s like hitting your head against a brick wall. The doctor, he
goes to me ‘well you’re only in your thirties and so if you’re going to get it
you’re likely to be in your fifties’ and I think what an attitude. Another time
when I was being examined I had a man doctor and I said ‘what can I do to get
out o f this pain’ and he said ‘w e’ll put you on these tablets and try swimming’.
Then he said ‘well the only thing I can do is a bust reduction’ and it was like oh
a sort o f a ‘go away’ attitude and I felt like oh you’re a blimming man and you
ain't got a pair o f boobs .

28

For instance a number talked about specialist diets that they were investigating or following in order to
prevent breast cancer.
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Another woman also talked about what she saw as the inappropriate response to
her care by a (private) doctor she had seen several months prior to obtaining an
appointment for the Genetic Clinic at Hospital X.
Deborah/ He was so rude and impertinent. What I was looking for is ‘this is
what we re going to do, you obviously have a big history we're going to
monitor you and we'd like you to come back every year, or five years’. But he
didn't say anything like that to me , the mammogram was i t . So he took the
money and at the end o f it I thought well what was the point o f that. I mean
he said ‘well we might not find anything today but it might manifest itself
tomorrow and anyway you’re too young and the breast is very dense so we
can't tell’. So I was very much sort o f dismissed out the door.

For a few women being assertive and demanding about health care was less
something that they were forced to undertake and more something that was, from
their perspective, simply part of being a patient. For instance, Shona pointed out
that this meant you had to be, what she termed, a very ‘decisive patient’. This
feeling was reflected in the way she talked about dealing with another health care
issue.
I basically had several unclear smear tests and I just went straight to a
gynaecologist recommended to me by a friend and it was sorted within six
months. I think it was partly to do with the fact that I felt I’m not going to
listen to the doctor again saying ‘well lets do another one is six months time
and see what its like’. I was just like right, no! I’m being referred and I’m
being referred today. A lot o f people do have problems because they're not
educated in thinking about their own health. People are very lackadaisical
about their health, you know it’s the age old thing, health is when you don't
have symptoms.

Some women also talked about their visit to the Clinic in terms of ‘not living in
regret’

and being

‘upfront’

about health issues or the need to bring

‘risk’

into the

open, illustrating how a moral code of awareness was powerfully linked to a need
for visibility. For example, one woman I met noted the difference between the
time when their relatives had had breast cancer and now.
When me Nan had it, it was like whisper whisper ‘the big C’. My mum found
it very hard to say the word too, but now we can say the word.

But Speaking about the experience of cancer in the family or personal fears of the
disease, as some had been required to do with their GP or other health care
professionals in order to secure an appointment, was more than just an
expression of personal anxiety. A number of those I met had relatives who they
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felt had been misdiagnosed or left their concerns until it was too late. For them,
going to the Clinic was about making hidden danger visible in a way that their
relatives had not or simply had not been able too. This rationale was illustrated
in the way that Deborah talked about her reasons for wanting to go the Clinic.
I suppose it is coming out of the twitchy curtain syndrome. Women are still
very frightened though, but if you close up about it you’re not going to be
prepared to step forward and do something about it in its early stages. I'd rather
be aware o f what’s going on, rather than not talk about it, rather than not be
monitored. I'd rather be up front and face it.

The link between visibility and awareness brings into focus how the desire for, or
reason behind attending the Cancer Genetic Clinic was therefore strongly
informed by a high profile preventative health care agenda.

This has become particularly salient in relation to breast cancer over the last
fifteen years in Euro-American societies. Much is made of the need to identify
the disease in its early stages, by encouraging individual women to be aware of
their breasts or attend routine mammography screening. It is a ‘preventative’
agenda that has also been informed by a burgeoning growth in health activism
around breast cancer which has been instrumental in raising the profile of the
disease (Anglin \991)?^ In her analysis of the breast cancer movement in
Canada, Kaufert points out that demands for ‘visibility and voice’ were central
elements of the ‘resistance’ that created this activism (1998). She notes how the
breast cancer activism of the 1990s emerged from the gender consciousness
raising movements of the 1970’s and identity politics of the 1980’s. As such the
previous invisibility of the disease has increasingly over the last decade been
replaced by a heightened visibility; a process facilitated by the way individual
women have told their stories and talked about their experiences.^^ In this sense.

^’The connection between bringing fear/anxiety into the open and prevention seemed for some o f those I
met to be connected to an ethos that is strongly identified with complimentary and alternative health care
practice. This approach to health views the mind and body as intimately connected and ‘talking’ about
cancer and or anxiety is advocated as a form o f ‘healing’ practice(See Sharma 1996, Stacey 1997). For
instance one woman talked about how she thought there was a ‘mental’ side to the development o f breast
cancer. For her, going to the clinic, would enable she said to ‘release’ the anxiety she felt about developing
the disease and thereby counter any ‘mental’ contribution she felt she might make to her risk.
However Aronowitz notes that a ‘do not delay’ message was prevalent before the advent o f mass
screening programmes in the 1970’s and 1980’s suggesting that this view has been prominent for a lot
longer than this.
See for instance Audrey Lorde’s "The Cancer Journals’ (1980)
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the morality of awareness in relation to breast cancer is animated both by a
public health ethos and female health activism.

We can see the influence of this discourse in the way patients perceive going to
the Cancer Genetic Clinic as rooted in terms of a right to health and the need to
bring concerns and dangers out into the open. However it is perhaps the desire
and need for ‘visibility’ which has most consequences for the way those I met
talked about attending the Clinic. As I explore in the next section of this chapter,
this is demonstrated not only in terms of a need to be open or upfront about risk
but in the ways that some individuals appear to actively participate in making
their genetic risk ‘real’ before attending the Clinic.

2.2 Making danger visible; being visibly a ‘patient’
Talking with those I met about their reasons for seeking an appointment brought
to the fore how many women appeared to actively participate in identifying,
reproducing and making manifest a personal as well as a more general sense of
genetic danger. This process of making genetic risk visible and material was
apparent in a number of diverse ways.
2.2.1 Having a family history
Some of those attending the Clinic had undertaken a good deal of investigative
work to explore in more detail the history of cancer in their family. Deborah
talked about how after her mother’s two sisters had developed breast cancer they
had then uncovered what she termed an

‘extensive’ family

history.

W e’ve done a bit more chipping away to see whether there has been more
breast cancer back in other generations. W e’d never looked into it until after
her sisters [Deborah’s mother] had breast cancer and then we were like hang on
a minute oh yes auntie so and so died of cancer. When everybody finally
looked back it was breast cancer .

Sometimes it was what was unknown or ‘mysterious’ and therefore suspect
which made a family history ‘significant’. For instance, Lucy suggested that it
was the gaps in her knowledge of the history of the family which pointed to
possible cases of cancer that might have been hidden unbeknown to her and
others in the family
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I don’t know much about my mum’s family, my mum doesn’t really either.
She says that there was an auntie who died fairly young, in her fifties, so she
doesn’t know if that was anything to do with it. My mum comes from a quite a
big family too and her mum was Irish so they had loads of kids, so potentially
there could be a lot out there that I don’t know about.

However, for most it wasn’t just the fact that significant aspects of family history
had been recently discovered or that there could potentially be hidden cases of
cancer that they didn’t know about; it was more that the family history they were
aware of pointed to an undeniable danger. This was exemplified in what Shona
said:
It obviously is genetic to some extent although research hasn't completely
definitively shown what causes it. It’s just there is breast cancer down the
female line on my mother's family and it just strikes me that it must be related
unless it’s just a coincidence that my grandmother and mother had breast
cancer, which o f course is possible. But they had very different lives I mean if
it was just fluke it’s an unlikely fluke because one lived in the country and did
nothing for years and years and the other lived in the city and just worked.
They had very different lives so it’s more probable that it’s genetic that would
be the logical explanation. It just seemed that it was obvious that I am at higher
risk than probably a lot o f my friends.

In general when there were several cases of breast cancer in the family, those I
talked to were inclined to think that it was unlikely to be just a ‘coincidence’.
Genes provided an comprehensible, plausible and rational explanation for the
cases of cancer in the family. This was brought home during my meeting with
Donna after she talked about and then drew her family history.
Donna/ It’s so weird my Nan’s sister is still alive, she was ninety last year.
She’s got all me mum’s cousins they're all fine. But if you look at the tree
there are two sisters, like one sister has it and my mum, who’s the daughter and
then the other line nothing. It’s weird, it puzzles my brain?
Sahra/1 wonder would you mind drawing how you see your family history ?
Donna/ No I don't mind. Going on me dad's side, I don't think o f me dad's side
as related to cancer funnily enough, because me Nan [on her father’s side] did
have stomach cancer and me granddad did have like a brain cancer but because
the daughters didn't I don't seem to relate to that side. I just see like on me
mum’s side there is aunt kit and there is me Nan and then me mum [has had
breast cancer Jjust like me Nan. Do you see what I mean [pointing to the
diagram] see cancer and cancer we're scared that it’s going to come. See if
there is a certain gene it could have missed my aunt but went to my Nan .

Donna’s very visual description of her family history helped to give form to a
suspicion that genes were responsible for cancer in her family, a rationale that
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was reflected (and to a certain extent reproduced) by the drawing I asked her to
do.

Figure three: Donna's Family Tree

We can see that Donna divided this depiction of her family history into two
halves, as her description had suggested. This started at the juncture between her
grandmother and her grandm other’s sister. The linear trajectory she describes
and the danger she feels this poses to her is clearly visible in the way she
indicates who has had illness or cancer in the family. After this encounter I
asked several other women to draw how they ‘saw ’ their family history, copies
of which are reproduced below.
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4.3 Leslie’s family history
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4.4 Lucy's family history
Figure four: Other Patient's Family Trees
Despite the obvious bias in asking for drawings of family history in the middle of
a discussion concerning an appointment to the Cancer Genetic Clinic, it is
nonetheless striking that the resulting diagrams were dramatically pared down
representations.

In nearly all cases very few affinal relations were included or in some cases other
consanguineous or ‘blood’ relatives. This was particularly so in Joan’s and
Shona’s case where hardly any other relatives were drawn that might detract
from a narrative trajectory of risk they had talked about. Joan’s depiction of her
family history was particularly blunt and to the point. She drew only the two
relatives affected by cancer (her mother and grandmother) herself and her two
sisters. It was only much later in the interview that she mentioned in passing that
she had four brothers. Even when the depiction of family history seemed to be
more balanced, or at least encompassed more people, as in Leslie’s case, ‘clues’
about possible risk were written into the representation as they also were in
Shona’s case. Lucy’s depiction of her family history was less obviously a
narrative about ‘risk’ in the way the others seemed to be. There was, for instance,
no indication in her drawing of who had had cancer. However, unlike others she
had also included her children and her sister’s children in her depiction of family
history. As I discuss in section 2.2.3, for Lucy this pointed to evidence of a
potentially ‘fated’ kind of danger. What all these depictions demonstrate.
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therefore, is how the perception of genetic risk that was apparent in discussing
family history was easily visually represented, revealing the extent of a common
feeling of anxiety about the dangers that this posed.
Nevertheless, these representations and discussions of family history must also
be understood in relation to a practice that had to be undertaken by those
attending the clinics. Before having their appointment confirmed, more than half
of those I met had had to fill in a ‘family history form’ which involved them
documenting the history of cancer and other significant diseases in the family.
This illustrates how those attending the Clinic had to be ‘active’ patients in the
process of obtaining a referral. However completing the form, as a requirement
for an appointment, also had particular consequences for how these individuals
perceived and represented their family history.

In one sense it appeared to inform a sense of anxiety about the possible dangers
that lay within family history. For example Joan’s commented on how doing this
had affected her perceptions of risk
It made you think you know yes perhaps there is something. On me dad's side
there are a few brothers and sisters who have died of cancer, an uncle who had
liver cancer and it wasn't drink related and an aunt had leukaemia. It just made
you think oh there is cancer there, it’s affecting to see who is having it and it
makes you think oh perhaps they’re related, who is going to be the next one if
you like.

However, at the same time that completing the form may have made perceived or
suspected genetic risk more real or in some instances frightening, it also
confirmed to many that their family history made them ‘special’ or ‘interesting’
cases. For Donna simply having to fill out the form, suggested that her family
history conferred something of a unique status, otherwise, she said
seeing everyone’.

‘they could be

In fact many of these women were also aware that it was on the

basis of the information documented on the family history form that they would
receive an appointment at the Clinic. As such there seemed to be an effort to

The form requests details o f the family history. It asks for information about the patient themselves, the
patient’s children/ brother(s)/ sister(s)/mother/ mother’s sister(s)/ mother’s brother(s)/ father/father(s)
sister(s)/father’s brother’(s)/grandchildren/grandfather and grandmother. Details requested include name,
date of birth, date o f death (if a relative has died), where cancer was diagnosed, the site o f the cancer and
when it was diagnosed
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represent family history in particular ways that might ‘talk up’ apparent or
perceived danger in order that their family history would seen as significant.^"^

My interview with Emily demonstrated how difficult it is to separate a patient’s
efforts or wish to be seen in the Clinic, by having a significant family history,
from the effects of having to collect these details in the first place. During our
first meeting I was surprised to hear what she told me about her family history.
My mother’s the oldest of the family and all her sisters have gone down with it,
she's got three other sisters and they've all gone down with it. It could be
hereditary considering every single female is involved. It is strange that they've
all gone down with it, at around the same age, that it is absolutely across the
board, every single female member o f the family.

The way Emily talked about her family history suggested that her ‘risk’ was a lot
higher than others of those I had met. From what she said I didn’t think she was
at ‘moderate risk’, as her referral letter had suggested and as a clinician verifying
my selection of patients had also confirmed. However on our subsequent
meeting a month later following her first appointment a very different
presentation of her family history emerged, as she told me what had happened at
the Clinic.
When I actually looked at the family history I thought oh yeah it isn't that big a
deal. We concentrated on my mother's side o f the family and really it’s just
my mother, her mother and one o f her sisters. If there were more than two
sisters that had it then I would get worried but because there is only two it
could be pure fluke. Also because my family’s so huge it Just doesn’t make
that much difference and all the people affected are over 45. So the statistics
when you look at them don't look that bad.

In some ways the discrepancies in Emily’s discussion of her family history
before and after her visit can be explained in terms of the necessary work
required to complete the family history form.^^ As Emily recounted she had
found it a very demanding process.
I found it very difficult especially with the dates and stuff like that. So what I
had to do was go back home and stay with my mother and make a series of
phone calls to get it all sorted. It was a bit shocking really, the extent of cancer
Some clinicians also seemed to confirm this when they spoke about how some patients might ‘misremember’ or ‘guess’ their family history.
The change in Emily’s representation o f her family history can also be understood in relation to the
necessary clinical practice o f ‘talking down’ the family history in the Clinic, when a person’s risk in not as
great as they had perceived, or when testing is not possible (see Section 3.2.1).
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in my family, not just the fact that there has been so much of this type of cancer,
but the fact that everybody had been so sick, there seemed to be something
wrong with everybody really. There was just more cancer in the family than I
had thought there was.

For Emily, like Joan, completing the form had clearly made apparent the extent
of illness and disease in the family which may have led to a heightened sense of
danger and hence a fairly dramatic presentation of her family history at the start
of our first meeting. But equally the changes in Emily’s narrative about her
family history must be seen in light of an awareness that it was only on the basis
of having a ‘significant’ family history that she would receive an appointment at
the Clinic. In this sense making risk visible is linked to an ethos of awareness
that not only makes it important to bring the hidden dangers of family history
into the open, but is also informed by an understanding that not everyone who
requests a referral will be seen.

The complex interweaving of agency that characterised the process by which
appointments seemed to be sought and ultimately secured was particularly
palpable in the way Shona talked about her appointment as

‘giving something back’

to the hospital where her mother was treated.
When my mother was here I raised some money for the hospital when I was
working in the city with some incredibly rich dealers and I thought oh it would
be good to give something back. People aren't going to get anywhere with
research unless people help out and also because although I don't know my
exact risk I guess it’s a lot higher than other peoples, which makes me think
I’m a more interesting case.

Like Shona, others that I met also talked about their willingness to take part in
clinical trials and research. Being able to participate in such an exchange was of
course dependent on receiving an appointment in the first place; in being a
‘case’ that was of ‘interest’ to the Clinic. This was something that some of those
I met were aware of and which their discussions or representations of family
history, to some extent, reflected.
2.2.2 Bodily connections (and disconnections)
The ‘obvious’ and ‘logical’ danger of family history was also made visible in a
number of more bodily ways by the women I met. For some, the sharing of
physical symptoms, build and even personality or life experiences between
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related individuals provided further evidence of an underlying narrative of
causation that strongly suggested the involvement of genes in some way.

For instance Donna discussed the way a physical parity between family members
fuelled her disquiet. For her this was linked to a shared anxiety and trauma that
had passed through the lives of many generations that included her mother and
grandmother.
Donna/ What makes it worse for me is the same year that me mum had the
cancer that same month I found lumps in me own b u st. And then there was me
Gran, I must have been about 14 or 15 [when she developed breast cancer]. I
can just remember it living with my mum just as it does with me and my sister.

Lucy also talked about the significance of similarities in physical build between
herself and related individuals.
Lucy/ I expect to get it, that’s how I feel. All the woman in my mum’s family
w e’re all very much the same sort o f build my sisters and me, I just feel like
I’m very much like them, built like them. I wouldn’t be in the least bit
surprised if I got it, I wouldn’t be shocked. If I’ve inherited similar genes like
them then I would be [more susceptible] and I'm probably more like my mum
than my other two sisters.

For her, these bodily connections were more than enough evidence to convince
her that there was a high probability she would develop the same condition. On
another occasion, the identification of physical and psychological affinities
between related individuals was used by the husband of a woman, who had been
seen at the Clinic, to sustain the possibility of there still being a danger after they
had been told that she was at little or no increased risk. Bob the (very vocal)
husband of Alice, whose mother had had breast cancer many years previously,
talked about how he was not entirely convinced by the reassurances they had
received at the Clinic.

These bodily connections could be seen as linked to a process o f ‘distributed’ patienthood I discuss in
chapter 4 and further evidence that those attending the Clinic are already participating in the reproduction of
a particular kind o f patient role.
This belief seemed to be confirmed by Lucy’s ‘ecstatic’ response to the clinician’s suggestion during her
visit to the Clinic that it might be possible to have a breast reduction operation. Although the clinician had,
she said, pointed out that this was nothing to do with her ‘risk’.
This effort on the part o f A lice’s husband reveals the extent to which affinal members o f a family might
be equally as involved and invested in the procedures o f the Clinic. In their case this was linked to a shared
desire to continue to receive routine mammography screening, as part o f the Family History Clinic at
Hospital X, which they had been part o f for some time.
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Bob/ you’ve still got that thought why was she unlucky then, were there any
pre-disposing factors that would cause her to be unlucky. Whilst there isn’t a
clear genetic link there, I have to say that I’ve still got a slight nagging doubt at
the back o f my mind that there isn’t something in that line. The interesting
thing as someone who has married into Alice’s family is that Alice and her
sister are almost the same physical characteristics o f Alice’s mother and her
sister. Alice takes very much after her mother and looks quite similar, although
her mum was much fatter and her sister is almost a facsimile o f her aunt, they
are like two peas in a pod. So maybe with the two sisters, one o f them inherited
some pre-disposition and the other didn’t.

While physical similarities between related family members were seen by some
as evidence of genetic risk, others expressed an underlying fear and uncertainty
about their bodies, which must also be seen as part of their reason for seeking a
referral. For example a number of women talked about the anxiety they felt
about examining their breasts. For Chloe this was directly linked to her desire to
be seen by a specialist Clinic.
Chloe/ That’s why I asked [for an appointment at the Clinic] because I have a
fear o f it, because I’m quite scared of it happening. It actually makes me not
want to check m yself more. It’s not right and I know it’s not logical but that
fear is that this will be the time that you will find something. So that’s why I
asked to be checked by the nurses so at least then you know I have someone
doing it thoroughly.

Like Chloe, others felt distrustful not only of their own ability to examine their
breasts but also of the utility of doing so, because of what had happened to
relatives, as Joan pointed out.
The thing is my Nan’s, when her lump was big enough to get worried about it,
it was too late anyway and my mum she felt a little tiny one, but she had little
growths and they were deep seated. We're all quite big and you can't feel, this
is the thing at the back o f all o f our minds really, [for my mum] there was no
sign, no feeling or change. It wasn't detected by feel, so this is something that’s
a big fear.

A more explicit indication of this hesitancy was the way a few women talked
about how they would consider having the parts of their body, which were
associated with this anxiety, surgically removed at some point in the future.
Towards the end of our first interview, Faye’s comments about undertaking
surgery seemed to come out of the blue, suggesting this was something that had
been at the back of her mind but which we hadn’t explicitly discussed.^^ As this
As the issue of preventative surgery was never prompted through direct questioning from m yself this
nearly always became apparent from passing comments or when other issues were being discussed. I had
also been warned by practitioners prior to carrying out interviews not to raise issues such as genetic testing
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excerpt from my interview with her demonstrates, we were initially talking about
seemingly unrelated issues.
Faye/ and what is your Ph.D. in?
Sahra/ well the broad context o f the Ph.D. is looking at how people deal with
all the new knowledge about genetics in relation to breast cancer, I mean there
are obviously lots o f developments in genetics at the moment, is that something
that you picked up on?
Faye/ well vaguely, not too much, I tend to read the travel pages, more than
anything else, (laughing).
Sahra/ it’s just very interesting to me really to see how people are responding to
these new things?
Faye/ Yes I mean if someone said to me that I could have an operation, if it was
cutting something off to eliminate the risk o f breast cancer, I would definitely
do it.. .you wouldn’t have to think about it then.

Another woman’s discussion of undertaking such a procedure also emerged in
what seemed an offhand way, after I asked her about the kind of things she hoped
would happen as a result of her appointment.
Deborah/ well I don’t know, obviously there are these things to consider if
there is a very high risk. You could almost voluntarily have a mastectomy and
I know many women who've done that, get a boob job (laughing). I mean I
know someone whose done it, they actually had a mastectomy then had their
boobs re-built at the same time. To them they've taken away their risk o f breast
cancer. It seems fairly logical way round of doing it to me. I really feel like if
I need to do something about it and if I have to go and have a boob job. Ill go
and have it, just to get rid o f the risk

Deborah’s deliberate light heartedness seemed nonetheless to disguise a deeper
anxiety about her risk of developing breast cancer."^® The sense of anxiety around
breast examination and the ease and readiness with which several women
discussed prophylactic mastectomy as an option revealed much about the extent
with some of those I met disassociated from and objectified parts of their bodies.
As such, we can see that the bodily connections which served to make genetic
risk manifest must be understood in relation to the articulations of

or prophylactic mastectomy both because this may be read as being ‘directive’ in my research and also
because o f their own concerns about the number o f women who wanted to undertake this procedure.
^ After being seen in the Clinic, on our second meeting, it was clear that this option was something that she
was more seriously thinking about. She talked about how this was very much her preferred option
compared with the threat to the ‘natural’ integrity of the body that drug based intervention posed.
Deborah/ I’d rather go through an operation than take a series o f drugs, anything that’s
mucking up your system, I think its got to be juggling with nature. Rather than fill
m yself up with drugs if I still decided to take drastic action I would rather have a
preventative mastectomy.
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disembodiment with which they were connected. Fear and anxiety about the
body were clearly linked to the way those I met engaged in efforts to make
genetic risk visible; an entanglement of narratives and practices that must also be
seen in terms of a public health discourse about the morality of health awareness.
2.2.3 The agency of genes
If a narrative of underlying genetic causation was reproduced in the way family
history was discussed by patients, or the way connections were made between
persons and bodies, the way in which genes were talked about also contributed to
this process. Many of those attending the Clinic did talk about the possibility of
other mainly lifestyle risk factors being implicated in the cases of cancer in their
family such as HRT or diet. Nevertheless, the causative agency of genes
predominated in nearly all cases. For instance, genes were often discussed in
terms of the presence or absence of a ‘bad’ gene. The latter was often imbued
with cancer causing potential and hence seen almost as a ‘quasi pathogen’
(Yoxenl982). This was demonstrated in what Joan said;
All I know is that you get so much genetic information from the father and so
much genetic information from the mother and some o f it is much more
predominant than others. It’s like a rogue gene, it’s something that’s there that
shouldn't be, that doesn’t effect everybody.

On Other occasions the agency of genes was given a more concrete quality more
obliquely. That is, for some, genes provided a way of understanding the cause
of breast cancer that paralleled the way that other cancers had been linked to very
tangible and specific environmental agents such as smoking.
Donna/1 think with other cancers it’s environmental, with smoking and
asbestos and things like that but with breast cancer I’m not sure. But I think if
you’ve got the gene then you’re probably likely to get it whatever, however
healthy you might be.

Genes seemed to provide a certainty amidst a sea of possible risk factors and
dangers. The strength of this attribution was particularly evident in my
discussion with Deborah. She was one of the few women I interviewed who had
family members who were already undergoing predictive testing."^' The possible
presence of a ‘gene’ therefore took on a greater significance than it might have
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otherwise done. Even so, her response to the possibility that genetic testing
naight prove inconclusive or even negative was to preserve the agency and
possible presence of other genes in her family.
Deborah/If she's [her aunt] got it then that’s obviously where it’s come from
and my mother would have it as well, but if she doesn’t prove positive there are
still genes that haven't been discovered yet. It could still be an ‘outsider’. I
mean BRACl and BRAC2 are just a tiny part o f all this and there is so much
more out there that they don't know about.

The attribution of agency to genes was also demonstrated in the way that ‘fate’
was understood and perceived as an expression or articulation of an underlying
genetic presence. For two individuals, the sex of their (and their siblings)
children pointed to the way ‘fate’ or ‘genes’ were operating in interconnected
ways. Whilst talking about her family history and the diagram she had drawn
(see page 48) Lucy highlighted the fact that she, like her sister, had had girls. For
her this provided an indication that there might be a genetic risk in the family.

Lucy/ These are all my sisters’ here and they've nearly all got girls [pointing to
the family tree she has drawn]. There is only one boy, which is another thing I
think oh you know maybe that’s connected to all this. My mum's sister had
two girls and the aunt that died had got three girls, so not many boys in our
family but lots o f girls which does make you think.

A more reassuring ‘genetic’ fate for future generations was identified by Donna
because she had had boys, even if this did little to counter perceptions of her own
risk.
I do say to m yself is that why I had two boys so it could stop, I've got this
terrible fear I've got the gene but at least I haven't got daughters so I won’t have
the worry.

Expressions of destiny were also apparent in the way Shona talked about the kind
of diet she had always ‘unconsciously’ eaten. At the same time this reassured
her she was doing everything possible to reduce her risk it also compounded a
feeling that there was a genetic risk.
Shona/ It’s funny really about the things that you read. I read that certain foods
were anti-carcinogenic, namely green vegetables and it’s funny but all my life
I've always eaten loads of green vegetables, anything green I always sort of
look at and want to eat. I thought this is because it’s anti-carcinogenic and it’s
something within my body telling me because I don't really know what is anticarcinogenic.

She only discovered this just before our first interview. It had emerged during discussions with her
relatives about her own visit to the Clinic, in the process o f filling in the family history form.
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This fated ‘sixth sense’ about food for Shona not only confirms that she has a
genetic risk, but that she is also countering it by being intuitively healthy. Her
comments highlight the dense interconnections between a public health ethos of
awareness around breast cancer (which often includes dietary advice) and the
way those I met talked about and made visible their genetic risk. For Joan
however, the expression of ‘genetic’ fate, she raised, was less reassuring.
Joan/ When my Nan died o f breast cancer it was a big thing, but you didn't
think it was going to affect anybody else. But my dad's quite religious and his
view when Nan died was “sins of the father type thing” and “all this has been
brought up on us”. Now of course it [the cancer] is through the family. Until
mum got the breast cancer we never really realised quite the link, that this is
something that is going to happen again and again, pick one miss one that sort
o f thing simply because my mum's Nan died.

Here it seemed that the religious beliefs of Joan’s father had served as a
background for a growing feeling of genetic fate that fed and informed her
feeling that there was a genetic risk in the family."^^
The desire, by those attending the clinics, to objectify or identify with having a
genetic risk of breast cancer is significant. We can see that substantial efforts are
undertaken to make genetic risk real by representing or talking about family
history in particular ways and by pointing to physical and bodily parities.
Moreover, genes are given both a more personal as well as a more general
‘agenetic’ character in the way they are seen as ‘objects’ with cancer causing
potential or aligned with the expression of ‘fate’ in understanding the trajectory
of individual and collective lives.
We can see that in examining the expectations and understandings of those
attending the Clinic, it is less important to try and understand how ‘illness’ is
‘experienced’ than to examine how a de-contextualised notion of risk or danger
is appropriated or applied in the effort to be identified as a patient. In her
examination of the practices of the infertility clinics, Cussins argues that the
objectification of patients involves their active participation in pursuit of a ‘long
range self, in this case the desire to be pregnant (1996). As they submit to a
42

As I discuss in Chapter 4 this is something that may have been given renewed emphasis by what had
subsequently happened during Joan’s appointment.
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range of procedures she suggests that the ‘agency’ of patients, far from being
curtailed by the ‘itinerization and objectification of their bodies’, may actually be
pursued through these procedures (Cussins 1996:576). Some parallels may be
drawn in the way those I met objectified their family history or their bodies, in
pursuit of a differently located ‘self. In this case, as someone who is ‘aware’ of
their health and will as a ‘patient’ be ‘seen’ and thus have their concerns
addressed. Dumit, exploring the way that patienthood has become a means of
articulating identity, uses a notion of ‘objective self fashioning’ to describe the
way a scientific idiom may become a tool for identificatory practice, such that
‘facts and experiences are constantly tripping over each other’(1997). He
suggests that this is particularly important in the context of more ‘controversial’
diseases such as M.E., where patients may have to ‘fight’ for a diagnosis. This
process may also have particular consequences in relation to breast cancer where
the disease is less ‘controversial’ but more ‘hidden’(Kaufert 1998), a situation
which may be compounded in relation to genetic risk. For example, Lambert
points out that genetic knowledge of risk may make patients more reliant on
disembodied ‘scientific facts’ rather than trusting or relying upon their own
embodied experience (1996)

Nevertheless I have suggested that efforts to make personal as well as a more
general sense of genetic risk visible can also not be separated from a public
health care agenda that is informed by and draws from an ethos of awareness and
visibility in promoting a preventative approach. Such entanglements are
particularly apparent in understanding the matrix of factors that underlie patients’
decontexualised representations of their family history.

2.3 The specialism of genetics and faith in technology
The final part of this chapter examines how a discourse about health awareness
and visibility also has consequences for how patients perceive the expertise of
the Cancer Genetic Clinic and its attendant technologies. I explore how this
contributes to a sense of heightened expectation about the knowledge and
technologies associated with breast cancer genes.
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23.1

The expert Clinic

The notion that the Clinic was a place of expertise was widely held and could be
contrasted with rather different feelings about other health care practices and
practitioners.

As Shona said:
I'm really rather cynical about GP's anyway (laughing) I have to be really
convinced that they are any good because whenever I've ever wanted anything
done they've never done it. So I came straight here actually. I've just always
had this belief that if there is something that you really want then go to the
expert.

Like Shona many women had pursued the need for a referral either through their
GP or other health care professionals, precisely because they perceived the Clinic
and its practices as a place where they could benefit from the specialist
knowledge and technology. Although Joan had not been as single-mindedly
active in her pursuit of a referral as Shona, she also anticipated that the Clinic
was a place of specialism in which she had an incredible amount of faith invested.
It’s a bit like going to the mechanic. A mechanic who knows what they’re
doing will fix the engine but you take it to your next door neighbour and they
tinker about with it they could blow the engine. They've [the practitioners at
the Cancer Genetic Clinic] trained in that field, they know what they’re talking
about, it’s the best you can't get any better advice. I feel quite lucky to have
been referred you know I've got the opportunity

For a couple of those I met, referral to this specialism came about as something
less expected, even though they might have been engaged in rigorous efforts to
obtain some kind of monitoring or a check up of some sort. However, even
when the clinical specialty to which they were referred was different to their
expectations, there was a sense that genetic knowledge would provide a more
skilled way of assessing risk. For instance. Rose explained how she had
originally sought an appointment through her GP for a mammogram. In the
process of waiting for this referral she had moved house and had then been to see
a different doctor who had suggested that it would first be important to look at
the ‘gene aspect’. This was her response when I asked her how she felt about
this unexpected referral.

The sense o f faith and hope in the expertise o f the Cancer Genetic Clinic was most widely expressed by
those attending the Clinic at Hospital X. This may have been linked to the fact that it was a specialist cancer
hospital and hence was seen as doubly expert.
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Rose/ well I thought great, because if they’re actually looking down another
avenue as well as just your very standard mammogram, if it’s a truer picture or
more efficient way o f doing it, then I thought yeah lets go for it.
Sahra/so was it a shock to have to think about going to a Cancer Genetic Clinic?
Rose/ no not at all, in fact it was quite the opposite of a shock, I just thought
well it’s positive. I thought well there is going to be something else to detect it.

2.3.2

Visualising danger; the mammogram

As Rose’s comments suggested, faith in the Clinic’s anticipated expertise was
closely linked to the application of technologies and most frequently associated
with mammography screening. A few of the women quite openly declared that
their reason for seeking a referral was to obtain a mammogram either on a one
off or regular basis. For some this was because, like Rose, they were not aware
of other interventions that might be possible in a Genetics Clinic. For most,
however, it was because they felt emphatically that having a mammogram
should be part of their visit. The conversation I had with Faye drew attention to
the sense in which this outcome was anticipated and expected
Faye/I think that going to the Clinic and getting a mammogram is much more
for peace o f mind really rather than anything else
Sahra/So that’s what you hope will happen when you go there next week.
Faye/yes just going to the hospital and knowing that you can have a check up, it
does give you that peace o f mind. In my head that was the whole point o f going,
as opposed to sitting down and having counselling really and working through
my family history. I’m very well aware of my family history, I want to go
specifically to have a mammogram and if I don’t have that, then there is no
point in going at all.

Francis also saw mammograms as an expected component of her visit to the
Cancer Genetic Clinic. Her response to my question about how she would feel if
she was told that this was not possible, because she might not be at sufficient risk,
revealed her investment in this outcome.
If they say you’re absolutely fine but I suggest that you do this. I'd feel really
good, if they said you’re absolutely fine, there is nothing to do , then you can
go, I would be worried they're not suggesting what I should do. In my heart of
hearts I suppose I haven't really crossed that bridge, to me they are always
going to do something and I will get the information that I need. I do want it
[a mammogram], even if I pay for it I do want it.
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Many of those who expressed a sense of hope in this technique , talked about it
in terms of a preventative ‘mantra’, very much linked to a public health
discourse about screening; that is they believed that having regular mammograms
would identify a possible risk or cancer before a problem took hold. When a
discourse of health awareness preaches that vigilance and early detection is
central to prevention and successful treatment mammography becomes the
‘technological fixer; the diagnosis is made sooner, treatment begins before
growth is visible or tangible’ (Kaufert1996: 178). In this sense it is perceived as
an important tool for bringing hidden danger into the open, particularly when
there is a certain degree of fear associated with other modes of being vigilant
such as breast self examination. The desire to be on a screening program is
therefore one of the crucial factors behind many women’s decision to seek a
referral to the Cancer Genetic Clinic, something that also becomes evident in
examining clinical encounters in later chapters. But there is another technology
which was more directly associated with visualising genetic ‘danger’.
2.3.3

Anticipating ‘the test’

Among some of those I met there was a presumption that going to the Clinic
would involve genetic testing."^ This became apparent when I asked Joan what
she expected to happen when she went for her appointment. She revealed that
she had many questions and concerns , however the prospect of having a ‘blood
test’ held out the hope of more definite answers.
Joan/1 hope that we will walk away and perhaps know a bit more about the
history o f the family, know if it can happen to you or your aunts or your sisters,
whether it can go down anywhere else in the family. To know yes you have got
a possibility o f contracting breast cancer or if there is anything on the medicine
side o f it like Tamoxifen, whether it would be good to take something like that.
It’s the answers to those sort o f things . So I should imagine a blood test of
some so rt.
Sahra/ What would the blood test be for then do you think
Joan/ What I've been told is they do like a blood test which can tell once and
for all whether you’re likely. If you know it is a definite hereditary thing, then
you can get on and deal with it a bit better.

It should be noted that the examples outlined below were mostly unprompted discussions. I had been
‘advised’, by those working in the Clinics not to talk about genetic testing unless it was raised by the patient
in the first place.
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Like Joan, the prospect of going to the Cancer Genetic Clinic for Alice and Bob
precipitated an anticipation that Alice would have a genetic test and hence
receive more definite answers. As their comments reveal it also engendered a
good deal of anxiety about the implications of any ‘result’ they might get.
Bob/ we had visions o f a battery o f blood testing (laughing)
A lice/1 think I thought I will go along there and there will be some answer to it.
If they said well yes your family history shows a leaning toward it being
genetic, then they would have taken the blood test and come back and said well
these are the three things that you’re susceptible to (Bob laughing loudly). I
think I thought it would be like they would do those tests when they say ‘oh
you’re allergic to this and this’.
Bob/ It was almost like right well how long have you got!
Alice/ No I don’t think it was that bad, I think I thought that they were going to
take this blood test and come back and say well you’re likely to get A, B and C
(laughing too)
Bob/ The annual battery o f tests!

Their retrospective account about what they had expected to happen at the Clinic
had of course the benefit of knowing a little more about the difficulties of
undertaking testing. Nevertheless, as well as trying to reflect honestly about
how they had felt about going to the genetic Clinic, they told me ‘their’ story
with reassurance that Alice was not at greatly increased risk already in place. As
such they were ironically aware of the gap between their own expectations and
the reality that confronted them and so I felt didn’t hold back in telling me how
they had really felt before going to the Clinic. By contrast the possibility of
having a ‘genetic test’ had been etched on Donna’s mind by a programme she
had seen on television.
Well I was watching a television programme and there was a lady on there.
She had nine women through the family that had breast cancer and had a genes
test done and she found out it was in the genes and so she had her bust removed.
She said it’s the best thing she ever did because the fear of breast cancer was
affecting her life. So listening to her was like listening to myself.
Unfortunately to have genes test done, it means blood from me, and blood from
my mum and I lost my mum two years ago. But hopefully the records of her
blood, she had so many tests it should be in her records. If they say to me yeah
it’s in the genes then I'll know what my options are, I would feel a relief and
could get on with me life a lot better.

45

The programme she talked about was actually called ‘The Decision: living in the shadow’ broadcast in
1996 and followed a group o f related family members as they made decisions about having genetic testing
and surgical interventions.
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Even though Donna had leamt that because her mother was no longer alive
genetic testing would probably not be feasible, she still anticipated and hoped
that she would somehow be able to have a genetic test. For her, like others, this
held out the possibility of bringing some sort of resolution to her anxieties.
For some, the expectation of a blood test had been informed by what had been
done and said by other health care professionals either directly to them or to
their relatives before their own referral to the Clinic, as Chloe’s experiences
demonstrated:
My mother, who still goes for checks once a year, she told her consultant what
I was doing and he said ‘if she wants to come to our hospital she can come here,
if it’s nearer for her, that’s fine’. I think that’s why he was interested (laughing)
because my mum was still alive. The doctor said ‘oh your mum is still alive so
would she be willing to come and they would just take some cells from her
cheek’ or something. So it seems like a lot of people are quite keen to get
people to do it. I was surprised that I was allowed to do it really , because I
thought I would have to have an auntie as well, or a sister.

In this case, Chloe was aware that the interest expressed in her was linked to the
fact that it might be possible to carry out some sort of testing on her mother.

These examples demonstrate how it is difficult to disaggregate the actions of GPs
and other health professionals or a particular agenda in the media about genetic
testing for breast cancer, from the actions, awareness and expectations of
patients.'*^ Whatever the source of such an expected outcome it’s also clear that
genetic testing provides a powerful symbol of the precision and expertise that
many of those I met associated with this medical specialty. Testing for genes
held out the hope of providing concrete answers in the midst of widespread fear
and anxiety about the risk of breast cancer.

2.4 Conclusion
This chapter has explored the perspectives and understandings of those attending
the Clinic. It suggests that patients are proactively involved in their efforts to
obtain a referral, make their ‘risk’ real, and reproduce the Clinic as a space of
expertise and knowledge. The data presented, like recent work in anthropology
^ Henderson has explored the high profile given to genetic testing and breast cancer genes in the UK media

(1999)
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looking at the accounts of patients and lay persons, challenges a ‘deficit model’
of the public’s response to new medical technology or knowledge (Irwin and
Wynne 1996). A growing body of work, focusing on the downstream ‘users’,
has revealed the multi-faceted ways that patients and lay persons deal with the
‘effects’ of new technologies or knowledge about health (Rapp 1999), (Ginsburg
and Rapp 1995), (Martin 1994) and (Kerr et al. 1998 ).

The findings presented in this chapter have shed light on the agency and actions
of lay individuals, not simply as recipients of such information, but as those who
initiate, seek and anticipate new knowledge or technology, before even being
seen in the Clinic. They are in this sense very much ‘anticipatory’ patients,
although of a somewhat self selected variety. One of the most striking aspects of
this mode of identification is the desire to make personal genetic risk real and
manifest. 1 have suggested that such actions must in part be understood in terms
of the work required of individuals prior to or in the process of securing an
appointment. In fact, active patienthood must in this sense be seen as linked to a
broader valorisation of health and part of a growing culture of healthism (Becker
1997),which has found particular expression in the context of breast cancer over
the last 15 years (Kaufert 1998),(Anglin 1997). As such, the need to make
genetic risk manifest by those attending the Cancer Genetic Clinic can not be
abstracted from a prominent preventative public health care agenda that is
informed by and draws from an ethos of awareness and visibility in promoting a
preventative and precautionary approach.

We can already see that the ‘traffic’of transmission in relation to knowledge of
BRCA genes is not only flowing in ways that might not have been expected, but
is already multi-directional. The expectations of patients inform this emerging
field of medicine, even as this must be seen as the outcome of a discourse about
awareness, prevention and breast cancer. Whatever the particular configurations
of agency that lead individuals to seek an appointment at the Cancer Genetic
Clinic, we can see that there is a heightened expectation about the scope of this
field of health care practice. The next chapter, exploring the material practices of
the Clinic, shows how such expectations have diverse implications at the
interface between practitioners and patients.
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Chapter Three
Technologies of the Clinic; tools, tests and explanatory
strategies.
The legacy of an illness/ disease distinction (Eisenberg 1977) has meant much
anthropological study has been confined to the parameters of illness rather than
confront the social and cultural dimensions of ‘disease’ or bio-medical
knowledge (Lock and Lindenbaum 1993). This has now begun to be redressed
particularly in terms of a focus on medical technology (Gaines and Hahn
1985),(Lock and Gordon 1988), (Casper and Koenig 1996). It is a research
agenda that has long been a key feature of work in STS, which has focused on
the social production of new technology and scientific or medical knowledge
(see for instance Clarke and Montini 1993), (Oudshoom 1994). This chapter
contributes to an expansion of this domain of anthropological inquiry by
examining the routine practices of the Cancer Genetic Clinic and the way that
transmission of genetic knowledge is undertaken at the interface between patients
and practitioners. It explores the way particular visual tools and objects are
important aspects of predictive medical practices. If, as one clinician put it, the
goal of the consultation is about
of framework’ then

‘putting ill-defined concerns and anxieties into some kind

this chapter shows how these tools, and the discourses that

accompany their use, play a crucial role in achieving this aim. Observation of
clinical encounters suggest however that such objects and technologies do more
than just service knowledge or expertise (Latour and Woolgar 1986) and are not
‘shot through with power’ in a simple or direct way (Rapp 1999). The second
half of this chapter explores how the same tools are used in ways that
deliberately bring contingency into play or become linked to a narrative of
‘uncertainty’ in ways that are less intended or controllable.

3.1. Making knowledge material
The routine practices of both the clinics where I carried out research were
constituted by various practices of risk assessment, explanation and sometimes
prediction. To a greater or lesser degree, all these processes involved the use of
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visual tools and objects/^ The next two sections of this chapter explore their
importance not only in providing a framework for knowledge practices in the
Clinic, but in the way they imbue such practices with a certain materiality. This,
I suggest, might be particularly important in the context of BRCA genetics.
3.1.1 Family trees, risk assessment and the tools of explanation
The initial task undertaken by practitioners during appointments with patients
visiting the Clinic for the first time is a discussion of the family history, followed
by the production and presentation of a clinical family tree, or ‘pedigree’. In
Hospital X this was marked by the removal from personalised medical notes of
an already printed family tree, which is laid on the desk in front of both
practitioner and patient(s). The presented tree is a product of information sent in
on the family history form by the person attending the Clinic and drawn up using
specialist software by a member of the departmental staff. In Hospital Y,
practitioners preferred to draw the family tree with the patient in attendance
during first time appointments, although the resulting depiction was also in part a
product of information written onto a family history form that patients brought
to their appointments. Despite differences in the mode by which clinical trees
were produced, the resulting depictions were not dissimilar.

In many ways these clinical trees replicate in visual form a widely recognized
mode for representing the history of relations in the family. ‘Family trees’ have
familiar iconic status and meaning for many outside a clinical setting, as the
diagrams of those I met attending the Clinic already suggest. Tracing family
history has in fact become a hugely popular activity and is part of a widespread
commodity industry in a Euro-American context.^^ In their most minimal state
these types of representations of family history map kin relations in ‘tree’ like
form with documentation of the names, dates of birth and death. But more often
other historical details of relatives’ lives may be included such as a person’s
occupation(s) or place(s) of residence during their life. Some examples of the
kind of popular representations of family history are illustrated in figure 5,
Comparatively speaking however those in Hospital Y tended to use less visual tools than those in Hospital
X, apart from the clinical family tree which was used equally.
There are for instance National and International monthly publications, a vast number o f clubs and
societies as well as hundreds o f web sites all dedicated to the pursuit o f finding out about family history.
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sourced from a monthly publication dedicated entirely to investigating family
genealogies. We can see here that both names, pictures and places are important
features of such representations.

Figure five: An example of a popular depiction of family genealogy

By contrast clinical depictions of family history use specific icons as a shorthand
for gender, illness and death in the family(see Figure 6). As such what is notable,
when they are presented or drawn up at the start of the consultation, is the visual
impact of a variety of shorthand symbols. These include black circles, or other
half-filled or quarter-filled circles and squares representing women with breast
cancer and women or men with other cancers in the family. Crossed out circles
and squares represent those who have died and the white circles and squares are
used to denote healthy members of a family. In the initial presentation of the
clinical family tree, these symbols mostly refer to children in the family.
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Figure six: A ‘typical’ clinical family tree

These somewhat stark and de-contextualised representations of family history are
compounded by the fact that at the start of the clinical appointment, these trees
may make little reference to other relations such as cousins, aunts, uncles and
relatives by marriage and hence male relations. This is can partly be explained, at
least in Hospital X, by the fact that the trees which emerge at the start of the
appointment are a product of information filled in on a family history form by the
patient before their appointment. There, is as I have shown in chapter 2, often a
desire to present family history in particular ways, although this is also de
limited by the information requested.
The presentation and/or production of the tree is accompanied by the clinician
asking the patient for verbal confirmation about the information written on the
form they have filled in concerning the types o f illness or age of a relative’s
deaths. This is an important process, as there is a widespread feeling among
clinicians that the trees are at this stage sometimes ‘inaccurate’, because of the
way patients ‘m isrem em ber’ or ‘guess’ their family history."^^ As the information
is confirmed or altered and then transcribed onto the tree, questions may be asked
about other relatives, both near and distant, who might not have been included on

T h is was illustrated by what one nurse sp écialisât said:
N u rse/O ne o f the things that I feel really strongly about is gettin g the correct d iagn osis,
b ecau se 1 know that there are inaccuracies. I am con cern ed about p eop le m aking up their
history. 1 mean patients have told me that their relatives have had cancer at 2 4 or 25 and
I’ve look ed into it and its been 40. A n yb od y that’s told you that their relatives had
breast cancer at a very you n g age. you need to ch eck it out on the death certificates.
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the form but whose state of health or manner of bodily illness manifestation
might be crucial to the assessment of risk. Sometimes these are more directly
posed. Clinicians may ask if there were any more cases of cancer on one side of
the family or if a relative was young when they died, or even the manner in
which a cancer first appeared or developed.
The specificity of these questions reflects the centrality of this tool in making
accurate assessments of risk. It is on the basis of information collected and
reproduced on the family tree that an initial estimate of the chance that there
might be a gene in the family is undertaken, as well as the subsequent sorting or
‘triaging’ of patients into different risk categories (high, moderate, low). This in
turn governs the type of intervention offered to patients, which may include
regular check-ups, routine mammography or genetic testing. Moreover, in the
frequent absence of predictive testing (see page 73) the tree is often the only tool
and technology of risk assessment or prediction. It is no coincidence that during
first time appointments the tree stays on front of the desk between practitioner
and patient, providing a constant reference point for both parties.
The importance of the tree as a tool of assessment was reflected in the way those
who worked in the clinics talked about them. One oncologist said

‘sometimes I

look and I think that person doesn’t need to have a test to see if there is a gene in the family, you
can see just by looking at the tree’.

She implied that drawing up the tree sometimes

enabled her, at least privately, to ascertain the presence or absence of a gene.
Another practitioner pointed out

‘we call them the ‘blood test’ because our basic

investigation is with the family tree and that’s what we are basing our discussion on’

revealing,

even if somewhat ironically, the centrality of the trees in the absence of
widespread predictive genetic testing.

For instance if a relative had developed breast cancer in both breasts, this is considered to be more
suggestive o f genetic involvement.
This was apparent on another occasion also when another senior clinician reflected on the ‘evidence’ the
family tree provided for her, if not the patient in question.
Consultant/ we had a lady in the Clinic the other day who did not want testing and she
was ‘affected’ [had breast cancer], had a family history. The chance that she had a
genetic alteration was 98% and yet for her she’d not had a blood test and that was a
really important thing. So there is a psychological difference in it being absolutely there
in black and white on a piece o f paper that there is a genetic alteration and ihe, facts
staring at you in the fa ce (my emphasis).
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We can see that the trees are an important index of expertise in the Clinic in
undertaking risk assessment. However, the clinical family tree is not the only
visual tool used in the Clinic, others play an important role in subsequent aspects
of the consultation.
Explaining the complexities of inheritance in relation to the BRCA genes
typically involves the hypothetical juxtaposition of a person’s family tree in
relation to a number of other images and explanations. One of these consists of
two circles; one with a red line and blue line in its centre and another with two
green lines. This is shown to the patient and described as representing two cells,
each with two copies of the gene. The red line is said to denote the

‘bad copy’.

Beneath this are visual representations of the possible permutations of
inheritance that may ensue in terms of inheriting the

‘bad copy’,

or not. The faulty

gene is most often hypothetically described for the purposes of explanation as the
'mother's bad copy'

and the one with two green lines described as representing the

'father's good copy'.

This provides the starting point for what is presented as the

central contingency in the explanation about genetic inheritance. That is, even
though a relative might hypothetically carry one bad copy, it might not be
inherited by other descendants of that relative because

‘you get 50% o f your genes

from your mother and 50% of your genes from your father’.

Such explanations alongside the use of the family tree make biological
connections explicit and ‘literal’ and clearly rest on a particular ‘origin story’
about genes, identity and reproduction that replicate a perceived Euro-American
notion of kinship as predicated on bio-genetic connections. As such this
‘normative’ representation of genetic inheritance and risk could be seen in terms
of process of ‘naturalisation’ (Yanagisako and Delaney 1995), that ‘displaces’
alternative or more complex narratives (Strathem 1992b).

A further ‘displacement’ is evident in the use of other tools and different
explanatory strategies. For instance, according to practitioners the

‘most important

thing to remember is that even though there might be a gene in the family, you might not have
inherited it’.

In the clinics I observed this was frequently the most explicitly and

consistently highlighted aspect of explanations about genetic inheritance. The
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variable ‘p e n e t r a n c e o f the BRCA gene is mentioned when explaining that it is
only with

‘the loss o f two good copies o f the gene that breast cancer will develop’.

even if the so-called
the remaining

‘bad copy’

‘good copy’ for

is inherited

‘other changes’

That is

would have to occur to

breast cancer to occurr. These changes are not

visually depicted in the same way that the inheritance of the genes are and only
alluded to through words written beneath this central image,

‘environmental and

lifestyle factors’.

Sometimes these factors may be acknowledged as an unknown variable in
response to common concerns from patients about the influence, say, of dietary
factors on genetic risk. Nevertheless gene/environment interactions are not a
prominent feature of the visual tools used in the Clinic or always necessarily
fully incorporated into the explanations that accompanies their use. In fact the
discussion of genetic inheritance as a risk factor for breast cancer stands in
dramatic contrast to the lack of explanation in the Clinic about the possible
aetiology of most breast cancers. These are referred to as sporadic cancers and
put down to

‘just bad luck’

or caused by

‘chance alone’.

To a certain extent, this

explanation reflects the current lack of knowledge about breast cancer aetiology
more generally. Nevertheless it also reinforces the explanatory power of
‘knowable’ risk factors such as genes and sidelines more complicated questions
associated with suspected but less readily identifiable etiological agents.
A circumscribed explanatory style was an approach that was used by all
clinicians to a greater or lesser degree. For instance, this was reflected in the
way breast cancers were talked of in terms of a tripartite division. Sometimes
clinicians would explain how there were essentially three types of cancer;
‘sporadic cancers, genetic cancers’

and what were termed

‘familial cancers’.

Although it

was often subsequently acknowledged to patients that this latter category
constituted something of a

‘grey area’

(and was the category which applied to most

patients), this tripartite division at least implied clear cut boundaries. On one
occasion, during an appointment with a patient, the boundaries between different
type of cancers were drawn even more starkly by one clinician. Talking about
the importance of distinguishing between
See footnote 3 page 9
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‘sporadic and genetic breast cancers’

she

pointed out that some breast cancers are like
mutation in every cell’.

‘single gene disorders., where there is a

No breast cancer could be truly described in this way given

the multi-factorial nature of all breast cancers, even where inherited genes are
known to play a role.^^
Another visual image accompanies the discussion of exactly what DNA is. Here
a computer generated iconic image of free floating , twisting piece of DNA is
used. It is described as the substance that conveys

‘specific instructions to the cell’ .

On the one hand it is therefore represented as inherently powerful. The iconic
separation of this strand of DNA from other cellular activities appears to
reinforce the agency of genes. This visual representation also intersects with a
metaphoric narrative about gene mutations. Here, the emphasis is on how only
‘small things need to go wrong’

for damage to cells to be incurred. So if DNA is, as

one clinician said, like an alphabet then it only takes

‘one spelling mistake’ for

problems to arise. Another practitioner described a gene as
which mutations were described as a

‘wrong note’,

so that

‘like a song on a tape’ in

‘when the song is played, it

sounds terrible’.

If the use of visual tools and particular metaphors or narratives help to bring a
coherency and stability to explanations about genetic inheritance, the predictive
practices of the Clinic also involve recourse to material practices that are used to
seek similar ends.
3.1.2 The materiality of prediction
A predictive graph is another important tool used in the Clinic. This probability
curve enables practitioners to be able to show what periods in persons life there

At the end o f the appointment I asked her about why she had used this description. Her reply revealed
how the desire for clarity may have been behind such demarcated explanations.
Clinician/I was really trying to get across the difference between genetic and sporadic
cancers and if you get into too much detail at the beginning and start talking about how
these genes are dominant but recessive in terms o f the phenotype then people start to
lose the thread
However this attempt to make explanations coherent may also have been linked on this occasion to the fact
that the patient and her family were , according to the doctor, ‘perfect’ for research. Her awareness o f this
may have prompted her to be more than usually categorical in her description o f genetic cancers.
Other metaphoric descriptions o f gene inheritance were less simplistic, particularly those used by
clinicians in Hospital Y. Although diis could be in the pursuit of very particular ends(see section 3.2.1)
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is most risk and explain how it is higher or lower at different ages/^ This tool
did not just visually facilitate explanations but was also linked to the provision of
personalised risk statistics, based on a person’s family history. A range of
different risk figures could be provided in the consultation, including the chance
that there might be a gene in the family, the ‘relative’ or ‘absolute’ risk of breast
cancer. In turn this might be compared with the population risk. The language of
statistics as well as the visual images that accompany their use are clearly
powerful, particularly in the context of predicting risk. As Adelsward and Sachs
point out, in their examination of the use of risk figures, ‘statistical probabilities
[..]are used in the clinical context as a metaphors, attempts to make the incredible
intelligible and the invisible future manageable’ (1998: 206). But the authority
of numbers could be important for other reasons also, as the consultation I
observed below illustrates.

The patient, a young women in her mid 20’s, has been told that the Clinic can do
little for her at present and won’t be eligible for screening until she is older. She
is clearly upset and perturbed about this. At this point the clinician proceeds to
identify a point on the graph, which she has in front of her. Reading between
the graph and the woman’s family history, she says:
If your mother had been sixty when she had breast cancer o f course we would
not have been so worried but because she was 35 when she got breast cancer
you can see [pointing to the graph] that this puts you in a higher risk category.

She then gives the woman a personalised risk figure based on the reading from
this graph and talks of the programme of screening and monitoring that will be
offered to her when she reaches a certain age.

In this instance, providing a personalised risk estimate which draws on the
authority of a statistical approach, embodied in the visual aid provided by the
graph, does much to verify the authority of the clinician’s assessment of risk.
This may be particularly important when there is little that can be done for
patients who are young or where genetic testing is not possible and when a
patient’s expectations are high, as they seemed to be in this case.
There are, in fact, significant limits in relation to the technology associated with
genetic testing. Predictive genetic testing is currently only generally available to
The data used to produce these graphs was obtained from high risk families. Some practitioners
acknowledged therefore that the figures might be subject to revision when more was known about the role
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those persons in a family where a gene mutation has been identified in a living
affected relative or from whom a blood sample can be obtained/^ Moreover
because both the BRCA genes are large with hundreds of different mutations,
looking for unknown mutations on the gene is time consuming and difficult.
During my research this meant that it was only possible to test approximately
60% of the BRCAl gene which looked at ‘hot spots’ where mutations were
thought to lie and it was estimated that this picked up about 65% of mutations.^^
Once a mutation has been found then predictive genetic testing for other
members of the family can be done relatively simply. Consequently, for large
numbers of people a test result was simply not possible. This was either because
they had no living affected relatives, could take many months if not years or/and
the result was frequently inconclusive. Others may have had a ‘negative’ test
from the BRCAl gene and were waiting for a BRCA2 test result, which was very
much in its infancy at this time.

If genetic testing was a procedure that was not frequently undertaken or was
itself uncertain, the possibility of testing was talked about during clinical
encounters. This happened most often when a patient was young and genetic
testing simply wasn’t possible because the relative or relatives with breast cancer,
most commonly a mother, had died many years previously. If a person’s
relatives had died more recently, the prospect of testing could be made more real,
as discussions about finding out if some blood or tissue had been stored ensued.
Even when genetic testing was impossible or unlikely, talk about this technique
gave it a ‘presence’, holding out the hope of a certain degree of clarity in the
future. Significantly, the few occasions when I observed appointments where the
results of a genetic test were being given to the patients this also involved a
rhetoric of certainty and closure, as well as the use of material objects. For
example during one appointment, following the search for a gene mutation in the
blood sample given by a relative of the patient, the clinician appeared almost to
announce at the start of the appointment that ‘ we now know what is causing the
cancer in your family’.

breast

She then proceeded to hand the patient the laboratory test

o f genes in a larger population.
This determines if the cancer in the family is associated with a BRCA mutation.
Figures from the Public Health Genetics Unit, Cambridge. See also (Evans 2001)
Little testing was being undertaken on the BRCA2 gene outside a research setting
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report and read, with her, what had been written on the form. This physical
sharing of the laboratory test report seemed an important part of the process of
imparting the results of genetic testing that happened on other occasions when I
observed this process. In this sense the materialities of testing seemed to extend
in ways that both preceded its actual undertaking and followed it, as the prospect
as well as getting a ‘result’ was made real by clinicians.
Collectively the visual tools and objects that are so much a part of the routine
practices of the Clinic appear to give explanations of genetic knowledge and
predictive practices an important material underpinning. Intentionally or not,
they can help to screen off some of the ‘messy’ questions about the exact
function and effect of mutations in the genes that have been linked to breast
cancer.
A focus on how the tools and objects of ‘science’ are used or produced has
helped to shed light on the process of knowledge formation and dissemination in
one branch of STS (Callon 1986), (Latour 1987). Rapp points out that Latour’s
notion of ‘mobiles’ draws attention to the way particular objects or tools
‘condense and represent an argument about causality that can be moved around
and displayed to normalise individual cases and theoretical points of view’ (Rapp
1997:37). The authority of ‘science’and medical knowledge in the Cancer
Genetic Clinic can be seen in the way family trees, visual or graphic images
present a somewhat de-contextualised explanation of genetic causality helping to
ground predictive practice and make knowledge real. In this sense, images and
objects such as family trees ‘become an argument for the credibility of scientific
inferences’(Gifford-Gonzalez cited in Bouquet 1994:45).
We can see that such authority is also sustained by a certain explanatory style as
well as the language of rationality and the use of a ‘statistical’ idiom; elements
of a process of ‘narrative reasoning’ that Mattingley argues is part of the way
clinical language pursues ‘order and control’ (1994). For Rapp, the power of
medical language in pre-natal testing clinics is illustrated in the way a notion of
‘positive family history’ acts ‘like an inversion which attempts the work of
suppression’(1995b: 130). But power in this setting is also clearly embedded in a
more symbolic realm. The ‘world building’ effects of metaphor (Haraway 1992)
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are reflected in anthropological studies of the new reproductive technologies.
This work draws attention to the importance of an idiom of ‘naturalisation’ and
the way it can work to ‘domain’ knowledge (Yanagisako and Delaney 1995),
(Edwards et al 1993), (Strathem 1992a and 1992b). This ‘effect’ is evident in
the way that family trees are used or explanations about knowledge constructed.
We can see that both are grounded in a particular kind of ‘origin story’ about
inheritance and risk.

3.2 Technologies and tools for ‘ talking down’
However, to leave the analysis of clinical practice there is to tell only part of the
story. The second half of this chapter explores how another trajectory for
talking about BRCA genetics is also often a component of clinical practice. The
way that objects and tools facilitate a different clinical narrative, which is not
about ‘order and control’, reveals a ‘mutability’(Heath 1998) in their use and
meaning . This reflects the importance of not just talking ‘up’ genetic
knowledge but the necessity, intended and sometimes unintended, of also talking
it ‘down’.

3.2.1 Triage and the necessity of limits
The assessment or prediction of risk in the Clinic is closely tied to the necessity
to ‘triage’ patients. Asking one clinician what she felt the main aim of the Clinic
was revealed how triage was more than simply sorting patients.
I think we should be seeing the highest risk patients... that was our aim in 1996
so I think the first thing is to triage off the highest risk.

As she implied, triage was not just about putting patients into different categories
of risk, but making decisions about whether they were eligible for the various
programmes of monitoring or interventions the Clinic could offer and at what age,
or whether they should be discharged. Actively identifying those most at risk,
fits a model suggested in the Harper report (1996) which recommends that those
at moderate to high risk on the basis of family history, should be seen in
specialist Cancer Genetic Clinics. Despite this apparently clear cut aim, in
practice this was something that was not always necessarily easily achieved and
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which could frequently involve a rather different explanatory strategy to that
examined in the first half of this chapter.
Sometimes triage took place before a patient was seen in the Clinic. The return
of the family history form from patients, as well as the referral letter from a GP
or breast unit, meant those who did not fit the guidelines could be screened out
before they even got to the Clinic. In such cases, patients were sent letters
explaining that their family history did not suggest that they were at greatly
increased risk of breast cancer. However, information received prior to an
appointment at the Clinic did not always provide a clear cut assessment of the
situation. The danger of triaging ‘incorrectly’ meant that this often took place in
the Clinic with the patient in attendance.^^ As a result a significant amount of
time was spent reassuring new or young patients that they were not at that much
risk and so did not have to be on a programme of increased monitoring or
perhaps would not be seen until they were in their mid 30’s.

One clinician talked about the balancing act involved in triage where resources
were finite and when they were often dealing with new patients who had high
expectations about what could be available to them.
I am very aware that as a service we are oversubscribed, so I try to stick fairly
rigidly to the criteria. That means not starting until people are 35 and if
someone’s got a mother who was 41 when she got breast cancer, then they
don’t fit the criteria. I do try and stick to that but there are obviously some
very anxious people who find it very difficult to cope with not fitting the
criteria . So it depends on the person, say you have a person and you say you
don’t fit the criteria, well you might have to explain how it’s not a perfect
system. So I do try and do it on a patient by patient basis but also try and stick
to the criteria as well, (my emphasis)

These comments suggest that an important part of clinical practice includes a
more explicit strategy of ‘talking down’ genetic risk, and/or the scope of the
Clinic’s technologies and knowledge. As I examine below, this could involve a
rather different use of the Clinic’s visual tools and objects.

This is partly because there is a danger that the most important details o f the family history have not been
included or recorded on the form or noted in the referral letter.
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For example, in these cases, reproducing the family tree might include an effort
to dilute the visual starkness of this iconographie representation. This would
involve adding to the tree horizontally to include cousins, aunts, uncles and
particularly those who had not had cancer or who might not have been included
on the family history form by the patient. This would increase the number of
‘white’ circles and squares (healthy individuals) on the clinical family tree
thereby blurring the lines of presumed genetic inheritance in an effort to
substantiate the practitioner’s reassurance to the patient that their risk was much
less than they thought.
Sometimes other strategies were necessary as the consultation between, a GP
who worked on a part time basis with new referrals to the Clinic, and a
particularly insistent young patient illustrated.
The woman in her late 20’s speaks in broken English and explains that she has
recently moved here from Spain. She readily details what seems to be an
extensive family history and how she has been to her doctor, because she has ‘a
problem’ with one of her breasts. She is quite insistent that it is because of her
family history she really ‘needs’ to have a mammogram. The doctor explains
how according to the protocol run in the Clinic, mammography screening for
those who fit the criteria because of family history doesn’t actually start until 35
and is then yearly or 18 monthly after that. The woman appears shocked by this
saying to the clinician:
What if something comes up before that, something could come up this year
and then I could die.

Looking for a different approach, the doctor turns to the ‘official’ protocol for
screening pinned to the wall in front of her desk. She points to the information
written there explaining how ‘we just don’t screen people before the age of 35’. The
woman’s reading English is slightly better as she is able to pick up the
information further down the page which recommends screening at 30 for some
individuals. Clearly flustered by the woman’s insistence, the doctor points out
that ‘this is only if a person’s relative were much younger than yours when they got
breast cancer’. She adds that of course ‘the system may be different in Spain’ and
that ‘we don’t normally screen that early because we really feel it could cause breast
cancer by having too much radiation’ (my emphasis).

Nevertheless the young woman does not seem put off by this and continues to
discuss the pain in her breast. Reluctantly, the GP relents and sends her for a
mammogram. Later that morning the result comes back clear and the woman
now seems to have no problem with the doctor’s suggestion that she makes
contact with the Clinic again when she is 35.
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In this instance ‘triage’ had meant talking about one the Clinic’s technologies, in
this case mammography screening, in a particularly compromised way and even
then it had been impossible not to accede to the patient’s expectations.

Although it was the limits of mammography screening that the clinician
highlighted in this case, other strategies could also be used to counter patient
expectations. For example, in Hospital Y a very different metaphoric description
of genetic inheritance might be used to achieve this end. Here, practitioners
would talk about developing breast cancer as

‘climbing a ladder’

BRCA gene mutation, in terms of starting a few rungs

and having a

‘higher on the ladder’.

The

key point being that there was a still a long way to go before developing breast
cancer, even if you had a gene mutation. On other occasions, clinicians in this
setting might explain that there had to be at least

‘8 changes’ before

a breast cell

turned cancerous, of which carrying a gene mutation was just one.

A very different perspective on genetic knowledge and expertise was sought and
presented therefore in the use of these descriptions , informed by a need to
disenrole rather then recruit patients into the practices of the Clinic. In chapter
five I explore the ways in which these differences can be linked to how various
practitioners located themselves within this emerging medical field.
On other occasions, rather than giving presence to the procedure of genetic
testing, triage might entail talking not just about the limits of its scope but also
the potentially negative ethical ramifications associated with its use. A clinical
encounter between a nurse and a regular attendee at the family history Clinic at
Hospital X illustrated the way that this strategy might be utilised to offset the
expectation of or, in this case, almost a ‘demand’ for genetic testing.
The woman in her mid 40’s has been coming to the Clinic for several years. On
arrival within a few seconds of sitting down she says that;
Patient/ I’ve been on the programme now for a long time and I’m wondering
when I can have a genetics test, I thought I would have had one by now and I
really want to do it soon?’

The nurse seems taken aback and surprised by the request, it’s obviously not
something that she had been prepared for in this instance given that the woman
had been seemingly happy, up to now, being a regular attendee at the Clinic.
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Nurse/ Testing is a big thing with lots o f ethical implications, which could take
months or years. It could cause lots of problems in terms of mortgages and
insurance for you, or your family .

In this scenario the uncertain technical capability as well as the ethical
implications of this procedure were used in an effort to communicate to the
patient that such a procedure might not be possible and the benefits were less
than they might have imagined.^®
It was not just in countering the expectations of new or sometimes existing
patients that made ‘talking down’ an important feature of clinical practice, but
also the more difficult discharging of patients no longer thought to be at
increased risk. Although this was a necessary practice in both hospitals, given
the changing nature of referral guidelines^\ which had become increasingly
tighter and the fact that some patients had been coming to these clinics for some
time, it seemed to be a particularly common feature of practice in Hospital X .
Here, the long running Family History Clinic, which had and continues to
manage a number of clinical trials, had ‘recruited’ patients at a time when the
criteria for inclusion was much less. Following changes to the guidelines for
referral over the last few years many of these patients were no longer considered
to be ‘at risk’ and therefore had to be discharged.
Some indication of the nature of this challenge was illustrated in an appointment
I observed between nurse practitioner and a regular attendee at the Family
History Clinic in Hospital X. The patient was a woman in her early 40’s who
had been coming to the Clinic on a regular basis for about five years since the
death of her mother.
The familiarity between the patient and the nurse is evident from the start of the
appointment as a discussion unfolds about the latest work project the patient,
who is involved in a branch of the media, is doing. But as the encounter
proceeds this casual intimacy is subsumed by the nurses more considered and
careful attention to the family history. Irene, the nurse extends her normal
offhand inquiry about whether there have been any ‘changes in the family history’.
She asks the woman to confirm again the ages at which those relatives who did

“ The issue o f insurance was however most commonly raised when obtaining informed consent from
patients for genetic testing.
See page 36 form more discussion o f this.
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have cancer were diagnosed. The woman attuned to the routines of the Clinic,
picks up this digression and says almost half jokingly:
Now you’re going to tell me that you think having a family history isn’t as
great a risk as you thought it was and I can’t have my screening. Please don’t
take my screening away from me, will you? (said in mock crying voice).

The nurse, reading the underlying concern in the woman’s ‘pleading’ tries to
arrest her fears saying that ‘you’ll probably be ok’, whilst also glancing not so
reassuringly at the guidelines for referral that she has pinned to her wall.
This interchange demonstrated how difficult discharging patients might be with
this group of patients. It might, for example, involve liberal use of the predictive
graph, particularly when patients were older in their fifties. On these occasions
clinicians would point to the downward trajectory of the curve after the age of
50. They would explain that the risk of a cancer being linked to a gene was
significantly less if a relative was over 50 when they developed breast cancer. If
the person in the Clinic had reached this age or was older they would similarly
point out that their chances of getting breast cancer (that might be linked to a
gene) were reduced.^^ Clinicians would often say that this meant that they or
their relatives had

‘lived through most o f their genetic risk’.

Such descriptions implied

a dramatic reversal in the way agency was attributed to genes and DNA at other
times in clinical practice, such as those examined in the first part of this chapter.
The fact that triage is a notion used in both the military battlefield and the
medical emergency room, appropriately evokes what can be a difficult aspect of
medical practice. This is a particularly salient feature of breast cancer genetics,
where as we have seen the expectations of patients are high. Negotiating triage
meant making use of the tools and objects of the Clinic in a different way that
was clearly not just about securing the authority of medical knowledge and
technology but was sometimes also about drawing attention to its limits.

3.2.2 The instability of technologies, tools and knowledge
Sometimes clinical practice involved presenting the tools and tests of practice in
a much more contingent light, in ways that were not necessarily linked to the
triage of patients. In this section I examine how explanation, prediction and the

Although the fact that the population risk o f developing breast cancer increases with age was less
frequently pointed out in these situations.
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tools that secure the authority of these practices can be de-stabilised at the
clinical interface, in a way that clinicians do not necessarily intend. Lock points
out that a number of anthropologists (Evans-Pritchard 1937), (Wikan 1990) have
shown that one of the characteristic features of a practice of ‘divination’ or
prediction, is that ‘in seeking to avoid misfortune..new ambiguities and
uncertainties’ are created (1998:7). I explore how this is also a feature of the
evolving predictive medical practices of the Cancer Genetic Clinic in relation to
three appointments that I observed. The first concerned the use of risk figures
and the other two related to genetic testing.
The first of these clinical encounters took place between a clinician and a couple
in their mid 50’s. Prior to the appointment the clinician, a consultant in Hospital
X, had told me that the purpose of their visit was to give them the result of a
predictive genetic test on the man’s blood.^^ Despite the presence of seemingly
conclusive information and the clinician’s efforts to talk about the ‘certain’
interventions, that having a test result made possible, the discussion which
ensued highlighted the contingency of risk information.
The consultant cuts straight to the chase at the start of the consultation, telling
them almost immediately, turning to face the husband she says.
We have got your results back and they are not good, we found a mutation in
your blood that is the same as your aunt who recently died of breast cancer.

The clinician then pulls out the lab test report and reads it to the couple before
handing it to them. Their response is mixed, the man seems fairly relaxed and
says ‘it was really what I expected’ whereas his partner appears more visibly
shaken, drawing in a sharp intake of breath and moving her chair closer to him.
The man is concerned about ‘what it means for our children’. The doctor begins to
explain what their lifetime risk of developing breast cancer is if they have
inherited their father’s mutated copy of the gene. She also talks about what
their risks of other cancers could be if they have the mutation. This includes the
risk of ovarian, melanoma and pancreatic cancers. This discussion is
accompanied by the provision of different risk figures for each cancer. She
begins to suggest that they should be entered on screening programmes for these
cancers when they reach an appropriate age.
The husband then interjects wanting to know what the ‘survival rates are for these
cancers’. The consultant outlines in further detail a different set of figures to the
above revealing sometimes quite large disparities between the figures she has
given them already and information the man has asked for. In some of these the
former is greater (i.e. melanoma) but in others it is the latter (i.e. ovarian). This
An initial gene mutation search on the man’s sister had uncovered a mutation which meant that predictive
testing for other members o f the family was possible.
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leads into a more in-depth discussion between the couple about whether they
should inform their children about the risk of melanoma. The man explains that,
given these disparities, he is not so sure it’s necessary.^
Afterwards, at the end of a long and difficult appointment, where the demand for
information from the doctor has been great, it is clear that she is not altogether
happy about how the meeting has gone. When they have left the room she tells
me that says she is worried by the husband’s reaction, particularly his questions
about risk figures and reluctance to convey all the risk information to his
children.
During an interview with this consultant a few days later she brought up the same
appointment in our discussion, suggesting that it had been continuing to prey on
her mind.
You know I’ve never felt that I’ve had a good rapport with them. I’ve always
felt that despite the fact that they’re very educated I don’t feel that I express
m yself well with them. I just always feel that I’m stuttering a bit and that I’m
getting taken down a line o f explanation that isn’t working out quite right. The
reason that we got into survival rates was because they had specifically asked
for this at nearly every consultation and because they’d understood about the
risk o f developing cancer. He had hit the nail on the head really that it doesn’t
matter if you develop the cancer but what matters is whether you die o f the
cancer. Seeing 85% o f women developing cancer is an awful thing but if only
20% o f them are dying o f cancer then it does put the risks into a different kind
o f perspective and that was what he really wanted to find out. This is the kind
o f complicated consultation I got into with them and they wanted that

We can see that this clinician’s sense of unease was directly connected to the
ability of this patient and his wife, in seeking out more specific details, to force
her to speak about the disparities and uncertainties relating to the use of risk
figures in the Clinic
Another case brought about an equally qualified presentation of a different tool
of clinical practice which, at least in the first half of this chapter, had appeared to
be linked to an effort to make knowledge material and real. On this occasion I
was sitting in with one of the nurse specialists in Hospital X when a couple
arrived for their appointment. As I describe below it was a far from
straightforward appointment.
I had seen the couple, both I guessed in their late 30’s , earlier in the morning,
noticing the fact that they had been sitting very closely together, talking with
what seemed a quiet intensity. The nurse specialist was bright and upbeat on
their arrival and there was a light-hearted discussion about where they had been
^ There is a more cursory discussion o f the risks that the man now faces following this test result. Dawn
suggests that he should undergo prostate screening. It’s clear though that he is not keen, saying that
screening could bring up lots o f ‘false negatives’
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on holiday. But this shifted into discussing why they had made an appointment
to come. The husband explains that, as the nurse knows, they had blood taken
for testing several years ago, just after his wife had finished her course of
treatment for breast cancer and as they have ‘ heard nothing’ from the Cancer
Genetic Clinic (although they were being seen regularly in the Family History
Clinic for routine check-ups) they decided to make an appointment at the Cancer
Genetic Clinic to ‘find out what was happening’. The woman adds that she has
recently ‘heard some things on the radio about how they’d found something else on the
breast cancer genes and so thought we’d better find out’. The nurse, acknowledges
how sorry she is that they’ve been waiting so long. She begins to outline some
of the limits to current technology, using visual tools to explain why it can be
difficult to find the particular mutation affecting a family.
Pointing to an iconographie representation of a piece of DNA, the nurse explains
that:
W e’ve only looked at 50% o f the gene and w e’re looking for one little mistake.
As you know a genetic test won’t pick up everything and it could be another
gene, BRCA 3, 4, 5 and in some cases we never find the gene.

In this instance the difficulties of genetic testing forced the clinician to talk
about genetic testing in a less than normally compromised way as she tried to
square the legitimate demands and expectations of the couple with the very real
limits of such a technology.

The validity of genetic testing was brought into question in a slightly different
way during another appointment with a different couple; a husband and wife in
their 50’s who had been to the Clinic to see the consultant on several occasions
and who were coming for what was intended to be their final visit before making
a difficult decision.
The woman is sitting with her husband in the Clinic. She had been diagnosed
with breast cancer a few years ago and is now in remission, following
chemotherapy and a mastectomy to remove one of her breasts. Before they
come into the consulting room, the doctor tells me that they are here today to
help them make a decision about whether or not to have a prophylactic
mastectomy on the woman’s other healthy breast, given the woman’s family
history.
They arrive clearly prepared with a folder full of cuttings and questions already
planned. After responding to their queries, the consultant proceeds to talk about
genetic testing. Although it hasn’t as yet been brought up by either of them,
their response suggests that it’s clearly an issue that they have been discussing in

This was particularly difficult for this couple because o f the way it was bound up with other life changing
decisions such as deciding whether to continue to try to have a baby or have the woman’s ovaries removed
which would reduce her risk o f breast cancer.
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some depth as the woman explains how it’s something she has decided not to
undertake
Patient/1 think we’ve decided not to go ahead with the test. I mean I can quite
happily walk around thinking that I am probably positive for the gene but if
somebody was to say oh yes 100% you are positive for the gene then I would
find that difficult and also I’ve got to think of my daughter, she’s only 2 2 .1
don’t want to place too much burden on her and she’s got insurance to think
about as well

There is slight pause before the patient asks the doctor in a rather worried way
whether or not the hospital would only go ahead with surgery if she had a
positive test. The consultant says no, they will still be willing to go ahead with
it. This prompts the woman’s husband to raise further questions about testing
and it’s utility in this context.
Patient’s husband/ I’m wondering about this then so if she tests positive for the
gene then that doesn’t mean that she is necessarily going to get it and if she
tests negative for the gene that doesn’t mean that she hasn’t got it as well, is
that right?
Consultant/yes that is right
Patient’s husband/ well what is the point in that then (exasperated)
Consultant / well it would just be neater to have a genetic test because then if it
was negative you really wouldn’t have to worry so much and might then not
want to go ahead with the surgery’

Making things ‘neater’ did not, as expected, convince the couple at the end of the
appointment to go ahead with genetic testing. In this situation, where a woman
had had breast cancer and was not prepared to participate in a process of
attempting to obtain predictive knowledge for her or her daughter, there was very
little else for the clinician to respond with. This left the doctor resorting to a
description that served to compound the limits that the couple had already
highlighted.

In all these examples, a narrative of uncertainty in relation to the tools and tests
of the Clinic was forced by the questions, concerns and expectations of patients.
This brought about a much more compromised presentation of the knowledge
and technologies associated with BRCA genetics. In both the first and the last
case we can see that these uncertainties were in fact used as tools for patients to
shun the need to engage in particular predictive or precautionary practices.
3.3 Conclusion
This chapter has explored the routine practices of the Cancer Genetic Clinic and
the way genetic knowledge about BRCA genes is communicated at the interface
between patients and practitioners. Material objects, tools and tests have been
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revealed as central to this work. Nonetheless, these are very much ‘mutable’
mobiles (Heath 1998) which do more than simply or always successfully
securing the expertise of new genetic knowledge.

We can see that these objects can help to make explanations about inheritance,
prediction or risk assessment meaningful to those attending the Clinic in an effort
to demonstrate the authority and scope of new knowledge and technology. This
strategy seems particularly important in enrolling those individuals for whom
such knowledge might be relevant or ‘used’ now, or in the future. Nevertheless I
have shown that objects and tools also bring a necessary discussion of ‘limits’ to
the clinical encounter, when genetic knowledge and technology is considered not
to be useful. These contradictory narratives must be understood in the context of
the necessity to triage patients. This is a process that is particularly challenging
for those working in this clinical speciality, given the heightened public profile
of breast cancer where a particular discourse of awareness and visibility leads to
increased patient expectation. However, ‘talking up’ and ‘talking down’ is not
always a process which is containable. As the last examples of this chapter
illustrate, one can seep into the other bringing a less than necessarily easy
discussion of the contingency of knowledge and technology into view.
The presence of this contingency brings a new perspective to understanding the
way the objects and tools of the Clinic help to make knowledge real. When an
idiom of probability, risk or contingency subsume medical practice and when
pinpointing genes or danger in the body of specific individuals is mostly elusive,
iconic representations of DNA or the predictive graph might be particularly
important. This gives foundation to Haraway’s claim that DNA is a ‘material,
semi otic entity’(1992) as well as demonstrating the vital importance of sustaining
this ‘fact’ in the face of the ongoing ‘invisibility’ of genetic knowledge in
clinical breast cancer genetics.
This chapter has shown how the communication of new genetic knowledge is
both simultaneously enabled, but also deliberately and not so deliberately
undermined by the tools and objects that constitute routine clinical practice.
Such contradictory trajectories pose questions for those who would critique these
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developments in terms of unilinear process of ‘geneticisation’. The evidence
presented here suggests that it would be hard to locate all that is done as part of
routine medical procedure in terms of this description. It is also clear that the
expectations of patients have ramifications for the translation and communication
of new genetic knowledge. The next chapter of this thesis examines another
dimension of routine clinical practice which raises further questions rather than
feeds in an easy or direct way a one dimensional understanding of transmission.
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Chapter Four
‘Care’ and the requirements of patienthood.
The screening out of the ‘social’ is something that both critics of the new
genetics (Lippman 1992), (Rothman 1998) and anthropologists examining the
cultural context of new reproductive technologies have commented upon. The
latter have drawn attention to the ways in which a particular notion of EuroAmerican kinship as a form of naturalisation works to regulate, frame or
‘domain’ knowledge (Strathem 1992a and 199b), (Edwards et al. 1993) and
(Edwards 2001). This is a process we have already seen at work in the way the
tools and tests of clinical practice are used. However this anthropological work
also highlights how Euro-American notions of kinship, as a hybrid of the natural
and social, can be used to bring the ‘social’ into focus. That is the way that
individuals engage in practices of ‘literalisation, substitution or displacement’ in
order to create particular contexts for knowledge or raise particular questions
about the ‘impact’ of new reproductive technologies. I draw on this work to
examine how ‘care’ is constituted in the Cancer Genetic Clinic. I look at the way
an explicit concern with the social elements of kinship are embedded in these
caring modes and in a more hidden sense are integral to the transmission of
genetic knowledge itself.

The importance of examining the changing nature of the ‘social’ and ‘ethical’ in
the context of developments in the new genetics has also been made by others
(Rose 2001), (Franklin 2001a), (Kerr and Burley 1998). For example, Rabinow
suggests that the distance between diagnostic capabilities and therapeutic
interventions which characterise new genetic knowledge, as evidenced in the
previous chapter, will lead to the growth of new ‘ethical’ practices to cope with
the issues engendered by this gap (1996). It is suggested that these emerging
modes of care can be seen as ‘pastoral practices’ which articulate power in new
ways (Foucault 1977), (Rabinow 1996)and (Rose 2001). I show how this unfolds
in the clinical practices of predictive breast cancer genetics and the way an
explicit discourse about ‘care’ can become linked to questions of ‘ethics’
(Kohn & McKenchiel999). The second half of this chapter examines what the
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consequences of these caring/ethical modes are for being a patient suggesting
that this engenders new and, for some, uneasy forms of patienthood.

4.1 Pastoral practices
Examining first how care is articulated in the Clinic, I look at two main modes of
caring practice. The first is concerned with care for the future and the second
with care for the family, although as the data below illustrates, the boundaries
between them are relatively fluid.
4.1.1 Care for the future
Lambert points out how it is only relatively recently that a notion of care has
become homologous with (primary) prevention, normally associated with health
practices in the secondary or tertiary setting (1999). Clinical Cancer Genetics
brings these domains together in new ways, so that prediction makes care
necessarily for the future.

Even on the rare occasions when the results of a predictive genetic test provided
a more ‘concrete’ result, no guaranteed preventative interventions could be
offered to those known to be at increased risk. As such, for the vast majority of
those who attend the clinics and who meet specific ‘at risk ’criteria, ‘care’
consists of regular monitoring such as physical examination or routine
mammography screening. This is coupled with the frequent verbal reassurance
that they would be seen on a regular basis and a promise that the future would
bring better testing technologies and knowledge. Practitioners did also point out
to patients that mammography was not 100% secure and impressed upon them
the need to undertake breast self examination (which was often taught to new
patients as well). Nevertheless, when little else can be offered to patients, it is
difficult for practitioners not to present screening and particularly annual check
ups, at least at the clinical interface, as ‘care’ for the future.^^

For others in their twenties care is a more deferred process as they are asked to return to the Clinic when
they are older. The explanation for this in the Clinic, to the patient, is that the density of the breast is too
great for those under 35 to benefit from regular mammography. This decision is also of course linked to the
question of finite resources and services and the need to triage patients.
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Sometimes a more explicitly articulated promise of care for the future was
necessary as this description of an appointment between a clinician and a first
time patient, who was well aware of the gap between diagnosis and therapy,
illustrated.
The doctor is sitting with a new patient in her Clinic. As she undertakes the
normal routine procedures of the Clinic, it is clear that the patient is well aware
of her ‘risk’ when she talks of her ‘tremendous’ family history. At this point the
clinician asks casually if ‘anybody has been gene tested in the family’. The question
almost appears to be a way of acknowledging the risk the woman clearly feels
herself to be in. This appears to trigger a tirade of concerns from the patient,
who points out that ‘most o f the family aren’t that keen, especially when you think o f
the insurance implications’

Trying to find a point of connection with the woman, the clinician does
acknowledge that there are difficulties, saying that ‘even for those that do get a
negative test result, this doesn’t mean that there won’t be a gene in the family’. The
patient becomes more effusive in her comments saying ‘well what re-assurance are
you getting then’. The doctor speaks about her ‘hope that the future will bring new
developments in terms o f technology and targeted treatment now that advances in
genetic science are improving all the time’.

The appointment comes to a close with the practitioner still grasping at some
statement that will seal the sense that the future will be less dominated by some
of the uncertainties that have been raised in the course of the appointment.
Optimistically she says ‘well hopefully we will find things that can prevent it soon,
especially with the human genome project not so very far away’. The patient, clearly
not rising to the doctor’s attempt to conclude in a rather more upbeat way
suggests more soberly and pointedly that ‘perhaps we should find the things that are
causing it first’.

When patients themselves exposed the inadequacies of current testing
technologies, this required a more concerted effort on the part of practitioners to
talk about the ‘care’ that the future would bring.
However, talk of the future could be accompanied by another technological
intervention which was often discussed in situations such as the encounter above,
where testing might have been possible, but patients perceived it as dangerous or
inadequate. The offer of being able to put a sample of blood ‘in storage’ for
testing at a later date seemed to embody an ethic of future care. It could, of
course, only be done if an affected relative was still alive. Yet it was presented
by clinicians as an opportunity to take

‘positive’

action which made the hope of

intervention at a later date a more real possibility.
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In different ways, the promise and hope for future care constituted a routine
component of clinical discourse and practice. Yet this promissory approach is
clearly not just about reassuring patients, but also furthering knowledge, as the
‘offer’ to store blood for the future makes clear. In a climate of ‘predictive’
practices, ensuring that patients place their faith (and sometimes their blood) in
developing technologies, or are being monitored and are therefore within the
health care system and are ‘available’ for trials and research, is a pre-requisite to
the future application of genetic knowledge.
However there is one aspect of the way that ‘care for the future’ is discussed in
the Clinic which crosses the boundary into another mode of caring practice. Talk
of the future was frequently prompted by concerns from patients about their
children, some of whom may at times have been barely in their teens.
Practitioners would explain to patients that they were not at risk at the moment
but would also point out that by the time they were older much more would be
known about breast cancer genes. On such occasions the family tree became a
useful tool for showing how care would be honoured. By including them and
sometimes much younger children on the tree, such genealogies could be
extended forward and backward in time. In this way the clinical trees could be
used to demonstrate, like a ‘contract’, the Clinic’s commitment to future care and
re-assure (mostly female) patients that their children would be included in the
Clinic’s programme of care.^^ In fact ‘care for the family’ is another key arena
for caring practice in the Clinic.
4.1.2

Care for ‘the family’

We have already seen how a focus on ‘the family’ is part of the assessment of
risk in work surrounding the discussion and depiction of the family history.
Here the family tree is a tool of expertise for undertaking risk assessment and an
essential visual component for presenting explanations about inheritance, while
also facilitating the work of triage when dealing with those whose risk might be
less than they had expected. Attending to the way that care is articulated in the
Clinic illustrates how the meaning of this object ‘mutates’ again, at the interface
This may be as re-assuring for practitioners as much as it is for patients as there are also ‘risks’ to them in
not identifying all those potentially at risk.
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between practitioners and patients. I explore below how it is used to make a
concern with ‘the social’ a much more explicit element of medical practice.
Despite the graphic shorthand used to represent family history, reproducing the
family tree is almost never a simple checklist procedure. Talking about the
history of cancer in the family can frequently evoke much more than the mere
recording of deaths and illnesses. For example, writing or confirming the names
of those who have died can bring traumatic memories of the experiences of
cancer in the family flooding back, while including the names of children on the
family tree can precipitate the articulation of deep seated anxiety. Emotion can
therefore seep into the dynamics of the appointment, enabling sensitive clinicians
to demonstrate their ‘care’ for the family in empathetic ways. However,
attending to the family may not only be precipitated by a patient’s emotional
response or their concerns about others but through active inquiry, on the part of
practitioners, to find out about the health and well being of family members not
present. ‘Offers’ may be made to the person in the Clinic to extend a program of
‘care’ screening or monitoring to related others. This attentiveness suggests that
exploring the social context of the family is not just about demonstrating a
capacity for empathy or the holism of practice^^ b u t, like care for the future, is
vital and instrumental to knowledge. I describe how this became apparent in
relation to three clinical encounters and the way I was situated as an
anthropologist in the work of the cancer genetic department at Hospital X.
The first example was an appointment between a geneticist and a woman in her
mid thirties at Hospital Y. I describe what happened in the moments after the
clinician had drawn up the tree and given the woman an estimated risk figure
along with a recommended progranune of screening.
At this point the woman visibly relaxes, reflecting in an openly chatty way on
the experiences of her family with cancer. In what seems an offhand passing
comment, she then says that her mother was ‘just like the women in that book, [a
popular novel about several generations of an Irish family] always blaming the men for
the deaths in her family’ because her mother had ‘always believed the cancer had
come from her father’s side.’ The consultant seems surprised, saying ‘is that true
then’ and prompts the woman for further reflections on the experience of cancer

Although as I explore in Chapter Five this is certainly an element o f the way a few clinicians at least in
Hospital X identify with the work that they (have) to do
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in the family. This is followed by renewed investigation of the paternal family
history of the patient’s mother and an expansion and correction of the clinical
family tree. After this the clinician gives the woman a much reduced estimate of
risk and a different programme of surveillance.
This encounter illustrates how identifying the hidden stories and myths about
illness by considering the social context of the family is not just or only about
being caring but can be essential to establishing an accurate diagnosis of risk. In
this case a chance comment by the patient, in relation to ‘beliefs’ about cancer
in the family, prompted further inquiries from the practitioner. This discussion
and exploration of the social history of the family shed light on other instances of
illness which, in this case, the clinician had neglected to inquire about. We can
see that this revealed other cancers in the family which ultimately changed the
nature of the patient’s risk. In a somewhat more obviously intentional way,
another appointment also highlighted the necessity of clinical practice to attend
to the relational dynamics between kin.
I am sitting at the back of a large consulting room, the nurse specialist and a
doctor sit nearest to the ‘patient’ a women in her early 50’s. Without much
preliminary conversation, the clinician explains to the woman that she has the
results back from the laboratory and that the sample of blood from her aunt
tested positive for a gene mutation on the BRCAl gene. A number of ‘options’
are then presented to the woman. Although the patient, it transpires, was
already aware of her aunt’s positive test result, she still seems somewhat shell
shocked by the sort of health ‘care’ interventions being offered to her.
Her response to such options is therefore fairly subdued . She seems to want to
downplay the significance of the information she is being given as the following
interchange illustrates;
Patient/ all cancer is genetic in some way isn’t it?
Consultant/that’s true but well this type of gene mutation, if you’ve inherited it,
is in every cell o f your body., and is there from birth.

Nevertheless the woman then explains that she doesn’t want to go ahead with a
genetic test, pointing out;
Patient/I don’t think it would be right for me and wouldn’t really suit my
temperament and at the moment I get all this screening, so I’ll still get it if I
don’t go ahead with it, won’t I?

This is confirmed by the doctor. Both she and the nurse don’t seem surprised by
the woman’s decision not to go ahead with testing. However taking the patients
cue about it being a ‘personal’ decision, another issue is raised by the doctor; the
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social dynamics of her family.Initially there is some informal
discussion about how the patient has suddenly discovered her artistic talents
after being ‘repressed’ by her family. She has even brought some copies of her
pictures with her and proceeds to show them to us all. The nurse surmises that
these vividly coloured pictures, of female figures seem to be about ‘a struggle for
freedom’. The woman concurs with these conclusions as if to confirm that the
metaphoric interpretation of her pictures is not unconnected to her own very
personal decision not to go ahead with genetic testing.
‘difficult’

After this discussion the doctor then turns back to examine the family tree and
there is some discussion first about ‘care’ for other family members and then
subsequently about other research being undertaken at the hospital.
Consultant/ your brother and niece would be eligible for screening, do you
think they would be interested?
Patient/ I’m not sure. There has been a lot of illness in the family lately, so I
don’t think it would be a good idea at the moment’.
Consultant/ right, that will probably be ok because your niece is still quite
young isn’t she (checks the family tree again). But there is one other thing we
would like to ask you. As you know the hospital undertakes a number of
different research projects which you might want to get involved in, although
of course this is entirely your choice and any decision you make won’t in any
way affect your care. The multi-million dollar question is why some people
choose to go ahead with testing and others don’t, so there is a study we are
doing to investigate that. Of course the social context of the family is one o f
the key things in the way people make these decision.
Patient/ No I don’t think I’d mind.

In this case the woman’s decision not to go ahead with testing is rationalized by
the patient mostly in terms of its limited benefits, that it would make no
difference to her screening and possibly cause concern to other family members.
This decision is contextualised by the practitioners in terms of personal
relationships with the family. This serves to ‘displace’ the uncertainties
associated with genetic testing, which are ‘substituted’ for an interest and
concern with the social dynamics of the family. The final interchanges of the
appointment reveal the extent to which knowledge and ‘care’ is in fact
predicated on the sociality of family members. Even when the patient does not
facilitate this process by agreeing to talk to her relatives, this becomes something
to be investigated and used to further knowledge for the future. In this light the
discussion in the middle of the appointment about the woman’s paintings can in

Both the consultant and the nurse were well aware o f the difficulties within the family because o f the
number o f meetings the nurse had had with this patient prior to this appointment.
This connection is further underlined (by the practitioner) when the woman confirms that she wouldn’t
want to go ahead with testing and the nurse says ‘these decisions are so personal and subjective., a bit like
your paintings really’
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part be understood in terms of attempts to begin to understand such dynamics,
at the same time as it clearly engendered an empathetic approach to clinical
practice.

In the final example a concern for related others was even more explicit. In this
instance the clinician seemed more concerned with the ‘family’ than with the
person who had initiated the appointment herself.
The woman comes in with her partner, who are, I would guess, both in their late
30’s. The clinician requests details of the family history. With some tense
emotion in her voice the women says that her father had breast cancer and her
mother also, explaining that this was ‘an awful fungating breast cancer, which she
had left too long’. She adds that that’s why I’m here, to stop it happening again’.
The woman is clearly upset by the experience of her mother’s illness and could
it seems, talk more about this, if prompted. The clinician does not do so on this
occasion and does not therefore immediately respond to the woman’s strong
hints that she would like screening. Nevertheless the clinician is concerned
about other members of the family, asking if her father is getting prostate
screening. She explains that the fact that he had breast cancer is a rare event
and so more likely to be linked to a gene. There is also some discussion about
whether he would be willing to give a blood sample. The clinician adds that
‘then we could see if there really is something there’. She proceeds to explain more
about the genetics of cancer and the possibility of genetic testing for other
members of the family if a mutation is found in his blood. Following this there
is a discussion, prompted by the clinician, about the couple’s teenage sons and
the possibility of providing screening for them. The clinician points out that
If we find something then we can set up some screening for them because if
there is they could be at risk from prostate cancer, although of course this
wouldn’t be until much later in their lives.
The couple seem surprised by this, it is clearly not something that they had
thought about. It is only towards the end of the appointment, the clinician
discusses the possibility of routine screening for the woman.
Here, the focus of the appointment seemed to shift away from the person who
was in the Clinic towards related kin and a concern with their health or potential
risk. The interests of the doctor suggest that genetic knowledge may have more
significance for these others rather than the woman herself, although she had
made the appointment because of concerns about her own risk. But it is also
clear that the involvement of related kin is essential to extending and fulfilling
the scope of genetic knowledge as well as reproducing ‘care’, not least for the
woman herself whose own screening is caught up in possible interventions for
others. In these last two examples, we can see that clinical discourse and
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practice draws on a notion of ‘care for the family’ that is linked to a set of values
about relating and nurturance towards related others; a morality of care that has
been particularly associated with women (Gilligan 1982), (Sevenhuijsen 1998).
The importance of the social dimensions of the ‘family’ to health care practice
also came to light in other ways as a direct result of my entry into my ‘fieldwork’
site at Hospital X and the way clinicians here talked about how they perceived
and situated my work as ‘an anthropologist’. Soon after starting research there I
began to become aware that an anthropological interest in ‘culture’ could easily
stand for ‘the social dynamics of the family’. This was one aspect of my interest
in this area. However I had certainly not defined the boundaries of ‘culture’ only
in this way, in my discussions with them or the proposals I produced.
Nevertheless, this attributed identification helped to shed light on the importance
a particular definition of ‘culture’ had for health care practices. In one sense
situating my work in this way demonstrated that the clinicians in question
recognised the importance of the social, cultural and ethical ‘impact’ of new
genetic knowledge. Just as attending to the ‘family’ in clinical appointments is
central and instrumental to genetic knowledge positioning my work in this way
seemed also to be important in other ways.

This was reflected in one particular event at Hospital X in which I was also a
participant. A meeting had been arranged between the department and a group of
half a dozen family and friends of a woman who had died of breast cancer. They
had raised funds for the Cancer Genetic Unit and had been invited to come to the
hospital on an official visit to meet the staff and see some of the laboratories and
research that their money had funded.^* I recall this event in my field notes below.
Staff head off from the genetics unit to the meeting room in the main part of the
hospital at about eleven o clock. Surprisingly nearly all the people along the one
corridor, where most of those linked to the unit work, trickle out of their offices.
This included clinical researchers, clinicians and nurse specialists, those
working on trials as well as members of the ‘psycho-social’ research and
support team, office and administrative staff. When we get to the room, tables
are arranged in a circle and we join the ‘guests’ sitting at one section of the table.

Lab tours and official visits to the hospital by fundraising members of the public had happened on a few
other occasions but they were not a regular occurrence here in the way that they were for the Charity, as I
explore in the second half of the thesis.
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The meeting begins with a presentation from the lead clinician. She welcomes
the visitors, outlining to others in the room the ‘personal’ background of their
visit and how they have come to ‘see and hear about the kind of work that the
department is doing.’ She explains to the visitors that those in the room represent
the ‘cancer genetic ‘team’. She then suggests that it would be ‘nice if we went
round the room and explained who we all were and how the kind of work that we do
might be useful for patients ’(my emphasis)
Exploring ‘family dynamics’ takes centre stage in presenting the team’s work,
alongside more obviously clinical focused research, such as a study looking at
the effectiveness of MRI screening for those with a family history of cancer.
Moreover, unlike the scientists who appear to struggle to answer this question^^,
those working in the ‘psycho- social’ field seem to have no problem outlining
how this work will benefit patients. One researcher explains how ‘counselling
can’t grow if you don’t look at the social context of the family and the way stories about
genetic risk and new genetic information are used’. It’s a way she says of
examining the ‘soil’ in which the ‘seed’ of genetic information and counselling
can take root. After all those around the table have had a chance to speak, the
lead clinician makes a comment about how the range of research being
undertaken in the unit demonstrates the broad base of approaches encompassed
in the department’s work.
The presentation of the ‘team’ at this event was clearly intended to imply that all
those in the room were part of a cohesive group which married the ‘scientific’
with the ‘psycho-sociaT and hence illustrate how the clinical team was attending
to the ‘ethics’ of care. My presence at this event as an ‘anthropologist’
contributed to bringing this dimension of the department’s work into view.^^ The
ethical value of incorporating this social perspective was illustrated in the way
those in this psycho-social domain seemed better able to demonstrate exactly
how genetic knowledge might benefit patients, than those working with the
uncertain science of genetics. However, as the remarks made during the course
of the meeting show, addressing a social dimension is about more than just
publicly demonstrating an ethical agenda. This was illustrated in a discussion
that took place in the middle of this meeting:
One of the visitors asks about whether ‘Ashkenazi women come to the genetic
Clinic very much’ as she’s heard that ‘they’re supposed to have a higher risk aren’t
they’? The clinician concurs that some women in this population are reluctant to

For instance one of the young scientists who sits at the table becomes out of necessity part of the
roundtable discussion. She talks quietly in a barely audible way about some of the genetic research taking
place at the lab, using a significant amount of technical language. The clinician at the meeting prompts her
however to explain a little bit more about the possible ‘new genetic discovery’ that the work here at the
centre has uncovered. She seems a little disconcerted saying that ‘these are very preliminary findings at
present’ and ‘how much work still has to be done’ adding later that ‘its probably something like a lifetimes
work’.
In explaining my work at this event and responding to the need to outline how my work would benefit
‘patients’ I did participate in the reproduction of this agenda. I explained how my work was ‘in part’
examining the ‘expectation and experiences’ of a particular group of patients.
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attend adding that ‘this is exactly why we need the sociological and psycho-social
perspective on these issues.’
This event highlighted, therefore, not only how attention to the social context of
the family is supported and promoted by many of those who work in this domain,
but how it is an essential aspect of medical practice.

Exploring the pastoral practices of the Clinic has brought to the fore how ‘care’
makes genetic knowledge viable in ways that are both affective and effective
(Kohn 1999). That is clinical discourse about care for the future and care for the
family help to make predictive knowledge more explicitly synonymous with
‘care’ in a euphemistic sense associated with all hospital or medical practice. At
the same time this brings ethical values into play, such as ‘care’ for ‘the family’
and the morality of a notion of ‘nurturance’ towards ‘bio-genetic’ kin. We can
also see that these pastoral modes are instrumental to the utility and value of
genetic knowledge itself.

Highlighting the promissory nature of BRCA genetics through rhetoric or the
presentation and provision of particular technologies makes explicit the extent to
which care is for the long term. This is an ethic of care which must also be
understood in relation to the means required to fulfil the ‘promise’ of predictive
health in breast cancer genetics; this necessitates the lengthy involvement of
patients. Care is also focused ‘on the family’. This is expressed in terms of a
particular concern with the social at the interface between practitioners and
Another event early on in my field work also suggested that ‘care for the family’ and the promotion of a
‘social’ approach might be more instrumental to knowledge practice. A month or so after starting my
research and beginning regular ‘observation’ sessions in the Clinic I was invited out to dinner with a few
members of the clinical team in Hospital X, in honour of few visiting American researchers.
We are having dinner at a nearby restaurant and discussing the latest piece of research the two
American researchers have been working on together. One, a social scientist is currently
engaged in a project exploring ‘family dynamics’ and breast cancer genetics. The second visitor
has a more eclectic background, having been a geneticist for a number of years, she explains that
she has now moved into the field of ‘public health genetics’ and increasingly is becoming
interested in psycho-social research and family dynamics. They both talk about the joint project
they are working on, a research tool which can be used to look at ‘social dynamics within
families’. The multi-coloured map they show us looks something akin to a family tree but instead
of only visually mapping the genetic connections, it also diagrammatically represents social
networks in the family. They explain how it will be an incredible ‘aid’ to the consultation,
enabling the clinician to visually depict ‘who is closest to who, who talks to who most and who
doesn’t communicate in the family or which stories get told to which family members’. At dinner
the two members of the clinical team seem relatively enthusiastic about this proposed device and
the prospect of their upcoming research more generally, pointing out how important it is to
examine how this information is ‘impacting’ on the family.
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patients. Taking care of ‘the family’ is more vital than just being attentive to the
social, psychological or ethical consequences of genetic knowledge. Information
about kin and their involvement is crucial to the accuracy of prediction and the
utility of genetic knowledge and, in some cases, the care of the person in the
Clinic. In this sense kinship ‘regulates’ knowledge in a way that is very different
to that explored in the Chapter Three. It relies on a notion of the family as a
domain not only of biological ties but enduring and affective kin ties that are
maintained through ongoing sociality and a desire to nurture the health and well
being of others. I suggest that this is a component of how the emerging pastoral
practices of predictive medicine articulate power in new ways; a modality of
care which, as the next section explores, is not without consequences for patients.

4.2 Patients and the care of predictive genetics
Drawing from the ‘follow up’ interviews I carried out with the same group of
women discussed in Chapter Two the second half of this chapter explores what
‘care’ means for being a patient. Novas has explored how a moral discourse
relating to the development of predictive testing for Huntingdon’s Disease helps
construct the identity of those at risk as ‘uncertain subjects’ (2000),(see also
forthcoming). In a similar way I show how the caring practices Breast Cancer
Genetics inform the kind of patienthood required by individuals attending the
Clinic.
4.2.1 Being ‘on the books’
Most of those I met were told that although they were at some risk they were not
at greatly increased risk, as one woman put it: ‘we are slightly more at risk than the next
door neighbour, because we’ve got two women in the family who’ve had it, but we are at no real
grave danger., but the risk is there’. Although some individuals had been given precise
risk figures, these did not seem to mean a great deal other than confirming that
they were at some risk and hence eligible for screening.

Meetings were undertaken anything from 1-3 weeks after these individuals had been for their first time
appointments at the Cancer Genetic Clinics.
This is something confirmed in Adelsward and Sachs study also (1998)
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Consequently few were offered genetic testing^^ but nearly all were or would be
included in a program of monitoring and surveillance. Depending on their age
and their family history this included either yearly or 18 monthly check-ups at
the Clinic and/or mammography screening. We have already seen that for many
being ‘monitored’ and receiving a mammogram was one of the prime
motivations for seeking an appointment. Several individuals had indicated their
desire to be ‘on the books’, as one woman said;
D eborah/ I'd really rather b e g iv en som e sort o f structured tim etable really.
That som eb od y w as w atching m y progress, so I ’m not having to worry and
think about w hat I should be d oin g but som eb od y tells m e what I should be
doing.

When this had been set up following their appointments, the response of many
was predictably positive, as this excerpt from my interview with Penny indicated.
A good thing that cam e out o f it, is that I ’ve already got m y appointm ent for the
gen etics C linic for 2 0 0 2 , so I w o n ’t b e forgotten a b o u t. I’m go in g to be
m onitored now , so m y risk is go in g to be less. I f it is g o in g to be there. I ’m
go in g to be checked out anyw ay and it w ill be d iscovered . Other p eo p le sitting
at hom e m ight think ‘oh shall I go to the G P or n o t’ and then they have the
w h o le p rocess o f the GP ch eck in g them out and then w hether they w ill send
them on to the hospital or not

Receiving mammograms or being on program of monitoring made real a hopedfor future in which many felt they were being taken care of. As a result, being
monitored was not seen, by the majority, as something that was negative or in
any way a burden, but quite the opposite; it conferred a ‘special’ or ‘lucky’
s ta tu s .T h is seemed to be the case even when some individuals were too young
to undergo regular routine mammograms or check-ups and had been asked to
As well as not being at high risk this could also have been linked to the fact that in some cases there was
no living affected relative, which made genetic testing unfeasible.
This sentiment was implicitly conveyed towards the end of my meeting with Deborah, who compared it to
another time when she had been an ‘at risk’ but ‘special’ patient. She tells me that it was
Like the time when I had the second baby, 1 was in my forties and they thought I was
‘high risk’ and they really paid attention (starts laughing). It was funny because they put
a big red dot on front of my medical records; you know I was special, just because I was
a bit older.
A more subtle articulation of this sense of being special and lucky as a result of being recruited into a
particular future orientated form of patienthood can be identified in the use of the expression ‘fluke’. This
was a widely used by a number of persons to describe the history of cancer in the family after they had
been to the Clinic and been told that they were at less risk than they originally assumed. This expression
was used to convey the sense that what had been assumed to be the consequence of a genetic fault with was
now probably just ‘chance’. But the use of this expression also references a notion of ‘luck’ which was, 1
would suggest, implicit in this description.
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corne back when they were older. Emily was in this position as she told me on
our subsequent meeting.
They sort o f said to me I don't need to start worrying until I’m 30 or 35.
Because I’m on their list or their records either I'll contact them or they'll
contact me then. So I’m happy just to sort o f leave it in limbo at the moment. In
five years time maybe I'll start making some decisions to go back and go
through the information that they've got and then make a plan.

For Emily being in a sort of patient ‘ limbo’ did not mean then that she didn’t
feel reassured because she knew she could return to the Clinic at some point in
the future. However, from other things that she said, it seemed that this kind of
patient status also involved a certain commitment on her part. For instance she
pointed out that;
If I could do trials to help that would be good and also then in the future when I
become more at risk at least my name will be out there and I'll be on a special
list. So yeah if in the future they need people [for research] then I’m up for it
definitely.

Her comments suggest that she was fully aware of the requirement on the part of
patients to be part of a health care institution for the long term, which she seemed
to see as an act of exchange. However this willingness to be part of research
may have been made more acute precisely because of her ‘limbo’ status.

If most appeared happy, in the weeks and months following their appointment to
do this, one of the women I met was more hesitant. I examine her experiences in
detail, drawing on her different response to shed light on the norms and
necessities of patient participation in the breast cancer genetic Clinic.
Leslie was in her late 40’s and worked part time. She had been a regular
attendee at the Family History Clinic at the Hospital X for a number of years.
Although she was not receiving any extra screening she was seen in this clinic
for an examination each year. Consequently she was a little confused about her
forthcoming appointment. This had come about after the nurse had told her that
she was probably not at sufficient risk to be maintained on the hospital program
of monitoring but that in order to confirm this she should go and see someone in
the Cancer Genetic Clinic. During our first meeting it became clear that the
context of her referral to the Genetic Clinic was also different in other ways .
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For example she explained how she didn’t want to take the drug ‘Tamoxifen’
that was part of the trial she had been recruited into when she first started
attending Hospital X. In fact she described her recruitment into the trial at this
time in terms of looking after ‘ p eo p le

w h o had lost a relative to breast can cer’

Her

ambivalence about preventative drugs was also evident in the way she discussed
her reluctance to take HRT, which her GP was keen to prescribe for her. More
revealing of this underlying hesitancy about a ‘precautionary’ approach to health
care was the way she talked about the possibility of genetic testing.
L eslie/ If they said w e cou ld do a genetic test, and if y o u ’re in the high risk
group, there is a strong chan ce that you w ill get cancer and w e can do A , B or C
to reduce the risk, then I can se e the point o f taking the test. B ut if they said
w ell w e can do the test and w e can tell you w hether y o u ’re in a very high risk
but there is nothing w e can do about it, it’s ju st to forew arn you , then I d o n ’t
think I ’d want to. W h y be told som ething that m ight never happen and worry
about it, if you c a n ’t do anything about it. I w ould rather not know , it w ould
just be years o f worry and paranoia, every tim e I got the sligh test thing.

Unlike others I had met, Leslie seemed reluctant to engage in future orientated
preventative strategies; she did not want to be ‘forewarned’ or ‘prepared in the
same way. However, the sequence of events set in motion following her visit
meant doing just th a t. She explained how the Clinic had confirmed that the one
case of breast cancer in her family probably meant that she was at less risk of
breast cancer than originally thought. Nevertheless because of the few cases of
bowel cancer amongst some of her male relatives, the Clinic had felt it would be
‘sensible’ for her to go and have a colonoscopy, something that she was not
entirely happy about.

It had apparently been agreed that she could still be part of this trial by attending for regular check ups
without taking Tamoxifen.
Towards the end of the interview Leslie launched into a broad and wide-ranging discussion about the
dangers of ‘scientific knowledge’ that included recent developments in genetics and nuclear power. The
suddenness of this change in perspective suggested that such issues did not seem unconnected to her own
sense of anxiety about the benefits of ‘knowledge’ in the context of breast cancer genetics. Her discussion
of these ‘dangers’, seemed resonant with a less articulated sense of concern that her appointment at the
Cancer Genetics Clinic seemed to have engendered, as the following comments imply.
Nuclear fuel is a wonderful thing but what about all the waste. 1 don’t like the thought of
it being buried underground and left, that’s just storing up problems for a future
generation. To me they should have solved that problem first before they started using
nuclear fuels and 1 wonder whether the same is with the genetics yes they can find cures
for this that and the other but are there going to be other side effects that they can’t
control, we don’t know what the consequences are.
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Leslie/I almost feel that it’s snowballed out o f control. There is absolutely
nothing wrong with me and now there is so much being done. My hope is that
I’ll go and see this gentleman and he will say well there is no need for you to
have this colonoscopy and it’s just diet and lifestyle. Hopefully that will be the
end of that. But if someone is prepared to do a check to see, it would be silly
to turn it down
Sahra/is that reassuring then for you then?
Leslie/Umm (pause) I’m not bothered by it, but it’s just trying to fit in all the
appointments (laughing). I just sort of feel at the end o f the day , I’m wasting
everyone’s time because there is nothing wrong with me. But then you read so
many cases about people who have got a problem and because of where they
live or because o f over-work in the hospital, they don’t get the treatment they
need, and it seems stupid not to take the advantage when it’s frankly handed to
you on a plate. So if they recommend a colonoscopy I’m going to have it, even
though I don’t really want to. I suppose prevention is better than cure. I just
hope that I don’t turn into a hypochondriac (laughing). I’m having all these
things suggested to me and I’ve never thought about them, so I suppose that’s
one danger. I could see how it maybe could happen, in being overcautious,
you’re more susceptible and could make you more inclined [ to develop cancer].

Despite being told that she was ‘probably’ not at very high risk for breast cancer,
the precautionary and preventative approach on which clinical practice is
predicated entailed further more intrusive bodily investigation. Although others
attending the Clinic seem to experience (admittedly less intrusive) screening
interventions as comforting, this was not the case for Leslie, as her somewhat
uncertain response illustrates. This may in part, of course, have been because she
was already being seen (but not screened) at the Family History Clinic where she
had been going for regular consultations for many years. Yet, unlike others that I
met, she clearly struggled to choose between being a ‘good’ vigilant patient
preparing for the future and becoming as she put it a ‘hypochondriac’. She even
implied that her anxiety about having to have screening could possibly induce
disease as much as it appeared to be part of a preventative strategy.

In their study of predictive health practices Adelsward and Sachs see the use of
risk analysis as part of a ‘moral technology’ where ‘awareness of risk
necessarily means providing for and being disciplined by the future’(1998: 197).
1 have explored how a discourse about care for the future is part of such practices.
We can see that care requires a commitment to being part of a health care
institution for the long term. This an ‘exchange’ that many appear willing to be
part of. For the most part, the inadequacies of genetic testing did not upset or
disconcert those 1 met because of the promise of ‘care’ through monitoring or
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screening that was being offered to them instead. For many, this was precisely
what they were looking for in actively seeking to obtain a referral to the Cancer
Genetic Clinic.

However it is also possible that the commitment and promise to be ‘in the
system’ for the long term intersected with the sense of bodily disconnection those
I met expressed before attending the Clinic. When fear of self examination had
in part impelled many women to seek a referral, being on a programme of routine
check ups and/or mammography screening may have reduced or removed this
immediate fear. In the long term it may also have done little to counteract the
sense of disassociation with their bodies that many had expressed, despite efforts
on the part of practitioners to explain in detail how breast self-examination
should be undertaken. For others, being part of a programme of surveillance
may have entailed a sense of ‘body anticipation’, as those enlisted prepared for a
time when they might become ill or might develop breast cancer. Kaufert, in her
examination of routine mammography for those over 50 in Canada as part of a
national program of health care prevention, argues that screening changes the
way the body is experienced and the nature of disease (1998). The long term
experience of being ‘on the books’ over many years for much younger
‘genetically’ at risk women is clearly an area that requires further investigation.

Nevertheless, we can see that the development of BRCA genetics is informed
and furthered by the way many individuals seen in the Clinic interpret their own
sense of agency and identity as persons who adopt a preventative approach to
their health care. A conjunction which is, I have suggested, particularly salient in
this context because of the culture of ‘activism’ and ‘awareness’ around breast
cancer.

One woman’s hesitancy about what being a patient involved suggests that not all
of those attending the Clinic are necessarily comfortable with the kind of future
orientated or precautionary patienthood genetic knowledge necessitates. Yet
asserting a different kind of agency to decline preventative health care
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interventions is obviously not an easy option.^^ This implies that there may well
be differences in the way those attending the Clinic respond to these
interventions. Research with larger groups of patients would enable further
exploration of how class, age, education and religion inform the diverse or
stratified ways that persons respond to the requirements of predictive health care,
as Rayna Rapp’s work has demonstrated in relation to amniocentesis (1999). At
the same time, the lack of such evidence in my research suggests that enrolment
into these arenas of health care is already defined in particular ways. As others
have shown, it is in the main white middle class women who are most often
amenable to preventative health care interventions (Martin 1989),(Rapp 1999),
(Kaufert 1998).“
4.2.2

‘Fractal’ patients

If a commitment to being monitored for the future seems to be a necessary
component of being a patient, there is another aspect of patienthood entailed in
the Clinic’s handling of care

I use a notion of ‘fractal’ identity here as a heuristic device to explore this
emergent and changing aspect of patients’ roles in the light of developments in
predictive genetics. This concept has been used and developed in studies of
personhood in ‘non-western’ contexts, which have shown how the supposedly
‘western’ idea that the person is the locus of a unique inner identity is not
universal (Marriott \9 1 6 )P For instance studies of personhood in Melanesian
societies suggest that it would be more appropriate not to see persons here in
terms of separate individuals but as ‘dividuals’ or ‘partible persons’ constituted
through the exchange of properties, goods and substances shared with others

As Hallowell points out in constructing genetic risk as a ‘moral’ issue, in terms of responsibility for their
health and the future health of others, women attending Cancer Genetic Clinics ‘relinquish the right not to
know’(1999).
As mentioned previously, (see page 40 ) although I did not specifically ask those who I interviewed for
demographic information, all were ‘white’ and based on what they did tell me about their jobs or sometimes
education, the majority (but not all) might be defined as middle class.
More recently Konrad (1998)has examined how a notion of partibility may be applicable to understanding
the narratives of women who donate ova to infertile recipients. She suggests that such a comparison is
possible because of older ideas of the person and body in western culture that have since been eclipsed.
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(Strathem 1988). I explore in this section how these ideas might help to
illuminate a particular aspect of patienthood in the Cancer Genetic Clinic.
A shared right to health care was often part of the process by which those I met
had received or obtained their appointments. A number of women talked about
how the impetus to ask for or pursue an appointment at the Clinic had in part
arisen from the experiences and health care practices of related others, as
Penny’s comments imply.
Well it started off my sister had breast cancer, and then all the other sisters
thought well we ought to go and get ourselves checked out, so I went to the GP
who referred me.

This collective involvement was also evident in the way that one woman talked
about the work that had been undertaken to fill in the family history form.
Deborah/1 didn't do it, because I don't know enough about it. My mother and
her sister did it. I thought it was very important that I got them in on i t , it was
more accurate that way. Also I thought we really ought to get this down and
then get a copy for my daughter, because if anything did ever happen to me and
she had questions. They’re very keen, my generation. All my cousins go and
do something about it, they’re all under somebody, I was the only one who
didn't so I thought I’d better. It’s something I will discuss with them when I've
had the experience o f it myself. So some of us are and some of us aren't but
we're trying to get everybody on it.

In this case a group of cross generational relatives were already enrolled and
implicated in each others health care practices. This was a sociality which had
clearly contributed to their, as well as Deborah’s, efforts to be seen in a
specialist Clinic. Like others I met who had children this ‘family’ involvement
was also about looking out for and making sure a younger future generation
would be looked after when they got older.
If getting to the Clinic was to a certain extent dependent on or the consequences
of actions and health care practices of other members of the family, being seen
in this arena often precipitated a new found determination to demand and inquire
about others shared rights to care. This was the case for one of Penny’s sisters
who had had breast cancer, as she told me when we met after her first
appointment.
Apparently my other sister had said to the consultant why are they going to the
genetics Clinic and not her and he said to her that because she was the one
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with the cancer she didn’t need to. Although now, she is going to ask if she can
have a mammogram on the breast that isn’t removed, she’s going to talk to the
consultant next time she goes, so it has got people thinking.

When concern for others was less sought and more unexpectedly raised by
practitioners, many I talked to saw this as evidence of care. It was care which
went, as one woman put it,
whole family’.

‘a bit deeper’ because

it was

‘taking into consideration the

This was also the case for Lucy, who referring to the form she had

filled in, talked about how impressed she had been by the attention paid to others
in the family;

‘it wasn’t just me going, it was like everyone was going, everyone down on that

sheet o f paper [the clinical family tree] was part o f it’.

Donna also commented on the

interest which had been paid to her sister’s health and well-being by the clinician
she had seen;

‘What I thought was good was that she was concerned about my sister and what

she was doing about it. They didn’t have any need to be concerned but they showed complete
care’.

Despite the comments by some of the individuals attending the Clinic that taking
care or attending to ‘the family’ was a good thing, the penumbra of patienthood
was not always easily extended by all those that I met or necessarily gratefully
received by their kin. Sometimes this was apparent in the activities required to
produce the family history form, which often involved and implicated others.
Mostly, though, it was the consequences of being seen in the Clinic which drew
attention to the difficulties of being or extending fractal patient status to others. I
explore this by examining the experiences of three of the women attending the
Clinic who had to address, in different ways, the implications of ‘distributed’
patienthood.
Emily
During our first meeting Emily, a young women in her 20s completing her
academic studies, talked about her forthcoming visit to the Clinic as a means
through which she could impart information and care to others in the family;
If, with my scientific background, I can get the facts right then I can talk to all
my cousins about it.
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Sometimes, as in Penny’s case, this revealed awkward disparities in the monitoring available to those who
might be at risk of breast cancer compared with those who had had breast cancer.
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But she also pointed out that many family members did not at the moment want
to be involved. This awareness was sharpened and given a more real hue after
her visit to the Clinic, as Emily explained when we met for a second time;
The doctor explained that there are various options. One would be having a
genetic test so my mother would be tested to see if she's got a gene then to see
if I've got it as well. The other one was that they could take my mother's blood
and freeze it and keep it there so possibly in the future she could have a genetic
test or if something really bad happened at least we would have a sample o f her
that we could test. So I thought all that was good and a brilliant suggestion.
But I went home and spoke to my mother and she got in a right state. The way
she feels is that she just wants to ignore the fact that it ever happened and she
doesn't want to be tested for the gene she doesn't want to have blood taken.
Now that puts me in a difficult position.

Despite this impediment to shared or future care Emily continued to identify as a
patient in a relational sense; something that, for her, held out the hope that some
intervention might be possible at a later date.
Emily/ My mother's got more sisters and if another one of them went down
with it or if something happened to sort of like my nieces, then I think we'd
have to seriously start thinking about investigating it. I think I'd want to go
back to my mother and see if she'd donate blood. They [the Clinic] said they've
got new methods o f testing coming out and if in the future maybe one o f my
cousins wants to get involved they [the Clinic] said that’s all cool. One
member o f the family gets involved then the whole family gets involved,
which sort o f means that my entire family would be well looked after.
Sahra/ have you talked to any of them about doing that?
Emily/I’ve spoken to a couple o f my female cousins and they're sort of in
complete denial. Because neither o f them has got a mother who has been
through it and so they're sort o f ‘oh no I'll be fine don't worry about it’. But if in
the future they feel they want more information they know that I've got a
contact so they are sort of safe. But the cousin o f my mum's mum is also in
complete denial, I don't think it’s worth pursuing because she’s not in the frame
o f mind to want to listen about it.

Emily’s own care, even after her mother had declined to donate blood for
storage, was still predicated therefore in part on the future health and
involvement of others. The strength of her identification with a distributed
notion of patienthood might also have been linked to her ‘limbo’ status (see
page 100), which meant she could not at the moment have regular
mammography or check ups as she was too young. Clearly Emily saw her
involvement in the Clinic in terms of ‘caring’ for her family, even if they
continued to be more reluctant participants to this exchange of rights and
obligations.
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Margaret
The implications and requirements of distributed patienthood were different for
Margaret was in her early 60’s and continued to work part time. In the first
instance, the context and manner of her referral had not involved a great deal of
effort or initiative on her part, as she explained during our first meeting:
Yes it was my GP’s suggestion, and I thought ‘Ok I’ll try it’. When I sort of
said to her [the GP] that my brother has got to have a mastectomy next week,
she said oh we must get you on to this hereditary thing, or whatever you call it.
So the next time I went for an appointment she had got it all sorted out. I don’t
know whether I would have asked for it if my GP hadn’t suggested it, because I
hadn’t really heard enough about it

It seemed that on hearing that her brother had recently had a mastectomy
following a diagnosis of breast cancer, several years after Margaret’s sister had
died of breast cancer, the response of her GP was to refer her to the genetics
Clinic.*^ Although somewhat unprepared and unsuspecting of her appointment
the Clinic, she was clear on one thing:
I just hope if I do get, or if they say to me, well I’ve got more chance of getting
it, then I hope they say that I can have mammograms more frequently.

Margaret was aware that at 65 she would no longer be routinely called by the
National Breast Cancer Screening programme. She explained that by having
extra screening she hoped to avoid the kind of ‘surgical’ intervention, arising
from developing breast cancer, that would exacerbate her biggest health concern,
her heart. During our first meeting she also talked about her brother’s response
to her referral to the Clinic.
Well, he doesn’t want to talk about anything unfortunately. I don’t think he had
considered the fact that I might be affected by it in a way, the inheritance. I
don’t think he’d thought about it, he doesn’t really want to know about it. It’s
funny because we grew up somewhere you don’t talk about your illnesses, I
mean cancer wasn’t a word that you used in my childhood. My brother didn’t
even tell his daughters when he first got diagnosed, until he had the operation
and then they knew at the same time as I did.

In Margaret’s case, therefore, it was obvious that the kind of sharing of
information and rights that might have led others to seek a referral at the Clinic
was not present. This was apparent at the start of our first meeting when
Margaret explained that she wanted to ensure what she said to me would be
anonymized because she didn’t want anything getting back to her brother, as
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She did however add that she ‘wouldn’t mind if they get benefits from knowing more about cancer’
suggesting that she hoped to benefit from some exchange o f knowledge for ‘care’.
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relations between her and her brother were not really that good. The silence of
her brother about his illness and Margaret’s feelings about this also seemed to be
connected to and informed by the lack of communication with another set of
relations, in particular her brother in law’s response to his wife’s (Margaret’s
sisters) illness and death.^^ However it was the actions precipitated by
Margaret’s visit to the Clinic which had the most significant implications for
relations with her family. She described what had happened following her
appointment at the start of our second meeting.
Margaret/ When I went for the appointment I looked at it with the view of
whether I was going to get it, that’s all that I had thought about. I didn’t know
if they were going to get any research out o f it. But because it’s rarer in men,
the nurse said that it was probably worth looking into. It’s more likely to be
hereditary if you’ve got two relatives and one is a man, so my brother is going
to have a blood test. I spoke to him yesterday, and he’s got the letter, he’s got
to go to the surgery and get the sample which will be sent back here for
analysis. I think if they find that he’s got a hereditary gene they will ask me for
a blood sample to see if I’ve got a hereditary gene. He’s got two daughters
who are in their thirties, so they might be interested in having a test if he has
the hereditary test, but the first step is for him to have the test

The actions precipitated by Margaret’s visit to the Clinic clearly initiated a
dramatic reversal in the level of communication between her and her brother,
such that both they and others were now actively involved in each others health
care. This new development was brought sharply into focus in the way she
contrasted how she had initially thought of her visit to the Clinic, in terms of her
own care, and what was now actually happening. More importantly this
scenario of shared health care, which implicated many family members, was
now underpinned and informed by an exchange of rights and obligations, as
Margaret’s discussion of how her brother had responded to this new situation
highlighted:
Sahra/How does your brother feel about all this now then?
Margaret/well he’s not really bothered (laughing). He can’t really see the point
o f it. But he said that if I wanted him to, he would do it. When I first told him,
you know I rang him and I said were you willing to have a blood test, he said
you know you’d just find it from the lump you would find it, and he couldn’t
see the point in having the test. Anyway he said that if I wanted to go ahead
with it, he said that he wouldn’t mind having it.

This situation appeared to at one time have been linked to a sense o f guilt that she should have been
there when her sister died and anger that her sister’s husband hadn’t told her exactly how serious the illness
was.
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Given the pre-existing social relations between her and her brother it was an
exchange that was evidently somewhat reluctantly undertaken and not
necessarily warmly welcomed. But it was not just her brother who was now
implicated in this process, as Margaret pointed out when I asked her if she or the
nurse had talked about her nieces during the appointment.
Margaret/Yes in fact I said about the daughters and she said that was another
reason for having his blood test. If the family had sort of finished with my
brother and me, then there may not have been the same reason for doing it,
because o f my age. But she was saying that for the sake o f his daughters it
would also be useful, if they wanted to.

Although Margaret had wondered if her nieces could be ‘at risk’, this possibility
was confirmed during her visit when it was pointed out by the nurse as one of
the reasons for going ahead with genetic testing. It was the risk to these
individuals which from the nurse’s perspective then made such intervention
important and urgent rather than the risk to Margaret herself, underlining her
status as a patient only in relation to the prospective patient status of others. I
was interested to know if Margaret was happy about this new involvement in her
family’s health, given the sense of loss and anger she had talked about earlier
when she had been excluded from important family events such as her sister’s
death and its aftermath. When I asked her about this, she talked about how she
might get in touch with one of her nieces
Margaret/1 might tell her that there is this opportunity and if she wants to
follow it up. But the other thing that came to my mind since then, I was
reading through some insurance form and it wasn’t something that I was going
to go into but it just said have you ever had a genetics test and what was the
result. I didn’t realise they went into that, and presumably it could put up
insurance premiums. I mean I’m not going to take out life insurance, but my
nieces would, they’ve got young families, so they might not want to go into
knowing.

At the same time that the events precipitated by the Clinic did involve and entail
renewed contact between family members Margaret did not seem completely
convinced that the consequences for others would necessarily all be good. In
addition Margaret’s own care was now much further down the line than she
might have thought as the following excerpt from our discussion demonstrates:
Sahra/Did you talk about what the risks were for you at the Clinic at all?
Margaret/No not until she gets the results. I think she [the nursejjust wanted to
know about whether there was a hereditary gene. She said until they know the
results o f these tests, they can’t promise me any more screening.

I ll

Joan
During our first meeting, Joan, who was in her early 50’s, talked about how she
had completed the family history form. Like many people attending the clinics,
there were gaps in her knowledge of the family history, as her description of this
process demonstrated
Well I spoke to mum and dad obviously and brothers and sisters. They’re all
quite close so I know what’s going on with that side o f the family. The others I
haven't seen them for years and I wouldn't even know where they live. On me
mum's side, I don’t know. On her father's side I know nothing, she doesn't
even know who her father was. All she knows is that it was a married man in
the 1920's but that’s all. So there is no one else on her side of the family alive
apart from some distant cousins who don't even live in this country any more.

However, following Joan’s visit to the Clinic, it was clear that this somewhat
fuzzy detail concerning her mother’s father had greater significance than she had
thought. This was revealed in the first few moments of our second interview
when I asked her to tell me about what had happened at the Clinic.
Joan/ well, everything is fine. I’ve only got a very low risk of a hereditary
gene. Although they picked up, my mum, as I explained to you I think, was
illegitimate. Well her father was a Russian Jew. I don’t know anything about
him only that he was Jewish and married and owned some warehouses up in
London
Sahra/Oh right so how did this come up then?
Joan/ well, her Gran told her who he was and mum sort of said over the years,
w e’ve all got Jewish blood in us. All these sort of jokes come out. Anyway I
happened to mention to the nurse, she was asking if I knew anything on that
side o f the family, and I said well I don’t know anything about that side of the
family apart from the fact that he was a Russian Jewish immigrant. She said
‘oh that’s quite interesting because that puts a slightly different slant on the
hereditary [aspect]’. Apparently there is a slightly different gene that comes
through on the Jewish side. So mum has agreed to have her DNA tested and
she’s given permission to have her medical notes to be looked at, to see if there
is any link that way. There may be something being passed on that side o f the
family, so w e’ll wait and see.

In the course of our discussion Joan talked about how the medical interest in this
aspect of her family history had impacted on her and her family and the range of
issues it had raised
My mum thinks she knows the name [of her father] but she’s not even a 100
percent sure on the name. It’s not even on the birth certificate or anything. I
think the general view of everybody is well we didn’t know him, so it doesn’t
matter (laughing). All be it perhaps a little tiny bit of him is in all of us . Now
that we know that perhaps there was something that he could have passed
through it makes us feel that perhaps he’s a little bit more important. Years ago
I was thinking about having AID, because we couldn’t have any more children.
I would have jumped at it. But Eric said no, because we’ve got one and he
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didn’t feel all that comfortable with a child with father unknown type of thing.
It makes you think then well, if I had of done, what sort o f genes would that
child have had. So it’s quite a wide thing it could open up. Suddenly there is a
grandfather that has got a lot o f importance in our lives, or could have a lot to
do with things that happened to us. Everybody has said oh he was just
someone who went with my grandmother, but he is a bit more important than
just a fly by night if you like.

It was evident therefore that this ‘new thing’ had opened up many issues. I
have already discussed how Joan’s fathers belief in predestination helped make
tangible for Joan and others in the family the possibility of dangerous genetic
inheritance in the family (see page 57). Although not explicit in what Joan had
said, it is possible that the reappearance and sudden significance of this figure
from the past may have provided renewed focus and force for such beliefs and
given vent to further feelings of guilt or anxiety among different family
members. There was evidence from our previous interview that a discourse of
‘guilt’ was present among family members as a result of another condition that
both her husband and her son had.

Some of this unease was conveyed in her

final comments when I asked Joan whether she felt overall her appointment had
been a good thing to do, given that regular screening had been set up for her and
other investigations were underway with her mother.

Joan/Overall 1 would say that its settled a lot. The only thing is it’s thrown up
the thing with the Jewish ancestry, that’s the only thing. I’m hoping that it
won’t be years before we get an answer from that and that if it is something, a
gene on that side o f the family, if it’s there then start dealing with that. It’s a
new thing that’s come in and there are no answers to it.
If you have a look at this letter, [reaches for follow up letter sent to her from the
Clinic after being seen there] 1 think it’s on the third page [reads from letter],
‘ there is a low chance o f finding a mutation in BRCA 1 or 2 ’ . But you see
because o f the Jewish link, it worries me more, because it is more prevalent.
[Reads from letter again] ‘ if we do find a fault in the blood sample and testing
may make take many months or years and it would mean that anyone in the
family who wished to know their genetic status could have a genetic test after
counselling’ . But they don’t say what it would be, 1 presume it would just be a
blood test. 1 do remember reading that there is something that affects the
Jewish population , 1 think they get blisters. 1 seem to remember reading or
hearing about some disease, it’s a bit like black people get sickle cell anaemia,
that affects the black population or the African. So 1 wondered whether there is
anything else, but 1 should imagine that it’s just the breast, because 1 went
about the breast cancer . It’s just well hopefully we will get answers, because if
we have to wait a year, you’ll be worrying. It’s the unknown, that’s the only
doubt now.
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This was illustrated in some o f what Joan said;
We've already got problems with my husband whose got hypercholesterolemia and the
sons got it as well and the chances are that he’s passed it on. That causes its own
problems and there is quite a sort o f guilt trip because they've passed it on . I think
that’s what’s frightening is that you can pass something to those that you love.
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The new significance given to a shadowy figure from her grandmother’s past
had obviously reverberated through Joan’s family. Although this might have
given renewed vent to older issues , her comments also suggested that it had also
raised new and other troubling questions.

The three case studies outlined here show how patients not only had to be pro
active in getting to the Clinic but also in involving others. For someone like
Margaret who did not fit this ‘active’ model, we can see that the inclusiveness of
being a patient for herself and others was something less expected. But even for
someone like Emily, who saw her active participation in terms of being a ‘good’
aware patient, fulfilling this notion of patienthood was thwarted by the reluctance
of her mother to participate in her daughter’s preventative goals. The work the
pastoral practices of the Clinic precipitated and required of such individuals and
their related kin was not always necessarily perceived in terms of ‘care’ by all.
Although I did not have the opportunity to talk to related others, from what was
said by these individuals, it was clear that this could engender or exacerbate
tension among family members. The case studies presented here show how
unknowing, reluctant, or in Joan’s case, essentially unknown relatives, became
entangled in each others medical care in ways that resituated risk, rights and
responsibilities between related individuals.
4.3

Conclusion

A notion of ‘selves in relation’ has been used by others to describe how those
attending Genetic Clinics perceive their actions in terms of responsibility to
others or how predictive practices entail shared involvement(Hallowell 1999),
(Kenen 1994) and(Armstrong et al 1998). My research supports such findings
but suggests that this articulation of patienthood arises at the intersection
between the expectations of patients (for themselves and others) and the pastoral
practices of the Clinic. That is ‘care for the family’ (and ‘care for the future’)in
making ‘ethics’ explicit and helping to ensure the utility and viability of genetic
knowledge, have material consequences for patients.
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In this context, a notion of ‘fractal’ patienthood or the ‘dividual’ does shed new
light on what being a patient in a Cancer Genetic Clinic means. I am not
suggesting that this is a necessarily fixed or widespread property of identity in
‘western’ arenas . In fact it may be at odds with a more ‘ego’ centred form of
personhood (McFarlane 1978) or even the reflexive project of the self (Giddens
1981), (Rose 1996). That is awareness of one’s own health in getting to the
Clinic might conflict with a much more distributed notion of patient identity
required as a result of such a visit, as some of the case studies in this chapter
suggest. Others might interpret this aspect of being a patient as simply another
expression of individuality; that is the centredness of the person in a nexus of
social relations (Edwards 2000:37). However we have also seen that the person
in the Clinic is not necessarily always at the centre of such a network and may
actually not be considered the ‘patient’ or the most important ‘patient’ by
clinicians. Nonetheless Hallowell points out the notion of a ‘relational self,
considered to be a property of female ‘nurturant’ identity (1999)(see also
Gilligan 1982), could be particularly enabling in the context of predictive
genetics. 1 have suggested that it is also something which the practices of the
Clinic rely on and, to a certain extent, reinforce.

Just as attention to exchange relations in anthropological work on personhood
has helped to illuminate a seemingly radically different understanding identity in
non-western contexts, so attending to the dynamics of exchange in the Clinic also
draws attention to a very different dimension of patienthood. An idiom of ‘gift’
exchange is evident in the way clinicians talk about the necessary involvement
of multiple related kin as ‘care for the family’ or ‘care for the future’ and the way
some of those attending the Clinic perceive of their actions as caring for others.
Although this is a gift exchange that not all attending the Clinic are necessarily
willing to extend or which related others want to participate in. The ‘dream’ of
relations and relating being somehow a ‘good thing’, although a powerful idiom
in the context of talking about ‘the family’(Yanagisako and Delaney 1995) is, as
Strathem points out, just that; ‘everyday kinship practices are as much about
dividing and excluding as they are about connecting’( 1996: 530).
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The concern with the ‘social’ demonstrated in the pastoral practices of the Clinic
poses a challenge to those who would critique developments in the new genetics
as a necessarily leading to a form of ‘médicalisation’. Describing the nature of
this authority, Finkler, in her study of the ‘experiences’ of women attending
Breast Cancer Genetic Clinics, writes that;
DNA is devoid of morality or affect, the hallmark of family and kinship
relations..[it] does not impose, express, or insist on responsibilities,
obligations or love, other than requiring living relatives to furnish blood
samples in order to establish genetic markers on chromosomes’ (2000:
187).
My analysis suggests quite the opposite. I show how the transmission of
knowledge and care in breast cancer genetics is embedded and predicated on ‘the
combinatory power of substance and code [..]at the heart of a notion of blood
relative’ (Carsten 2001:50). Nevertheless this is a morality of connection,
obligation and responsibility which is not always or necessarily shared among
related kin. The next chapter examines how the ‘bi-directional affective
entanglements’ (Rose 2001) that arise from predictive health care practices have
consequences, not just for kin relations, but also for those who work in these
clinical arenas.
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Chapter 5
Working with BRCA genes; the ambivalence of
practitioners
A lay/professional distinction has been used to draw attention to the way
patients and other lay persons ‘experience’ of new technologies and knowledge
is constituted within their ‘lifeworld’ (Rapp 1999). This has, however, meant that
the ‘experiences’ of those who must work with new technologies have been
somewhat neglected or equated with a clinical or scientific idiom of rationality.
There has been some investigation of the challenges faced by medical
practitioners who have to negotiate the distance between epidemiological
knowledge and clinical care in other domains of health practice (Kaufert 1998),
(Gifford 1986), (Singleton & Michael 1993), (Silverman 1987). This omission
has, nonetheless, been particularly marked in the context of social studies of the
‘new genetics’(Kaufert 2000). Although Bosk has examined the practices of
genetic counselling in the world of pre-natal clinics(1992) there has been little
sustained exploration of how those who work in other specialties experience
these developments. As Lenaghan points out, health services for the diagnosis of
disease are going to have to develop in very different ways in dealing with a new
domain of ‘probability’(1998). As such, it is particularly important to understand
how new roles as ‘diviners’ (Lock 1998) or ‘pastoral keepers’ (Rabinow 1996),
(Rose 2001) engendered by developments in predictive medicine may intersect
with old roles in different ways, depending on the disease in question and the
historical or social location of clinical practice.

We have already seen in both chapters 2 and 3 that the practices undertaken by
health professionals are crucial to reproducing breast cancer genetics as
knowledge and care. This chapter, based on interviews and informal discussions
with practitioners examines the experience of those who undertake these
practices. It draws attention to the ambivalence of those who are like patients
caught up in the traffic of transmission and the challenges they face in
negotiating the distance that currently exists between knowledge and care. The
experiences of those who worked in hospital X and Y are examined separately.
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drawing attention to the differences in the way health care practitioners approach,
make sense of and reflect upon working with BRCA genes.

5.1 Predictive Medicine and Oncology
I first explore how those who worked in Hospital X, the cancer hospital,
discussed working with the knowledge and technologies associated with BRCA
genetics. Although for many this had been part of, and emerged from long
involvement in the field of cancer or breast screening, there were disparities in
the way different persons talked about working in this setting and the predictive
and caring modes that were part of their practice.
5.1.1 Genetic knowledge; from *dazzle to doubt’
One of my first meetings with one of the cancer geneticist who worked at
Hospital X, to discuss my research, drew attention to how central the ‘potential’
of genetic knowledge was to how some of those who worked in this setting
talked about the work that they did.
Eve greets me in the hospital corridor where we have managed to arrange a
meeting in her busy schedule early one morning. Sitting opposite each other in
the hospital canteen having breakfast, we talk about the possible directions that
my Ph.D. work could take in the Clinic. At this stage of my fieldwork I am, of
course, keen to find out exactly how much genetic knowledge and technology is
actually ‘impacting’ on clinical practice. Eve tells me that;
‘Gene array and chip technology means that it’s going to be possible to do
testing soon without having to go through different relatives and this is going to
lead eventually to targeted drug treatments for cancer patients’.

She has a copy of Nature Genetics with her and proceeded to show and discuss
with me an article about ‘chip’ technology as if to prove how real these things
are or could be. Surprised and excited by the speed at which she suggests things
are moving, I launch confidently into discussing with her the details of my
planned research, which at this stage is orientated around the impact of genetic
testing. At this point Eve stops me and points out that not many people have
actually been tested for the gene and that as yet no BRCA 2 testing has been
done outside a research setting.
The real scope of genetic testing stood in stark contrast to the way Eve had
initially talked about the imminence of these developments. Nevertheless, the
‘dazzle’ (Strathem 1999) of her remarks were reflected in discussions and
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interviews I had with this particular clinician throughout my research, as an
excerpt from another interview with her illustrated.
Eve/the thing that does increase referrals is for example if we had found
another gene, say BRCA3, that would have had a tremendous impact on
families. And if, although we probably know now that it’s not the case, but if
we had located BRCA3 and it was very large and lots o f mutations in it, we
would have been really pushed to cope with the numbers. It would have been a
very real problematic health care issue.
Sahra/ but that’s unlikely to happen now, is that right?
Eve/ It’s unlikely to happen now because we would have found it by now if
another large gene was there. That doesn’t mean that there isn’t a BRCA 3 ,4 ,
5 out there, it just means that it’s going to be much more complicated. This
means that we do have a slight window whereby we can start to train people up,
getting ready to deal with this and getting people [health professionals] into
breast units so that they’ll be ready when BRCA 3 ,4 and 5 are found and gene
chip technology will be available. So then you can develop the chip to do it all
together.

On another occasion she pointed out that;

‘ the very exciting thing about genetics is how

big this is going to get. You could almost reach the situation where you could prevent so much
that people actually start to think well this is never going to happen to me.’ Although

I
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learnt, as my fieldwork progressed, that her concerns were at least currently
somewhat misplaced, her comments brought home how the ‘potential’ impact of
BRCA genes was an important part of the way Eve identified herself as a
practitioner. In fact her participation in this clinical field had been a product of
long term professional involvement moving from oncology and many years in
cancer genetic research. She had, therefore, in her career thus far seen a
substantial shift in genetic knowledge of breast cancer and witnessed its
translation into clinical practice. She also continued to be involved in numerous
research studies related to this field, both scientific and clinical. It was, she said,
something she had become

‘completely fascinated by’ and

with which her career was

strongly connected.
One particular discussion with Eve in the Clinic illustrated the extent to which
her hopes for genetic knowledge were closely linked with her own sense of
professional and even personal identity .
There were some caveats at the end of this discussion however which suggested that Eve did
acknowledge some problematic dimensions to this area of medicine, when she said ‘then genetic testing
might become much more mainstream and then we’ve just got the ethical issue and the counselling issues’.
As I explore in the next section she did concede that this challenged the development of predictive practices.
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It is near the end of the Clinic after a long afternoon of appointments.
Nevertheless, Eve is still full of enthusiasm and seeming energy. She asks me
how my research is going. Although early on in my analysis, I point out the
extent to which some people appear to find their visit to the Clinic something of
a ‘positive’ experience. Before I can fully explain Eve interjects. She concurs
that this does happen and warming to my theme about genetic knowledge being
apparently for some a ‘good thing’ she takes the opportunity to reflect on the
way that knowledge of a genetic heritage has been enabling and illuminating for
her.
She explains that she used to find it surprising how at home and relaxed she
feels when she goes to Greece, each year on holiday, but explains that this
feeling now makes sense to her because of the discovery of ‘European ancestry’ in
her family.
Almost immediately following this revelation she talks about how in the future
it might be possible to use genetic testing to tell who is ‘really Jewish’, because
doing a genetic test would, she says, make it possible ‘ to see if they had an
Ashkenazi mutation’. Failing to see the kind of ‘truth’ that Eve is suggesting
genetic testing may reveal, I say that this wouldn’t be possible without asking
them about whether patients would believe this to be a evidence of a ‘hidden’
ethnicity or religious identity. ‘That is just the point’ Eve continues, ‘you wouldn’t
have to ask about their perceptions at all, it would just depend on what was being
encoded in their genes’. A few moments later, the nurse comes in and begins

to
talk about her last patient of the day. Although not aware of the conversation
we have just had, she says that she suspects she might be Jewish, ‘given her
personality which was very straight forward and down to earth’. Her comments seem
to provide further proof of a belief and hope in an underlying reality that Eve
seemed to see genes as providing.
The incident revealed not only the way that genetic knowledge was closely tied
up with Eve’s own sense of identity, but the way this was incorporated into and
informed a belief and faith in a more hopeful future where genes would reveal a
kind of truth. The importance of a ‘vision’ of the future has been commented on
by others who point out that such claims are very much part of a discourse on the
new genetics (Franklin 2001a). Nevertheless, the sense of total faith in achieving
these predictive goals that this practitioner talked about was not necessarily
commonly shared by all those in Hospital X, other practitioners were more
equivocal.

This topic of discussion may have been prompted by the fact that earlier in the day along with another
colleague I had been part of discussion with Eve about how sometimes even though a patient might deny
that they were Jewish there were strong suspicions that sometimes people ‘ must have’ Jewish ancestry
because of certain stereotyped character traits.
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One of the younger members of the cancer genetics team, Dawn, who was in her
early 30’s, had been working as a consultant in Oncology for a number of years
and had only recently moved into cancer genetics. During the beginning of a
long interview with her, she described how she had initially become involved in
this area as result of deciding to do a Ph.D.
I wanted to do a scientific lab based Ph.D., completely out o f the Clinic, which
is o f course what I’m not doing now but that was the original plan. I wanted to
do science as my research initially, understanding how all these things work. I
wanted something completely different to what I was doing on a day to day
basis. I also didn’t want to do a clinical Ph.D. because they’re fraught with
patient recruitment and running studies, everything that I now have a problem
with (laughing).

Her hesitancy about working in clinical genetics emerged more clearly however
in the gap between her practice and the way she talked about the challenges of
working in this particular field.

Her appointments were some of the longest clinical appointments that I observed;
first time visits by patients, as well as other clinical encounters could take
anything up to an hour. This was because she was particularly fastidious in
giving information which could sometimes take up more than three quarters of
her appointments. She herself acknowledged that it was a misnomer really to
call what she did ‘genetic counselling’, when the bulk of her contact with
patients involved imparting information.^^ For instance, more than others in the
Clinic, she also seemed willing to use risk figures in her appointments. But her
attention to detail and apparent ease with which she made recourse to the use of
risk figures was belied by her comments about the challenge of conveying risk
information.
Dawn /It’s about trying to find a balance. It’s about putting the information in
context but also in a way that there doesn’t end up being so much information
they can’t see the wood for the trees. You try to explain what a gene is, how
you inherit it and the penetrance and you can see people go blank. I think when
you start talking about other genes coming in and acting and affecting the
penetrance and it’s all very complex and even though you express it may not
mean breast cancer will develop

^ She took great care, for instance, to make it clear what was meant by the statement that ‘a cancer is
genetic’. She would often explain to the patient that this ‘could be confusing because in a sense ‘all cancer
is genetic’ or a product of ‘cell and gene interaction’. But ‘genetic cancers’ were she said ‘different’ as these
were linked to ‘inherited mutations present in every cell of the body’ and not just a breast cancer cell’.
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Sahra / but that is what is happening isn’t it ?
Dawn/ it is what is happening but it’s a case of do you try and give someone a
bachelor o f science degree or do you try and just give the salient points which
would be the important. It’s the most difficult part o f the work, expressing risk
in a meaningful manner, particularly when we don’t really understand what the
risks are. I Just feel that you do have to try and say something and there is no
point in not saying anything at all, otherwise there is no point in them coming.

Of course it may in part have been her awareness of these limitations which
made her more than normally rigorous about imparting risk information.
Nonetheless, the use she made of a particular description during one appointment,
as well as her comments afterwards, seemed to illustrate her need to provide
coherent explanations.
The wom an sitting in the C linic is here on her first visit. It is a lengthy
appointm ent, in part because a gene mutation has been identified in a relative
and D aw n spends m uch tim e outlining the ‘choices’ available to her. There has
also been som e discussion prompted by the patient about the lim its o f
undertaking the procedures being offered to her. N evertheless D aw n concludes
the appointment on a suitably upbeat note saying;
‘your aunt choosing to have this genetic test, is a legacy. If she hadn’t done
that then we wouldn’t be able to know for certain that you could be at risk, it
explains things. The information is not going to go away and will always be
here as a resource to use when you and your family want to.’ (my emphasis)
A fter the patient has left D aw n talks to m e about how ‘easy’ and ‘straightforward’
the consultation w as because ‘when you know that there is a gene in the family you
can offer definite things and provide them with real options.’

Judging by the patient’s response, these options did not necessarily generate such
easy or straightforward answers. However, the encounter highlighted the desire
of practitioners to talk in more concrete terms. It may have been because
definitive answers were mostly elusive that, on this occasion. Dawn felt impelled
to describe genetic testing almost as a ‘gift’ when the relatively rare opportunity
arose to provide a patient in the Clinic with what seemed like more concrete
options. Her eagerness for clarity was also reflected in the way she experienced
obtaining family history.
My experience o f taking histories from any patient is that it’s a long and
laborious process, particularly when you’re talking about family history.
Some o f them will take you straight to the quick but most o f them will take you
down this long and laborious path o f Auntie Sue was married to Uncle George
and did they have any children... and it takes for ever. It’s also not accurate
and you could spend your whole hour drawing a family tree and then they have
to go back and check the details and it’s not right
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Her frustration about taking family history was also illustrated somewhat
indirectly in the way she responded to one clinical encounter when a mother and
daughter had brought in their own home-made genealogy to the appointment. In
this case they had included detailed information directly applicable to the
assessment of risk, such as the types of illnesses relatives had had and the dates
they had been diagnosed. To Dawn’s obvious delight this made producing the
clinical family tree much simpler and quicker with substantially less discussion
about the family history than would have normally been required.
Both these scenarios were, however, the exception to the rule. Opportunities for
achieving clarity in the Clinic were in fact rare, something which appeared to
compound Dawn’s ambivalence about working in this domain. For example, this
was the way she talked about how she saw the future of cancer genetics:
I think it’s going to get more and more complex as we get to know more about
it and then how do you actually translate that into patient care. I think there are
two different levels o f genetics; the first as in identifying risks or identifying
families at risk and then the second is understanding how cancer develops as a
result o f genes and then having that information to have better therapy. / think
that the second thing is fantastic and I hope that we just continue down that
route and we will find something more effective to replace what we have at the
moment, (my emphasis)

Here we can see how her sense of unease in relation to the complexity associated
with predictive genetics contrasted with an enthusiasm for genetic knowledge
that might ultimately ‘treat’ cancer.
her own desire to, as she put it,

A contrast which clearly intersected with

‘spend the rest of my life doing oncology’

and her

obvious reluctance to work in a field where translating predictive knowledge into
patient care was complex, difficult and tenuous.
Others working at Hospital X also expressed doubts about predictive practices of
BRCA genetics, although these were articulated in slightly different way. Irene
was one of the senior nurses who worked in the Family History Clinic. Having

Dawn’s desire to provide ‘treatment’ was also evident in the way she talked about one of the key
dilemmas of work in the Cancer Genetic Clinic, addressing the care of related others.
Dawn/ Although we do see families its sometimes easy to forget that we need to deal
with the individual in front of us as well. I came across that the other day, I gave
someone their genetic test results and I started talking about what screening is suitable
for the family and the woman said, ‘ what about screening for me, what kind of
screening do I need to do’. She was the concerned one in the first place.
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worked in the unit the longest (over 15 years) she had developed a specific
expertise in addressing the physical symptoms of breast pain and the anxiety
about breast cancer that afflicted many of those she saw. The fact that she
addressed some of these persons as ‘cancerphobics’ brought home the extent to
which Irene saw this as an illness and not just simply about the ‘anxiety’ of the
‘worried well’.^^ Her skill in examining patients and aspirating benign cysts was
widely acknowledged among other staff in both the Family History and Genetic
Clinics and something that she was proud of. Significantly, unlike the others
who worked in the BDU, she had a room that she used nearly all the time which
had her own ‘personal’ touches on the walls. It was also dominated, in the way
the other consulting rooms were not, by the placing of an examination table in
the middle of the room.

This enabled her to move expertly on both sides of the

table and to conduct physical examination and needle aspiration.
The feeling that her skill lay in this domain was demonstrated on one occasion
when, sitting waiting in the Clinic, she told me she had an ‘interesting case’ and
that I should come and sit in on her appointment. In fact the issue of ‘interest’
had nothing to do with genetic knowledge or family history, but because she had
discovered a suspicious lump on the breast of a follow up patient. On another
occasion I asked her about why she didn’t seem to draw family trees when the
patient came for their appointment in the way that I had seen all clinicians as
well as the nurses in the family history Clinic undertake. With a touch of irony
in her voice she said

‘oh no I leave that to the young ones, all those new fangled things’,

suggesting that she felt her skills lay elsewhere. Her feelings about the
movement towards more predictive practices, that she had witnessed over the
course of the last 5 years, emerged in conversations and interviews with her
during my research.

This was brought home one day when she pointed out her armoyance that a colleague in another
department had said that she dealt with the ‘worried well’.
Although nearly all the consulting rooms had examination tables, most of the rooms used by the cancer
genetic staff were generally larger rooms where examination tables were placed at the side of the room.
This reflected the fact that physical examination was not the first or most important activity undertaken by
these practitioners. Whereas for the nurses that worked in the Family History Clinic who saw follow up
patients it was a routine procedure, that they were experts in undertaking, and part of the way they provided
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Reflecting on her professional history and on the way she and other nurses in the
Family History Unit had developed a unique set of skills she said,
Having been fairly pioneering I suppose, from the nursing point of view, it was
nice to see how far we could go and I think we are about the top o f what we can
do, because we do needle tests, guided needle aspiration, under protocol,
obviously.

Nevertheless, the identification of the BRCA genes had led to a series of changes
in the guidelines for referral to the Clinics. She commented on this and the sense
of frustration this had generated for her.
In the days when it wasn’t so tight on age [of affected relatives] over half of
those who came here didn’t have any family history at all and compared to
nowadays would have been taken as not at risk at all.[..]It may be that you’ll
get to the stage where they’ll tell us that you can’t define them as high risk
unless they’ve got a gene already! (laughing). I’m sorry that sounds frivolous,
but you know that the age [of a referred person’s affected relatives] might go
down to thirty or something, it seems to change with the wind.

The increasingly narrowly defined criteria for seeing patients had particular
consequences for Irene. Having been there the longest she had to bear the brunt
of discharging patients who might have been recruited earlier as part of clinical
trials but, according to the tighter criteria for inclusion in the hospital’s
programme of screening, were no longer considered to be at risk. Some of these
challenges were hinted at by one of the consultants who worked in the Cancer
Genetic Clinic.
Dawn/ If they get breast cancer at fifty it’s because they’re at population risk
not because o f their family history risk, so they should be part of the population
screening risk program just like everybody else. That’s it in scientific terms but
it’s very hard in emotional terms for a woman who has been seen, is discharged
and then comes back two years later with breast cancer and says if I had been
seen on a yearly basis this wouldn’t have happened.

Others like Irene who worked at the sharp end of this process found it more
difficult to separate emotion from science, as the following comments indicated.
Irene/1 had a patient who asked me that the other day, cos they’re not stupid
these women, she said T thought as I got older it got worse’, so I said ‘well yes
it does but thank you and goodbye!’ You know what I would like, is that the
people who make the rules come and tell the patients because we’ve had to
discharge patients at 70. Personally I have quite a few problems with it. I find
that where we go wrong here is that it’s supposed to be black and white but it’s
a lot o f grey.
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Irene’s remarks imply the difficulties of triage were also linked to the
circumscribed or narrow basis on which risk was assessed. This was something
that others were also, aware of as was demonstrated in a discussion I had with a
member of the cancer genetic team about the complexity of the risk information
provided in the Clinic
Jane/They could have a population risk of 8% and then a 20% lifetime risk, and
then I might write to a patient that there is less than a 10% chance that there is a
gene in the family and a lot o f those people may have more or less hormonal
risk, because o f the pill or whatever
Sahra/ but that’s not calculated is it in those figures
Jane/ No that’s right it’s not calculated ! That’s why I’m saying to you that
we’re calculating it on a purely genetic thing.^'*

Referring to the narrowly defined basis on which risk was calculated in the
Clinic Irene talked about the kind of research agenda this focus seemed to
support and other avenues or research that might, as a result, be obscured.
Irene/You know it’s amazing to think that we are at least 40 or 50 years down
the road with research but we are not really much further down the road. What
fascinates me is that how come we haven’t found out why it is that in China or
Japan there is much less breast cancer, but if you move the family to America
then the second generation get the same statistics as the Americans. Now what
does that tell us, its got to bloody tell us something. I’m amazed that we
haven’t got anything from that!

However, it was perhaps the lack of proven interventions for at-risk patients
which most disturbed her. For instance in contrast to the way patients expressed
their ‘faith’ in the various technologies of the Clinic, particularly mammography
screening, Irene (and other nurses) talked about it in terms of a very ‘muddy
crystal ball’ which provided ‘no guarantees’.^^ A similar sense of hesitancy was
apparent in the way she talked about genetic testing and the consequences of
predictive knowledge:

There are different models for calculating breast cancer risk, some of which do include other lifestyle ‘risk
factors’ however the one used in the Cancer Genetic Clinics was based solely on a person’s family history.
Another nurse talked about the way mammography was perceived by patients and the difficulties this
generated for her and others working in the Clinic
Karen/ It’s almost like a relief. They feel that they’ve been given a clean slate for the
next year, so I was ok on that day. I can breathe easy now, for the next six months or
however long . It’s very difficult to try and get them away from that way of thinking
because it is literally a snapshot. What you try and say is that this isn’t a let off from
examining themselves or keeping an eye out themselves because yes there are interval
cancers.
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To be honest with you I have a problem with it. If you’re going to tell someone
that they’ve got whatever gene and you can give them a pill and say fine right
that’s it, but we can’t. I feel, the cart has gone before the horse. If we are
going to tell people that they’re at 90% risk, then let’s offer them something
that takes away the whole thing, I mean the only thing that we can offer is a
mastectomy and is that even foolproof ? Not to my knowledge[.. .]I think what
I find frightening is that one day you’re not at high risk and then the next day
you are. Not for my generation obviously but I’m talking about the youngsters
whose mothers haven’t reached forty who are all carefree and the like and then
the next minute we tell them they’re at risk of breast cancer.

Changes in the guidelines for admitting patients had meant that it was
increasingly this group of persons, those thought to be at high risk of carrying a
gene, who were being enrolled into the Clinic; a basis for medical practice which
she clearly felt uneasy about.

We can see that a sense of hesitancy about the predictive approach entailed in
BRCA genetics is unevenly distributed and somewhat diffusely articulated in
Hospital X. For some, the uncertainties that arise from working in this context
are circumvented by investing their faith in yet-to-be-developed knowledge and
technologies, which, at least for one clinician, had been part of a long term career
involvement in genetic research. Others were more open in articulating their
doubts about this. For both Irene and Dawn, this seemed to be linked to a sense
of loss in the skills they had acquired as oncologists or as specialist nurses in
treating the physical ailments of disease or the ‘illness’ of anxiety. Their
experiences and comments give a very different reading to the tools of
‘authoritative’ knowledge, such as the use of risk figures explored in Chapter 3.
We can see here that the use of risk statistics at the clinical interface masks the
controversy and doubt experienced and articulated by medical practitioners
outside this arena (Gifford 1986). However, predictive medicine also provides
the chance to identify as new kinds of practitioners , as ‘keepers of the
pastoral’(Rose 2001). This is an ‘opportunity’ which, as 1 explore in the next
section, has equally uneven ramifications for those in Hospital X.
5.1.2 ‘Care’ as expertise ?
We have already seen the way that certain pastoral modes are central to clinical
practice in ways that are affective, but also effective or instrumental to
knowledge. From some in Hospital X, attending to the ‘social’ context of the
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family seemed to enable them to demonstrate the ‘caring’ ethic at the heart of
their practice. As one clinician said, it meant being able to be

‘holistic’

about

somebody’s care. This was reflected in the way Eve talked about the intuitive
almost innate counselling type skills and abilities that were necessary to
undertake work in this setting.
Eve/1 must admit I don’t think it’s something that can be taught, you either
have it or you don’t. What you can’t teach is somebody to have the perception
to pick up the clues and non verbal communication, that extreme perception.
It’s interesting, some alternative practitioners have it, and you know they’re
considered to be psychic. I don’t actually think they are psychic but they are
just very sensitive to the clues that they are getting back. So this is part of the
practice o f counselling, which is obviously different to a normal consultation,
although most medical consultations should bring that aspect of counselling in,
not that they always do. But in fact that’s the way that I was trained, that if you
listen hard enough the patient should tell you what is wrong and this is what old
style physicians always used to do. Of course in a genetic counselling context
you’re trained to do that and you have much more time to go into things. So
you don’t say just consider whether there is a genetic mutation or if they’ve got
a clinical problem but you’re also looking at the effect that might have on the
family and the interactions with other members of the family .

The ability to ‘listen’ to the patient is therefore seen somewhat nostalgically,
from Eve’s point of view, as part of an older type of clinical practice. In
contrast to others who seemed to ‘mourn’ the loss of physically treating patients
she suggests that an older kind of caring value might be regained through the
‘counselling’ approach required of practitioners, where it’s possible to consider
the person as a ‘whole’.

As we have seen, this is not so much an option as a

necessity; a sentiment reflected in the way Eve sees this as an intuitive ‘skill’ that
cannot necessarily be taught.
Jane, the nurse specialist, was in fact considered to have this special ability, that
Eve talked of, in large supply. She herself interpreted the trajectory of events
and experiences which had led her to work in this field as a form of ‘fate’,
because of the way her own family had been affected by cancer. Jane’s role was
in fact unusual. She traversed the role of nurse and genetic specialist in a way
that was unique, compared with other health professionals in this area. With a
background in community nursing, then genetic research with families before
At the same time her discussion of the ‘holism’ of clinical cancer genetics was also resonant with an
ethos more common to alternative health care practice. Her suggestion that alternative practitioners’
‘psychic abilities’ were akin to counselling practices seemed like an attempt to convey a different kind of
legitimacy.
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undertaking some clinical cancer genetic training, her role was very much
located in terms of ‘care for the family’. This was evident in the response she
gave when I asked her what she felt the most enjoyable aspects of her work were:
I suppose being there for people, particularly for young people who need a lot
of help or support understanding the genes. I suppose I find it very rewarding
knowing that I can actually help someone, have the knowledge and help those
families. You only have to work with families where they’ve had so many early
deaths to know that they are very destroyed families, you know it’s so awful for
some o f them. I feel whatever I can do to help them the better, so I do enjoy
all that I do.

An ability to empathise and deal with families was not only a source of Jane’s
expertise, but also informed the expertise of the Clinic, where the negotiation of
family dynamics is vital to facilitating the work of prediction, risk assessment
and care. This made her role central and essential to clinical practice.
Her skills were particularly evident in the way that she approached and
encountered patients, for instance, when dealing with some of the young girls
who came to the Clinic who in their mid to late 20’s had often lost mothers and
other female relatives to breast cancer early in their lives. The tone of these
meetings was friendly and often intimate, there was much sharing of information
about recent developments in patients’ lives such as a new boyfriend, job or the
birth of a baby or a recent wedding or christening in the family. It was clear that
Jane found this aspect of her work fascinating, as she said to me at the beginning
of a so called ‘Carrier’ clinic (patients who have already been identified as
carrying a mutation) one afternoon,

‘this Clinic isn’t really as interesting because a lot of

the emotional work has already been done’.

But she also undertook the task, like the

rest of the team, of doing many follow up appointments, for those patients and
families who might be undergoing different treatment interventions such as
surgery or genetic testing. The rapport and empathy she built up with them
developed not only through numerous appointments or through travelling to
patients homes but also in the frequent phone calls she made to patients, in order
to find out how they were. This happened most often with those families where
genetic testing was happening, whom she felt required a great deal of ‘support’
while waiting for an initial result of a search for a gene mutation or after taking
blood for predictive testing.
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A discussion I had with her concerning the use of clinical family trees seemed to
demonstrate the extent to which she identified with her pastoral role when I
asked her a somewhat provocative question:
Sahra / 1 sometimes wonder when the trees are brought out, whether you think
they actually make people think there is more of a risk because suddenly they
see this very stark picture and all these cancers which of course may not be
connected.
Jane/ well I think it’s a very interesting question Sahra and I’ve thought a lot
about it. It’s a very painful and emotional experience for a lot of people talking
about their mothers or sisters that might have been ill or died. To that extent I
think if the tree is already there, you’ve got the information there before you’ve
started about what is generally going on with the family. So you can adjust the
way you handle the situation and allow fo r time fo r that person to be upset.
Yesterday I had a very young girl and we had the tree all drawn up and she
needed the time to cry if you like, she needed that time. I can see what you’re
saying. Its sort of like a ritual and geneticists have always done this. But nurses
always do things in certain ways. We are always very keen to explore the
emotional side o f the situation as much as the practical side, even more so than
our medical colleagues, you know that’s where we come from. That’s not to
say that the medical side of things isn’t important, but on the whole our
decision making process hasn’t been diagnostic or in a different form. So I
think overall I feel completely comfortable about all that work with the trees,
(my emphasis)

Her response to the possibility that a tool, as she saw it, of ‘care’ which
facilitated ‘empathy’ might actually have quite the opposite consequences
illustrated the importance of maintaining her clinical practice within the space of
ethical care giving. This meant rationalizing the use of an already drawn tree
ready in terms of providing ‘more time’ to explore the emotional dimensions of
coming to the Clinic. The boundaries of care were also maintained by drawing
an explicit contrast between what a ‘geneticist’ would do as standard practice and
the way she felt the trees were used by her and her other colleagues in Hospital X
who were either nurses or cancer specialists.
This need to maintain work within the boundaries of care was also reflected in the way another member
of the Cancer Genetic team commented on the effectiveness of mammography screening. Although nearly
all the nursing staff in Hospital X had drawn attention to the limits of this procedure this was acknowledged
in a less open way by those who worked in the Cancer Genetic Clinic at Hospital X. As this excerpt from
my interview with Dawn demonstrated when I asked how she felt about the uncertain value of
mammography screening for those at increased genetic risk?
Dawn/ There are 2 schools of thought about screening. I think you have to take breast
and ovarian screening separately. Ovarian screening is completely invalidated. We
don’t know if there truly is an early stage in which you can pick up these things. There
has to be really for a screening programme to be effective. So I think that is a problem.
In terms of mammography screening , there is a lot of data to validate it in the general
population, but there are still some people who disagree with it strongly and don’t think
its an effective tool. 1 have to say that most of our patients are anxious anyway and I
don’t see how the screening makes them any more anxious. It actually makes them feel
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It was also striking that Jane, in acknowledging the limits of knowledge and
technology in breast cancer genetics, to a certain extent circumvented such
questions by talking about how, despite the limitations in this field, there was
still significant psychological value for patients.
You know you have to let people know that there are limitations to what we
can do and also compensate that. But those people have still got to live with
that, they’ve got to live with their fears. I think it’s a therapeutic factor that
they actually want access to, something at some institution and some persons
that they can talk to. I do think that we do serve our purpose in that way.

Although she did accept that there were difficulties these were, to a certain
extent, subsumed by the ‘therapeutic’ value of the interventions offered to
patients. Nonetheless these limits could not always be circumvented by pastoral
‘care’. For instance, she talked about an appointment which had particularly
disturbed her.
You get some very anxious people in here who get things all out o f perspective.
I mean this girl that I saw yesterday, she had decided not to have children
because she was so terrified o f getting breast cancer, so that upset me a great
deal that. It wasn’t for me to step in and say don’t feel like that, but I did say
well lets have a think about it and maybe over time you might feel that you
want to have a baby.

When Jane’s ‘care’ work was concerned with the sociality between family
members, the decision by an individual to curtail the social networks that
constitute ‘the family’, because of genetic knowledge, were experienced by her
as intensely uncomfortable.

The double edge of embracing a role as a pastoral keeper was also apparent in
the way that Jane had to deal with the consequences of uncertainty in relation to
less anxious because they feel like they’re being looked after, whether or not it’s doing
them any good is another matter.
It’s quite hard but I actually feel quite strongly that you can’t test people and say they’re
at risk and then not give them something for that risk. So I feel that the screening is
there and I’m happy to offer it. I don’t think that anyone within genetics feels that its an
unreasonable thing to offer screening, apart from people who are generally opposed to
screening who aren’t necessarily geneticists
These remarks suggest that those working in the Cancer Genetic Clinic appeared to be willing to accept the
limits of certain other types of screening (which I hadn’t asked about) while refusing to be drawn more
explicitly on the problems of mammography screening. This suggested that such an admission
compromised an effort to provide care, particularly given the institutional context of Hospital X and when
few other interventions could be offered and mammography was seen in terms of care by patients.
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genetic testing and the effects this had on individuals and families. This emerged
during one appointment when a couple who had been waiting many years for a
test result returned to find out what was happening. No result could
be provided but they also had yet to make a decision about whether to remove
the woman’s ovaries, an issue which generated a considerable amount of tension
during the appointment, but which I was surprised to see that Jane did not
address as she usually did in such situations. The reason for the tension became
apparent after they had left, when I commented on this. Jane pointed out that me
that ‘they used to be a lot worse because you see they were trying for a baby and not succeeding’ .

It might have been precisely the challenges to care which on this occasion had
made Jane wary or unwilling to engage with the tensions and emotions this
raised for these individuals by having to wait so long for a genetic test result;
something which had clearly been discussed in the past. This seemed to be
confirmed in what Jane said when talking about the difficulties of her job one
day:
It’s the demands really that get me down. The amount o f phone calls from the
past, you know I saw somebody a few years ago and they want to know what’s
happening. It’s understandable, if I’d seen somebody years ago I’d want to
know what’s happening too.

It was not just the timescale of procedures such as genetic testing which
challenged caring practices but also the pressures and dilemmas generated by the
necessity to attend to and facilitate a degree of ‘sociality’ between related
members of the same family. Although for a practitioner like Jane (and to a
certain extent the follow up nurses in the Family History Clinic) this was part of
their domain of expertise, it could also be fairly fraught for them because of the
way they were involved with families. For example, Jane talked about one
particular family where the lack of communication between relations had
resulted in an outcome that she at least felt uneasy about.
There is one family where I’d originally seen the daughter of a mother who got
breast and ovarian cancer. Well the family dynamics I wasn’t sure about but
the next thing I heard was that this woman’s sister was going into have a
prophylactic mastectomy. This particular woman, she refused to see the
psychologist and the mother’s genetic test was sort of half being done but not
there yet. The thing is they were all sort o f separate, so they’d all been seen in
different places and times and it was about how to get them all to come in and
have a joint appointment. Somebody as young as that girl going in and having
major surgery, when perhaps a mutation would be found in the mother would
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mean that she might not have to have all this^*. But sadly in this particular
case a mutation wasn’t found. So those sort o f traumas in the family where one
person goes into have surgery which her sister did, and w e’d never seen her in
genetic counselling. I used to lie awake worrying about it you know, or I used
to, so I do worry a lot about all these families, (my emphasis) .

Care work with families was something that others also expressed concerns
about even though some had talked about this necessary aspect of their work as
linked to the caring ethic at the heart of their practice. For example, Dawn
pointed out she found the issue of ‘conflicting rights’ between family members
problematic. Her feelings about this seemed in part to be tied up with the ‘stress’
caused to patients in having to inform and speak with relatives. However she
also recognized that there was a responsibility on practitioners’ parts to provide
‘care’ and let others know of their risk, as she said

‘how can you not let these other

people know that there is a problem either and have the opportunity to seek advice or screening.

For her this situation was incredibly challenging . As she said it was a scenario
which,

‘I haven’t resolved in my own head as yet’.

Even Eve conceded that this was a delicate area of work in the Clinic. She talked
about the difficulties that the need to maintain confidentiality between related
individuals posed, particularly when family members were being treated by
different hospitals.
I think the most difficult thing is, that I find it very hard to reconcile within
myself, the issue we have on confidentiality between centres. I understand that
patients have to have their confidentiality respected. You know the information
has been given to you by one person and if you’re passing it on to help the
management o f a family in another centre, then in theory then you should be
doing nothing but good. I can see that genetics is different because you’ve got
information about others, but w e’ve got to get around this because otherwise
something dangerous is going to happen. W e’re starting to have this battle
between the rights to know o f the people who are at risk versus the rights to
confidentiality of those who already have at risk information.

This would have enabled the daughter to have a predictive test and if it proved negative, she would not
have been at risk and hence would have no need to undertake surgery.
99
Once again these challenges were somewhat circumvented by Jane in the way that she associated these
difficulties with ‘problem families’.
1 think the difficulties have been when the family dynamics and patients are trying to
manipulate you, where they’ve fallen out with the relatives, and the relatives have given
a blood sample and then she doesn’t want to do it and you have to throw the whole thing
back into the family. For example we actually had a woman in the other day . She’d
sent a letter in and her sister had actually had a blood test and wanted the result of that
blood test for herself but under no circumstance could I tell her other sister. I think
that’s when it’s difficult, is when you get families who are manipulative and difficult
with each other and then they try and manipulate you.
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I’ve had two families, where I’ve had people saying ‘I don’t want information
about my case or bits o f information disclosed to other family members. ’
However you may warn them that they should have screening. So we’ve sent
out letters that w e’ve given the patients to give to relatives saying that because
of the family history, which we cannot disclose, you should have regular
screening. In both cases it’s caused a huge amount of problems. Other
members o f the family have been to see a different geneticist and given a
different family history and the geneticists have written to us and said ‘why
does this person need screening this is crazy’ and then what do you do? So you
have this terrible dilemma where you can’t disclose but on the other hand
you’ve been given a family history which is strong. Interestingly another
geneticist who was caring for one o f the relatives wrote to say that I would also
be very alarmed to receive such a letter from the genetics department, so the
‘duty to warn letter’ that had quite rightly been written was actually decried by
another very senior geneticist and so w e’ve got this problem now about who’s
at fault

Although Eve claimed previously that work with the family was bringing about
an older style of medical practice that could be linked a more ‘holistic’ approach,
from what she said here it was obvious that the necessary work with families
compromised an ability to act expertly.

These difficulties also highlighted

how the ‘counselling skills’ and a focus on ‘the family’ that someone like Jane
championed but which others also had to adopt were absolutely essential to
medical practice. This was something that those working in Hospital Y were
also only too reluctantly aware of as I examine in the second half of this chapter.
The pastoral practices of the Cancer Genetic Clinic ‘impact’ in different ways for
those working in Hospital X. On the one hand the ‘care’ work that genetic
knowledge necessitates provides the opportunity for some to excel in a different
form of expertise where dealing with the social dynamics of the family is central.
For some, this meant they could incorporate the necessary ‘talking down’ work
explored in chapter 2 as part of their expertise. This can only be understood in
relation to the way attending to the family in Hospital X is presented as a mode
of clinical practice which is in itself seen as ‘holistic’ or ‘ethical’. However
embracing this as an element of their expertise also meant that they were
particularly challenged by the problems of confidentiality and consent that care
work with families engendered, as these later examples illustrated.

In this instance working with the family tree became an embodiment not of holistic care, but potential
ethical danger, as Eve’s said:
It [the issue of confidentiality] is going to become an issue when we try to computerise
our records and we start to put the tree on the system. We have to decide are we going
to gate the tree, so that only certain people have access and other centres won’t be able
to see the tree without the patients written permission.
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These contradictory representations of care work with the family and the
hesitancy with which the difficulties of prediction were highlighted suggest that
such an admission was somewhat compromising for those working in this clinic.
Focusing only on cancer genetics and particularly breast cancer genetics in a
cancer hospital, within a specialist breast unit, means that those working at
Hospital X are closely associated with the uncertain knowledge of BRCA genes
in an institutional setting where there is a strong expectation of expertise and also
of benevolent ‘care’.

In addition, the evolution of the Cancer Genetic Clinic

from a Well Woman unit contributes to an ethos, still felt by those who work
there now, which supports the (female) patient’s right to knowledge, information,
and care. This is a right which is not always possible to fulfil, but may make the
requirement to do so more strongly felt and compound practitioners reluctance to
bring their doubts directly into view.

5.2 Geneticists and the ‘hysteria’ of breast cancer.
Talking to members of the cancer genetics team, mostly geneticists, in the
general hospital where I carried out a much smaller piece of field research, it
became obvious that their perspective and experience of developments in BRCA
genetics were of a different order to those who worked in an oncology setting.
I explore here the way that they articulated a sense of ambivalence about the
work of prediction and the caring modes this required of them.

5.2.1

Uncertain knowledge and the demands of consumerism

Breast cancer, and cancer more generally, was of course only one of a number of
conditions that the geneticists in Hospital Y addressed in their clinical work. It is
The comments of one nurse suggested that working in this domain in a cancer hospital was not always
easy.
Karen/I think there is a degree of conflict within the hospital about the way that it’s [the
family history unit] is perceived. 1 don’t know that it’s always well received. I think
your working in a cancer hospital full of very ill patients and it does come back to this
thing of should we be spending resources on screening a lot of women who we’ll
perhaps pick up a cancer and balance that against the cost of doing all the screening.
There was also a nurse specialist working in the Clinic at Hospital Y whose experiences I don’t recount
here. Her responses were more hesitant, much like those in Hospital X. With a role similar to Jane’s she
was very much identified with the necessary ’care’ work with families. It was not insignificant that she also
identified herself, as coming from a background in oncology.
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a relatively recent but rapidly growing area of their practice and increasingly, to
their chagrin, the condition for which they have most referrals. Feelings about
the increase in referrals for breast cancer became apparent during an informal
discussion with a geneticist and nurse specialist before a clinic one day, when the
geneticist highlighted the ‘severity’ of breast cancer in relation to other
conditions that they had to deal with.
Mary/ It’s just not that bad when you compare it with other things really and at
least 75% o f breast cancers are curable nowadays. I mean I’ve got one woman
later on today and it’s just awful. She’s got this condition which affects young
adults and teenagers who really don’t know that they’ve got it until they drop
down dead, but she now has a baby and has insisted that her child be tested so
that she knows what to do. It’s such a terrible condition and knowing that
your child could die at any moment, it’s absolutely dreadful.

A similar sentiment emerged during the early stages of fieldwork in the second
hospital, during a lull in the Clinic that I had been sitting in on with a different
geneticist. Partly in response to some discussion of my research, the geneticist
begins to talk about dealing with patients at risk of breast cancer in the Genetic
Clinic
Elizabeth/ There is just this huge hysteria about breast cancer and in a way I
feel partly responsible.*®^ I mean it’s not such a nasty disease, not like all those
other things that people come here about. Sometimes we are telling women
they have a 1 in 8 chance o f developing breast cancer which isn’t much more
than the population risk so it seems ridiculous that people are coming here.
Bowel cancers are more interesting and least there is more you can do for them;
at least we can offer them screening that might work. What can we offer
women who come here worried about their breast cancer risk? Screening which
is unproven and sometimes ineffective or having your breasts cut off or
chemo-prevention which might make you ill. All not very nice options really
and so many things can go wrong with the re-constructions.

The diffuse and isolated concerns that those in Hospital X had about the scope
of prediction in relation to BRCA genetics contrasted with the litany of doubt
that was reflected in these remarks, which seemed to bring the whole edifice of
such practices into question. The sense of limits to knowledge and technology
was compounded by what this geneticist saw as a certain degree of ‘panic’ in
relation to breast cancer that was out of all proportion to the severity of other
conditions, the numbers of people affected and the scope of possible

Although I didn’t pursue exactly why she might feel partly responsible, I understood such an admission
to be linked directly to the way Breast Cancer Genetics had emerged at the forefront of Clinical Genetic
Services, which as a geneticist she would have been involved in facilitating.
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interventions. These concerns and the challenge this posed for the work they did
was reflected in the way another geneticist commented on the language a patient
had used in responding to his assessment of her risk:
The patient in the Clinic is already on the NHS Screening Programme, having
reached 50. The appointment proceeds with the geneticist reassuring the patient
that she is at much less risk than she thought. Near the end of the appointment,
the consultant asks her how she feels now that she has learnt that she is probably
not at that high a risk, but is going to be receiving extra screening. ‘Well’ she
says ‘ I suppose it’s a bit of a concession’. Giving his own feelings away during the
appointment, he says to the patient that he finds her choice of words interesting’.
After she has left he makes no attempt to disguise his exasperation. Drawing
attention to her use of language he points out how it confirms his feeling that
the Clinic is being overwhelmed, inappropriately, by unnecessarily anxious and
demanding patients.
Others spoke more generally about the demands that were placed on them by
patients although given that these remarks were made in the context of a previous
discussion concerning the ‘hysteria’ surrounding breast cancer, the two were
clearly not unconnected.
Elizabeth/ Expectations are just so high now with patients it’s difficult to know
if you can do anything right. What’s wrong with rationing? W e’ve always had
rationing. I mean people have always died. They’ve had treatment and maybe
it didn’t work but the expectation now is for it to work, whatever. I mean
people think it’s a shop that you can come and buy or choose from, but the
NHS is not a shop, it’s a service run by government.

These comments draw attention to the difficulties that practitioners in Hospital
Y experienced in dealing with patients concerned about their risk of breast cancer
who expected much more than the Clinic could technically and economically
p r o v i d e . T h e pressure of such expectations emerged in one particular

Those in Hospital X were aware of this pressure but presented it slightly differently, as one member of
the team pointed out.
Jane/1 think a lot of the people coming in are what I would call ‘control type’ characters wanting
testing and things. They feel that they want to know these answers and its getting that message
over to them that we haven’t got clear cut answers that I find quite difficult
The main focus was not on the problems of knowledge itself or even a broader issue of ‘consumer demand’
in health care but the ‘psychological’ propensity of some individuals to control their health.
This stance also had consequences for the way they dealt with discharging patients particularly those that
were older where there seemed to be a more straightforward approach toward letting patients go that
contrasted with the somewhat agonising experience of those in Hospital X. As one geneticist said ‘ there
really aren’t the resources there to deal with these kind of patients and you can’t be soft and give in and then
start giving them screening because then they start worrying unnecessarily so then its not fair on them
either’.
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appointment which elicited a fairly qualified public and private assessment of the
kind of expertise that could be provided in these situations.
Peter is seeing a female patient in the Cancer Genetic Clinic. After going
through the family tree, he tells her that she is not at greatly increased risk
because the breast cancers are on different branches of the family. The woman
seems relieved adding that ‘coming here had made me feel like the sword of
Damocles was hanging over my head’. After the woman has left Peter seems
agitated by the woman’s use of language and the kind of scenario she had
anticipated.
Peter/I can’t understand why people use that expression. I don’t think people
really know what it means when they use it. I mean do you know what it means?
Sahra/I’m not sure, does it mean your fate is sealed?
Peter/ There you are you see, you got it wrong as well. It actually means your
fate hangs in the balance, things aren’t decided either way in terms o f your life
and death. It’s just so ridiculous to use that to describe coming here. It’s as if
we are deciding the fates o f these people. It’s as if I was a heart surgeon or
could tell if someone is going to live or die, which I can’t o f course.

At the same time as the geneticists remarks at the end of this appointment
reflected his frustration at having to deal with so many expectant and demanding
patients, it also drew attention to what he saw as an overly prescriptive
assessment of what geneticists did or could do.^^^ Although the fieldwork that I
carried out in the general hospital was not extensive, the sense of ambivalence
expressed by geneticists about working in the context of BRCA genetics is
clearly palpable in the examples discussed above. Yet openness about this
hesitancy was not confined to just the doubt about the limited scope of expertise,
but also included a sense of unease about what these limits meant for the work
‘care’ required of them, as well as patients.

5.2.2

Refusing ^care’ (and knowledge) as counselling.

A reluctance to embrace the kind of pastoral practices that at least some of those
in the Hospital X saw as a central feature of their work was evident during
clinical appointments that I sat in on with these geneticists. One indication of
this was the way that appointments tended to be generally shorter here and
This was something that may have not only been linked to the limits to knowledge in relation to breast
cancer but the way that geneticists were perceived more generally. For instance one clinician pointed out
how she felt ‘ geneticists often have a bad press from other professions’. She explained how she knew one
GP who had refused to refer a patient on to a geneticist because ‘he thought that all geneticists do is stop
people having babies’.
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involved less time attending to ‘family dynamics’. A more explicit sense of this
disinclination to embrace the role of ‘pastoral keepers’ and all that this entailed
was illustrated in the comments one geneticist made after an uncharacteristically
‘counselling’ like appointment.
Before the woman, who is in her late 40’s has arrived, the geneticist points out
to me that the referral letter had implied she was particularly ‘anxious’. The
consultation seems, for the most part, to be fairly routine. This included
mapping the family history, establishing that there is a moderately increased risk
of there being a gene in the family and finally indicating who is eligible for
screening. Having completed this assessment, Peter begins somewhat unusually
to ask questions about the family. A difficult family situation gradually begins
to trickle out into the space of the consultation following several fairly probing
questions. The woman reveals that she has recently nursed her father through his
last dying months from cancer and is now looking after her sister who has been
recently diagnosed with breast cancer. Further questions and discussion
prompted by the geneticist show that these experiences appear to be the source
of the woman’s ‘anxiety’.
After the woman has gone, Peter reflects on this encounter. He seems initially
pleased and excited to have picked up the woman’s underlying anxiety, ‘there
was certainly more going on there than I thought.’ I say I am surprised at the way he
pursued this with the patient. This prompts more discussion about whether he
should be ‘counselling’ patients.
Peter/ is that the role we should be taking here? I mean i f s a can of worms this
work, it’s raised all those issues for that woman and I just wonder if that’s what
we should be doing. I don’t know if it’s our role to do counselling. I know
some people think it is.
Sahra/ Do you think it is?
Peter/ No I don’t think so ..I think it should just be information giving myself

Peter’s response in this situation indicated the extent to which he felt the
emphasis in the clinics should be on straightforwardly outlining current
knowledge, providing information and screening. As such there seemed to be
less attention paid to the difficulties patients encountered when contacting

In both Cancer Genetic Clinics there were no non-medically trained counsellors. There were genetic
counsellors in hospital Y. These were long standing members of the genetics unit, however they didn’t
work with the cancer genetic team but worked alongside the geneticists when dealing with other conditions
such as families with Huntingdon’s disease. There was however a nurse specialist who worked in hospital
Y who had a role similar to Jane’s in Hospital X, whose experiences and reflections 1 don’t include here.
1 sensed that this may have been more for my benefit and perhaps in an effort to demonstrate how he
could address this area if required to do so. This seemed to be confirmed in the fact that Peter also picked up
at the start of the appointment the fact that woman had written ‘Indian’ on the family history form. He asks
the woman for some clarification about what she means when she writes ‘Indian’. Again this somewhat
unusual way of beginning the consultation may have been a demonstration on the geneticists part of how
socially ‘aware’ he could be.
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relatives for information or in order to pursue a procedure such as genetic testing.
When this created an impasse in the ability to provide care or further knowledge,
this consequently could be experienced as deeply dissatisfying for all concerned.
A sense of frustration about having to deal with ‘families’ was openly expressed
by several members of the clinical team. For instance, during a discussion I had
with a geneticist and a nurse specialist one afternoon, a senior geneticist talked
about some of the difficulties she had confronted earlier in the day in facilitating
‘care’ for other members of a family.
I had a situation this morning in fact where it was possible to do a genetic test
for the family for colon cancer actually. It just seemed so logical in this
situation, because if you have a mutation then you can have regular screening
and if you have routine screening to see if you develop a polyp then this can be
treated. Anyway I explained all this and then said to the patient do you think
your brother would like to be told about the possibility o f having this screening
and he just said ‘ no I don’t think so’. So then I said well what about your
cousin, ‘no I don’t think I’ll contact her’, it’s just so difficult that you can’t do
anything to change that, can you?

One of the most direct indications of the sense of reluctance and unease those
working in Hospital Y felt about having to pursue knowledge and care in a way
that relied on the social dynamics of the family, was in the policy changes they
discussed concerning the referral guidelines. A number of members of staff had
mentioned, in passing, how they felt the ‘ethical’ challenges this work posed
could be reduced by radically altering referral protocols and current guidelines.
One geneticist said

‘we should be starting with the affected people first (those with breast

cancer) before we even see others in the family and then when we find a mutation we can offer
testing to other family members’.

In the changes some of those working in Hospital Y

proposed, the families and relations of an affected individual would only be seen
in the Cancer Genetic Clinic if and when a mutation had been identified in the
family. Risk would then be known rather than probable, and interventions could
be appropriately offered to related others. The situation they currently found
themselves in, where ‘concerned’ relatives of those with or who had had breast
cancer requested a referral, could necessitate much difficult and time consuming
‘counselling’ work with a family. This could happen long before knowing if

However she does go on to say that she understands the ambivalence many have around contacting
relatives in relation to genetic testing and breast cancer, pointing out that in this case the ‘choices are that
much more difficult’.
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genetic testing was possible (or desired by others in the family), let alone
whether a mutation had been found.
One particularly clinical encounter in Hospital Y, and the geneticists response to
this situation, seemed to bring home why such changes might be so strongly felt
by this group of practitioners.
The three members of the family that arrive for their appointment with Elizabeth
come into the consulting room. This includes an older woman in her fifties, her
daughter and a young child in a pram. They all sit in front of the large desk
behind which the geneticist, after introducing herself, then sits.
The geneticist had already filled me in a little on the background before they
arrived explaining that one of the other younger daughters had recently been
diagnosed with breast cancer in her late 20’s, but at the moment her tumour was
not responding to treatment. However, the situation had clearly worsened. This
was evident not only from the subdued way that the mother responded to
Elizabeth’s questions, but also from what her more talkative, yet seemingly
numb, other daughter said. She explained how the family had, a few days ago,
been told that ‘it’s gone to her liver’ and that she now had ‘tumours everywhere’.
Elizabeth seems slightly shocked but responds, not by openly engaging the
family in discussion about how they are coping, but by adopting a very
straightforward matter of fact approach to the consultation and outlining what
action they need to take. As the discussion unfolds it becomes apparent that
they are here mostly at the instigation of their dying young relative who wanted
them to do something about what she perceived as the risk to the family. After
setting up some more frequent screening for the mother, whom Elizabeth
suggests is most at risk, and examining her privately in the room that lies off to
the side of the consulting room the appointment concludes with plans to arrange
for the woman’s very sick daughter to give blood for genetic testing in the next
few days.
After they have gone, despite the down to earth approach adopted by Elizabeth
during the consultation she seems to want to reflect on the encounter. In fact
from what she says and does, it seemed that she found it a particularly difficult
meeting. Talking about how upset the mother was in the examination room she
says
She just wanted to die really and seemed to be bursting with guilt about it all.
I can’t imagine having a daughter going through this really. It is just so terrible
the situation they are in and now they might have to deal with the implications
of genetic testing too. I don’t know why they were sent here now of all times.
At this point Elizabeth decides she needed to take a break and goes off alone to
make a cup of tea obviously still, it seemed to me, disturbed by the whole
encounter.
The appointment illustrated exactly the kind of dilemmas this group of
geneticists openly drew attention to and which the policy changes they discussed
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sought to avert; that is the ‘ethical’ challenges of dealing with the social
dynamics of the family in the context of limited and uncertain knowledge. In
this instance although the geneticist acknowledged that the family’s visit to the
Clinic may have been some comfort to the woman who was dying, she was also
acutely aware that that there was no guarantee that the repercussions of the
appointment, i.e. taking blood for genetic testing, would generate useful
knowledge or ease the trauma for others in the family.
The geneticists in Hospital Y appeared to have no problem in openly articulating
their sense of ambivalence about current genetic knowledge in relation to breast
cancer. For them, this was compounded by the unrealistic demands placed on
them from an expectant and demanding group of patients. There also seemed to
be a deep reluctance to embrace the kind of ‘care work’ that genetic knowledge
required of them. Their responses can, in part, be understood in terms of the fact
that they worked within a regional genetics centre where hereditary breast cancer
is one among other genetic conditions. As such, they are not necessarily totally
defined by the uneasy entaiIments of BRCA genes in the same way as those in
Hospital X were.

5.3 Conclusion
This chapter has explored the experiences of those who work with BRCA
genetics in two Cancer Genetic Clinics. We have seen how the medical practices
required and entailed by this knowledge have ramifications for these individuals
as well. There are clearly differences, however, in the way that those in
Hospitals X and Y identify with predictive practices, articulate their ambivalence
and embrace or reject the pastoral modes required by new genetic knowledge of
breast cancer. These differences suggest that the knowledges and technologies
associated with BRCA genetics have differing implications for health care
practitioners, depending on the historical and institutional context of their use
and development. As Moll points out, new technologies ‘have to make room in
already full worlds’ (2000).
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The most striking indication of this difference is the way in which practitioners
respond to the need to attend to the ‘social’ context of the family which, as I have
shown, is a pre-requisite for knowledge, prediction and, in some cases, care.
Some of those in Hospital X seem to embrace this new role as ‘pastoral keepers’
in a way that defines dealing with the family in terms of ‘holism’. However, this
‘nostalgic’ yet powerful representation of their work has to confront the ‘always
present effect’ (Strathem 1995) of family relations - something which all
working in both hospitals acknowledged as challenging and frustrating in some
way. The distance between knowledge and care may be particularly ‘purgatorial’
for those in Hospital X who are caught between a need to provide benevolent
‘care’ and a demand for expertise. These expectations are informed both by their
specialist location and the way an ethic of gendered ‘rights’ is embedded in the
history and ethos of the unit in which they work and the values which many who
work there share. Like the GP’s in Singleton and Michael’s study of the
development of the UK cervical screening programme, they stand in position of
‘enrolment’ and ‘betrayal’(1993), acutely aware of the paradox of health
awareness in breast cancer genetics.

Those who work in the emerging field of clinical cancer genetics are clearly
deeply conscious of and reflective about the uncertainties of genetic risk
information and the limits on their ability to act as health ‘care’ practitioners.
The ways that these practitioners experience working with predictive medicine
within their ‘lifeworld’ raises questions about the utility of a normative
lay/professional distinction, if this equates their experiences in terms of narrative
of rationality. Although this might be one feature of their work at the clinical
interface, this chapter has drawn attention to the need to contextualise such
practices. Examining how professionals are caught up in the transmission of new
knowledge of breast cancer genes and the evolution of predictive health care has
shown how their experiences can be as diverse and disjunctured as the patients
who are ‘subject’ to such developments.
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Part Two
A Breast Cancer Research Charity
The second part of this thesis looks at BRCA genetics in the context of a Breast
Cancer Research Charity, named here Charity H.

In the UK, in contrast say to the US, charities are one of the major sources of
funding for cancer research, alongside pharmaceuticals. There is a degree of
government funded cancer research, however the charitable sector is by far the
largest financial supporter of such research. Walker also notes that the
government cut backs on funding for scientific research, including cancer
research, since the 1980’s has forced agencies and charities into large
partnerships with industry (2000). He points out that these arrangements are not
always made known to a wider public who support research ‘charities’. This
funding situation has a significant effect on the co-ordination of cancer research
which, in this country, is dominated by 3 major charities (although there are also
over 600 smaller cancer research charities). The organisation where I worked is
closer in terms of its profile and size to the upper end of this scale, but unlike
these three very large general charities, is a single disease focused organisation
looking only at breast cancer.

Charity H was, in part, set up in 1991 with this goal in mind and in response to
what was seen as lack of focused research on breast cancer. The founder of the
Charity was an American man who lost is wife to breast cancer. He and his
family decided to set up, in her memory, a charity with the aim of building the
first research centre dedicated solely to breast cancer. They succeeded in
recruiting others who had gone through similar experiences, as well as key
members of the research community in the UK and other corporate financial
backers. This has gradually expanded to become a national organisation with
numerous fundraising branches across the country. Although the Charity is
partnered with another large general cancer charity, its identity as ‘a grass roots’
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organisation focusing on breast cancer is unique in the field of cancer research in
the UK.

The success of the organisation is a product of and testament to the way breast
cancer, under the aegis of a loose coalition of breast cancer organisations and
charities, has become an issue of some import over the last decade. Although not
quite so tightly aligned and organised as the co-ordinated breast cancer activism
that has emerged in the US or Canada (Anglin 1997), (Kaufert 1998), a range of
charities and organisations have emerged in the UK over the last ten years.
Some of these cater to the varying and different needs of those with breast cancer,
or their family and friends, while others focus on lobbying parliament on
different issues related to breast cancer. All are active in raising awareness about
breast cancer, embodied in the now annual national event. Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. This event, started first in the US, has transposed easily to
the UK and has been running here since the early 1990’s. Potts notes, however,
that this event is not just a product of grass roots activism, but also
pharmaceutical involvement and sponsorship (2000).

Charity H is very much part of the heightened profile of breast cancer in the UK
and has a unique space in it. This is not just because of its focus on research, as
opposed to practical ‘care’ for those with breast cancer, but also because of the
kind of research it funds. The target of raising 15 million pounds to build the first
dedicated breast cancer research centre was fairly quickly met by supporters and
sponsors. Although the centre opened in 1999, the Charity began funding
research projects several years before this. This is ostensibly basic science
research focusing on molecular genetics of breast cells and breast cancer. At the
time of my research, there were a number different teams working in the research
centre. More than half of those were focused on investigating the function of the
BRCA genes. In fact several key members of the current research teams funded
by the Charity were involved in the work that identified the BRCA 2 gene.

The Charity has succeeded ,therefore, in setting up a research centre focusing on
basic science research but with a something of an ‘activist’ identity. A model
which is fairly unique in terms of cancer research in the UK. A measure of its
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success is the way a number of other cancer research organisation focusing
exclusively on men’s cancers have recently been set up in the UK, which seem
to be very much in the mould of Charity H.
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Chapter Six
The alchemy of loss and hope.
There has been extensive analysis of the role of activist patient or consumer
groups in relation to AIDS and HIV (Epstein 1996), but relatively little research
looking at the role of lay or patient groups who ‘fund’ genetic research
(Rabeharisoa and Gallon 1998),(Rabinow 1999), (Stockdale 1999). This chapter
explores how a group of ‘lay’ individuals classed as ‘fundraisers’ are involved in
a breast cancer research Charity that supports basic science genetic research. We
have already seen that patients attending Cancer Genetic Clinics must be
understood as active agents in relation to the transmission of new genetic
knowledge. The people examined in this chapter, in a rather different way, must
also be seen as proactively involved in this process. Like patients, the agency of
fundraisers is linked to the way breast cancer has become a high profile disease
in the last 15 years, itself a product of a gendered health activism. One of the
goals of the growing coalition of support groups and networks that has come to
be known as the ‘breast cancer lobby’ has been funding for more breast cancer
research (Anglin 1997). In this sense, the Charity must be seen as a product of
such activism. In this chapter 1 explore the agency of fundraisers by drawing on
anthropological work on memorials (Forty 1999) to look at how the
identifications of these individuals are informed by, but also have implications
for, the genetic focus of Charity H. The data presented here is based on research
1 carried out in relation to the ‘advocacy’ initiative (see page 29) and analysis of
the Charity’s publicity literature, particularly the newsletters for the many
thousands of the Charity’s supporters and fundraisers.^*®

6.1 Memorial practices
In a recent collection, Adrian Forty suggests that successful memorials and
monuments always reproduce a tension between remembering and forgetting,
which can entail a more or less explicit separation between these two elements.
(1999). 1 examine here how these processes are at the centre of how a group of
people who fundraise for a Breast Cancer Research Charity identify with the
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organisation, their role in it and the work it funds, before examining in section
6.2 how this intersects with the genetic research focus of the organisation.
Talking to fundraisers about how they first become involved with the
organisation, and what it was about it that motivated them to support it in its
activities, begins to shed light on the nature of these ‘memorial’ practices
6.1.1

Remembering and witnessing

On first meeting fundraisers, one of my initial aims was to find out how they had
become involved; to ask for ‘their story’. It quickly became apparent that this
seemingly innocuous opening question was one that was loaded with significance
and emotion. This was the way that Betty who was in her mid 50’s responded to
my query.
Just over eight years ago my daughter died of breast cancer. She was 28 when
she found out that she had got breast cancer and she died about 2 and half years
later. I used to do a lot of reading to her when she was in hospital, and I
happened to read about this new research centre that was only going to research
into breast cancer, but we never spoke about it again. Unbeknown to me she
made instructions that upon her death she didn’t want any funeral flowers,
except from the family, but that donations should be to this new breast cancer
research Charity that was about to be set up. So that’s how I became involved
in it, when we first came up to the Charity with all the cheques from the
flowers.

Another woman, Jan, who was in her mid 30’s, told me about how she had first
started fundraising, a practice which she admitted had ‘completely taken over
her life’ but which she ‘loved’.
It was my sister in law that introduced me to the Charity. She lived in
Birmingham and sent me a Christmas card with their logo on it. She had had
breast cancer and had a mastectomy in her 40’s. We went up to hers one
Christmas. I said I loved the card and I said ‘what’s this organisation’ and she
said ‘they’re a Charity and they do a £1000 challenge, why don’t you have a
go?’ I felt a £1000 was a bit steep because at that time I was teaching full time
and had two small kids. But she was very inspirational was Liane and she led
me on. I went home and got my sisters and friends round with a bottle of wine.
We said we would do a ball and would sink or swim on the first occasion. We
organised the ball, that took about 10 months. That was my initiation ceremony.
We raised £7000 first off and so exceeded all our expectations. After that
Liane died. The ball was in October and Liane died in the February. She was
only 44. Going to her funeral and seeing her daughters so devastated had a
profound effect. 1 didn’t do anything more for a while and then we moved
house and 1 found some letters from Liane. One was a lovely thank you after
the ball and saying that it may be too late for her but for her daughters sake
please keep fighting because research is the only way forward.
' It is also available to a larger public either on the internet or in other places where public information
about breast cancer is accessible
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Both these narratives, which were not untypical, suggest that remembering
relatives and loved ones was at the root of an identification with the Charity. In
fact market research carried out by the organisation in 1998 showed that more
than two thirds of fundraisers had not had breast cancer themselves. However 9
in 10 had some ‘personal connection’ with those who had developed the disease.
This research and other anecdotal evidence suggested that many fundraisers had
a relative or someone close to them who had or had died from breast cancer. For
them the Charity provided an opportunity to do something in memory of these
persons.

One of the ways that remembrance could be given a permanent expression in the
context of the Charity’s work was the opportunity for those who raised a £1000
or over to have a ‘name’ displayed on a dedicated space within the organisation’s
recently built research centre, known as the ‘Challenger’s Wall.*^^ Although this
name could be their own, given the demographic constitution of the Charity it
was equally likely that the name chosen was of the person who was being
remembered in the act of fundraising. One woman, a co-ordinator for a group of
fundraisers in Lancashire, pointed out that the motivation for fundraising was, for
many, what she termed ‘ a remembering or a remembrance’. This was she said
linked to the possibility of having a ‘name’ written on the ‘challengers wall’:

I think when people have said you know you can have a ‘memorial’ at the
centre then they seem more interested, because then they feel it’s tangible to
them.

Another fundraiser told me that her original motivation for coming to see the
research centre was, as she put it, ‘ to see the names on the wall’. In fact this six foot
plaque is strikingly noticeable at the entrance to the organisation’s research
centre. This is not only because of its mirror like glass appearance, but also
because in contrast to other visual displays, it is densely scripted with small
writing. Closer inspection reveals that there are in fact thousands of names listed.
When fundraisers came to visit the centre, they would often initially gravitate to
the wall, picking out the names that they recognised and hovering there for some
" ’ it’s difficult to know what the exact model is for this kind memorial. Of course it may have precedents in
the acts of remembrance that have arisen out of AIDS activism also, such as the making of ‘quilts’(Epstein
1996)
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time. Sometimes they stood there in silence in a way that indicated they were
physically moved, clasping the hands of friends or relatives who had come with
them. During official visits to the research centre by fundraisers, the story would
also be told of the Charity’s founder; an act of re-telling that implicitly
acknowledged the multitude of other personal experiences of trauma and loss
silently embodied on the challenger’s wall.

t h s i c;i, 'C'n 4 ■^Miuroqers'wall

Figure seven: The ‘Challengers’ Wall’

However, the names on the wall are not just of those who may have had or died
from breast cancer. They also include the names of young children of both those
who have had the disease or their relatives. This suggests that it is not just
remembrance or the witnessing of loss that provides the motivation to fundraise
for many, but the need for a more hopeful future.
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6.1.2

Being ‘positive’ for the future

These other reasons for fundraising were illustrated in the way a group in the
Midlands introduced themselves and talked about how they had initially got
involved in the organisation at the start of one of the focus groups undertaken as
part of my research.
Person A/ well it’s about investing in all our futures and as far as I see it the
best investment plan there is
Person B /1 had breast cancer when I was 29 and then did the £1000 challenge
after that. I’ve got two daughters as well and really want everything to be better
for them
Person C/ My mum died o f breast cancer and I have a daughter and
granddaughter to think of.

The sense of working towards a better future for themselves and a younger
generation was also illustrated in a way that one woman talked enthusiastically
about how she had got involved with the Charity and the activities she was now
immersed in.
Jackie / It was 1992 when I got involved. It was something positive coming out
o f it all, I think many people got started that way. We've had some quite large
events like a ball and Faberge lunch and dinner and my school that I teach in
has been continually supportive. Most years we do a marathon or a ladies walk
and then we try to do a dinner, so one or two big events a year.

Not insignificantly, Jackie’s reference to the fact that she had had cancer was
somewhat implicit in this account. She made a passing reference to this before
launching into a description of the activities and community which had now
become part of her life. It was only later in my discussion with her that she
talked about this experience more explicitly.
I find since I've had breast cancer, the Charity has been fantastic, because it’s
been a focus and a way o f keeping going and looking to the future

Like Jackie, others suggested that the work the Charity did was a way of looking
beyond the experience of breast cancer. This was articulated more clearly in
what another fundraiser said.

^ Jackie pointed out that it was this orientation to the future which marked Charity H out from other
organisations and made it particularly appealing to her and others.
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It’s strange, I feel now as though I haven’t had it. I’ve had the all clear and I
think more about what I’m doing now than the past. You know, you put it to
the back o f your mind and now the Charity has become a way of life too.

Mildred, who was in her late 50’s, clearly did not feel the need to dwell on her
own experience of breast cancer. By contrast, she seemed entirely comfortable
talking openly about the fact that her niece had had breast cancer at 35.
Moreover she concluded our meeting by saying that her work was ‘ for the children;
everybody’s daughter and occasional son’.

This forward looking dimension that

focused on a younger generation implies, at least for some of those who have
had breast cancer, a kind of ‘forgetting’, but it is also obviously a way of moving
on from the trauma and tragedy of the disease.
The interface between ‘remembering’ and ‘forgetting’ which is part of a process
of memorialisation was also reflected in the way ‘testimony’ was published in
the Charity’s newsletter. The experience of fundraisers was a regular feature of
the monthly newsletter produced by the Charity. Entitled ‘My Story’, it provided
an opportunity to document how individuals had got involved in the organisation.
When the experience being recounted was that of a relative or relatives of a
person who had died of breast cancer, such narratives created a space for the
witnessing of loss which could be shared amongst others with similar
experiences. However, these published narratives were not only symbolic acts of
remembrance, but were also nearly always overlaid with a sense of ‘positive’
hope.

This was illustrated in one particular personal story, renamed for the edition of a
newsletter as

‘our story’.

The article recounted the experience of a group of sisters

who had lost another sister to breast cancer. Their involvement began when the
sister, who had been diagnosed with breast cancer, told the others that she
wanted to support the Charity because it offered

‘h ope for th e future".

The article

recounts how after fundraising through concerts and football matches and raising
over £12,000

‘in m em ory of their sister B arbara’

who died at the age of 32, the three

This was also apparent at the start of the tours. Although many fundraisers shared the experiences of
having lost relatives to breast cancer or the even having had breast cancer, experiences which were the
source for the memorial intentions of their activities, this never appeared to be a time for the verbal sharing
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sisters visited the research centre and the Challenger’s Wall. The article
concludes by saying;
The sisters have 9 n am es on the challenger’s wall, th o se of B arbara,
her three children, her paren ts and three nieces. [..] all their fundraising
Is In her memory- they know It’s w hat B arbara would have
wanted[.. ]the family Intends to carry on fundraising for Charity In th e
hope that B arbara’s children will grow up In a world w here b rea st
ca n cer Is no longer som ething to fear.

A sense of investment was also evident when it was the experience of those
who had had breast cancer that was being told in the newsletter. One story
recounts theexperience of an older fundraiser who had been raising money for
the Charity since in 1991, the same year that she had been diagnosed with breast
cancer. This published narrative, mostly in the third person, does not dwell on
her experience of that illness or her subsequent mastectomy, but on the work she
undertakes to raise money for the Charity, selling knitted toys. It concludes by
saying that her ‘ main

motivation for supporting the Charity Is wanting a cu re for b re a st ca n ce r

for the future of her daughters and g randdaughters’

. When the focus was on those with

or recovering from breast cancer, the emphasis in these publicised narratives
seemed to be on what they had achieved since being diagnosed, such as the story
of one woman’s dream to complete the London Marathon.
The importance of these published testimonies to those who fundraised for the
organisation was demonstrated in the way one group of women in the Midlands
talked about how much they enjoyed the personal narratives in the ‘my story’
section of the Charity’s monthly newsletter.
Person 1/This last month’s one with the personal stories is particularly good.
Person 2/This gentleman who had lost his wife to breast cancer and he and his
little girl really took it on. Then his little girl was killed. But he is still
supporting the Charity though
Person 1/Yeah, and the one before when there were the three sisters and one
had died and the other three kept raising the money.
Person3/Those are the kind o f stories that are great for [Charity H] but they are
also the sort o f ones that we want to see in Woman magazine and
Cosmopolitan...
(Lots o f agreement from others in the group)

of such experiences. Humorous or impressive stories of fundraising activities were commonly shared, but
personal testimony of trauma and loss was mostly silently witnessed
'''* Each edition of the newsletter also comprises a two page ‘diary’ listing and describing, with numerous
photographs, various fundraising events that have taken place across the country. This reinforces the
importance of fundraiser’s personal achievements in raising funds for the charity.
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These remarks highlight the importance for ‘fundraisers’ of hearing and reading
about the ways in which people like themselves, who had experienced tragedy as
a result of breast cancer had ,through involvement in the Charity, transformed
this into something much more positive. They also clearly felt that it was
necessary to counteract what they saw as ‘negative’ coverage of breast cancer
reflected in the way that testimony was represented and reproduced in the
newsletter.

One woman’s reference particularly to ‘Womens’ magazines’

draws attention to another element of these testimonies that seems to be central
to the identity of the Charity as a whole and its forward looking ethos.

I have already suggested that a notion of ‘awareness’ has been at the forefront of
‘feminist’ health activism in relation to breast cancer, contributing to the
heightened profile of the disease over the last 15 years. A gendered ethos about
health was certainly an element in the way the Charity had succeeded in
mobilising support for a Research Charity focused exclusively on breast cancer.
This was reflected in the demographic constitution of the organisation.
Although, many other charitable organisations are predominantly supported by
women market research suggested that this was even more marked in this case.^^^
More importantly, gender provided an ongoing rallying point for articulating the
values and identity of the Charity. For instance, published excerpts from the
newsletter pointed out how

‘b re a st ca n ce r is the sco u rg e of w om en everyw here’ and

the opening of the new research centre would be
having to face the indignity of b rea st cancer".

how

‘som ething th at will prevent w omen

However it is not just that ‘women’ were

represented as cohesive and unified in the fight against breast cancer, but that
This need for positive representations of breast cancer in a broader public domain was also reflected in
another discussion with a chfferent fundraising group. They talked about a recent story in the long miming
Radio 4 drama ‘The Archer’s’, where one of the younger women had recently been diagnosed with breast
cancer.
Person 1/Has anybody been listening to the Archers about ? She's a young women and
so of course it could be worse for her. But I’m worried what’s going to happen. If she
recovers then people will sit back and think oh its just breast cancer, but if she dies then
its really going to upset people.
Person2/I actually wrote to them and said she shouldn't die of breast cancer. People
with breast cancer get such a negative press.
Person3/The press always talk about the dark side of it
Person I/But it worried me when she got breast cancer on The Archers because I
thought oh are they going to do away with her
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particular images of women and female bodies are given a high profile in the
literature of the Charity than others. As the examples below demonstrate, these
are representations which reflect the complex and contradictory meanings of the
breast and breast cancer (Yalom 1998)(see also Yadlon 1997).
The importance of an image of ‘natural’ female nurturance was illustrated in a
campaign insert in the middle of one of the newsletters in 2001. On one side is an
advert for ways of leaving a legacy for the Charity in a will. The image shows an
older w om an’s hand holding a small baby’s hand and is accompanied by the
following text; ‘ the
for b reast c a n c e r’.

m ost precious thing I can leave m y g ra n d d a u g h te r is the hope of a cure

On the other side of the advert is information for participating in

a ‘crocus w alk’, an annual national fundraising event for the Charity. This is
joined by the logo of the Charity, an iconic image of a crocus, alongside the
following text;

‘m others day is a celeb ration of the lives of th e w om en who a re closest to us,

and an opportunity to re m e m b e r those w ho h ave lost their lives to breast c a n c e r’.

The m ost precious
thing I can leave my
granddaughter.^

th e h o p e of a c u re
foi b r e a s t c a n c e r
IS

Figure eight: Campaigning image.

The leaflet highlights a certain representation of female gender which draws its
force from the way women are perceived as inherently and almost ‘naturally’
relational; both nurturer and nurtured. We have already seen how this is a strong
element of published testimony, and the way those who fundraise for the Charity
talk about their involvement. That is in terms of a remembrance of those who
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Market research, carried out by the organ isation a few years ago, su ggested that the supporter base is
extrem ely fem ale; com p risin g over 90% o f all supporters. A lm ost h alf are 45 or under.
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have died, often mothers or sisters, or for the future, frequently seen in terms of
daughters or granddaughters. It is an image of gender identity that clearly draws
and informs the morality of breast cancer as a predominantly female disease,
which can and does tragically negate the ability to continue to nurture or be
nurtured as it blights women’s lives and those around them. But, as Ginsburg
has shown in relation to the fiercely contested issue about abortion in America,
nurturance is a powerful image of female gender identity, which helps to
‘naturalize’ particular positions (1987).*^^ Saywell, in her analysis of breast
cancer narratives in the media, also notes how these are dominated by notions of
‘nurturance’ and ‘motherhood’; the latter couched in terms of ‘martyrdom’ or
‘self-sacrifice’. As a result, she says, ‘feminine worth is pre-ordained and what
is at stake fits neatly into a moral order’(1999: 49)(see also Seale 2002).
However, there is another important facet of the way women are represented in
the publicity literature of the organisation which intersects more directly with a
‘positive’ forward-looking ethos. The Charity is continually involved in so
called ‘celebrity’ events and receives support from public figures in particular
national campaigns involving the fashion industry. This not only enables them to
maintain a high profile in the public domain, but also means that many of the
images used in the publicity literature are of well known figures from the world
of television and fashion, particularly models. This use of a certain standard
‘normalised’ even ‘glamorised’ bodies in the marketing of different products
highlights a particular representation of women as ‘healthy, young and beautiful’.
This can be understood as a part of a broader marketing strategy, as Saywell says,
breast cancer is a ‘sexualised’ illness where the ‘sexiness of the breast is used to
sell breast cancer’ (1999:39).

Clearly the use of these images is complex and

not reducible to one meaning, however this image of glamorised normality or
One staff members comments seemed to reinforce the view that it was this particular image of female
gender identity, which pre-dominated in the Charity and which provided some of the motivation for
fundraisers.
Vicky/ I think there is something about breast cancer that makes it a really devastating
disease. Not that other cancers are any less devastating. I just really think it seems to
strike families really hard, whether it’s mother or not I don't know .
’ This practice has however been somewhat controversial as one commentary in a national newspaper
about the Charity’s attempts to make breast cancer ‘sexy’ suggested. It stands in contrast to the way other
more radical breast cancer activist groups, particularly in America, have campaigned to make images of a
‘breast cancer body’ more visible (Cartwright 1998).
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‘perfection’ can also be linked to a more optimistic vision of the future; a vision
which is central to many fundraisers’ involvement in the organisation and their
hopes for ‘daughters and granddaughters’ .

I conclude this section by examining a high profile narrative which featured in a
one-off publication by the Charity during Breast Cancer Awareness Month in
1999. It seemed to powerfully reflect, as well as inform, how fundraising was
part of a memorialising process. The story of Ruth Picardie, a young woman in
her early 30’s whose experience of breast cancer was recounted in diary form for
over a year in a weekly national newspaper column until her death in 1997,
would have been familiar to many fundraisers. The article in the Charity’s
publication was written by her sister. It first recounts the experience of Ruth’s
illness and then her own and others’ sense of grief and desolation following her
death. The excerpt below talks about how she became involved in the Charity’s
work:
Now two and half y ea rs after her d eath, that c a n c e r colonised world no
longer s e e m s quite such a blighted place. It’s not th at time h eals all,
th e w ound of Ruth’s death will n ever d isap p ear, but I have slowly
becom e aw are of not simply of a com munity of sh a re d grief, but also of
sh a re d com passion, even hope. T he work of Charity H is, for m e and
others, both an em blem of th e se em otions and a very practical
dem onstration of the pow er of positive thinking. [...]
T he kind of positive thinking em bodied in [the Charity..] h a s its roots in
th e experience of FG” ®, w hose wife, a talented an d vivacious ac tress
died of b rea st ca n ce r in 1986. FG like so m any o th ers before him
grieved an d suffered and struggled with his own life after death. But he
also did som ething very rem arkable; along with this oldest son, he
decided to raise enough m oney to fund a new cen tre for b reast can cer
research[...].T he m oney ca m e from a huge variety of so u rces; from
FG ’s own pocket, initially and his family an d friends an d them from
different donors and th o u san d s of individuals h av e all pledged to raise
£1,000 or m ore.

This narrative shows then how the Charity’s work has become a source of
strength for a ‘community’ of people affected by breast cancer, illustrated in the
way the experiences and hopes of the founder of the Charity are recalled and
linked to the stories of others. More importantly, through its focus on research, it
provides a sense of positive hope in the face of apparently meaningless tragedy.
Kaufert points out that the use of testimony and narrative which was so much a
part of female identity politics in the late 1970’s and 1980’s was consequently
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easily adopted, in subsequent years, as a tool of shared identification and
awareness raising by breast cancer activist groups (1998). The range of
testimonies explored here, both published and personal, show how it is also an
important tool for making fundraising part of a memorialising process.
Examining the growing cultural visibility of testimony in Euro-American
societies, a recent collection explores how such narratives are often a way ‘out’
of, rather than simply a way of recounting traumatic or tragic experiences
(Ahmed & Stacey 2001). As Phelan says, ‘testimony as something made from
the echoing vibrations of loss, is distinct from the trauma itself (2001: 27). This
creative aspect of testimony is something that Caruth highlights. Drawing from
Freud’s work on mourning, she suggests that witnessing trauma is a ‘repeated
suffering of the event but is also a continual leaving of its site’ (1995: 10) and as
such constitutes an act of ‘survival.’ This analysis echoes in the way both the
individuals I met told me their story and the way the organisation reproduces
narratives in its publications, which collectively reinforce the Charity as a locus
for a process of ‘memorialisation.’
In this sense, ‘positively’ focused individual or published testimony is not so
much about a process of ‘forgetting’, but rather contributes to a process of
‘transcendence’. That is, involvement in the Charity seems to provide a way of
acknowledging grief, loss or tragedy but is also a way of moving on from it by
focusing on the future, a younger generation or life ‘after’ breast cancer. As an
editorial in the newsletter said the Charity is about
b rea st ca n ce r into hope for the future'.

‘turning th e devastation c a u se d

by

This could be seen to parallel the way that

Rowlands sees war memorials providing a way out of ‘melancholia’ for the
living (1999). He points out that what all war memorials share in working to
resolve the suffering for survivors is an attempt to ameliorate a sense of
negativity or powerlessness, through a collective validation of a higher positive
ideal. One of functions that memorials ‘for the living’ must satisfy is, he says,
‘the transformation of a sense of trauma and loss into an object of passion and
devotion’ (1999:144). 1 explore in the next section how the alchemy of loss and
hope embedded in fundraising as a ‘memorial practice’ is informed by and links
to the genetic research focus of the organisation in diverse ways.
These are the initials (based on a pseudonym)of the founder of the Charity.
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6.2 Science and the fundraisers’ quest
Many of those who raise money for the Charity had, not surprisingly, given the
trajectory of their involvement, very strong feelings about the kind of
‘knowledge’ they hoped their activities would help fund. The genetic research
focus of the Charity informed this in different ways at the same time that the
fundraisers ‘quest’ had consequences for the requirements of gene research they
helped fund.
6.2.1 The need for ‘knowledge’
A demand for information about breast cancer and breast cancer research was
evident in talking to a number of women, who described how they consulted
numerous different resources in an effort to find out more. Jackie talked about
how this need to know as much as possible developed after her own experience
of breast cancer. It was a desire that seemed to be partly satisfied and
perpetuated by her decision to get involved with the Charity , as she said;
partly why I'm so interested in what they are doing’.

‘that’s

Sometimes the need for information

specifically about the research activities of the Charity was driven by a long
standing investment, as Betty’s response to my question indicated.
Sahra/ is it important for you to keep in touch with what’s going on in terms of
the research work o f the Charity?
Betty/ oh definitely yes. Oh heavens yes. After being, shall I say, from when it
didn’t even have a name to now, then you must understand my very strong
feelings about it. I mean eight and a half years is a hell o f a long time to be on a
Charity.

For most, however, it wasn’t simply that fundraisers wanted information about
the research being carried out by the organisation they supported, but evidence
that ‘knowledge’ was being reproduced. This was reflected in the way one
woman criticised the response she had received from a member of the Charity’s
staff on inquiring about how the money she and others had raised would be used.
Janet/ In the past I have phoned the Charity and they have said a computer!
Quite honestly, that is not what they [the fundraisers] are looking for. If they
are sitting alongside someone dying of breast cancer they do not want to hear
that you’re going to buy a computer
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A desire for more than just ‘information’ was more explicitly articulated in the
way fundraisers talked about the kind of research work the Charity should be
supporting. This was brought sharply into focus in the context of one woman’s
response to the possibility, suggested by another participant in a focus group,
that the Charity should look at inequities in the provision of treatment for breast
cancer.
No, the Charity’s work is to crack the disease. I wouldn't want them to do that
and leave out other things that were vital. I think you can spread yourself too
thinly.

Others I met concurred with this. One woman said that the Charity should be
about, ‘ stopping it in the first place not messing around with treatment’, while another
added that it has got to continue to
they

‘make sure that it keeps ahead of the field’ and

‘find a cure and what the cause is’. One

that

particular event brought home the

strength of many fundraiser’s feelings about this; the Charity’s annual rally for
fundraisers in June 2000 when about 40 key supporters from across the UK came
together for a few days.
The place for this event, a country house in the Midlands, seemed a suitably
auspicious setting for a yearly rally. Here, people from different regional groups
came to meet other fundraisers as well as the Charity’s staff. It was also an
opportunity for the organisation to thank fundraisers and give them renewed
enthusiasm for future money generating ventures. Talking to several fundraisers
informally in the evening before the day’s main events highlighted the extent to
which the research activities of Charity H were at the heart of their own
identification and investment as fundraisers. As one woman said

‘The research,

well that’s what we’re all here for isn’t it, and why we are doing what we are doing’.

The following morning events, began well enough. The head of the fundraising
section in the Charity started the meeting by first recalling what had been
achieved in the last year, namely the much awaited opening of the dedicated
research centre. He nevertheless reminded participants that the next stage of the
work of the Charity, maintaining the research at the centre, was likely to be
‘hard work’. The rest of the day’s activities focused first on the use of publicity
to raise awareness which was followed by a somewhat less inspiring session
concerning health and safety issues during fundraising events. After this
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particularly downbeat workshop, what appeared to be required, at the end of the
weekend, was a rallying and resounding endorsement about how the work they
did to fundraise had and would continue to contribute to the research work of the
centre.
The closing speech of the day, billed as the ‘Past and Future of Breast Cancer
Research’, at the very least held out this promise. I recall in my fieldnotes the
content of this talk from a member of the research services department in the
Charity:
The talk starts with an explanation about how the Charity’s research strategy is
focusing on the ‘causes’ of breast cancer. The speaker (a member of the research
services team) initially points out that historically what has been thought to
cause breast cancer has changed dramatically. For the next 20 - 30 minutes he
examines the different ways that this has been understood and the way that
treatments have been linked to these changing beliefs and knowledge. He plots
what seems like a linear historical trajectory. This includes earlier notions that
breast cancer is caused by ‘black bile in the body’ which has to be ‘purged’, to the
idea that breast cancer is a ‘local disease’ that has to be ‘cut out’. At this point, he
intersperses his talk with fairly graphic black and white drawings of 18* century
practitioners undertaking mastectomies. He then moves onto more recent
notions of breast cancer as a disease of cells that can be treated with chemicals
or radiation, but is careful to point out the ‘timelag’ between knowing that
radiotherapy could be an affective agent to developing a suitable means of
administering this as treatment. Reaching the 1970’s and the period of rapid
generation of molecular knowledge, he explains how the focus is now towards
the ‘mechanism of the cells and genes’. But on reaching the end and apex of his
presentation instead of expanding on the kind of results that such research will
generate, he poses a more cautionary rhetorical question; ‘does more research
mean less breast cancer? Well not necessarily’. He adds that current knowledge
about genes and breast cancer is ‘not likely to impact on patients very much as yet.’
It is only in the closing moments of his presentation that the work at the research
centre is mentioned.

In the weeks and months following this event many of the fundraisers, who had
been at this rally, felt the need to comment on this talk in my meetings with them
where we discussed their hopes and expectations for the Charity’s research. One
woman who lived in Lancashire described how she and her friend had felt short
changed by this event.
Pat/ We would have liked a lot more about the research and what was going,
not just say the health and safety aspects which we were all fully aware of! Yes
we will raise your funds, yes I will go out to Lancaster every night of the week,
yes have your 'jollies’, yes I'll be part of that but if you want me to be
committed to doing that, then educate me so that when I go out there I'm
spreading the right message and the kind of message that then does you some
good and that would give me the incentive to continue to fundraise
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Another fundraiser was also led to reflect on the way the talk had been
unsatisfactory for her and others who had attended the event;
Mildred/ The groups meeting..that was a little disappointing really, a bit breast
cancer as it used to be. I wanted to know what was happening. One o f my
other ladies was disappointed as well. That was one of the main reasons why
she went. She kept saying she must go and find out what’s going on. But she
came back a bit unhappy.

There was also another different dimension of the talk which some fundraisers
had found more than just disappointing, as one person in a focus group in the
midlands pointed out.

I didn’t necessarily want to hear about history of surgery and left feeling a bit
flat because we didn't hear what was going on now and the year before it had
all been so enthusiastic. I thought it was a bit insensitive as well, all those
mastectomies for any ladies that had had surgery recently

Although the intentions behind this speech might have been to draw a dramatic
contrast between medical practices in the past and the precision of current
research on genetics, for at least one fundraiser this imagery brought the reality
of the disease flooding back. When part of the attraction of the Charity for many
was precisely its forward positive looking ethos, which often provides a way out
of the experience of breast cancer, the somewhat brutal images and descriptions
of how mastectomies had been carried out in the past did little to facilitate this
process. If the use of these images was difficult for some fundraisers it was in
general the lack of upbeat information or discussion of the research work of the
Charity that most found disappointing.

The fundraisers’ responses to the rally illustrated not only a collective desire for
‘knowledge’ but the need for the research that they helped fund to be somewhat
promissory. There was little talk of a ‘cure’ during this presentation of the work
of the Charity; something that was clearly a central feature of the fundraising
quest and many individual’s memorialising activities . This desire for a
particular kind of science intersected in diverse ways with the genetic research
the Charity pursued.
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6.2.2

The promise (and problems) of genetics.

For some a need for a particular kind of ‘promissory’ knowledge appeared to be
met by simply knowing that genetic research was a central aspect of the science
they helped fund. For instance the research supported by the Charity was
frequently described by fundraisers as
at the causes of breast cancer’

‘very exciting’

and an

‘important way of looking

and even something that was so otherworldly to be

‘almost beyond the reach o f the normal lay person to understand.’

This sense of fulfilment and faith in genes was reflected in the way one woman
talked about the causes of breast cancer and the kind of knowledge she hoped the
Charity’s research work would generate.
Jackie / We don't really know what does cause it, do we? I don’t think it’s
genetic in our family because we haven't got anyone else with breast cancer,
but obviously things like the small percentage of family related, genetic breast
cancers would be one o f the known causes[..]I would hope that by identifying a
gene that would have some influence on the way breast cancer develops that we
would be able to find some means o f intervening, it might be a drug or a test or
whatever. I would like to think that there would be some way of combating the
defective gene. I just think that what they are doing is excellent. It was very
exciting when the team identified the BRCA2 gene.

For Jackie although genes didn’t provide an obvious answer in understanding the
breast cancers that had affected her family, she was still ‘excited’ by this research.
She saw this as addressing one of the few ‘known’ causes which held out the
hope of treatment intervention. For some fundraisers, the fact that there was a
clinical application associated with the BRCA genes fuelled a sense of hope and
faith in the research work of the organisation which many knew was focusing
particularly on these genes. This was reflected in what one woman said during a
focus group discussion when asked about the Charity’s research focus.
Do you think it will mean there could be a fairly simple blood test for one of
my daughters that could say whether she will or she won’t be at risk?

The way that the genetic research of the Charity could be associated with
predictive testing and an identifiable clinical realm meant that, at least for some,
the research could be readily linked to a notion of potential ‘care’ and hope for
the younger generation. As Finch points out, social obligation within the family
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is often seen as grounded in ‘biology’, especially that from parent to child ‘where
the offer of support is seen as part of human nature (1993: 36).

For other fundraisers it was precisely this association with the clinical application
of BRCA genetics which caused them to express their concerns about the
research work of the Charity. A sense of hesitancy was apparent in what one
woman said:
Rita/1 know there is a big question mark over genetic research.[..] I know it
opens up very difficult questions, you know, should the family then be tested
for this gene. Then what do you do with the knowledge that you acquire. I
know that in breast cancer this is causing a lot of problems at the moment.

For some the current clinical application of BRCA genetics raised many
questions and potential anxieties. As one fundraiser talking about the predictive
testing for the BRCA genes said;

‘We haven’t moved far enough to say what can be done

once when we have identified the people at risk, all we have done is said we can identify them’.

At the same time that being able to link the genetic research of the organisation
to a particular clinical application might be a source of investment and hope for
some fundraisers, for others this association raised more difficult questions. One
woman reflecting on this difference talked about how fundraisers might have
divergent interests in or perceptions of the research work of the Charity.
Referring to those with breast cancer who became involved in the Charity she
said;
Pat/ Obviously they want answers but for them the answers aren't too late. If
they're cured they don't want any depth and if it’s too late they don't want to
know any more because it’s not changing their outcome is it. If you’re a
woman o f forty with breast cancer and you've got a child of eight you wouldn’t
really want to be going there either would you? It will be the families that
might ask the questions, rather than the people that are sick.

For those fundraisers with breast cancer or recently recovered from the disease
there were, as these comments suggest, specific concerns about genetic research.
For instance, one woman talked about what she saw as the ‘narrowness’ of this
research focus and the need to balance and expand the Charity’s agenda for
research. This fundraiser, in her late 40’s, who had became very active in the
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Charity, had not long finished her treatment for breast cancer.

I met her

initially at the Fundraisers’ Rally, where she made clear her wish to bring a
treatment agenda to the fore in the work of the organisation. There she told me
how she was very keen that the organisation address ‘post-code prescribing’ in
relation to ‘new cancer drugs’, such as ‘Taxol’.
a big issue for research’.

‘New drugs’

she said,

‘should also be

But it was during an interview with her that this issue

became more clearly defined.

Asking Janet the standard questions that I had asked others about how she
perceived risk factors for breast cancer and what she knew about research
demonstrated, like others, she had a strong demand for knowledge and was well
informed about research. For her, this had led to a growing awareness of the
work of breast cancer research charities more generally, which had precipitated a
number of concerns about the Charity’s genetic research.
It’s something that never ceases to amaze me, how many small projects are
going on. I would be very interested to know how if the Charity get involved
with risk factors and that type o f research. For example, I came into contact
with a little charity which is entirely for action against secondary breast cancer
and why some people survive after the initial treatment and some don’t. Having
had breast cancer myself, this is obviously something I am very interested in .
I’ve been to two funerals last week of members o f the fundraising groups, so it
is really hard when you sit back and think why am I alive and she is not. Given
that I would think a large proportion of Charity’s supporters have either directly
or indirectly been affected by breast cancer, it is very close to most people’s
heart. Obviously the gene research is going to take many years and it’s
comforting in the long-term that something is going to be done, but in the
short-term there are research projects that, while I know they will take 4 or 5
years to complete, will come to fruition before the gene research results. The
gene research is going at such a pace now but how many years nobody ever
says do they, other than it is very long-term - that could be 3 years or 300!

Concerns about what seemed like a narrow focus on gene research were
obviously particularly acute for those with breast cancer who were also
sometimes, like Janet, very aware of the very long term nature of this work.
Despite some sense of disquiet from some fundraisers, for the majority a sense of
‘faith’ in the research work of the Charity dominated in a way that appeared to
It was perhaps significant that unlike others she did not seem adverse to talking openly about her
experience of breast cancer. This may have been because, compared with others that 1 met, it had been a
relatively recent experience.
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override any anxiety about its genetic focus. This was reflected in the way some
of those I met talked about how genetic research was an arena where lines could
be drawn, as Mildred pointed out.
Mildred/ Things are a bit frightening when you think about it. But I think that
people are always frightened by anything new aren’t they. They feel they’d
rather stick with the old and be safe, I don’t like playing around with life either
I think that all the publicity and press does frighten people, the cloning and that
sort o f thing, you know.
Sahra/ So do people say that about the research work of the Charity?
Mildred/ No, no not at all, people think that’s very important

6.2.3

Criteria for ‘research’

We can see that a widespread desire and demand for ‘knowledge’ is met, for the
majority of fundraisers, through the gene research work of the Charity, which is
widely perceived in terms of working towards a ‘cure’ for breast cancer.
Although some have concerns about the narrow specificity of the Charity’s work,
many clearly invest and perceive the ‘science’ the organisation funds within a
domain of expertise and skilled practice, which is powerfully linked to a more
hopeful future. Alongside this widespread enthusiasm and support about the
research work of the organisation, there were a few more widespread concerns
regarding scientific research more generally. One of the women I met talked
about how fundraisers often quizzed her about this
Pat/ They want to know if a lot o f people are working toward the same goal and
who selects what is a good project to research. We need more information
about this. It would be nice to know why that focus has been chosen, is it just
because someone has got a superb interest in that? Or is it because that is where
the answer probably lies?

Related concerns about the duplication of research, or how research was
regulated, were also evident in the comments of another fundraiser:
Rita/ research can sometimes be a bit about empire building. We have
discovered this and we aren’t going to tell you. That isn’t what research should
be about. The only way to move things forward is for people to communicate
and share projects so that millions o f pounds are not wasted on exactly the
same sort o f research in different places.

Other fundraisers who were health care professionals talked about the need for research that was also
more treatment focused.
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Questions about the replication of research were therefore linked to the fear that
scientists were driven by ‘individually’ orientated career motivation and not a
more collective pursuit of knowledge , where information could be shared.
Expressing her anxiety about how a wider public perceived breast cancer
research, another fundraiser drew attention to an article in a magazine that
seemed to confirm this widespread fear:
Janet/I got information sent from the Economist on breast cancer and they
suggest that a lot o f money is wasted and the scientists are there for their own
benefit. It’s all a load o f tosh, but very frightening. This is the kind of thing
that the Charity has to rise above as they have been doing for the last five years.

Although Janet didn’t seem to believe the findings, she did point out how this
was something the Charity must not be associated with. Fundraisers’ anxieties
about ‘competition’ were also apparent in the findings of a consultation exercise
in which the Charity had participated. The organisation had been asked to
consult supporters about the possibility of setting up a national co-ordinating
body for cancer research in the UK. The concerns fundraisers voiced about
competition pointed to their desire for such a national body, as some of those
who responded to this consultation indicated. Others took a different stance,
opposing the formation of a national body. Nevertheless, the reasons for doing
so were identical to those who were in favour of this policy. For instance, one
respondent had said that having a national co-ordinating body could make
scientists

‘more competitive about their careers, rather than the pursuit o f cures’.

Different

responses to this proposal were subsumed by similar concerns about competition.

These remarks and responses suggest that there is a widespread set of concerns
among fundraisers about the detrimental effect of research that might be about
the ‘careers of the few’, rather than pursued for the ‘good of all’. This may be
the legacy of a high media profile given to genetic research, particularly the
international ‘competition’ to sequence the human genome, during the time of
my fieldwork. However this requirement for knowledge also reveals how the
fundraisers’ perceptions of the kind of research work the Charity should be
doing is also connected to the way they participate in the organisation as part of a
memorial practice. We can see that this makes the work of the Charity
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incompatible with research that does not appear to be part of what might be seen
as a ‘redemptory’ science.
6.3 Conclusion
I have suggested that a process of memorialisation is at the heart of how a group
of individuals who fundraise for a Breast Cancer Research Charity identify with
the organisation, their role in it and the work it funds. We have seen how
fundraisers’ involvement is linked both to a need to remember and witness the
loss of loved ones or to acknowledge their own experience of breast cancer. At
the same time, this involvement enables loss to be transformed into a more
positive hope and faith in the future. These identifications are also furthered and
perpetuated by the activities of the Charity in the way they make use of published
testimony or a particular image of female gender identity. In fact, fundraising for
a Breast Cancer Research Charity, as part of a memorial practice, can also not be
abstracted from the wider processes which have led to breast cancer becoming a
high profile disease; the activities explored in this chapter are both informed by
and help to reproduce this ‘breast cancer’ agenda.

For many, the Charity’s work looking at the causes of the disease provides a
powerful image of a more hopeful future. It informs an expectation that this
research will lead to not just ‘information’ but real ‘knowledge’ and a ‘cure for
cancer’. For some fundraisers genes are at forefront of this elusive quest. In
this sense, the much hyped ‘alchemy’ of gene research links the transformation
of personal lives with an expected transformation in the treatment of breast
cancer. This is powerfully symbolised for many fundraisers in the way they
talk about their experience of visiting the Charity’s research centre for the first
time and seeing ‘the names’ on the ‘challengers’ wall’. As Rowlands points out
in his examination of the war memorials ‘it is the remembering of names as real
events that constitutes the ‘sacrificial act’[of the living to the dead] compressing
both the past and future into the present’ (1999:144). This was conveyed in one
woman’s description of this moment which seemed to reflect something of these
transformatory processes:
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I was just so in awe of it, I couldn’t take it in, it was so upsetting standing there in front
of my mother’s name and it just sort o f really threw me.

For others, particularly those with breast cancer or those who had recently
finished their treatment, genetic research is potentially more troubling in its
apparent narrowness or lengthy timescale. These contradictory and potentially
conflicting perceptions of the genetic research are embodied in the way genetic
testing is seen by some fundraisers as holding out the hope that their children will
be cared for in the future, while for others it suggests danger rather than care.
Regardless of these differing views it is clear that the fundraisers’ quest requires
that the research they support is unsullied by competition or is somehow ego
driven. The next two chapters show how this criterion for research is something
that reverberates through the organisation with implications for the genetic
research it funds.
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Chapter Seven
Scientists and the making of ^monuments’ for the living.
The role of scientists, from the analytic perspective of some in Science and
Technology Studies has, as Traweek notes, been somewhat limited given the way
there is a tendency to focus on ‘agonistic encounters’ or present the ‘self only in
terms of ‘autonomy and initiative’ (cited in Martin 1998:28 ). Anthropological
studies have done something to redress this (Traweek 1988). Nevertheless, the
experience of scientists, who increasingly must communicate or work with
publics, patient or lay groups beyond the confines of the laboratory, has only just
begun to be explored (Heath 1997), (Rabinow 1999). This chapter offers one
perspective on this process by exploring how scientists who work for a Breast
Cancer Research Charity participate and are implicated in the transmission of
genetic knowledge. Taking the monthly laboratory tours for fundraisers at the
recently built research centre as a starting point, I explore how the genetic
research undertaken by the Charity is represented and communicated during this
event; a process which is nominally undertaken by the scientists. The second
section of this chapter explores the consequences of this involvement for the
scientists in more detail by examining how this group of people experience the
communication of new genetic knowledge in the context of working for Charity
H.

7.1 Laboratory Tours; the ‘enchantment’ of science
During the time of my research the ‘lab tours’ had recently become a regular
event in the work of the Charity. They took place with a group of 15-20
fundraisers at the recently built centre each month and were normally carried out
by one or two scientists who worked at the centre, with a few members of the
Charity’s staff in attendance.

The setting that greets fundraisers when they arrive, normally early on a weekday
morning, is an impressive one. An array of high tech publicity material on
perspex panels cover the walls of entrance. Situated to the right of the reception
desk in the centre of one of these publicity dense panels is what is known as ‘the
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challenger’s w all’, which, as I have discussed in chapter 5, is a powerful emblem
o f the thousands of acts of remembrance which constitute the Charity. If
remembering appears to be an important visual element at the entrance to the
research centre, another temporality is suggested in the display of other images.
Here, spanning the length of one side of the wall, approximately 10 metres, are
photographic representations of the back or sides of a number of bodies (see
Figure 6). A number are recognisably female and include both young and old,
but they are not in any way visibly ill or ‘cancerous’. More significantly they are
mapped and criss-crossed with superim posed geometrical lines and com puter
generated patterns of DNA or chromosom al structures, along with attendant
explanations. The visual meaning conveyed by such images is that science is or
will uncover knowledge about the inner workings of the b o d y .'"

G iven that the C harity’s research centre is linked to a larger m ore general cancer research establishm ent
the sou rce o f funds for such im ages cou ld have com e from here also or the in volvem en t o f other corporate
sp onsors.
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Figure nine: Images displayed at entrance to research centre

This vision of the future is given a more verbal presence in the short introductory
speech to fundraisers in the reception area before entering the laboratory. After
recounting the familiar but still numbing roll call of annual statistics of death
from breast cancer, a member of the Charity’s staff talks briefly about the
research taking place at the centre. There is a strong emphasis on the
importance of examining genes in the research setting, often described as getting
to the ‘root’ of the problem. Ample reference is also made to the future potential
of the Human Genome Project and the way that the laboratory will be ready to
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exploit the benefits of that knowledge when it does emerge. Much is also made
of the bridge being built between this yet to emerge information and the future
clinical application of genetic knowledge. For instance, the project examining
the function of the two BRCA genes was nearly always described in terms of
hopefully leading to uncovering the

‘pathway of all breast cancers’,

rather than the

5% that are thought to be linked to inherited mutations on the two identified
genes.

Hope for the future takes on a greater presence during the course of the tours.
Following the introductory talk given by a member of the Charity’s staff, the
movement into the ‘inner sanctum’ of the centre is precipitated by the arrival of
the one or two scientists who guide the tour. They lead the way past the security
check into a network of newly built pristine corridors, which lead off into work
rooms and laboratories.

The event is essentially structured around a series of visits to see a range of
objects and tools that are used in the laboratory setting. The first port of call for
the tour is either the ‘walk in fridge’ where samples and experiments are stored
or the smaller, but nevertheless impressive fridges which, on opening, divulge
huge amounts of liquid nitrogen. This display at the start of the tour is clearly
intended to engage the ‘awe factor’ among the fundraisers. It was an outcome
that was nearly always guaranteed, met with either impressed silence or
comments from supporters that it ‘was exactly like on the television’. Moving
through different corridors the tour groups are shown other objects which, like
the fridges, are pointed out not just for their novelty, utility or cost value, but
because it seems they embody something of the ‘magic’ of scientific practice.
This includes a photo imaging booth, described by a scientist as ‘a bit like a
tardis’, that develops films in a matter of minutes, but which you have to literally
walk through with the films. The scientists also often pointed out the lab coats
which were casually hanging in the corridor. Although clearly not impressive in
themselves, attention was drawn to the small sensors attached to the coats which
they explained would ‘tell’ the person wearing them when they might have been
subjected to too much radiation.
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Moving into one or two of the laboratories themselves, the tour groups are
guided through past the laboratory benches. Sometimes when the rooms were
relatively empty of scientists, any object or person ‘doing’ science was
interesting. On one occasion, fundraisers were introduced to the activity of a
scientist who was feeding rows of sampled DNA into a specialist piece of
equipment attached to a computer. The computer screen then displayed the
different levels of gene expression that had been read by the equipment. It was
not, however, the complexities of gene expression in relation to breast cancer
which were flagged by the scientist concerned, but the fact that the sampled
DNA ‘changed colour’, demonstrated in his display of samples after they had
been read by the computer.

Although the focus is mostly on the tools of science a significant amount of
‘wonder’ was also reserved for talking about DNA. For most of the tour this is
an invisible substance. Nevertheless, there is plenty of animated talk from the
scientists about DNA and what it does. It is presented as something that is at the
very least ‘special’ and on one occasion referred to as the ‘stuff of life itself.
Such descriptions resonate with the way genes are associated with a certain
‘mystical power’ (Nelkin and Lindee 1995). As Haraway points out ‘discourses
of genetics [...] are especially replete with barely secularised Christian
figurative realism at work’(1997:10). More importantly the agency of genes is
preserved and extended, if the reality of the complex role they play in the
development of any breast cancer is simplified, when scientists highlight how it
only requires small things to go wrong or ‘just one letter out’ in the nucleotide
sequence, to precipitate the changes that lead to breast cancer. These
representations might well be commonplace in the media accounts of genetic
knowledge, but the appearance of such descriptions in the context of working
practices where the complexities of this chemical substance are part and parcel of
daily life is significant.

Collectively these representations, descriptions and displays reveal much about
how the scientists in the context of the tours participate in a particular ‘public’
presentation of genetic knowledge that can be seen as ‘enchanted’ (Cell
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1992)/^^ This image of technological awe and wonder could be understood in
terms of what Gell refers to as the ‘halo’ effect of technical difficulty and the
power that technological processes have in ‘casting a spell over us’. The silence
of fundraisers in response to such a display and during most of the initial part of
the tour suggested that it was an effect which had been achieved.

Nevertheless, this representation involves a displacement; both the complexity
of gene research and the current somewhat uncertain and narrow application of
BRCA genetics are discreetly left out. The final stages of this event bring these
somewhat hidden elements more directly into view. Although not a working lab
and virtually empty at the moment, while waiting for new scientists to be
recruited, the ‘show lab’ is presented at the end of the tour and therefore appears,
perhaps unintentionally, as the apex of the whole e v e n t . U n t i l now fundraisers
have been shown a series of disparate objects or technologies, performing or
being used in different experiments. The show lab brings these together in a
particular way.

The objects of interest, in fact almost the only objects in the fairly empty room
are lined up along one side of the bench. Closest to the door is a mammogram or
x-ray picture showing, for the first time on the tour itself, a readily identifiable
outline of a breast with a compact white dot in the centre indicative of a
cancerous lump; an image which has now become an iconic representation of
breast cancer. Next to this are several brightly coloured and enlarged cytology
slides of normal and cancerous breast cells. Scientists nearly always moved
quickly past these two sets of objects, openly displaying their ignorance of them.
On one occasion one scientist pointed out to fundraisers that
more about these than I do’,

‘you probably know

while another reluctantly tried to guess at what was being

depicted on the cytology slide. However, hesitancy would be displaced by open
excitement as the scientists moved toward the objects at the other end of the
bench, a PCR machine and the computer screen. It was the slow but steady
appearance of the letters on a computer screen which generated the most
I am grateful to Sara Skodbo for introducing me to the work of Alfred Gell.
The very fact that it was clearly a ‘show lab’ and not a ‘working lab’ and that copies of the Charity’s
newsletter for fundraisers could be seen on the shelves too, seemed to confirm this as the domain of the
Charity rather than the scientists. It appeared to be their decision locate the end of the tour here.
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exciiement for the scientists. They would explain how this indicated that the
DNA sequence was being read by the PCR machine. One scientist pointed out
how it was possible to

‘see mutations in the gene’.

This was indicated by the gaps in

the sequence where a letter was missing. This was then, from the scientists
perspective, the ‘enemy’ in full view; letters being churned out on a computer
screen.

Understandably, this did not generate a similar level of excitement for all those
attending the tour. Fundraisers, having being introduced to the computer screen,
and what it revealed gravitated back to more closely inspect the mammogram or
the cytology slide. For many, these seemed to be much more immediate and
animated depictions of breast cancer and ‘the enemy’. B u t it was in the content
of the questions that normally flowed at this point in the tour that not only
disappointment but also doubt about the research could be discerned as more
direct challenges about the use value of genetic knowledge were made. The
intrusion into the research setting of the ‘sick body’ represented by the
mammogram and cytology slide, as well as the linear narrative that was
suggested between basic research and clinical practice through the juxtaposition
of these objects, prompted difficult questions from fundraisers.

Scientists’ responses differed to common variants of the question that was most
often raised at this point in the tour,

‘what good is it to know about these letters?’

Many answered quickly, before couching their answers in terms of the
contingency, which is of course the ‘life blood’ to their work. So one scientist
making a reference to the human genome project, said that knowing these genetic
sequences would enable comparisons to be made between ‘normal’ and
‘abnormal’ DNA. He quickly added that,

‘o f course normal DNA would have some

mutations in it anyway so the comparison wouldn’t be that clear cut.’

Another scientist made a more offhand comment, in response to a question about
‘what exactly the benefits are o f having identified the two BRACA genes’,

before making

more explicit efforts to backtrack on his answer:
On one occasion a women actually picked up the cytology slide and carried it around with her into the
refreshment area, determined to pick the brains of the scientists about the research via this tool.
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Well, it would be important for a woman to find out if she definitely had a
BRCA mutation by having a genetic test because then she might want to have a
prophylactic mastectomy. Of course she might not have inherited the mutation
even if it was present in other family members, in which case she wouldn’t
develop breast cancer and o f course the actions of genes was quite complex. In
fact we don’t really know what BRCA 2 does yet.

The show lab therefore raises many difficult issues. It brings the contingency of
the present rushing up to meet the scientists, who in their responses appeared
singularly unprepared to meet these demanding and currently unanswerable
issues about the use and utility of genetic knowledge.

For the most part the ‘performance’ of the laboratory tours draws attention to the
awe or wonder of science and technology and the way hope is pinned to the
future clinical application of basic science research. The display of objects and
tools helps to present and communicate the research work being undertaken by
the Charity as authoritative and ‘expert’. In this sense, the tour serves to
reproduce the genetic research not so much in terms of memorialisation, but
more as ‘triumphalist and celebratory’ ‘monument’ for the living (Dante cited in
Rowlands 1999: 130), which helps to facilitate the fundraisers’ needs and desire
for ‘transcendence’. But we can see that this is a product of collective action,
that requires the participation of the scientists. The final part of the tour
suggests that this representation of ‘expertise’ is not necessarily always easy for
these individuals to maintain, given the uncertainties and contingencies generated
by the current clinical application of BRCA genes. The next section of this
chapter explores further the consequences for the scientists of involvement in the
work of the Charity.

7.2 Being scientists of Breast Cancer Genetics
Based on interviews with a group of 10 scientists'^^, as part of the ‘advocacy’
project, I examine how this group of persons talked about their experiences of
working at the research centre, communicating with fundraisers, as well as
participating on the tours themselves. These findings suggest focusing on breast
Individuals I met worked in a range of capacities at the research centre, some were technicians others
leading members of one of the several research teams, while others were completing their Ph.D.’s or
clinicians who had taken some time off to carry out basic science research. With a few notable exceptions
most were young, under 35 and had come to work at the centre in the last few years since it had been built.
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cancer genes in the context of being funded by a ‘grass roots’ based Breast
Cancer Research Charity in some ways provides evidence of expertise or confers
moral value to basic science research. As some parts of the tour had suggested,
this made communicating the work they did to fundraisers fairly straightforward.
Nevertheless those same elements that facilitated the transmission of new
knowledge also meant there was little immunity for these individuals from the
current limits to the clinical application of such knowledge. Moreover
fundraiser’s hopes for a redemptory science had ,I suggest, particular and
somewhat uncomfortable consequences for these scientists.
7.2.1

The ‘evidence’ of expertise

Most of those I met were working in a variety of ways with projects associated
with the BRCA g e n e s . N o t unsurprisingly, therefore, when I asked them to tell
me a bit about their research, it was the role of genetic factors in the aetiology of
breast cancer that was highlighted. For some, being able to talk about their work
in terms of a group of very specific genes that had recently been identified and
which were already having an impact in a clinical setting was, to a certain extent,
enabling.

For example, asking scientists the same question I had asked fundraisers about
what they perceived as the main risk factors for breast cancer elicited what
seemed like similar responses. Like fundraisers, some scientists initially
responded by drawing a sharp contrast between ‘possible and ‘known’ risk
factors.
Andrew/The main thing is basically we don't know, unless it’s a hereditary pre
disposition and an inherited mutation in those genes[...] just in terms of
thinking o f the high penetrance o f those genes there is 85% certainty where as
the other things aren't as certain.

The way that genes provided a concrete avenue for researching the causes of
breast cancer was also mirrored in what Anna said, one of a few scientists I met
who had had personal experience of breast cancer in her family.

There were one or two other teams in the research centre looking at different aspects of basic science
research, such as the effect of oestrogen on breast cells and since this time other teams have been set up that
are less exclusively focused BRCA genes. However the molecular science focus of the research work of the
Charity remains predominant.
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Well there has been lots o f research looking into diet and whatever and all
kinds o f environmental things. On their own they don't give rise to breast
cancer they have to be combined with genetic changes

The importance of examining genetic changes was also demonstrated in the way
that genes were imbued with a great deal of agency by scientists. This seemed to
be illustrated in the quick retort of one scientist when I commented on
something he had said about cancer being linked to a range of genetic factors.
His reply seemed to confer a certain animistic quality to genes.
Yes that’s right, one from each group has to give up the ghost eventually.

In fact the agency of genes was preserved in other ways. For example, factors
‘internal’ to the cell, or genes or bodies were represented by some of these
scientists as the most important elements of breast cancer research. This became
apparent during a interview with one scientist when I asked if he was aware of
other research looking at breast cancer. As this excerpt from my interview with
him shows, this prompted something of an indignant response:
Andrew/ what do you mean? Do I think about it, ..um I’m for it ! In fact I
would think of the question in a broader sense, I get the impression that this is a
common misconception that if you work on breast cancer you’re not working
on any other cancer. But the BRCA2 gene is mutated in other cancers not just
breast cancer.
Sahra/ so you would see the work at the centre connecting with other types of
research looking at cancer genetics rather than say research looking at diet,
environment and lifestyle.
Andrew/For me the diet and lifestyle research ..well...of course there are good
scientists and bad scientists, but if you really want to understand that research
whether it’s actually complete rubbish or not, you have to have a very good
understanding o f the field. You’re talking more about prevention than cure,
once you've got cancer you’re not going to cure it with things like diet. So
really I suppose this work [at the centre] doesn't impinge on lifestyle stuff.

His redress to my query was to suggest that gene research would impact on other
cancers and not just breast cancer, rather than making connections with a broader
field of research, which I then proceeded to define. At the same time, he
sidelined, and to a certain extent undermined research examining ‘external’ risk
factors. This displacement was also evident in the way he talked about the
difficulties of incorporating lifestyle factors into risk assessment.
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Andrew/ as you can imagine it’s very difficult to study things like lifestyle, to
do a proper study. But for these genetic factors you just do people's family
trees, you can't factor in food to that or it’s not easy to see how you might do it.

My discussion with Andrew drew attention to how some scientists
simultaneously preserved the agency of genes and, by extension, their research
work by presenting genetic factors, or things internal to cells or the body, as the
most important or feasible areas of research. This could be seen as akin to a
process of striving for ‘universal de-contextualisation’ that Oudshoom has noted
in the way scientists involved in researching sex hormones ‘naturalise’ their
research by defining it in certain ways (1994). However the reference in
Andrew’s comments to a tool, the family tree, normally reserved for clinical
practice, suggests that genes also provided ‘evidence’ of expertise for some
scientists in other ways. This was demonstrated in his response to one of the first
questions I asked during my interview with him.
Sahra/ How you would explain the kind of work that you are doing here for the
Charity?
Andrew/ Ok well I think about 5% o f breast cancers are due to inherited
susceptibility. So we've been busy just trying to find out just what it [BRCA2]
does because if you can find out what it does we might be able to use it so that
the people who have got the mutation can get therapies. It’s work like this that
will provide the cure .. because then you can tailor therapies .

Although my question did not require a ‘medically’ orientated reply, he seemed
keen to provide one, illustrating his desire to draw attention to the clinical end
point of the work he was doing. For some scientists, working on the BRCA
genes provided an apparently obvious connection to a clinical world and hence
further proof of the utility and worth of genetic knowledge. However, it was not
just that a clinical domain could be incorporated into descriptions of basic
science research in this setting, but that working with these genes meant
connections could also be made to a particular realm of social relations. For
example this was the way one scientist described the project he was involved in:
Tim/ It’s really looking into how we think about BRCA2. It’s normal function
is to keep our genetic template clean and intact. But when it’s not working and
there are permutations in the gene, then the ability to keep the genetic code
accurate from mother cell, to daughter cell and granddaughter cell all along
the line becomes damaged and therefore you start passing on the bogus
blueprint to your daughter. So it’s looking at how that actually happens, (my
emphasis)
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Here, a genealogical idiom was used as a way of describing genetic changes at
the cellular l e v e l T h i s description not only indexes a notion of gendered
inheritance but also brings into view the social relations and values of nurturance
that lie at the heart of the ‘identity’ of the Charity. As I examine in the next
section, scientists were aware of the social dimensions of their research and
drew upon this in talking about their work showing, as Fleck did in the 1930’s,
that particular cultural ideas are used as ‘resources’ in scientific research (1937)
or in this case its representation
7.2.2

The morality of Charity based breast cancer research.

Several individuals talked about how working in this area of basic science had a
particular ‘value’ compared to other areas of research.
Gillian/1 didn’t select it because it was breast cancer, I didn’t choose it but I
am glad I did as it is good to know you are doing something to help everyday.
It has meaning to it rather than just working in a lab.
Andrew/1 used to be a developmental biologist, but I just I wanted to do
something less esoteric. I wanted to do something useful and just think it made
more sense

The ‘value’ or ‘meaning’ of working in the field of breast cancer research was
apparent in other ways. Many of those I met were aware of the degree of public
or media criticism and concern that had been directed towards other types of
genetic research, particularly in relation to GM food, or Pre-natal genetic testing.
From the perspective of some of these scientists, the ethical value of being part
of a Breast Cancer Research Charity secured a certain immunity from such
concerns, as Tim’s comments suggested:
I think if you were to say to the public in Britain whether they think we need
to use this kind o f technology to develop new strategies and then link it to
breast cancer research, I would be very surprised if anybody, or a significant
proportion of people say I have a problem with that. I think people will do
anything to make advances in the treatment o f cancer.

Probing these issues with one scientist initially elicited a more flippant reply,
which also revealed the extent to which he, like others, felt breast cancer and

The incorporation of established idioms of genealogy into representations of a different kind of science is
also something discussed by Helmreich (1998)
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cancer research more generally would not have to face the kind of problems
other areas of genetic research had been subject to.
Sahra/ So from what you’re saying, it seems as if you find the work that you do
here very exciting. I just wondered if there is anything you find worrying about
the genetic research focus o f the Charity?
Andrew/Every now and again I think if we cure cancer then maybe we'll have
over-population! (laughs) What kind of worries do you mean?
Sahra/1 mean are you concerned about the possible knock on effect of the
controversies over GM food say on things like human genetics
Andrew/ Oh right I see what you mean. That may be true with some things but
I think you’re relatively safe with cancer because it’s so obviously a good thing
to do. For example if you want to get into genetically engineered babies, say
you find you have a BRACA2 mutation but you want to have children and you
want to make sure that you don't pass it on, is it not completely reasonable that
you might want to get rid o f that mutation in your sperm or your ovaries. I
think you can't argue with that. I think done reasonably I wouldn't have a
problem modifying babies.

In this case we can see the extent to which some scientists felt breast cancer was
exempt from fears associated with other areas of genetics, with this individual
implying that the somewhat controversial practice of pre-implantation diagnosis
might be acceptable in the case of breast cancer. The morality of the basic
research work they were associated with was also highlighted in the way a few of
the scientists talked somewhat angrily about some of the other controversies that
were emerging at this time.*^^
Christine/ What is the point in patenting? Is it to get the glory of finding the
gene? T own that gene, I found I, therefore it is my gene'. I don't know why
people would want to patent genes to be honest. It’s all about the fame and
money. Pharmaceutical companies are obviously going to do that and go away
and work on it and then make extremely expensive drugs. But surely
something like that should be a big huge co-ordinated effort.

Discussing the patenting of genes provided another mode by which the worth of
the research work they were undertaking could be defined more clearly. As
Christine’s comments suggest, a contrast could be drawn between research that
was orientated toward a collective good, and that which was commercially or
‘ego’ orientated; as part of a Breast Cancer Research Charity their work could be

Although some of the staff were embroiled in the patenting problems associated with BRCA2, this was
only directly mentioned by one of those I met. What most scientists I met were keen to point out was the
immorality of patenting genes; drawing explicit attention to this involvement might have compromised this
argument.
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firmly located in the fo rm er/N ev erth eless it was perhaps the response of a
leading scientist to a query during a presentation to another group of researchers
at a different scientific institute about the work at the centre which illustrated
how the morality of Charity funded breast cancer research made the value and
legitimacy of this work self evident.
Having finished his presentation the scientist responds to several questions from
the audience. One member of the audience asked him how he deals with
‘scepticism’ about this research. Seemingly prepared for such a query the
scientist, with a wry smile, puts up a slide of a newspaper article referring to him
and the Charity. The article appeared in conjunction with a campaign in large
daily tabloid newspaper to raise money for cancer research. He reads the
caption underneath the picture to the audience; ‘the most important man on earth’.
Laughing with the audience he says ‘I don’t think it will be a problem in this case’.
These comments and descriptions suggest that working in breast cancer
research that is charitably funded produced value and meaning in such a way as
to confer a certain in built resistance to potential challenge or doubt associated
with genetic research. This was powerfully brought home during an event that
happened in the course of the tours one month.

On the way towards the final part of the tour, the group often passes a small
room that houses a substantial bank of tissue samples from women who have
been treated for breast cancer in the area. It is one of the very few times when,
at least indirectly, bits of ‘bodies’ and, in this case quite literally, ‘sick bodies’
were potentially at least visible (in fact all that could be seen were the hundreds
of small compartments where the samples were stored). However, it did not
seem a designated highlight and was omitted altogether on more than half of
those tours I attended.
Notably, one scientists, the youngest member of the group suggested that the ethical goal of sharing
information was not so widely held and accepted.
Gillian /There is a lot of backbiting. There are probably six or seven groups working on
exactly the same thing, because everyone wants to be there first and be the first to get
their name on something, everyone is being very selfish and wants the limelight for
themselves.
Her comments seemed to confirm the fundraisers worst fears about scientific research; that such work was
bound up with competition and the pursuit of careers rather than a cure for breast cancer. Significantly on
reading these comments a member of the staff in the research services department of the Charity, responded
with shock and dismay. This suggested that even if elements of this were true it was important not to bring
this into the open and preserve the ethical and moral parameters in which breast cancer gene research in the
Charity appeared to be located.
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Others did, at least in passing, flag the room and its contents. They pointed out
that this is where the hundreds of samples that had been

‘donated’ by

women

who’ve had breast cancer in the area were stored. I was intrigued by both the
decision to show this room, when others had not, and the use of this term to
describe the stored samples. I asked during one tour if consent had been given to
use the samples for different aspects of the research. The scientist I had asked
was off hand and almost indignant;
That would be ridiculous if every time you wanted to use a sample you had to
ask permission.

Her reply, in full view of other fundraisers, suggested that the domain of breast
cancer was not dogged in the same way by new and troubling ethical issues about
consent that had arisen in the aftermath of a number of controversies in recent
months.*^’ The description of these samples as a ‘donation’ could be understood
as both a reflection of this sense of immunity at the same time that it re-inforced
it.*^^ Implicitly this wording also created a parity between the ‘gift’ that
fundraising bestowed with an act of sacrifice that bodily donation so readily
evoked. In this way, the morality of breast cancer research was enmeshed in a
circuit that could be read back and forth between the activities of the fundraisers,
the ‘donated/sacrificed’ bodies of those who had had breast cancer and the work
of the scientists. Nevertheless, subsequent sections of this chapter suggest that
this was a circuit of connection that was not necessarily always so helpful for
those carrying out basic science research.
7.2.3

A passion for complexity

We have seen that some scientists talked about their research with BRCA genes
in terms of a process uncovering knowledge that would lead in a linear direction
towards patient care. A rather different picture began to emerge in talking to
others or as initial conversations with individuals slipped into more detailed
discussions of research. These discussions revealed how it was precisely the

Particularly the public controversy and media attention around the retention of deceased children’s
organs in Alder Hay, Liverpool in 2000.
Her reply also implied that this was work was not contaminated by the muddy ethical waters that other
clinical based research and practice had to confront, revealing (somewhat unintentionally perhaps) the
distance between science and its clinical application.
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circuitous and difficult nature of this area of basic science research which
fascinated and motivated them in the work they did.
Gillian, one of the younger scientists on the team, had already confessed that she
wasn’t entirely sure what the Charity did, revealing a certain lack of awareness
of the agenda and ethos of the organisation. This became even more apparent
when I asked her what she would say if she was asked by a ‘lay person’ to
explain the research being undertaken.
Gillian/1 think people know that DNA is the genetic code of life, DNA
determines everything about you, all the physical things anyway. But it is very
difficult, you then get into how does the gene get switched on, what switches
the gene on, you have two copies o f the gene in each cell and only one of them
is switched on at any one time. It’s very difficult to explain it really, it’s very
complicated it’s not all black and white.

Although she began her explanation fairly confidently, the different dimensions
of genetic research soon began to emerge; a complexity that was very much part
of the work that she did. A more multi-faceted representation of gene research
was also illustrated in the way another scientist talked about her work.
Alsana/ What I’m doing is basically trying to work out the function o f the
protein both for BRCAI and BRCA2. We know that they are probably
involved in DNA repair within normal cells, but nobody has actually elucidated
the exact function and where they lie in whichever DNA repair pathway that
they are involved in. Nobody knows exactly which molecules they’re binding
to and interacting with. It’s not a human cell line [I’m working on] so the direct
relevance I mean it’s not directly relevant to the tumours in human beings per
se at the moment.

Following this, I asked Alsana how she felt this work could be described to a lay
audience. Her normally lengthy and fluent answers were characterised by
disjunction and hesitancy (as indicated below), suggesting that like Gillian, this
was a particularly challenging question for her to answer.
Alsana/ Very difficult, it’s difficult to explain in layman’s terms because it’s so
connected with knowing what DNA is. I don't think you can really explain it
very well unless you have the background knowledge, unless you explain what
the other things are like DNA. What would I say... I would say a gene was
a...................................[long pause at least 10 seconds] a factor in the cell that
controls
that controls or codes
and determines the inheritance
of
a protein or a specific function
it’s an inheritable
factor
it controls the expression o f...
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Moreover her discussion of risk factors also demonstrated that she did not
necessarily position genetic factors as the most important causative agents, in
the same way that other scientists had.
Alsana/ well it’s very difficult to pinpoint a specific risk factor it’s not like lung
cancer where 99% is a result o f smoking . It’s not as clear cut as that and I
don’t think it ever will be. I don’t think it’s ever going to be one specific factor
per se. It’s not only the fact that you can get tumours in various different organs
but the fact that each organ can have tumours of different types. This is what
makes pathology fascinating. I think there are going to be many things that
interact with each other. I don’t know whether it’s pollution whether it’s diet,
hormone changes related to lifestyle. I suppose they all or the majority of them
contribute in some way (my emphasis).

In the depth and breadth of what Alsana talked about it was evident that, like
Gillian, it was precisely this heterogeneity which absorbed and compelled her in
the work that she did. For Alsana it seemed to be the driving force behind her
decision to work more in the lab having previously worked full time as a clinical
pathologist. In talking about the intricacy and detail of their work, these
scientists therefore presented a more complex multi-dimensional picture of
breast cancer aetiology. For them, this seemed to be at the root of what they did
and, for some, was linked to a sense of passion for and fascination with genetic
research. As might be expected, this complexity had more difficult consequences
for the communication of their research given the context in which they worked
and the current limited clinical application of the knowledge and technologies
associated with BRCA genes.
7.2.4

The challenges of communicating hasic science research

We have seen that, for some, being able to link BRCA genetics to a clinical field
provided evidence of expertise. Others pointed out that this raised more difficult
issues, as the events of the show lab on the tour had already suggested. One of
these challenges related to the timescale of genetic research; as one scientist
succinctly put it,

if you are working on breast cancer and one or two genes it’s not

straightforward and doesn’t mean you’ll cure it.

Others were similarly honest in their

discussion of the process by which this knowledge would benefit patients.
Gillian/1 think in translating the research we do here in the labs to the Clinic or
patients - it’s a long process, you can’t Just try something. I don’t have that
much knowledge o f the application o f our research to patients, but I can’t see it
being that direct, at least not immediately.
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Some even went so far as to point out the need for a broad approach to research
that did not have a therapeutic result as its immediate goal.
Tim/1 recognise that often you can’t be too narrow minded about it and can’t
always look for the therapeutic results. You often have to think laterally and
broadly about basic science and mechanisms behind breast cancer pre
disposition before you can home in on a target for treatment, there has to be a
lot research that isn’t directed specifically at treatment. You have to have a
wide range o f research before you can know what you want to target the drug at.

It was striking also that several scientists, who had initially been keen to claim
and show the clinical benefit of genetic research (talking hopefully about how
this would impact on patients and lead to the development of therapies), seemed
more hesitant during later stages of what were sometimes lengthy interviews.
For instance, Andrew had talked confidently about the link between the research
fo-cus of the lab and therapy at the start of my interview with him (see page 179).
This contrasted with what he said when later I asked him more specifically about
the work that he was doing.
Andrew / People think that we are experimenting on therapies and we are not at
that stage of the game yet. The stuff that’s happening here isn’t going to affect
anybody’s tumour in the next ten years.

The contradictory way that Andrew talked about the clinical interface for basic
science research on BRCA genes implied that there was at least a degree of
unease about being able to associate the work they did with a newly emerging
field of predictive medicine. This was more clearly articulated in the way that
Christine discussed the gap between diagnosis and therapy and the clinical
domain that she and other scientists was associated with because of the research
work they undertook.
Christine/ Obviously scientifically it is a good thing. But for your average man
in the streets going for jobs is that information going to be available to your
future employer, ‘ by the way I've got a mutation in my BRCA2 gene therefore
I might get breast cancer’, I think people find it quite scary that sort of
knowledge. To be able to run something off a computer and find a gene that
causes a disease is incredibly exciting. But I don’t know whether people want
to know that they are genetically pre-disposed, do they want to know that they
are going to get Hodgkin’s in their forties?[.. ..] But we can't slow down
progress. We've already got the technologies to sequence the whole entire
It’s possible that the disparities and contradictions in the way these two scientists had talked about their
research could have been related to how at least their initial presentation of this work was circumscribed by
what they felt ‘should’ be said in ‘publicly’ talking about their research.
This association might have been compounded for Christine because she was part of the team who had
identified the BRCA 2 gene.
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genome and we can't stop now, it’s on a roll now. We can't say oh we've done
that but it’s not a very good idea. I mean we are in frightening period where we
can say to somebody yes you've got this gene your going to get such and such
but unfortunately although we know your going to get it we can’t actually cure
you yet. In about twenty years’ time we might be able to do something about it.
I just hope some bright spark does come up with something some fantastic
young scientist that does another ‘Crick and Watson’

For some scientists the ability to associate the work they did with a clinical realm
worked in quite the opposite way. Given the potentially problematic diagnostic
application of breast cancer genetics and the limited therapeutic interventions for
those at risk, it was an association that was not always welcomed. Others
pointed out that such an association was more than just problematic, but had in
fact particular implications for them and the Charity in the way it raised
expectations about the research work they did. This was reflected in the way that
a few individuals talked about the importance of getting a ‘result’. As one
scientist said;

‘I think we need to keep giving people a carrot or whatever and I would think

the first big result we get out o f here will be a huge boost’.

Another scientist pointed out

how a ‘result’ might be particularly important for Charity H compared with
other research charities. At the same time that he implied that it was important
not to be ‘too honest’ about the timescale of such a result.
Tim/The research is so fundamental it is actually an awful long way from basic
science to the clinic. Obviously it’s important not to rush this process and throw
things into the clinic before you understand them or before there is a reasonable
basis for doing so, but this has to be the end goal of the research strategy for
this Charity. Some o f the charities who are larger are able to say we need to
have a large section o f our research which is very fundamental in the hope that
some if will filter through and be relevant to all types of cancer. But
organisations like that are less targeted at therapies in the way that Charity H
needs to b e.[.. .] 0 f course there is no point in being terribly honest and saying
we won’t have any results for 25 years or people will say why give money to
Charity H when the other cancer charities get results every 2 months, I guess
it’s just finding a balance.

Some scientists were fully aware that the complexity of the research work they
were involved in, as well as being a source of fascination and motivation for
The anxiety this generated for Christine also seemed to be confirmed in the way she drew a parallel
between the work of the centre and new foray into the ‘treatment’ field by the Roslin Institute, who had been
involved in the controversial practice of nuclear transfer or cloning which had led to the production of
‘dolly’ the sheep.
Christine/1 noticed the other day that the Cystic Fibrosis gene they found years ago, well now
the group from Scotland who are doing the ‘dolly’ work are building a whole new programme to
generate drugs from that gene. That’s what they’re doing with that gene, so I don’t see why we
can’t do the same.
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them, had difficult ramifications for the Charity, in terms of fundraising. As
Andrew put it;

‘it’s is a long game and that’s why I imagine it’s difficult for y o u '

(my

emphasis). His remarks suggested that he felt the scientists were not caught up,
in the same way that the organisation was, with these challenges. The final part
of this chapter illustrates how such boundaries are ‘leaky’ in the way that the
scientists are in fact directly implicated and in some ways affected by these
challenges .
7.2.5

Being part of a ‘redemptory’ science

We have already seen how the scientists participate in reproducing a particular
image of genetic research through their participation on the tours. In this section,
I examine their experience of this event in more detail to illustrate the dense
interconnections between the scientists, BRCA genetic research and the
fundraisers’ quest.

The difficulties of the tours for the scientists became apparent fairly early on in
my research, during informal discussions with some of the Charity’s staff.
Talking about the very first tour that had taken place, Susan told me how many
of the scientists had been anxious about the way in which fundraisers would
respond and were worried that they might, as she put it,

‘burst into tears or get upset

or ask when they would find a cure for cancer or why they hadn’t a l r e a d y

In-depth

interviews with scientists as well as discussions with them during and following
the tours enabled the nature of this anxiety to be explored further. For example,
a number of scientists talked about the ‘mixed’ feelings they had about this event.
Elaine/I’m not sure how good they actually are, in some ways. I've taken a few
people around and it’s quite difficult to know what to say. These people,
they’ve obviously had relatives who've... and they obviously want to do
something and raise money. So you take them around and show them these
pieces o f equipment and say they cost thousands o f pounds and they've only
raised 2,000 pounds. They're going to go away and think it’s not enough.
Andrew/I don’t know what they want out of it. I enjoy people coming around
to show them what’s going on but I always wonder what people get out of it.
It’s nice for them to see the building and know that it exists but as to what they

Nevertheless she recalled that ‘in fact although a few people did get upset, it went surprisingly well and
the scientists afterwards said they were grateful that they’d been given a chance to talk to people and to see
how much difference it made to their work’.
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take away from that or how much they want to take away from that. I guess the
bottom line is when are we going to see a cure. At least that is what I would
want to know if I had a relative with the disease or I was at risk , those would
be the mental calculations I would be doing as I was going around the centre.
Even though nobody ever says that, I guess that’s what they want to know and
that’s enormous.

For both Elaine and Andrew, the tour evidently brought them face to face with
the expectations and motivations of fundraisers in a way that was not always
comfortable, given the complex and long term nature of the research they were
engaged in. The very personal consequences of this unease was brought home in
a discussion I had with one individual about her concerns regarding the
fundraiser’s ‘impression’ of them on the tour.
Christine/ I think they think that we are all highly motivated, highly driven and
we are all going to make them much better. I would just hate to let them all
down, we won't, but it’s not going to happen probably in their lifetimes. I think
they're all impressed by the building, it is an incredibly impressive building. I
imagine that most people haven't even been into a lab before and they are
probably just a bit over-awed by that really
Sahra/ Yes that’s true, but my feeling is that often the scientists seem fairly
relaxed in the labs?
Christine/Well it isn't always like that but to a certain extent it has to be. Do
you think that impresses them or do you think they think we should be running
around?
Sahra/No I suppose the ‘TV image’ of scientists is really different
Christine/1 hate that and we've all got high foreheads and lab coats buttoned up
to here (laughing). But do you think they want to see people with big foreheads,
and spectacles beavering away?*^^

My discussion with Christine suggested that the expectations of fundraisers had
implications for the way scientists presented themselves on the tours. Another
member of the research team suggested that this event also had consequences for
the way they presented their work, pointing out that the fundraiser’s
bucket loads o f DNA lying around’.

‘expect to see

This was more clearly articulated by one scientist,

in pointing out how the structure of the tours served to present a somewhat one
dimensional view of their work.
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This anxiety was also reflected in what another scientists said:
Elaine/ If I was going to see a scientist I would expect to see people in lab coats rather
than playing music and chatting, I don't know people have this idea of scientists having
a solitary existence tucked away in the comer with their lab coats on doing their own
thing., and its not like that at all.
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I don't know, just to wander around how useful that is, because one science lab
is going to look the same as any other and they're just not going to have any
idea what we are doing or what we are researching into just by looking at test
tubes on the bench. But maybe what they want to see differs from what we
might want to show them. A lot o f the time what they want to see might be the
hardware which their money has bought, say the microscopes or the micro
injector. That’s something physical and something incredibly expensive which
actually takes a lot o f hard work to raise the money to buy. This is different
perhaps from what we want to show them which is a few cells in a tiny plastic
dish which is much more important to us. I mean the hardware is just a means
to an end. A PCR machine is perhaps a bit like a microwave, its got no
essential interest on its own, you can't do your ‘cooking’ without i t . But for us
it’s the food at the end o f the day which is important rather than the machinery
or microwave or whatever that you ‘cook’ it with.

Alsana’s comments highlighted how the focus on the objects and tools of
science during the course of the tours prevented the scientists from highlighting
the less visible aspects of their work. From what she said it seemed these less
visible aspects were deeply connected with their ‘ideas’. She implied therefore
that these events required a certain presentation not only of their work but also
of themselves; a display that involved a certain loss of subjectivity. This was
echoed in what Andrew said about the first ever tour that had taken place at the
centre.
There was a strong emotional response to seeing this thing and a lot o f them
had been involved from the beginning and it was quite a big thing. So I wasn't
to them an individual, I was just part o f this whole thing that this money had
created.*^*

These comments implied that some scientists experienced the tours in terms of
something of a negation of their work and their ‘identities’, particularly when
this was defined by an interest in and a ‘passion’ for complexity. This was not
only because of the way this event focused on the objects of science, but because
they themselves and the genetic research they undertook were situated as
objectifications of the fundraisers pursuit of a ‘redemptory’ science.

Although initially flummoxed when I asked him how this ‘made him feel’, he rallied after pausing for a
few moments with what he clearly felt was an ‘appropriate’ response. This nonetheless revealed much about
the not necessarily welcome obligations of being a scientist in this domain of research.
Andrew/ Oh I don’t know I didn't really think about it... no hold on let me think back it
gives you a feeling of responsibility... because it reminds you that this money why they
raised this money and what it means to them and that you've got a responsibility to use
this money.
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Their reluctance to being reproduced as embodied objects of expertise was
sometimes apparent during the tours as two ‘rare’ moments of fractious
interchange between the scientists and the fundraisers illustrate.
I am with a group of fundraisers walking around the various labs. We have just
been through one of several that appear to be empty at the moment. Nicole, the
research administrator, begins to talk about the amount of money needed to
continue to fund the research now that the centre has been set up. She says that
the centre is going to need about ‘5 million per year’ for the next few years
during which the labs should start to fill up with scientists. One of the
fundraisers asks her if this money is already there or if they raised more money
would that fill the labs up more quickly. Nicole’s response is terse. She
explains that ‘no that’s not really the issue here’. She explains that it’s about
getting the right people in. ‘You see’ she explains ‘ it needs to be an attractive place
for them to work, we have to encourage them to want to work here. It’s not just the fact
it’s a Charity for them, it’s about their careers as well.’ She points out how, as a

result, recruitment will take place over the next 2-3 years and just can’t be any
sooner than that.
In this example the sharp reply to the fundraiser’s query threw into relief the
agency and individuality of the scientists in a way that ran counter to the way
they were normally perceived by fundraisers and represented in the Charity or on
the tours.

It was an explanation that also seemed directly linked to the unease

some scientists had privately expressed about how they experienced the
laboratory tours.

The second instance concerned a fracas over something seemingly innocuous,
lab coats. As well as having a very practical function in the labs associated with
health and safety, these objects are also an iconic symbol of authority within the
scientific and medical community. It was perhaps the former that was at the
forefront of the scientists mind at the start of the tours when they made their
The Charity also participated in this process. For instance the Charity’s research centre brochure used
particular imagery and discourse about the scientists. In the information about donating to the Charity at the
back of the brochure, the cost of various ‘objects’ used in scientific practice is listed, which, as we have
already seen in the context of the tour, are treated as objects of awe and wonder. However, next to the cost
of these objects, the cost of funding a scientist for a year is also listed. This sense of ‘objectification’ is
further reinforced by the imagery on the front cover of the brochure. This comprises of a series of 12
graphic images spread out across covers and representing a time line from when the Charity was first set up
and plans for the centre made to when the first scientists started work there. The first image consists of a
few black and white lines. As these images transform across the page, the first becomes recognizable as an
empty room in a lab. This is gradually transformed into a recognizable science space, with the tools and the
objects of science. The final colour image is of a young female scientist pipetting some liquid. In this
representational sequence on the brochure cover, scientists seem to be represented as the apex of an end goal,
embodiments themselves of knowledge and expertise.
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appearance in their white coats, as if hot off the lab benches. However, it was the
absence of a lab coat on a ‘working’ scientist during the course of this event
which upset one fundraiser and prompted this revealing interchange.
It is near the end of the tour, there is a question and answer session. One
fundraiser says that she was ‘worried’ by the person in the lab without a white
coat adding that ‘having worked in a laboratory myself in the past I know how
essential it is that those working in the lab wear coats at all times’. The staff from the
offices of the Charity are suitably placatory, pointing out that the particular
scientist in question had been wrong in neglecting to do this. However, in an
aside out of earshot of one of the fundraisers, the scientist conducting the tour
was outraged. She says that the particular task the scientist was completing did
not require a lab coat and that if there were any concerns about health and safety
they should have been directed at the female fundraiser who had brought her
baby into the laboratory.
At one level this minor dispute seems to be about a relatively petty issue. But, I
would suggest, the scientists’ unwillingness to concede the terms on which lab
coats should be worn also reflected a feeling that their subjective right to define
the terms of their expertise was often denied to them in the course of this event
and in relation to the research work of the Charity more generally.

These

tense but rare encounters draw attention to the uneasy consequences for scientists
and the work that they did in being caught up in a ‘quest’ for knowledge of a
particularly redemptory kind.*"^*
7.3 Conclusion
The experience of scientists who increasingly must communicate with ‘patient’
or ‘lay’ groups beyond the confines of the laboratory, has only just begun to be
explored in social and anthropological work. Heath’s discussion of the ‘traffic’
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Another attempt to counter their sense of objectification seemed to be demonstrated in the way that the
atmosphere within the labs themselves was sometimes almost deliberately relaxed, against the background
of the formal structure of the toims. Music would often be playing and scientists chatting to each other in
what appeared to be a conscious attempt to counteract the enforced formal representation of expertise that
the tour required. This was also reflected in what one scientist said about the opportunity the tours provided
to show fundraisers what a lab, scientists and science was ‘really’ like.
Gillian/1 think it is good for them to come and see what a lab is like, because many
people have misconceptions about labs and lab scientists. I think it is good for them to
see that we are relatively normal.
This was also illustrated in the way there was a demand for the scientists to be ‘committed’ to their work.
For instance one fundraiser meeting the scientists more informally over coffee after the tour treated one of
the scientists almost semi-reverentially talking about how she really admired their ‘dedication’ and couldn’t
understand the kind of ‘commitment’ this work required. This was also demonstrated in an appeal leaflet,
produced by the charity which used a notion of the scientists ‘dedication’ , described in terms of them
‘giving 150%’, as a baseline for what was needed in terms of funds from the public.
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that flows between a group of patients with Marfan Syndrome and the scientists
in the US who research the disease draws attention to the ‘contradictory
connections and divisions that describe the networks linking [the] laboratory
researcher to wider worlds'(1997: 79). She explores how patient groups desire
for a therapeutic outcome is ‘disturbing’ for those involved in basic science
research and how they express a need to be ‘autonomous’ in the work that they
do (1997). Similar discontinuities (as well as dissimilar continuities) characterise
the relationship between ‘lay/patient’ groups and researchers carrying out basic
science genetic research in the social arena of a Breast Cancer Research Charity.
Here there is an expectation of not just or simply ‘therapy’ but ‘cure’.

This nexus of connection and disconnection has been explored here in particular
ways. Taking one key event where the communication of the genetic research is
central I have initially examined how the monthly laboratory tours reproduce a
particularly ‘enchanted’ image of scientific research. That is for the most part
‘knowledge’ is maintained as authoritative and expert. The ‘show lab’ suggests
however that this ‘performance’ is subject to slippage.

Exploring the experiences of one group of participants in this event, the scientists,
the second half of this chapter has drawn attention to the contradictory
consequences of being involved in the transmission of new genetic knowledge
associated with breast cancer. Carrying out basic science research on BRCA
genes helps to make knowledge and expertise ‘tangible’. This is a context for
knowledge some scientists reproduce by talking about ‘genes’ in particular decontextualised ways (Oudshoom 1994), thereby preserving the importance of a
molecular approach to breast cancer research. But scientists also make use of a
‘social dimension’ drawing on the ‘morality’ of breast cancer to highlight the
value of their work both informally and more ‘publicly’. Others talked openly
about the complexity of the gene research they worked on and the way that it was
precisely this feature of basic science work which fascinated and motivated them .
However, we can see that admitting to or acknowledging the complexity of this
work also draws attention to the timescale of translational research and the
current limited clinical application of BRCA genetics.
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Although some scientists suggested that this might pose problems for the Charity,
the final section of this chapter, exploring the scientists’ experience of the tours,
suggests they are not so easily separated from such consequences. Coming face
to face with the expectations of fundraisers during this event, particularly in the
context of the show lab, not only made many uncomfortable, but also
precipitated concerns about how they should present themselves and their work.
In fact, I have suggested that some scientists experienced the tour in terms of a
denial of personal subjectivity and agency, because of the way they are identified
by the fundraisers (and reproduced by the Charity) as embodied objects of
expertise. This presents an interesting twist to the claim in Science and
Technology Studies that the ‘agency’ of objects must be recognized in
understanding the social production of scientific knowledge (Callon 1986). Here,
the agency of persons, in this case scientists, appears to be denied through a
process of objectification. The pursuit of a ‘redemptory science’ clearly
implicates scientists. Many struggle to remain faithful to the real nature of their
work in the attempt to produce good enough ‘monuments for the living’.

Fundraisers and scientists are caught up in the transmission of genetic knowledge
in complex ways. The role of the organisation in this process can also not be
discounted as the use of published testimony in chapter six or the inclusion of the
‘show lab’ on the tours demonstrates. The final chapter of this thesis examines
how pursuing gene research necessitates different representational strategies for
Charity H that delicately mediate the expectations of fundraisers and the current
scope of genetic knowledge.
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Chapter 8
Between Hope and High Risk
The notion that institutions are necessarily stable or consensual (Douglas 1986)
has been superseded by studies which highlight the way organisations can also be
constituted by more fractured, local practices that involve different groups and
individuals (Wright 1994). This is something that a recent collection draws
attention to in examining how western organisations provide a rich arena for
anthropological inquiry (Gellner & Hirsch 2001). We have already seen the
extent to which Charity H as an organisation is made up of different groups
between which there is a degree of disjuncture and tension. The final part of this
chapter examines how the administrative component of the organisation
negotiates the communication, dissemination and promotion of the work it funds
to fundraisers and a wider public.

Rabinow’s examination of the temporary ‘assemblages’ that formed between
different groups and organisations in pursuit of genetic knowledge in France, in
the late 1990’s, offers one model for addressing the role of organisations in the
context of developments in the new genetics (1999). By highlighting the
shifting and partial nature of these alliances and the emergence of what he terms
‘form/events’ he illustrates how the response of organisations to these
developments is fluid and changing. This shifting ground is reflected in the
communicative practices of Charity H. Drawing on analysis of a range of
publicity materials from 1997 to 2002 (newsletters, fact sheets or the research
centre brochure), produced for fundraisers and a wider public, I explore the way
transmission is mediated through the use of particular representations or by
highlighting certain areas of research and omitting other aspects. These practices
are contextualised and understood in relation to a number of interviews and
conversations I had with various members of staff, which reveal the delicate
nature of these representational practices. The second half of this chapter
investigates how making an ethical or social agenda explicit is an important part
of how the transmission of genetic research is negotiated. This is a process that
can be linked to what Nowotny et al sees as the increasing need for ‘science’ to
demonstrate a ‘context’ dependency (2001). I explore how incorporating
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‘ethics’ in the Charity arises from the difficulties posed by long term contingent
basic science research and the need to show that BRCA genetic research can be
associated with the ‘good’, defined in a range of different ways. But embracing
‘ethics’ also changes the parameters of the organisation’s work in a way that is
not necessarily easily countenanced by all or which precipitates new and in some
ways more problematic challenges for the Charity.

8.1 The balancing act of BRCA genes
I first examine the way that genetic research was represented in publicity
materials in the years leading up to the announcement of the first draft of the
human genome project and the official opening of the Charity’s research centre,
which rather felicitously coincided within six months of each other between 1999
and 2000. A changed and changing mode for representing genetic knowledge
could be discerned in the months immediately preceding these events and the
years that followed. These shifting representations are understood in relation to
how those who work in the organisation talk about their perceptions of the
Charity’s research, the expectations of fundraisers and the challenge of
communicating genetic research more generally.
8.1.1

Hype, heroes and the human genome project

The fact that the organisation had started to fund genetic research was apparent
in publications which sought to explain and outline some of the first projects
undertaken by the Charity in 1996/7, two years after the BRCA genes had been
identified. The centrality of basic science research to the Charity’s work and
identity was illustrated in an excerpt from a ‘fact sheet’ about the some of the
projects they funded at this time.
[The Charity] funds research which fo cu se s on basic scien ce - going
back to the laboratory, looking at how b rea st cells actually work, and
how they becom e cancerous. It is through understanding the basic
biology of cells and learning m ore about th e d ise a se itself that major
ste p s fonward in the fight against b re a st c a n c e r will b e m ade possible.

It went on to say that
Rapid advances in technology have assisted In the identification of some of the
genetic abnormalities which convert a normal cell into a cancer cell. In the last
two years this has resulted In the identification of four genes responsible for
familial (inherited) breast cancer, and it is predicted that in the next five years,
the majority of genes which cause breast cancer will be identified
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A more widely distributed discussion of this research work was reproduced in an
article in their quarterly newsletter in 1997. Entitled
R esearch ’ it

‘T he Nuts and Bolts of

set out to present a rationale for the work that was beginning to be

funded by Charity H. Here the significance of ‘knowing’ about genes is evident
in the preliminary discussion about the ‘causes’ of breast cancer
C ancerous lum ps a re now known to b e d u e to an unusual in crease in
the num ber of cells in a particular part of th e body.[...]W e now know
that this is b e c a u s e th ere are m any different types of g e n e s which
c a u se ca n ce r and produce abnorm al grow ths of cells in th e b rea st and
other parts of the body

Although described as a ‘multi-factorial disease’ it is the role of genes that are
highlighted as another excerpt from the same article illustrates, which is
structured as an interview between a reporter and the then director of the Charity’
research.
Interviewer/It’s such a huge field, how do you decide w here to start?
R esearch Director/ It’s hard, we c a n ’t do everything so we have to
focus on th e topics which ap p e ar to b e th e m ost relevant [..]For
instance w e now know that approxim ately 10% of b reast c a n c e rs are
d ue to the 2 abnorm al g e n e s that a re inherited BRCAI and BRCA2.
The next ste p is to understan d th e function of th e se 2 g e n e s an d why
they produce b reast cancer.
W e’ll also focus on identifying other genetic abnorm alities that are
responsible for b rea st ca n ce r in 90% of c a s e s that are not d ue to
inherited factors. Within 5-10 y ea rs I wouldn’t be surprised if w e could
identify all th e g e n e s that a re involved in b rea st cancer.
Interviewer/ have th ere b ee n any m ajor developm ents recently ?
R.D/An enorm ous num ber, [....], th ere h av e b een great a d v a n ce s in
our understanding of b re a st can cer. A lot of this h a s h ap p en ed
through th e developm ent of m odern technology and m olecular biology
which h a s enabled people to really start dissecting the c a u s e s of th e
d ise ase .
The discovery of BRCAI and BRCA2 that I’ve already m entioned h a s
been the m ost important ste p fonvard sin ce Tamoxifen w as first u sed
in clinical trials in 1971. [The Charity] h a s already b een asso ciated
with th e s e discoveries in a major way, ev en though it h a s invested only
a relatively small am ount of funding so far.

The way that BRCA genes and other possible but unknown genetic factors are
singled out as being the ‘most relevant’ aspect of research or the most significant

Notably the use of the ‘responsible’ and ‘cause’ to describe the action of hereditary breast cancer genes is
now no longer widespread, within the Charity or beyond. It has been replaced by language with a less
linear association such as ‘linked’. Moreover little now is said about the prediction to identify all genes
involved in breast cancer. This not only reflects changing knowledge but also the desire on the part of the
Charity, at this time to express the agency of genes and the expertise of research.
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‘major development’ in the field of breast cancer research reveals how the
feasibility of gene research is being represented and reproduced in the Charity’s
publications. At this time the discovery of the BRCA genes was firmly linked to
the Charity and the question of ‘ownership’ of the gene treated as a success
s to ry .M o reo v er, discussion of the Charity’s gene focused research was also
linked to a much larger high profile project, as an excerpt from a different article
written to profile the new research director in a newsletter demonstrates;
T he cen tre is opening at an Ideal time. A new world-wide Initiative
called the Human G enom e Project Is working to Identify all th e 100,000
g e n e s that determ ine th e way cells working th e hum an body[..] This will
be o ne of the m ost exciting ev e n ts to hap p en in the history of medical
research. (1999)

The project to identify and sequence all genes in the human body therefore
provided an opportunity to link the research focus of the Charity with a much
larger ‘international’ initiative. These linkages not only furthered the authority
and legitimacy of the research focus undertaken by the Charity but also enabled a
certain degree of ‘hype’ to be incorporated into the discussion of its own and
other genetic research projects. For example, this was the way that other gene
‘discoveries’ were announced in the newsletter.
American scientists discover new gene invoived in breast cancer
at Stanford university
Tfie g e n e called TSG101 w as found to be defective in half of th e b rea st
ca n ce r the scientists studied according to th e scientific journal[....]. It
Is not yet known w hether th e m utation or defective g en e p re-d lsp o ses
cells to becom e ca n ce ro u s or en c o u ra g e s existing ca n ce r cells to
becom e m ore aggressive. O nce this Is known then testing for
abnorm alities In the g en e could se rv e a s a tool for diagnosing or
predicting d ise a se progression, scientists say.
1997

On this occasion the application of genetic knowledge for diagnosis or
therapeutic intervention is talked about in the same breath as the discovery of
another gene helping to sustain a somewhat hopeful presentation of the scope of
genetic knowledge. A similar upbeat narrative was apparent in a particular
metaphoric description of ‘gene mutations’ that appeared in a short news article
in the newsletter in 1997.

This openness about the organisations involvement with the discovery of the BRCA 2 gene contrasts
with much more widespread silence about this issue in later publications.
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Gene mutations- the secret battle [Charity H] funds important new
research.
W e’ve all heard of T e e n a g e Mutant Hero Turtles. T he huge turtles
battle through murky undenworld of se w e rs, fighting forces of d ark n e ss
and evil. But w hat about m utated g e n e s? W hat exactly do they do?
W e know that m utations in so m e g e n e s c a u se cancer. Cells normally
know w hen to stop growing but som etim es m utations in g e n e s co nfuse
them and tell them to keep growing w hen they should stop, this is the
basic c a u s e of cancer. Now, thanks to m ajor new research funded by
[Charity H] we m ay well find out m ore ab o u t this com plicated p ro cess.
[Charity H] is funding a project studying m utations in o n e of th e g e n e s
known to be responsible for b rea st ca n ce r BRCA1

The parallel between the well known cartoon figures and the gene research of the
Charity could be read as an attempt simply to engage readers on what might
appear to be a difficult scientific issue, ‘gene mutations’. However, in the
context of a broader narrative of hope, hype and promise, this description could
also be interpreted as an attempt to locate gene research, like the heroic mythical
cartoon characters, at the forefront of a ‘good’ fight against the disease of breast
cancer. In light of the fact that the Charity was focusing on BRCA genes in their
research, where mutations on these genes were linked to causing breast cancer,
using metaphors which suggested a more positive application might have been
especially important.
Van Dijck (1998) and others (Nelkin & Lindeel995) have examined how a
‘genetic imaginary’ is an important tool in the public presentation of such
research; as Franklin says you cannot ‘factor out hype’ because ‘it is precisely
the importance of imagining a future yet to be that fundamentally defines the
whole issue of the new genetics and society’ (2001a:347). In these earlier
examples of publicity literature, prior to the announcement of the first draft of the
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A similar example of this was the way a possible function of BRCA genes, at odds with the normal
representation of these genes as ‘causing’ cancer, were discussed in excerpt from a interview with the
research director in an article in 1997.
Interviewer/ we’ve seen some reports that BRCA1 might be capable of slowing
up the progress of breast cancer and even reversing it, can you give us your
opinion’
RD/The evidence is contradictory[....]but there is some indication that the
function of BRCA1 might be to control the rate of growth of breast cells[.. jthis
raises the hope that BRCA1 and the proteins it produces might be used in the
future for the design of new treatments for prevention.

In this context the knowledge that mutations in BRCA genes might not just be ‘responsible’ for certain
breast cancers is conjoined by the possibility that normal BRCA genes might actually be active in
‘preventing’ breast cancer.
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human genome project and the official opening of the research centre, we can
see how genes and genetic research are embedded within a story of potential or
soon to be realised expertise. This upbeat presentation promised and implied
fulfilment of expected and anticipated authoritative medical knowledge

During the initial stages of my fieldwork, this vision of the future seemed to be
part of the way at least some of those, who worked for the organisation at the
head office, also talked about the genetic research it funded. For instance, one
woman said that the human genome project

‘really blew her mind’.

Another talked

about how learning about genetics in breast cancer was about starting from the
‘roots’ and

part of a rational approach to research that worked like ‘ building blocks’

in understanding more about the disease and working towards understanding the
‘cause’ and

the

‘cure’.

This linear and logical trajectory was exemplified in the

way that a member of the research services team, with whom I was later to work
closely, also presented the research work of the organisation in the first few
weeks of my fieldwork.
Well there is strategy to co-ordinate very closely with the Human Genome
Project so that we will be first o ff the mark when genes are identified. There
are really four stages to it all; identifying and sequencing the genes that have
been identified in the relation to breast cancer, then seeing their function or the
proteins that they code for, then seeing how things like hormones affect these
genes, then seeing how all this could be translated into clinical practice.

Her remarks suggest that the genetic research focus of the Charity was perceived
as part of a rational approach to researching breast cancer that aligned expertise
with a positive and forward looking ethic. Nevertheless, in the following
months, as I became more immersed in the work of organization, this upbeat
linear narrative seemed to belie her and others’ concerns about the genetic
research focus of the Charity. The 15 months of field research, that I undertook
with the Charity, also witnessed dramatic ‘discoveries’ in genetic science and
new questions about the use of such knowledge and information. I explore in the
next section of this chapter how this had implications for the representational
strategies of the organisation.
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8.1.2

Defining a ‘post-genomic’ space

A changed and changing trajectory for presenting genetic knowledge could be
discerned in the months that immediately preceded and followed the genetic
‘discoveries’ that were announced in June 2000. I examine this in relation to two
leading articles about the Charity’s research.

The first article was written to coincide with the opening of the research centre.
It profiled the new research director and his ‘vision’ of the work that was going
to be undertaken there. After outlining the fact that the focus of the research was
linked to the identification of BRCA1/BRCA2, the interviewer posed questions
which prompted discussion of these discoveries in a way that was somewhat
different to the way they had been previously represented.
Interviewer/ D oes this m ean that if g e n e s are involved in b reast cancer,
all b reast c a n c e rs a re inherited?
R esearch Director/ No, only around 5% of all b rea st ca n ce rs are
hereditary[..]m utated g e n e s in th e other 95% of b rea st c a n ce rs a re only
presen t within e a ch tumour. With several different types of b reast
cancer, this m akes our job m ore difficult. W e m ay well find that th ere
are a dozen different g e n e s involved with each tum our type an d there
are num erous different types of b reast cancer. [....jB reast ca n ce r can
be com pared to an engine which runs too fast (can cer occurs w hen
cells multiply an d grow out of control). At the m om ent we only know
how a few of th e eng in e’s com ponents (genes) work.
Interviewer/W hen will w e s e e results from th e research ?
R.D/ B reast c a n c e r is a com plex d ise a se , if it w as an e a sy problem it
would probably have b e e n solved by now[..]. O ur research program m e
is part of a long-term strategy to b ea t b reast can cer- identifying the
g e n e s implicated in b rea st ca n cer is just the beginning, albeit a
n ec essary one.
D ecem ber 1999

The second article produced a year later (2000) in a newsletter which marked the
10^ year of the Charity’s existence was entitled
breast cancer*.

‘T he im portance of g e n e research in

A superimposed image of laboratory test tubes and what appeared

to be combination bike locks accompanied the article written by a member of the
research services team. As was befitting the occasion, he began his discussion in
a suitably upbeat way.
Ten y ea rs ago our m ission w as to establish th e UK’s first centre
dedicated to b re a st c a n c e r research, and thanks to our incredible
supporters, a d e c a d e later the research centre is open and hom e to
pioneering rese arch looking at th e very chem ical building blocks of life
to understand th e d ise a se .
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Alongside this upbeat and celebratory rhetoric another message was identifiable.
The last d e c a d e h a s s e e n a revolution in our understanding of w hat
ca n ce r is and how it p ro g resses, although big im provem ents in
treatm ents have not com e a s quickly a s we would like. [....] T he widely
publicised an nouncem ent of the first draft of th e hum an g en o m e is an
indication of the progress that h a s b ee n m ade - how ever even th e
com pletion of this enorm ous task is just a first ste p in understanding
how g e n e s function, and how d efects in specific g e n e s can lead to
cancer.

At the same time as maintaining a sense of potential about gene research, both
these articles contain elements which hint at a more cautionary presentation
about the scope of this work, particularly in relation to the timelag between the
discovery of genes and their clinical application. A more tentative message was
also discernible in a letter from a supporter which was published in the Charity’s
newsletter. The fundraiser explains in her letter that she is going to give a speech
and wants to use an analogy she has heard comparing the complexity of gene
research to AIDS research in order, as she put it:

‘to show how far they’ve com e and

how far they’ve got to go in term s of b rea st c a n c e r research.

The printed reply from the

Charity’s health correspondent reinforces the scale of the task pointing out how,
‘with the AIDS virus we know that there are nine g e n e s involved but th ere a re possibly 200,000
o n co g e n es an d up to 30,000 g e n e s active in any on e cell.’

Conversations and interviews with staff undertaken six months after starting my
fieldwork with the Charity and during the time in which these articles appeared,
provided a context for understanding these subtle shifts in tone. For instance,
those who worked closely with fundraisers talked about their anxieties regarding
the pursuit of such long term research.
Vicky/I think research is slow moving and after a couple o f years I think they
will want to know what the results are and what we're finding. My fear is that
it’s going to take far longer than we think it will because now we’re at the
beginning. We say that the scientists think they can make a significant
difference within the next twenty years, but my fear is that it’s going to take so
much longer than that.

Others who worked in the publications department talked about the challenge of
conveying what was increasingly acknowledged as the lengthy timescale for
translating genetic research into medical care.
Helen/ It’s very difficult to communicate. It takes decades potentially. That’s
very hard to understand and secondly it’s difficult for us to tell people that,
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because it’s not very exciting, for us to say we need your money for twenty
more years please. But o f course the press want more immediate dramatic kind
of thing, so that’s a problem and I think our role is awkward in that we end up
saying a lot o f the more boring responsible stuff

One event which seemed to highlight the challenge of communicating the
timescale of genetic research was the fundraisers rally, an event already
discussed in some detail (see page 158). We have seen how the talk by a
member of the Charity’s staff generated disappointment and frustration among
the fundraisers precisely because so little was said about the future potential of
the research work in his speech. Talking to the person who had given this talk at
a later date, I asked him about why he had chosen to present his speech about
research in the way that he had and if this was an attempt express a more
cautionary note about genetic research. Initially surprised by my question he
says:
Well the specific point that just because there is more research doesn’t mean
there is less breast cancer has been made by a number o f cancer charities. For
example when we [the Charity] talk about breast cancer now, we talk about
‘reducing the fear’ o f breast cancer, as opposed to ‘eradicating’ breast cancer,
which used to be our old mission statement.
It’s changed [because] it’s not
necessarily clear how you can eradicate breast cancer, because that implies that
you can stop it happening in the first place and I don’t know whether anyone
knows whether you can stop it happening [....].Also at this point the research is
still just getting going [.. .]but it may take a long time to really make a
difference.

We can see how he appeared to concede that the decision to structure his talk in
this way was in some respects to talk down the heightened expectations about the
scope of genetic knowledge. However not all were so convinced that this was
necessarily the best strategy. On hearing about this talk, mainly from the way
fundraisers had expressed their disappointment, another member of the research
services team expressed her frustration at this decision. She pointed out that it
made talking to fundraisers about the research more difficult and said it would
have been better to focus more positively on the future consequences of gene

In 1997 the Charity’s mission statement was linked to the language of ‘cure’ and the ‘eradication of the
By 1999 this had been changed as the full context of the new mission statement revealed.

disease’.

Despite [Charity H’s] achievements since our iaunch in 1991, there is stiil a long way to go
in breast cancer research. The establishment of the [Charity H’s] research centre is the
beginning of a iong journey toward our ultimate goai - a future free from the fear of breast
cancer
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r e s e a r c h H e r comments suggested that a strategy of ‘talking down’ might
itself be risky for the Charity, who had to square the need to communicate the
real timescale of genetic research with meeting the expectation and hopes of
fundraisers.
8.1.3

Bringing treatment into view

However, alongside an attempt to address the issue of timescale in relation to
basic science research, and reduce the ‘hype’ associated with genetic knowledge,
there was another seemingly contradictory feature about the way the Charity’s
work was talked about at this time. This was apparent in the way certain slogans
began to appear in the Charity’s publicity material, as an excerpt from the
Research Centre Brochure illustrates.
[Charity H] believes in ‘the bench to becfe/de'approach. W e take
seriously our responsibility to en su re new findings are u se d for the
benefit of people with experience of b reast can cer
W e a re approaching the problem from sev eral different an g les and
adopting a ‘m/cro-macro'approach, micro m eaning th e m olecular
biology of b rea st cells’ (healthy or ca n ce ro u s ) an d m acro m eaning
collaboration with clinicians to improve th e way in which b rea st ca n cer
is diagnosed and treated, (my em phasis)

The use of these particular descriptive mottos draws attention to the way a
clinical endpoint was highlighted in relation to the Charity’s research. Alongside
a message which implied the timescale for the fruits of genetic research was
likely to be long, there was also an effort to make sure that a hoped for clinical
interface was a consistent element of discussions of Charity’s research work.
Nonetheless, this clinical domain was circumscribed in particular ways. It is not
until 2001 that the current application of genetic knowledge in relation to breast
cancer, predictive genetic testing, is mentioned. Up until that point there seemed
to be a marked silence about this technology, which was of course directly
associated with the discovery of the BRCA genes.

For instance, in an article

It was significant that when the opportunity arose during the focus group research when fundraisers
pressed us to ‘tell them more about the research’, or when more problematic issues had already been raised
about the current utility of genetic knowledge, Susan did not hold back in ‘talking up’ the hopes and
expectations associated with the research at the centre
In the centre brochure much is also made of the connections with the specialist cancer hospital that
stands in close proximity to the research lab.
There was one exception to this prior to 2000. This was a letter from a woman who had a large family
history of the disease, had decided not to go ahead with testing for the BRCA genes but explained that she
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in

a

1999 edition of the newsletter looking at the

professionals’

‘Role of key b rea st ca n cer health

there is no mention of the role of geneticists, genetic oncologists or

genetic counsellors, although the role breast surgeons, cytologists, radiographers,
radiologists, oncologists, breast care nurses are discussed. There was also an
elision of the somewhat drastic interventions that could be offered to women at
genetic risk of breast cancer . This helps to explain, in part, why discussion of
the clinical application of BRCA genetics was avoided.
In contrast to huge numbers of articles in the popular press and women’s
magazines that appeared during the time of my research, particularly during
Breast Cancer Awareness Month (see also Henderson 1999), the Charity chose
for the most part not to publicly discuss the issue of prophylactic surgeries; the
‘preventative’ interventions available for those at high risk because of their
family history or where a BRCA mutation had been positively identified.
This silence was exemplified in an article that appeared over two editions of the
newsletter in 2002 looking at

‘b re a st reconstruction’.

The first edition examined the

procedures and clinical options available and the second edition examined this
issue from a more personal perspective. In both articles no mention was made of
healthy women who might, because of their at risk status, voluntarily decide to
undertake such surgery. Some indication of how this unproven, yet high profile,
‘treatment’ procedure for ‘healthy’ women might be problematic to the Charity
was apparent in the introduction to the second article.
A w om an’s fundam ental s e n s e of self is affected by th e alteration to
her b rea sts, o ne of th e main sym bols of fem ale self im age. The b rea st
is about who you a re a s a w om an..sexual, m aternal an d nurturing.

was concerned about the fact that other younger members of her family were not being offered routine
screening because of their risk. Published in 1997 this letter drew attention to the need for regular screening
for those at risk because of their family history and therefore, at least potentially, the limits of resources and
the necessity of triage in clinical cancer genetics. The official editorial reply to this letter sidelined this
difficult and complex issue when it was simply acknowledge that the woman’s daughter had every right to
request a referral and get screening. Nevertheless publishing the article illustrated the dangers inherent to
addressing this particular aspect of BRCA genetics.
In 2000 the discovery of the BRCAl and 2 genes was cited as ‘an important tool for predicting the risk of
breast cancer for women who come fi-om families with a high incidence of the disease’ However no mention
is made about the reliability of predictive testing or the ‘treatment’ interventions available to those who test
positive for one of the BRCA genes.
This was apart from a small news item in the ‘parliamentary matters’ of the newsletter in 1997. This
small news item highlighted the need for a register to monitor the number of women choosing to go ahead
with this ‘radical’ and ‘drastic’ measure. A positive response to this item was printed the following month
in letter sent in by a fundraiser.
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Significantly there was a comment in the science section of a different newsletter
on prophylactic Oopherectomy, the surgical removal of a woman’s ovaries to
reduce the risk of breast and ovarian cancer in healthy women. However, the
author pointed out that there was much ‘uncertainty’ surrounding this
intervention, and seemed keen to move the issue forward to examine how the
clinical research associated with this procedure would lead to new ways of
treating breast cancer.
Saywell, in her analysis of breast cancer narratives in the media, notes that
mastectomies for those who have had breast cancer are constructed as a
‘violation of femininity’. That is, because the breast is an iconic ‘image of
idealized femininity, the asymmetry of mastectomy or lumpectomy represents
an assault on beauty and perceptions of normality’ (1999: 43). It is perhaps then
not surprising that prophylactic surgeries or removal of the organs of
‘nurturance’ in healthy women were somewhat problematic for Charity H. The
issue of prophylactic surgeries drew attention to the drastic and limited
‘treatment’ available to those at genetically high risk of the disease. More
significantly as an intervention arising out of genetic knowledge, it was a
procedure that threatened the Charity’s image of genetic research as a symbol of
hope for the future. This was a symbol that was represented in liberal use of
‘normative’ gendered representations of young, healthy and female bodies in the
organisation’s publicity literature. These displacements and omissions bring
attention to what a number of feminist cultural commentators have long pointed
out that the body is not simply ‘neutral’ matter for the inscription of
gender(Gatens 1996), (Grosz 1994).

As an excerpt from the article illustrates
Readers may have seen press coverage claiming that surgical removal of both
a woman’s ovaries can reduce the risk of breast cancer by up to 70% - there is
no need to be alarmed by these claims. This research looked at a small group
of women who have a mutation in the BRCAl gene, and are therefore
considered to be at high risk of developing breast cancer. Even for these
women, it is very unlikely that such a drastic and permanent measure will
become a routine therapeutic options[...]What is most interesting about this
research is that it shows that drugs which block oestrogen may be useful in
preventing as well as treating breast cancer. From this we can look at the ways
in which drugs work and therefore find non-surgical methods of reducing the risk
of breast cancer (2000)
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The clinical dimensions of genetic knowledge were therefore demarcated in the
Charity’s publicity literature in ways which highlighted future treatments for
those with breast cancer rather than risk being associated with uncertain
interventions for ‘healthy’ women.
The personal difficulties engendered by the association between the research
work of the Charity and current clinical application of BRCA genes, for those
who worked in the Charity, became apparent one afternoon in discussing the
other aspects of my research with Susan. An event I recall in my field notes.
W e are sitting in the rest area having a cup o f tea together. There is a copy o f an
article from a w om en ’s m agazine about a wom an w ho has chosen to go ahead
w ith testing lying on the sofa. A lon gside the story is a picture o f the w om en’s
fam ily tree and a sm all b ox w ith som e figures about risk. Susan picks it up and,
looking at the page with these visual representations on, says that it must be
‘difficult to take in all that information’ for those w om en w ho g o to the Clinic.
Thinking that she is referring to the risk figures, I agree saying som ething about
how figures m ean different things to different people. She agrees but says that
‘actually I was thinking about the tree..they' re all so dark' with those black circles’. I
explain that a black circle m eans that a person has had breast cancer and that
they are used all the tim e in the Clinic. Surprised she says.
They’re just so frightening I mean why would people want to be tested in the
first place, is it because of their children. I get quite a lot of phone calls from
people worried about their risk and asking about genetic testing’.
W arm ing to her them e I point out that many p eople com ing to the C linic have
high expectations about genetic testing when in fact it’s technically a very
difficult procedure and can som etim es take years to get a result. She seem s
surprised saying.
The impression you get is that you go in have a blood test, they whizz it around
and then give you the result in a few days, I didn't realise that it was such a long
haul.

Talking to her about other m isconceptions about genetic research I tell her about
a recent event I had been involved in where a scientist had referring to a
newspaper article to show that genetic testing could ‘im prove a person’s quality
o f life ’.
It must also be noted that in the last few years a new possible treatment end point for the molecular based
research being undertaken at the research centre has emerged. This is illustrated in a small excerpt from the
Research Centre brochure, which points out;
In the near future we hope to diversify in various ways, by perhaps looking at
other factors such as diet which might trigger genetic mutations, with a view to
influencing complementary therapies in the widest sense.

Making connections with the area ‘complementary health’ and not Just clinical bio-medicine is something of
a new development and can be seen , in a different way, as part of an effort to make explicit how genetic
knowledge will be useful in terms of a slightly different definition of ‘care’.
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I tell her that the story he talked about w as about a wom an, w ho had been about
to undergo an operation to rem ove her breasts because o f her fam ily history. A
few w eeks before this surgery w as about to go ahead, a gene m utation had been
discovered in a blood sam ple from one o f her relatives enabling her to have a
predictive t e s t . This revealed she w as not a carrier and didn’t have to go ahead
w ith a prophylactic m astectom y.
I w as keen to point out to Susan how in fact testing is not alw ays as conclusive
or as definitive as the scientist has suggested. Susan’s concerns are different;
I’m more worried about what that kind of story does for women who do test
positive, I mean does that mean that they should go and have a prophylactic
mastectomy?

This informal encounter revealed how a member of the research services team
associated genetic testing with a certain degree of anxiety and concern. This
suggested that at least for some of those working in the Charity this was
personally a problematic dimension of the research the organisation they worked
for was involved in. Others indicated more clearly how this was dangerous
territory for the public face of the Charity. Helen, who was directly involved in
writing the copy for publications such as the newsletter, talked about how the
media tended focus on this aspect of BRCA genetics and the consequences of
this for how the organisation presented such knowledge.
Helen/ the whole family history thing has just been so overplayed. It really
all needs to go the other way. It seems like if people have any family history
now they immediately assume the worst and think that they will get breast
cancer. There are some 'incredible stories' in the media. There are more stories
in the press about bilateral preventative mastectomies than there are about other
things. So talking about focusing on genetics makes our research scope sound
quite narrow, it sounds like just one area where as it’s actually a huge area
with such huge implications.

The importance of situating genetic research in a broader frame of reference,
while also implying that such research was still about making connections with a
clinical arena(which wasn’t associated with the uneasy consequences of
predictive medicine), was apparent in the way Helen told me about a new piece
of publicity material.
W e’ve been working on a more up-to-date version o f the research centre
brochure to mark its opening. There have been some changes about how we
talk about genes, because we were worried that people would think that we
were only looking at inherited genes. We now say how all breast cancer is
genetic in some way and there is much more about the clinical connections
we’re making with Hospital D.
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If it was important to dissociate the Charity from the current application of
BRCA genetics one particular ‘treatment’, a drug for those with breast cancer,
was given an extremely high profile in the Charity’s publications. ‘Herceptin’ is
one of the first drugs to be derived from molecular based knowledge of breast
c a n c e r . F r o m 1999 to 2001 the drug was mentioned in six different articles in
the newsletters of the Charity. Three of these referred to the fact that the Charity
had made recommendations to NICE (National Institute for Clinical Excellence)
to support the licensing of the drug during the time when is was being assessed
for use in the UK. Talked about in the popular press in terms of a ‘vaccine’ for
breast cancer, the Charity acknowledged in the first issue of the newsletter in
which Herceptin was mentioned that the story was as ever

‘a little more complex’ than

this. The article pointed out that it is suitable for only around 30% of women
with breast cancer, not always successful and, at the time of my research, only
available in the US. Nonetheless, this was subsumed in subsequent articles by a
much more upbeat assessment.
Herceptin is exciting b e c a u s e it’s the first treatm ent created from
rese arch investigating genetic c h a n g e s that c a u s e b reast cancer[....]
with continued research into genetic c h a n g e s asso cia te d with b reast
ca n ce r w e hope to m ake even m ore p ro g ress tow ards eradicating th e
disease" (2000)

During an interview with a member of the research services team 1 discussed the
way Herceptin had been talked about in the publicity literature of the
organisation and asked him whether this was the kind of ‘result’ that the Charity
would like.
Henry/Oh, absolutely. Here is a drug that may have great benefit in specific
cases, we can do a test for people that have a lot of Her2 on the their tumor
cells so you know who to target.

He seemed to concur with my assessment that Herceptin was a treatment which
could be used to demonstrate the validity of the Charity’s basic science approach.
However, talking about Herceptin with Henry also raised other issues about
developing therapeutic agents from molecular knowledge:
If the drug [Herceptin] is never used in this country, then you could make the
argument well why bother doing the research and certainly in some ways that is
It has been in development for over 10 years and is essentially an antibody for those women who over
express a particular protein ‘Her2’(Human epidermal growth factor receptor). It is licensed to a large
American pharmaceutical company.
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part o f the campaigning issues we are doing because we see that as a
responsibility to deal with that end of it as well. I don’t think there is any
question about whether it’s medically valuable in some cases but NICE have to
make a decision weighing that against the cost as well. Herceptin is an
expensive drug and these drugs tend to get more expensive with time as
opposed to less expensive. Also you have to remember the time lag between
the actually discovery o f the ‘Her2’ protein and the making of a therapeutic
agent that actually works. It would have been certainly more than a decade. So
even if you discover something today there is still going to be that considerable
timelag for it to go through clinical trials.

The cost, as well as the timescale, of treatment derived from molecular
knowledge highlighted another potentially problematic aspect of gene
r e s e a r c h . A s Henry’s comments, implied these challenges may have made it
particularly important to publicly support the licensing of the drug in the UK.
Analysis of publications such as the newsletter demonstrates the extent to which
‘talking up’ genetic research in earlier publications has subsequently been
accompanied by a more difficult and necessary precautionary approach. The
need to define a post-genomic context for gene research is demonstrated in the
tone of these later publications as well as the comments and concerns of staff
working within the organisation. We can see that there is also a concomitant
effort to bring to the fore a clinical dimension, although the dangers of the
current clinical application of BRCA genetics is only all too obvious, as certain
omissions in the Charity’ publicity material make clear. Another drug treatment,
Herceptin, provides a valuable example of the future application of genetic
knowledge. Nevertheless, publicly lobbying for the licensing of this drug also
made social and ethical issues, in this case supporting the needs of breast cancer
patients, a more explicit part of Charity H ’s work. I explore this emerging
agenda in the social practices of the Charity in the next section of this chapter.
8.2 Ethical strategies
Irwin points out that a concern with ethics is part of a newly evolving paradigm
in the governance of ‘science’ in the in UK and Europe (2002) while Nowotny

The problems of cost was further confirmed in an interchange with Susan who pointed out how the
pharmaceuticals perceived basic genetic research as ‘high risk’ and were generally much more inclined to
invest in ‘something like a new cancer drug, because obviously there is market out there’. The problem was
she said ‘ the likely costs of these diagnostic and prognostic tests for predictive medicine enormous, and I
don’t know where the money is going to come from..it would probably mean something of a two tier system
of state and private health care’. Despite this somewhat pessimistic assessment she did add that ‘this doesn’t
make it a good reason not to pursue basic research though’.
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has noted how increasingly important it is for those institutions and companies
engaged in basic science research to demonstrate an awareness of the
‘social’(2001). It is perhaps not surprising then that in various ways attending to
‘ethics’ was something that the Charity had begun to address during the time of
my research. I explore in this section how ethics is being incorporated in this
context as a result of concerns which arise from the pursuit of genetic research in
terms of three ‘case study’ scenarios. First, the way a specific project was
initiated in the organisation which explicitly mobilised an ethical agenda and
then how two particularly challenging issues pertaining to the pursuit of genetic
research, were negotiated by the organisation.
8.2.1

The Advocacy Project

The ‘supporter advocacy project’, as it was first known provided the basis for my
involvement and research work in the Charity. This project to investigate the
possibility of involving fundraisers more directly in the organisation and the
work that it did was obviously directly linked to an emerging ethical agenda
associated with accountability and inclusion that has become a key feature of
neo-liberal governance (Irwin 2002), (Strathem 2000). It was apparent fairly
early on that this was very much a ‘top-down’ initiative, comparable to recent
moves towards ‘inclusion’ in a range of government initiatives. There has, for
instance, been much discussion of ‘deliberative democracy’, particularly in
relation to health care, where taking account of ‘stakeholders views’ is
increasingly held up as a gold standard for organisational and institutional
practice. However, the move to address and possibly implement ‘supporter
advocacy’ had a very particular meaning in the Charity. This was because they
were an organisation with a history of ‘grassroots’ fundraising activism for basic
science research on the causes of a widespread and common female disease, that
had its own gendered morality.
The particularities of this context became apparent during a meeting with
several members of the research team when we met to talk about the research I
was going to undertake. One person was uncertain about exactly how advocacy
would work in practice, as well as its value. It was a question which prompted
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other participants to talk about the history of the Charity and why this made such
a project important but also challenging.
Henry / I’m just not sure how patients could talk to the scientists about
molecular biology
Monica/ But that’s not the point, it’s their money they should say how the
money is being spent, where it should go and what the implications might be,
we have a duty to allow people to do this. The Charity is unique in many ways,
it’s not a medical body although we fund medical and scientific research. We
don’t, like other cancer charities, provide a ‘service’ per se, we don’t have
‘customers or clients’. But we do have this unique history; set up by a
charismatic founder and are seen as a ‘grass roots’ organisation. So the way we
involve patients perhaps requires a unique approach that hasn’t yet been done
before. If we ignore supporters’ views about the research, we do so at our peril.

Monica’s response suggested that there was another, more urgent and practical,
reason for instigating this policy. From talking with others, there was an implicit
sense that such an initiative would help in the challenges posed in pursuing long
term, complex and currently contingent genetic research. This became apparent
in the way a possible hypothesis for undertaking the research work associated
with advocacy project was proposed; in terms of ‘how women invest in
research’. A section of a document which outlined this hypothesis is copied
below
Investing in research
High Risk
High Return

Medium Risk
Medium Return

Low Risk
Low Return

Long-term

Medium -term

Short term

(Hard to communicate)

(Easy to communicate)

(Easy to communicate)

Basic Science e.g. genetics
Epidemiological studies

Translational research
Clinical Trials
Development of new
imaging techniques

Palliation of symptoms
Organisation of care

Output

Output

Output

Magic bullet/cure

Small % increase in survival

Pain reduction

Understanding causes

Identification of high risk groups

Reduced depression
Increased Quality of life

We can see from this that there is an assumption that those who fundraise for the
Charity see basic science research as a ‘high risk/ high return’ domain. If it was
a high risk investment for the fundraisers, it was also ‘risky’ for the organisation,
as the document pointed out. In this sense, implementing supporter advocacy
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was not just about being seen to be ‘ethical’ but also about finding possible
solutions to funding research that was ‘long term’ and ‘hard to communicate’.
What perhaps could not be anticipated was the way this initiative and the
prospect of it being instigated challenged and threatened an established nexus of
social relations between ‘lay’ and ‘expert’ which had been so central to the
success of the organisation.
The initial ‘in-house’ report on the research I undertook with fundraisers was
fairly positive about how fundraisers had responded to the possibility of lay
advocacy.

However, a much fuller understanding of the significance of the

data was gained after further analysis and in connecting these findings to other
events and issues that arose throughout the period of my field research. This
revealed a more complex and ambivalent picture. It is true to say that there were
a few people who were enthusiastic about the idea of supporters becoming more
involved in the research, particularly from those who had had breast cancer.
Even for these individuals, this was undercut by a sense of hesitancy, as Jackie’s
comments illustrate
Jackie/ Obviously the scientific people on such a committee would be the ones
with the background knowledge, it would only be a layman's point of view that
I would be putting forward. You would want to make sure that they were
mostly scientists, the people involved wouldn't you.

Another fundraiser who had expressed enthusiasm initially about the idea,
conveyed her concerns about the effect of such involvement pointing out that

‘I

think if you open it out too wide there is a danger the research will not be as concentrated.’

Although one supporter said it was important to have scientists and supporters
‘either talking or listening’

and that ‘ we need to have it both ways’, it seemed that

ultimately the scope of her and others’ involvement was fairly narrowly
circumscribed. As she said

‘I can’t think what else we could do, because we’re not
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The summary of the findings was written by another member of staff, based on the analysis of the
findings undertaken in the weeks and months after completing the interviews. Although it was also noted
that ‘not everyone would want to be involved in this way and some felt ‘ that there would be people better
qualified’, the tone of the summary was generally that supporters were keen for some kind of advocacy. I
would suggest that the simplified presentation reflected not only a feeling amongst some members of staff
that supporter advocacy should be implemented but also that the Charity needed to be seen to be
implementing this, given the kind of research they undertook.
It was pre-dominantly fundraisers who had had breast cancer or who worked in a health field who were
most vocal in expressing their opinions and concerns about the research the Charity funded as I have
examined in section 6.2.2
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professional people, so we just do what we can’.

In Other cases, the Strength of an

identification with being a ‘fundraiser’ seemed to preclude discussion of any
other role, particularly one that was so radically different as being an advocate
for the Charity. Nevertheless, it was the extremely adverse reaction of some
fundraisers which brought home the difficulties and dangers this project posed.
For instance, this was the response of one focus group to the possibility of
developing supporter advocacy after I and another member of staff tried to elicit
their views about risk factors as part of a research exercise which they knew was
linked to its implementation:
Person A/ You’re saying that you’re not testing us but you are. Surely you
should be telling us what the risk factors are?
Susan/ W e’re just trying to find out what you think because there is a feeling
sometimes that scientists might get too narrowly focused on one particular
thing
Person B /I for one wouldn’t dream of going down that route. I mean I have
every faith in the scientists
Susan/ well w e’re just trying to build a better relationship between the scientists
and the supporters?
Person C/ What can we contribute, apart from saying it could be to do with
stress, you’re asking us to do the impossible really.

Another fundraiser was equally nonplussed and vociferous in her response to my
queries about the prospect of advocacy.
Sahra/ what sort o f things do you think the research should be focusing on?
Betty/ for the ordinary person like myself, who knows
Sahra/Do you think it’s important for the Charity to have supporters involved
in different ways in the organisation, not only as fundraisers?
Betty/personally speaking I don’t think that anybody knows where the money
for research should be going. That’s for the scientists. I mean lets face it they
are the people that know what they want to help their research. We don’t. Or I
wouldn’t. So personally I don’t think that people have got the experience or
the know how to sit round a table and discuss ‘Lets spend so many thousands
o f pounds in buying this’. I think it’s up to the scientists.
Sahra/ do you think if people had training that might be a possibility
Betty/ No. No. No! I don’t think that training could do it. You’re talking about
years o f experience hands on. No, definitely not. It’s a waste of time and a
waste o f money. To actually put people through training to find out that. I mean
why should one actually do that when the scientists are there anyway. That’s
what they’re being paid for. To know what equipment they want and to know
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what research is necessary in what field. If you can’t put faith in them then you
can’t put faith in anybody

Both these strongly felt responses illustrated how the prospect of advocacy for a
significant number of fundraisers threatened to bring about changes that
challenged a perception of the research work the Charity funded as an arena of
skilled practice. This perspective, as we have seen, was very much a part of the
fundraiser’s motivation to be part of the organisation

The ambivalence expressed by fundraisers was also echoed in the way both
scientists and some staff responded to this initiative. Although there was
widespread recognition by many staff and scientists of the ‘rights’ of supporters
to have a ‘say’ in the way that the money they raised was used, there was also
uncertainty and hesitancy about how this might be done. The ‘official’ findings
of the advocacy research with the scientists did not really draw attention to this
aspect.

But this was not the whole picture. A number of scientists, as the

summarised report suggests, did recognise what they saw as the rights of the
supporters to be more involved in the research. As one scientists pointed out:
Andrew/ They are the punters and obviously we need to tell them what we've
done with the money and they should be able to talk to the scientists.

But even fairly positive comments such as this were subsumed by those who
expressed anxiety about how this ‘ethical’ goal might be implemented; concerns
which one scientist tried to articulate at the same time as suggest something of a
solution.

This is based on the findings of an internal report on the advocacy project written up by another member
of staff. Although she and I had discussed some of the tensions among scientists about this initiative, the
internal politics of the organisation meant there was an imperative not to bring into the open too many of the
difficulties the scientists had talked about. The discussion in the report re-inforced this upbeat presentation,
as this excerpt demonstrates:
Scientists showed a willingness for supporters to be engaged in discussions
about research and the need for them to be well informed about what their
donations are being used for

Others also felt that this could also ultimately have benefits.
Gillian/1 think it is important they have a more active role to a certain extent. Maybe
that science them and us thing would reduce and we would be a less kind of sheltered
institute. I think that if you want someone to carry on supporting something then you
have to accommodate them as well and inform them as to where their money is going.
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Tim/ Cancer used to be a taboo subject, it is no longer taboo, in fact it is
becoming an obsession and given that is changing I think that cancer research
organisations need to recognise that people want to have lots more information.
I don’t necessarily think this means that one’s research strategy should be
superficial because it reflects what people currently understand about cancer or
what is discussed about cancer in the media. [...] My concern would be that
you could end up with a poorly informed, but populist research strategy. But if
you had a lay body o f supporters who had some kind of training so that people
understand it and people’s main concern is not about overhead power lines. I
think if that is the case we will have good funding, good research an good
understanding by supporters

Although Tim recognised that the Charity needed to address the increased
awareness among lay groups about cancer, his remarks also suggest that he found
the prospect of lay advocacy somewhat threatening, fearing it might lead to a
‘populist’ research strategy. Significantly, it was only when lay persons had
been provided with ‘training and education’ that he felt such an initiative could
be workable.

Scepticism and fear were also identifiable in the way that some staff talked about
this issue. Discussing how different research programs in the US had sought to
involve ‘lay’ people, one staff member pointed out the difficulties of imagining
how such a project might work in this context.
Henry/ One o f these examples would be clinical research where the people that
are actually being researched on are the people with breast cancer. So they can
have input into things that the people designing these studies wouldn’t
necessarily see. For example one o f the things would be how many
appointments does somebody have to have to be part of the trial. But when you
look at basic research do you actually want people coming in and saying your
looking at the wrong gene! The point is we are not starting with a blank sheet.

But it was perhaps one of the scientists who best illustrated the way the prospect
of advocacy was particularly challenging for this organisation.
Andrew/ The question is do the people who aren't scientists do they really
understand all the issues o f what should be done. [If advocacy was
implemented]I would envisage a situation in ten years where people are asking
well you found the BRCA mutations why isn’t' there a cure, it’s just going to
take a long-time. I think it’s a difficult thing cos I think they should have some
say but I don't know how, it’s just it really is hard to understand this stuff.

The necessity and danger of supporter advocacy highlighted by this scientist was
also recognized by Helen, a member of the communications team. She initially
responded positively to this possibility, but then on reflection also pointed out
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that the greater awareness this facilitated might also not be such a good thing for
the Charity and the work it did
Yeah that would be good so that supporters had a clearer understanding o f the
timescales or the money involved or the cautious nature o f science. That’s all
so difficult to understand if you’re not directly involved. [But] if people
realised that we need five million every year for lets say twenty or thirty years
that might be off-puttingly big. They might think no we want to see more
immediate results or we want to know more about other areas of research. So
it might not be in the Charity’s interests..it’s hard to know, because there are
other charities out there as well.

On the surface the incorporation of the goal of advocacy appeared to mobilise an
ethical agenda, provide an opportunity for inclusion, with the potential to
facilitate greater understanding about the scope and timescale of genetic research.
However, it soon became clear that the prospect of this initiative exposed how
people identified with and perceived the Charity, their role in it and the expertise
associated with the genetic knowledge it pursued.

This ‘ethical’ initiative was not easily or readily countenanced by fundraisers.
The policy of advocacy did recognise and capitalize on the supporters’ demand
for ‘knowledge’. It also shifted the onus for the reproduction of that expertise
away from those and that which had been its sole repository and source; the skills
of the scientists and their research. For some supporters it threatened the ethos
and identity of the Charity, which had provided the inspiration for their initial
involvement and which was constantly being reproduced through fundraising
practices. It appeared to cut into an established ‘gift’ relationship between lay
and expert which had been so central to the Charity’s foundation and the
fundraiser’s pursuit of a ‘redemptory’ science. Although the scientists resisted
being cast as objects of ‘expert’ science, it was clear that the ‘ethical’ goal of
advocacy posed a different threat that, from their perspective, held out the
possibility of more open challenges to their research. These contradictory
responses can only be understood in relation to the contingent and currently
limited nature of genetic research itself. At the same time as providing a possible
solution in terms of facilitating greater understanding the prospect of advocacy
could, as the responses of the scientists and staff indicated, also bring the reality
of complex and long term gene research more clearly into view.
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If the prospect of advocacy was something that many seemed unwilling to
participate in, for different reasons, the way the organisation responded to two
other events engaged less discussion and a more open embrace of what was more
obviously an ‘ethical’ agenda. This signalled a new locus of activity for the
organisation that like advocacy arose from but also fed into the transmission of
the genetic research they funded in complex ways.
8.2.2

Gene patents

The fact that the Charity had been involved in the work leading to the
identification of the BRCA 2 gene was something that was openly discussed in
earlier issues of the newsletter (see page 199). However, in the months leading
up to the announcement of the first draft sequence of the ‘Human Genome’ in
June 2000, the question of ‘ownership’ of genetic knowledge became
increasingly a more delicate issue. This was particularly after the ‘competition’
between the ‘public’ and ‘private’ venture to complete the first draft of the
human genome began to subsume media coverage of this event and legal claims
by an American bio-tech company to the patent on BRCA2 gene were used to
highlight the negative consequences of patenting genes.

This latter

development drew direct and somewhat uncomfortable attention to the fact that
certain leading members of the Charity’s scientific team were intimately
connected to these developments.
The problems this posed were indicated by an informal conversation I had with a
member of the research services team six months before the announcement of the
first draft of the human genome. Susan had just returned from a meeting with
other members of her team, as well as some of the scientists. Positively buzzing
with news about the fact that the patenting question is

‘about to be blown sky high’

she explains that the problem is the Charity simply doesn’t have a ‘policy’
position on this issue adding
the newsletter, it’s so vast’.

I can’t begin to think about how we could discuss this issue in

Her remarks suggested that the patenting debate posed

difficulties for the Charity. When the work of the Charity was very much
associated with the ‘enchantment’ of science, as hope for the future, the patenting

See for instance 'Your Life in Their Hands’ The Guardian November 15*'’ 2000 or ‘US Firm double costs
of UK cancer checks’ The Guardian January 17*'’ 2000.
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of genes, forced an engagement with the ‘politics of disenchantment’ in to
pIay(Strathem 2001).

Over the course of the next few months, gene patenting became an increasingly
central topic of public and media d e b a t e . A l t h o u g h the Charity was active,
through a parliamentary breast cancer lobbying group in calling the government
to oppose gene patenting, there was little discussion of this issue in their
newsletter. Nevertheless, the Charity did make their stance on patenting more
public during a TV news studio debate about this issue.

The discussion

involved the chief executive of the Charity and a leading spokesperson for a
number of bio-tech companies. Predictably the latter was keen to point out how
patenting insured that companies could recoup their costs and argued that,
contrary to popular perception,

‘it did not stop competition’.

The Charity’s

representative, on the other hand, presented a more complex position. She
pointed out that

‘while companies need to protect their investment’

the government

‘should intervene for patient good’.

the Charity felt that

This somewhat conciliatory stance drew attention to the delicate balance the
Charity sought to achieve. This involved being careful not to alienate future
investors and supporters of those who were likely to fund and help realise the
treatment goals of genetic research. Given the outcry over gene patenting that
followed the announcement of the first draft of the human genome in June 2000
it was clearly also important to align the Charity within an ethical domain by
supporting concerns expressed by the NHS about how patenting claims would
compromise ‘patient care’. However, there was little appeasement towards a
different ‘industry’ in the way the organisation ‘publicly’ responded to another
‘ethical’ issue.

Parliamentary debates in January 2000 referred to gene patenting ( along with the issues around the use
of genetic testing for insurance purposes, discussed in the next section) as the ‘dark horses of the genetics
revolution’. Another parliamentary member pointed out that these issues must be addressed by parliament
if the ‘progress of medical research’ was not to be impeded and the focus of gene research would be
transferred from the ‘lab to the courtroom’. ( Source Hansard Papers January 2000)
160
was a Television News Debate in July 2000
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8.2.3

Genetic testing and insurance

The use of genetic test results to help establish the level of premiums for life and
health insurance was also a debate that increasingly became the focus of much
media and public discussion at this time/^^ ABI (The Association of British
Insurers) guidelines about this issue had undergone a series of permutations in
the preceding years. A three year moratorium on the use of genetic testing was
issued in 1997. In 1999 the ABI ruled that predictive tests be used for a limited
number of conditions, which included breast cancer, before GAIC (the Genetics
Advisory Insurance Committee, set up by the government to deal with this issue)
had completed its report. It was following this somewhat controversial decision
by the ABI that the Charity made a decision to take a more public stance on this
issue.

The organisation’s opposition to the use of these tests for insurance purposes was
demonstrated in an article that appeared in the newsletter in December 2000.
The article was a response to the decision by the Human Genetic Commission to
launch a public debate about the use of genetic testing information, that included
the use of genetic testing for insurance purposes.

This is a very important d eb a te for w om en with b rea st cancer.
[...]There a re serious implications if th e results of genetic te sts are
allowed to b e u sed for pu rp o ses other th an th o se that they w ere taken.
W e a re concern ed that the potential benefits of genetic testing might
b e lost if w om en w ere deterred from being te ste d for fear of unfair
discrimination in obtaining insurance or em ploym ent.

Their decision to oppose the use of testing for insurance purposes appeared to be
vindicated when in September 2001 the ABI proposed a three year suspension of
the use of such tests. Commenting on this decision in the newsletter the
organisation noted that;
This is a very positive ste p fonward, decisions will not b e m ad e about
the u se of genetic te sts for insurance p u rp o ses until th e wider social
and ethical issu e s have b een fully co n sidered (S ep tem b er 2001)

The interventionist stance that the organisation adopted on this issue signalled
therefore a new zone of activity examining the ‘social and ethical’ impact of
genetic knowledge. The reasons for this emerged during an interview with one of
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the research services team a few months before the Charity made their position
on this issue more public when Henry talked about how the organisation might
begin to address this issue.
Henry/ There is a committee that’s meeting to decide whether the test should be
used [for insurance purposes] based on clinical and actuarial relevance. But
they don’t have the ability to look at the social im pact. One o f the concerns is
that people wouldn’t come forward for genetic testing, because they would be
afraid of the affects on their insurance. In the case of breast cancer where
there is something that you can do, it would mean denying themselves potential
medical treatment. But there are additional things to consider. If you have a
test for BRCAl or BRCA2 you can have prophylactic mastectomy and there is
some evidence that that will bring your risk of dying of breast cancer down to
the normal population. Then the question becomes how do the committee
actually take that into account, or do the committee take that into account. Do
you only give it to people who have the procedure and if you do, is that not
then a financial incentive for people to have prophylactic mastectomies. So it’s
a very complex issue[ ...].
But because we are in part funding research to find new genes, you could make
the argument that we also have the responsibility to deal with the success of
actually finding those gen es[....jit’s also about the external impression of the
Charity. Medical research charities view us as a patient organisation rather
than a medical research Charity. I mean we are a medical research Charity
right now, but we have been involved in campaigning and we are involved in
certain activities, helping patients and lobbying governments and maybe even
more so in the future. [So the question is ] does the Charity want to deal with
the social implications o f the research that it funds?

These comments suggested that the rationale behind the organisation’s later
decision to oppose the use of genetic tests for insurance purposes was caught up
in a range of issues and concerns. This included both a real sense that the
‘social’ consequences were being neglected by key parties in this debate. It was
also linked to a feeling that Charity H had a responsibility to deal with the
‘impact’ of the genetic knowledge it funded , whilst also making efforts to
maintain its external ‘impression’ as a ‘grass roots/patient’ focused organisation.
It was also clear from what Henry said that embracing this issue meant talking
about the current clinical application of BRCA genes, particularly the limitations
of testing technology and treatment interventions. Henry was clearly aware of
the complex consequences of this as he reflected on how championing this social
agenda might intersect or conflict with the scope of genetic knowledge

See for instance ‘MP’s slam insurers on genes’ The Guardian May 2001
The issue of genetic testing and insurance arose after I raised a finding from my research with him, that
some fundraisers had talked about the need for a more ‘balanced’ research approach. His interpretation of
‘balance’ enabled him to talk about what he perceived as the ‘responsibility’ Charity H had to address the
‘impact’ or social and ethical consequences of genetic knowledge.
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Henry/Of course there are ethical reasons against using certain criteria for
insurance purposes which might include race and religion. Although actually
being a certain race is a relatively good predictor of likely disease susceptibility.
But then I would imagine as we get more knowledge about the genome, race
isn’t necessarily going to be such a useful tool.

In fact the Charity’s decision to oppose the use of genetic testing for insurance
purposes had very immediate consequences in terms of the way that issues which
had hitherto been omitted in the publicity material of the Charity were now
brought centre stage. The limits of predictive genetic testing were now at the
forefront of an effort to demonstrate inappropriateness of the use of such tests for
insurance purposes, as this excerpt from a newsletter illustrates:
T he Charity is oppo sed to th e u se of th e se te sts for insurance
p u rp o ses[...] W om en m ay b e deterred from taking te s ts for fear of
increased insurance prem ium s. In any c a s e all that a positive te st for a
mutation in either the BRCA1 or BRCA2 g en e tells us is that th ere is a
pre-disposition to b reast cancer, not that a w om an will necessarily
develop the d ise a se . Similarly a negative result will not g u ara n tee that
a w om an will not get b reast cancer.

It was these entanglements and entailments which another member of the
research services team seemed to be alluding to when she expressed her concerns
about the apparent eagerness of some in the Charity to proceed on this particular
path:
Susan/ I’m just not sure it’s the right line to go down. What about other things
that might come out o f the centre about BRCA carriers. That just might make
our current position on this very difficult.

The organisation’s stance on the patenting of genes and the use of genetic testing
for insurance purposes signalled then a new arena of activity for them. But this
involved treading a fine line. Embracing ethics, at least in the context of
questions about the use of genetic testing for insurance purposes, aligned the
Charity’s work much more explicitly with the current application of BRCA

The way that future genetic knowledge posed challenges in making decisions about the use of genetic
tests for insurance purposes was clarified in further discussions with Henry.
Sahra/Isn’t part of the problem that there aren’t that many people who’ve had a predictive test, and
certainly not that many carriers who have actually been identified ?
Henry/In a way that’s the whole problem, because you can’t know how many people are not
coming forward. Unless you do a very thorough population study, it’s a very difficult to find out.
What’s really worrying is what will happen when we find other genes that are involved that are
likely to be low penetrance genes acting in conjunction with one another, how is it going to work
then. How are we going to know what the difference is between a common polymorphism and a
mutation, how do you know if its significant or not?
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genetics. It focused concerns on a fairly narrowly defined group of ‘at-risk’
persons and involved being much more explicit about the limited utility of
current knowledge. In the case of patenting and insurance, something of a trade
off was undertaken between a hyped and hopeful image of genetic knowledge,
and raising concerns about the negative social or ethical impact of such
knowledge. The former currently met the expectations of most fundraisers, but
the latter brought issues about patient ‘care’ (for a few) into the remit of the
Charity’s work. Given the fundraiser’s need for the science they funded to be
‘redemptory’, it was potentially a somewhat dangerous shift in focus, as the
response of some fundraiser’s to the advocacy project suggested.

8.3 Conclusion
This chapter has explored the way one organisation negotiates the transmission
of genetic knowledge and research associated with BRCA genes to its supporters
and a wider public. We have seen the way representations of genetic research
have shifted over the course of a five year period. Initially these were
encompassed by a degree of ‘hype’ but have subsequently been overlaid by a
more cautionary message. Entwining analysis of the Charity’s publications with
the experience and comments of those who work for the organisation reveals
how there has been an increasing need to define a ‘post-genomic’ space, as the
timescale of genetic research becomes apparent and in the wake of the
announcement that the first draft of the Human Genome. Nevertheless, ‘hope’ is
still maintained through a focus on ‘treatment’ and discussion of a ‘clinical’
interface for gene research, although this is defined in particular ways that
encompass ‘drugs’ derived from molecular based knowledge, but excludes
current clinical application of BRCA genetics. From this analysis we can see
that transmission of genetic knowledge is a something of a balancing act for
Charity H which has required a shifting range of responses.
The second half of this Chapter has explored how ethical and social concerns are
being put to work in this process; an approach that can be linked to strategies of
governance that are being implemented across a range of institutional and
political arenas (Irwin2002), (Nowotny 2001), (Rose 2001). In his study of a
particular local attempt to put ‘capital and science’ in service to ‘the social’
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Rabinow shows how this brings about the emergence of ‘partially new sites and
forms that catalyse actors, things and institutions into new modes of existence
and assemblages that make things work differently’ (1999: 13). In a similar way
Charity H’s attempt to make explicit, incorporate or build in a social and ethical
agenda, as a component of the basic science research they support, also shifts the
parameters of this task in ways that are not necessarily or always enabling.
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Conclusion
This thesis has explored some of the social practices involved in the transmission
of new genetic knowledge and technologies, associated with BRCA genes,
beyond the confines of the laboratory setting. Highlighting the need for such
research, Batchelor points out that the ‘career’ of a medical discovery undergoes
a process of ‘translation’ when it becomes part of everyday medical practice
(1996: 250). The findings presented here suggest that ‘traffic’ of transmission is
more complex than this. We have seen that action, meaning and effect ricochet
both up and downstream, not only of medical practice, but also scientific
research itself. This brings new complexity to questions of ‘impact’, which have
been so central to social science studies of the new genetics. It points not only to
a need to expand the people and practices caught up in this process, but a
fundamental re-thinking how the question of ‘impact’ is itself part of the work of
translation.

In understanding the ways in which the knowledge and technologies associated
with BRCA genetics are being used, received and acted upon, this thesis has
raised questions about the boundaries and constituent parts of a normative
lay/professional distinction. In the first instance we have seen that activism and
initiative are central features of how ‘lay’ people, in this case patients in Cancer
Genetic Clinics, and ‘fundraisers’, in a Breast Cancer Research Charity, are
involved in the work of transmission.

Patient enrolment in the Clinic is an ‘active’ process that is embedded in a moral
code of awareness and a need to make danger visible. This has consequences for
how those who come to the Clinic perceive and make manifest their own and a
more general sense of genetic risk, the agency they attribute to genes or genetic
knowledge and their perceptions of the Clinic’s capacity to make ‘hidden’ risk
visible. Such practices raise questions about how the materiality of BRCA
genetics are reproduced, or ‘black boxed’ by patients before being seen in the
Clinic.
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We have also seen how a different group of ‘lay’ people, classed as fundraisers
in a Breast Cancer Research Charity, actively participate in the transmission of
genetic knowledge. Their role as ‘fundraisers’ can be seen as part of a ‘memorial
practice’. In this sense, involvement in the Charity enables loss to be witnessed
while also holding out the possibility of transcending tragedy and trauma by
placing faith and hope in the research work of the organisation. For many (but
not all) the gene research focus of the Charity fuels this identification. Situating
genetic research as part of a memorial practice also entails that it must, to a
certain extent, be ‘redemptory’; that is associated with ‘cure’ and for the
‘collective good’. Interesting questions of agency and materiality are also raised
here. For instance, we have seen that fundraisers’ expectations inform a
perception of the scientists , at least in the context of the tours, as embodied
‘objects’ of knowledge.

The kind of lay involvement that is part of the Clinic and the Charity also cannot
be separated from the legacy of burgeoning health awareness and gendered
activism in relation to breast cancer. This has been explored in relation to
patients’ discourses about ‘visibility’ and fundraisers’ use of testimony. Despite
the location of ‘lay’ agency within this nexus of power, the case is strongly made
for re-considering questions of ‘impact’. We can see that reproducing BRCA
genetics as ‘expert knowledge’ is not just the preserve of practitioners or
scientists but actively involves lay individuals and groups. As Lock et al. say it
is ‘in part because the subjects of technologies are themselves situated at
[particular] intersections [..Jthat their co-production of technological practices
makes for an important part of the analysis’(2000: II).

If it is the position of lay individuals or groups at particular intersections which
makes their role significant, it is the neglected subject position of ‘professionals’,
situated at different but sometimes equally precarious intersections which also
makes for an important part of the analysis.

We have seen that the medical or predictive scope, authority and expertise of
genetic knowledge is sought or secured by scientists, practitioners and the
Charity in a number of different ways. This includes the use of visual tools.
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technologies or objects, a ‘risk’ discourse, as well as de-contextualised
explanatory narratives that ‘talk up’ or ‘hype’ genetic knowledge. All of these,
in different ways, serve to make knowledge ‘real’ and ‘material’. However,
such practices cannot be separated from the expectations, faith and hope of lay
groups or individuals and the ontological uncertainty of genetic knowledge itself.
In fact, the essential ‘invisibility’ of genes in the social context of BRCA
genetics, such as the inability to pinpoint gene mutations in the bodies of most of
those who attend the Clinic or the fact that scientists can’t ‘show’ fundraisers
their ‘ideas’, powerfully reflects the contingency of knowledge and expertise. I
have suggested that this may make the need to make genetic knowledge tangible
and promissory even greater.

Alongside a practice of ‘talking up’ genetic knowledge there are also in both
these social arenas explicit if demarcated modes of ‘talking down’. These
practices must also be seen as components of the work of transmission, linked to
triage in the Clinic or attempts to convey the timescale for basic science research
in the Charity. This mode of communication can equally not be separated from
the heightened expectations of fundraisers/patients, or the limits to knowledge
and technology. I have explored how these contradictory discourses are part of
the need for different ‘professionals’ to negotiate the ongoing gap between
knowledge and care in breast cancer genetics. The presence of this distance
engenders a certain degree of ambivalence for those who work with BRCA
genes in a clinical or a research arena, illustrated in the disjuncture between
public presentation and private or personal reflection.

This analysis suggests that it is not so much that a lay/professional distinction is
not important in the context of developments in genetic knowledge but that there
is a need to understand the particular ways that this boundary is constituted,
shifts and changes within specific social spaces of the ‘new genetics’.

In exploring the work of transmission in breast cancer genetics, this thesis has
argued that questions of ‘impact’ must also be re-addressed in other ways. That
is, the ways in which concerns about ‘care’ or ‘social and ethical consequences’,
are being ‘built into’ the knowledge and technologies associated with BRCA
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genes, so that the ‘question of biological control is re-figured as one of social
relationality’ (Franklin 2001a:335). As Strathem points out ‘like technology
culture is also a source of innovation and a means of bringing forth’(1992b:7).
In this thesis these processes have been explored in relation to the pastoral
practices of the Clinic and the way ethical practices and social concerns are being
incorporated into the work of the Charity. We can see that this not only raises
questions about the ways in which the ‘science’ question is to be addressed by
social scientists, but also has other consequences for patients, individuals or lay
groups and professionals.

My discussion of this aspect of transmission has drawn, in part, from
anthropological work on the reproductive technologies looking at the way EuroAmerican notions of kinship as hybrid of the natural and social is used as context
for knowledge.

The way kinship works to ‘domain’ knowledge practices associated with breast
cancer genetics in the Clinic is exemplified in the use of family trees. The use
of seemingly objectified or de-contexualised representations of family history, as
a tool of explanation or prediction, would seem to draw on and reproduce an
idiom of naturalisation that mimics Euro-American understanding of bilateral
and bio-genetic kinship. An explicit clinical discourse about ‘care for the family’
would also appear to reinforce this. In this sense, the practices of explanation,
prediction and care link kinship as naturalisation to knowledge. However we
have also seen that care and knowledge is fundamentally dependent on a
presumed sociality between kin. This requires clinicians to attend to the ‘social’
dimensions of the ‘family’ and gives clinical family trees a very different
meaning. As part of the pastoral practices of the Clinic they become ‘contracts’
for future care and important tools for investigating the dynamics of the
family.

In this sense its too simple to say that a clinical genogram only or simply reinforces blood ties
(Armstrong 1998),(Finkler 2(X)1) or even that the ‘patient’ always wants to ‘tell the story of the family’ or
that the ‘doctor’ always wants to tell the ‘story of the disease’(Sachs 1999). This is something that 1 explore
further in Gibbon (2002)
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A parallel can be drawn here between these ‘hybrid’ practices and Bouquet’s
examination of the emergence of a genealogical method in anthropology at the
turn of the century (1994). In the same way that the ‘aesthetic’ devices of family
pedigree were excised from River’s genealogical diagram, so too they are in
clinical family trees. Yet Bouquet points out that River’s ‘transformation’ of
popular genealogical notions of ‘pedigree’ into a more universal notion of
‘genealogy’ was only an apparent negation of an earlier class of family trees.
Similarly, we have seen that clinical practice rely on a more socially
contextualised understanding of the family, as well as the patient’s own active
participation in finding out about their genealogical ‘roots’. In both cases, the
‘fundamental vision remains arboreal’ (1994: 62). Just as the real meaning of
anthropological trees are only understood when the social relations to which
they refer are known, the reproduction of clinical family trees and the
‘knowledge’ they are used to pursue, is secured or sought only by attending to
and engaging with the social context of the family.

In this sense ‘care’ in the Clinic is predicated on kinship as a hybrid zone that
powerfully aligns notions of substance and code. This necessary incorporation
of the ‘social’ into a range of clinical technologies such as reproducing family
trees or genetic testing raises new questions about how the meanings of science,
biology, DNA and genes are being re-configured in this context (Franklin 2001b).
It also has more immediate consequences for patients giving, I have suggested,
new significance and meaning to a notion of ‘blood relatives’.

In this way the pastoral practices of the Clinic would seem to have consequences
for patients that recall a notion of ‘impact’ in a more normative sense. Drawing
on a radical different understanding of ‘non-western’ personhood, I have
highlighted how this cannot necessarily be understood only in terms of an
increased individualization, as proponents of an ‘impact’ thesis hold (Lippman
1992). We have seen that the sociality and participation required between family
members in the Cancer Genetic Clinic not only means that being a patient
necessitates a certain degree of activity but also means being a patient in a more
‘distributed’ or ‘dispersed’ sense. For some of those attending the Clinic,
attention to and concern with their family is experienced as, or points to, the
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evidence of caring practice. However, given that connections amongst ‘kin’ are
not always about relating, let alone pursuing ‘health’ collectively, but also about
‘cutting’ such networks (Strathem 1996 and 1997), patients can experience their
own ‘care’ in unexpectedly compromised ways. This is particularly when the
pastoral modes precipitated by the requirements (and limits) of predictive
medicine re-situate rights, responsibilities and obligations between family
members.

Attending to ‘the family’ also has contradictory consequences for practitioners.
Some embrace this new identification as ‘pastoral keepers’, pointing to their skill
in this area as evidence of holism and an ability to attend to or deal with ‘ethical’
concerns engendered by predictive medicine. In this way some of the limits of
genetic knowledge are circumvented, by becoming ‘experts’ of a different sort.
This could also be interpreted as an appropriation of a valorized notion of female
‘nurturance’, an ethos which has been central to the heightened public profile of
breast cancer (Saywell 2000), in order to further a clinical discourse about ‘care
for the family’ and ‘care for the future’. This can be seen as akin to the way Potts
suggests breast surgeons have, in responding to the concerns of an earlier breast
cancer ‘activist’ discourse about the mutilating effects of surgery, circumscribed
and appropriated an image of ‘feminine wholeness’ in a discourse about breast
re-constmction (2000: 5). In this way we can see that the ‘traffic’ that surround
clinical breast cancer genetics (as well as the treatment of breast cancer) is very
much multi-directional.

Nevertheless other practitioners feel uneasy or contest these pastoral modes as a
basis for knowledge and care. These differences point to the need to understand
how new health care technologies intersect in particular institutional settings
and how the social or historical context of diverse practitioner roles influence the
integration of such knowledge into routine practice.

Kinship as a hybrid of the natural and social also has implications for
understanding how social and ethical concerns are part of the transmission of
genetic knowledge in the Charity. Here relations of obligation and responsibility
mostly between kin are at the heart of how a group of individuals, classed as
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fundraisers, support and identify with the work of the Charity. This confers a
certain morality to the pursuit of genetic research which the organisation
colludes with and also makes use of. As a number of anthropologists have
demonstrated, new technologies are more likely to be supported if relations can
be shown to be created or sustained because ‘then we can breathe a sigh of relief
that the social dimensions of people’s lives are still in place’(Strathem 1997:23),
(see also Hirsch and Silverstone 1992 ). In contrast to the Clinic, it is the
obligations and responsibilities between kin which make, rather than ‘cut’, this
network. For the Charity, the fault line in working with BRCA genes lies in
making the bio-genetic component of kin relations explicit.

Young points out that national monuments have always traditionally sought to
provide a naturalising point for memory where he says ‘a state’s ideas and
founding myths aim to be as naturally true as the landscape in which they
stand’(1993: 6). From this perspective, a research centre funded in the name of
mothers, sisters, and daughters and dedicated to fighting breast cancer by
focusing on the micro biology of the breast would seem to have found the perfect
naturalising locus for memorial practice by focusing on genes; an apparently
potent source of transcendent humanity. In the initial early years after the
formation of the organisation this was a research agenda that was closely aligned
with the ethos of the Charity where talk of looking for a ‘cure’ was prominent.

The current clinical application of BRCA genetics does not sit easily with such a
goal. In fact, the quest for genes that linked the work of the Charity with the
Human Genome Project in earlier years has now been replaced by the messier
business of functional genomics. The challenge of seeking appropriate memorial
forms is, of course, far reaching. Many have suggested that the reluctance to
reach closure in the anti-redemptory aesthetic of the Vietnam War memorial, or
the presence given to absence through the literal reproduction of the negative
space in a number of so-called Counter-monuments, built to mark the Holocaust,
most successfully mediate the inevitable tension between the memory and
forgetting, that any monument must address (Young 1993). The next few years
will reveal to what extent it is in a similar way the hunt for and hopes of half
glimpsed yet-to-be discovered genes or the immanence of genetic knowledge
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which best facilitates the need to witness and transcend loss, rather than the
complexity generated by their actual materialisation. It is clear that the current
clinical application of BRCA genetics poses a danger for the Charity because of
the way such knowledge aligns code with substance. That is, bringing biogenetic connections between kin into focus, with the attendant spectre of
uncertain predictive medicine and limited ‘treatment’ interventions, potentially
undermines the pursuit of a ‘redemptory’ science predicated on obligations
between kin.

The Charity has been active in attempting to offset the dangers posed by the
clinical application of BRCA genes by making ‘ethical’ concerns a more explicit
part of the organisation’s activities. Such initiatives are not however necessarily
enabling. I have shown that the prospect of fundraiser advocacy re-defines the
‘gift’ relationship between lay and professional in a way that is not always
welcomed by fundraisers or others. In other instances, making ethics part of the
work of the Charity has entailed a trade off between a hopeful ‘curative’ science
for ‘air (part of the ‘obligation’ to relatives lost and those yet to be bom) and
support for the plight of a few. That is those who are subject to the potentially
negative ethical ramifications that arise from the clinical application of BRCA
genetics. While seeming to pose solutions to the challenge of genetic research,
we can see that incorporating an ‘ethical’ agenda raises other questions and
sometimes more troubling issues; a situation that is in Rabinow’s sense
‘purgatorial’( 1999)

The way that a social and ethical agenda is used as context for knowledge in the
Clinic and the Charity also highlights the need for reflexivity in examining
questions of ‘impact’. As Strathem says, referring to the kind of ‘impact’
discourse that subsumed discussion of reproductive technologies, we need to
look at not just ‘the immediate kinship dilemmas but forms of cultural
knowledge mobilized in and around such practices’(1993: 178). In this way,
what ‘suggests kinship as a domain of inquiry [enhances] our understanding of a
process of domaining itself and broadens the field of what kinship can be used to
analyse’(Strathem 1993: 198). With this in mind it is important to understand
what it means or does to say ‘the new genetics is a family issue’ (Richards 1993)
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or how and why the anthropologist’s interest in ‘culture’ might be demarcated
by others in terms of ‘the family’ or readily incorporated into a project to develop
lay advocacy. It means being reflexive about how social scientists are already
part of the ‘New World Order’ (Haraway 1997) and caught up in what Irwin sees
as the ‘mutual embedding of science and science policy’(2002)

Not unsurprisingly, given the way the female breast and breast cancer is
informed by representations of female identity, gender has also been shown to be
part of the work of transmission and the effort to make social and ethical
concerns more explicit. In some ways, the reinforcement of pre-existing social
categories, that Duster notes in relation to genetic knowledge and sickle cell,
would also seem to be apparent in relation to gender and the communication or
reception of knowledge and technologies associated with BRCA genes. We have
seen that images of ‘natural’ female nurturance are particularly powerful in these
contexts linking the morality of obligation between kin, in the charity, with a
discourse about ‘care’ for the family in the clinic. This image assists the
sociality necessary to knowledge or dissemination of risk information in the
Clinic by reinforcing and relying on a notion of women as ‘selves in relation’
(Hallowell 1999). It also provides a powerful image for memorial practice in
the Charity; a symbol of what has been lost and hope for the future. Nevertheless
we have also seen that normative representations of female gender identity do
not always further the translation and distribution of genetic knowledge but
challenge it in new ways. As an emblem of the Charity’s identity, the notion of
female nurturance also makes BRCA genetics a potentially dangerous arena for
research because of the ‘treatment’ interventions so prominently associated
(mostly by the media) with the clinical application of this knowledge. That is,
prophylactic mastectomies for ‘healthy’ women threaten the image of hope
which is so central to the organisation. Similarly, despite motivating many to
attend the Clinic, the consequences of predictive medicine may do little to
nurture and provide ‘care’ for others in the family and in some instances have
quite the opposite effect.

Like much work in anthropology addressing gender, kinship and the reproductive
technologies, we can see that there are ‘ricochet effects’ (Strathem 1992b:3)
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between gender, nature and culture in the way that ‘care’, kin relations and
gender are being configured in breast cancer genetics. As Hess notes,
documenting these effects opens not just the ‘black boxes’ of STS but a
‘rainbow of other boxes’; showing that ‘the interpretation of meaning is as
important as a sociological explanation of the content of science’ (1997:160).

In examining how new genetic knowledge is being translated, received and acted
upon at the interface between different sciences and publics, this thesis has
shown how the efforts to secure as well as maintain the ‘legitimacy’ of BRCA
genetics has to be viewed as a collective endeavour. As Martin says ‘scientists
and lay persons must be seen as co-participants in the process by which
‘mobiles’ [i.e. scientific ‘facts’ or technological artifacts] do or do not become
part of culture’ (1998: 20). Understanding the ‘impact’ of new genetic
knowledge in this sense is not so much about expanding the locations of research
to understand a phenomenon from different perspectives, but about ‘seeing
where work is collaboratively performed’(Layne 1998:6). It is also about
recognising that that the circuits of action and practice which link people and
places in the ‘co-production’ of BRCA genetics operate like Martin’s figure of
the rhizome in ‘discontinuous, fractured and non-linear ways’ (1998:31)

Rabinow documents how the alliances between a patient group, a government
research institute and a bio-technnology company provided the best (although
ultimately unsuccessful) way of attempting to meld "zoe’ and "bios’ within the
rationality of genomics.

For Rabinow one of the key issues generated by

developments in molecular knowledge is the ‘social form or forms’ that are to be
given to ‘molecular information, sequencing machines, gels, data banks, tissue
collections and patient groups avid co-operation’ (1999 :89). Cancer, and
particularly breast cancer, would seem to offer a particularly potent arena for the
development and legitimisation of new genetic knowledge. As Margaret Lock
says, this is a striking case of the way that ‘possible probabilities, based on
poorly constructed studies have been constructed into certain probabilities and

Rabinow points out that these two terms were used by the ancient Greeks to express what is meant by the
term life. The first zoe referred to ‘the simple fact o f being alive and applied to all living beings’ the second
bios ‘indicated the appropriate form given to a way o f life o f an individual or group (1999:15)
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then into certainties’(1998:8). We have seen that ‘women’ who have had or are
at risk from or are left behind as a consequence of breast cancer lend an ‘ethical
accountability’ to emerging genetic knowledge and practice, linked in diverse
and complex ways to a notion of female nurturance. But this is a fragile
alignment that is subject also to challenge and contestation. Moreover like the
blood donor system in France, cancer care or research would seem also to be
almost the epitome of "bios’, symbolized in the ‘beneficence’ of the NHS or
‘Charity’ funded medical and scientific research. Given the continuing distance
between knowledge and care, sustaining the legitimacy of the knowledge and
technologies associated with BRCA genes is likely to engender further
challenges , as well as innovative social practices, such those examined in this
thesis.
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